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FOREWORD

,

Writing is the other half of literacy. With oUr continuing and
critical emphasis on imOoving,reading instruction in the schools of
North Carolina, we have never forgotten that writing is equally impor-
tant. This book testifies/to our concern fOr writing instruction. It
contains statements whic clarify quite lucidly all that is involved in
learning to write. Bu --what is most attractive to me--it contains-
very practical silgg ions by teachers all 4 rocs the state for making
the art of learning to write well an excitin4 enterprise for kids.

4

PREFACE '

A. Craig Phillips
State Superintendent of Public Instruction

41

Writing in the Wild Young Spring is the latest effort by the
sion.of Languages to provide teachers with practical methods and material
*Or teaching English/Langu'age Arts--in this case, composition. Action ,-
Learning, an earlier publication, was a more generalized methodsbFa-
produced as a follow-up to the Communications Section of the Department's
Course of StudA, for Elementary and Secondary. Schools K-12. Thfs book
focuses exclusively upon how to do a better job in teachingAriting
Thanks to contributions by feathers at all levels--colle , secondary,
and elementary--it has the potential for making every ether a better
teacher of writing: I

.

4414
/e?

George A. Kandy

Assistant State Superintendent of
Public Instruction
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Background.

IKTRODUCTION

.1 ,

this book about the theory and practice-of teaching writing grew '

out of a summer institute.held on the campuPot Mars Hill College and
soonpred.by the North Carolinas Department Of Public Instruction in
June of 1977: Forty 'master teachers of English/Language Arts from
grades 4-12 were i ified by consultants in the State Department's

tt
Division of Langua and by supervisors .from the state's 145 loci%
education agencies. The forty teachers were Invited to the week - long
institute to receive instruction in teaching the writing prbcess and to-
prepare writing lessons for use in their own classes, as well. as fore
subsequent distribution to ottler English/Language Arts teachers:

. . . . ,

.

Buringthe first two and a half days, the teachers heard Frank
O'Hare (Chairperson,- Department of English, University of .Southern
Mississippi), Bob Shuman Professor of English, university of Illinois), -

.Bob Reising (Professor of EngTish-Education, Pembroke State Univdirsity),
an4 Sam Watson ('Directomof Freshman Compogition,University it-North,
Carolina-Charlotte) discuss such topics as sentence combining,leuence
in the composition program,*theOries ofboth classical and-modern rhetoric

..

-. and alternative methods of evaluatiog studentalpriting. .

a 4,

Following the intense instritfGal days, the teachers began to
-develop writing. lessons on each of the following topics: Motitating
Writing; Creative Writing; Writing Reports, Reviews, Arguments, and
Descriptions; and Writing for Varieties of Audiences. In addition, teachers
of grades 10-12 were asked,to develop lessons on Writing the Research
Paper. The teachers prepared their lesspns in identical formats to achieve
consistency and ease of use. by others Ao might wish to employ the lessons
in their own classrooms.

Rationale

,What fo)lows i s the-result of Jong labor byall those involve in

the summer institute. Part I of the book is composed of essays on topics
and issues related to teaching writing. Partll contains selected writing
lessons prepared by the participating teachers. Together, the two parts
'should provide daily, concrete.helorto thqse who wish to do a better job

- in teaching students how to write 11.

Some key principles run throughout the essays and writinp,lessors
contained in these pages:

(1).Perbaps the most important principle of all is that witinj,
must be experience-based. Studehts must be led to seethat
living is the source of all writing. Certainly, writing can
be sed on reading; however, learning.to think of writing
as an interpretation offor.a record of experiencerissa concept .

width gets little attention in many classroems.

w

vi
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. (2) Another principle is that a proper model for teaching writing
must -be informed by way's in which professional writers .

work. The'ket element here is revision. In is very real .

sense, writing is revision,-as Murray suggests in his
contribution to,these materials:

'

(3) A third essential principle is that purposes for writing
must be reality-based. That is to say, students must be 4

led to write for `eyes other than those of the teacher.
Writing, done solely forlthe teacher reduces the composing
process-to a mere exercise, which never dbmilunicates.the
message to students 'that writing has a high practical -value,

particularly in a world that uses tellphones and televisions
to send and receive so much infoi.Mation.

(4) A final principle is that evaluation of student writing, misst
be selective. When will we grade students as composers? 'As
editors? As both? And what should represent a student's

-.final grade as a writer--a composite average of markteirmed
over a term, or an assessment of where-the student is at the
end? If evaluation is to be an instructional component, the
teacher must select only a few qualitative aspects &f student
writing. (Perhaps these "principles" are really biases, but

they do.represent some of the convictions and points ofvieo
which highlight the content of this book.)

About the Title
4

The title we have chosen is Writing in the Wild Young Spring, inspi,d
primarily by d superb article bearing the same title which appeared in
North Carolina Education (February, 1967), written- by Clyde 1**-. McCants, -then

of Gaston Community College. The title captures much of the spirit ofthe
inititute itself - -where forty teachers met in .the mountains it-a-time of
seaSenalrebirth to concentrate quietly but intently on ways to get the
most out of the sometimes "will young" people they-teach. The title also
says much more, as Shelley suggests in Adonais:

I Grief made the young,spring
wild, and she threw down

Her kindling buds, as if she
Autumn were,

ih theydead leaves.

Effectively teaching students im their "wild young spring(s)" is treating
them as "kindling buds" art!! not as "dead leaves." Followingthe lessons .

developed by teachers in this book, and.adhertng to the adliice and admoni-
tions offered in,the four accompanying essays, can-help teachers deal with
studentsas flowers rather than.as weeds. If we expect to get good' writing
in our classes, we must require more of it. And w* must lead studedts to
see writing as an important enterprise. Fuither, we must.ngt mislead our

vii
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4

students. WO 'must stop preachingldout how much fun wrifing is'. TVs
hand work. It's the most sop4istitated form of human communicition.n
TIWPTTWe shou d 'te more ourselvesand even share our efforts with
our students. I do all this, then the seeds we plant io kids' "wild
young spring(s)" germinate and grow into healthy; mature flowers.

.

The extended metaphor drdWn here is the real message of-this book.
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OUR STUDENTS WILLWRITE--IF.WE LET THEM*

Don Murray
Profesior of English

University of New Hampshire_
Durham, New Hampshire,

-

Our students want to write- -but not what we want'them to write.

Our stutients want to write Of deatnand love iodliate and fear and

loyalty and disloyalty; they want ta,write the themes of literature in

those forms--poetry, narrative, drama- -which have survied the cAntyries.

Thiy want to write literature, and we assign them papers of literary _-

analysis, comparison and contrast, argumentation based on sjbjects on
which they are not informed and for which they have no-concern.

. .

English teachers may believe in the writing crisis; but writing;

teachers know that. even in a multi-media electronic; passive, spectator -

P:

everyone seems to want to' write. The history teacher, the OeMistry

cher, _the coach, even .fellow
d,

ellow English teachers are_closet wtlters, .
incipals, superintendents, school board taxpayers prerlikely!

to press, shyly but firmly, a bulky manuscript into the writing teacher's -..

hand. Otherumay be Of-prised that when the Russian poet; Jqseph BrodVq,

was bein§ quest by the KGB, his Vnterragatorsubmilled his own

manuscripts for Brodsky's triticism. Writing 'teachers aren't surprised.

Research supports the impression that everyonewants to write.

Chomsky, and others, have shownAhlt children want.to write before

thr want to read. Donald Graves4 research indttips that the less

e gerit ng assigned, the more produced. At the University of New Hampshire

we continue to offer more and more se Ions of writing courses, and we

cannot satisfy the demand. Kenneth Koch f,s doing exciting work in

nursing hoghes with wrtters who are 70, 80, 9Q, 180 year old. The hunger

to white survives as lbng as the breath to liVe.
. .

Workshops on, the teaching of writtng should begin with the teachers

writing. I.rnuminy such workshops, and the teachers write avtheir
stu4nts should on subjects of their oign choice in forms appropriate

the evolving subject. They never choose literaryanalysis, argumen /Ion,.
or any of the .forms usually called fxpository. They write descri' ion

and Orration, embryonic poems and stories: Theyare astonis and

impressed at what they write and at what their colleagues wr : Writing

inig'hurry, on 'demand, under impossible conditions, they p t,ce ioving

and exciting writing which -deals with the major themes o oss and birth

enediscovery and failure. and survival. Their voices e vigorous,,.sad,

angry, nostalgic, amused, diverse and individual.

*Reprinted from North Carolina English Teacher (Felt, 1977) by permission
of both the author and editor.

1 10,"
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These are the same voices'!, hear from Grade Three thrtgh.post, .

Octoral students, but I didh't see the full import of wha I observed
until Richardgirbteri',1*kad.of the English Department .at Milton Ace

--told Me a student of his charged-that they had to write essays of 1 rary
analysis while they read poetry and f4cpon, *because you don't r t our
reading to be boring, you just wantiour writing to be boring:

We all know that the essay can be exciting, but we a know thatte essay.toPics assigned'in class 46'test knowledge of iterature rarely.
-PrOduce.exciting or even interesttng writing.

I,have begun to realige I must.reconsider
' new emphasis qn ex-

positorytwriting in our schools,'especially h.6eginning student lat and ,

reconsider our attitude towards creative ting. That is a.termbI hate-.
All writers I now resent it., The connotation of creative Witing is
frivolous writihg, decorative writing, writing that is a)1 style and no
content, writing that is superficial, avocational, sOmetimes therapeutic,
most timeetrivie).

V. 1

Unfortunately we can alt poitt40.CreatiVe writingslasses'in which
there is ,more t rapy than writtng, a patronizing-approval of ajl efforts,'
'an irrespons e lack o! standards. These ?like wow, man, that's like;
real, I wow" creative therapy unit t have tUrned many of us away from
a pro' examination of what happens'wheg creative writing classes are
tau by professiohal writing" teachers.

4
. .

It those classes the students and teacher aliie examine, through
writing, the most important issues in their lives, and they do it through
the forms we call literary--poetry, flction,'drama, noh-fiction.

As English teachers web,shouldidi be delighted that creative writing
courses. are popular and accept the people who teach than as equals in
our profession. We usually, hOwever,ida net. We do not trust writers,
although we admire their work when they are dead.. We do'not believe that
our students are capable of attempting -literatdre. . .

We should see thit their desire 'to write proves the vitality and im-
portance of literattre andjiterature-making in each generation, that
language is central 'to the human experfence, not Just as communications
skill but as the best way to recall and understand experience. We tell
ou tudents the unexamined life-is not morth living, yetve seldom-
allowlhose students OD examine their lives firsthand through that is
termed creative. writing. .

.It is time that we, as a profession, not wily support the reading.of
literature but the making orliterature; that-we-encourage our students
t6 write whit they went to write and realize that what they want to write
lemore intellectually demanding, more linguistically ehallenging, more

;..fhetorically difficult than the writing we usually require in the English
cldo. 44
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.1 they provo our ptediction. Conditions will not improv until .we realize
that what we, face is a teachef problem, not a student problem.

er

e biggest problem In the teaching bf writing is Qurielve-s.. We do
not encourage,.a4low, or respbnikto our students' deiire to write. We

'do. not 12T1eve.tha-t our student can write anything-worth receding and "i

fit en-1 was in Junior' High School tbb public address syktem vonoupeed
that plind lessons would be available, and -Interested students -shobld -
.report to. the cafeteria. We had-a* piaryo at hale, and I...bad been' fatclnated
by it, but no one in the family could 'even play chopsticks, and-l'ims
not allowed tribal it. I repVted tp the cafeteria, for piano lessons.
They.dost 25t aweek in those days of the Depressrion;.buti could earn
that.after sChool.,` At last I would be able to mate;music.

'didn't knbw that there was a new.method,ot teaching pianct. Whet
I reported for 'firsf lesson, there was a sin* piano-on .the stage, alit!
56 of US 412.50 woriebassigned to separate places at tit cafeteria,
tab*es..- We Were tack, given our own cardboard keyboard, whieh .we rnfold'
on amend. The teacher played On the stage and we clrunied our fingers
against the cardboard keyboard ip awkward inkitation. . -

t
-. , .

We were toldsthis new method' had been -developed -by .experts. We were
commanded to shut any piinds we had at -home and lock them. We would learn
to play. before we. were allowed to playt, Week after-Week I &wned my

.fingers ag4knst nrircardboard keyboard, but I could hear too music. Then
* I missed:oRK-day of practice, and then another,' one lesson and then,

another. I still do not play'. the piano, 7 'so

I fear ,that the 'teaching of 3vrfting in our' schools hat Similiaritiei,.
and the back-to-the-basics Einpha s j s on expository writing, on workbooks, .

en rhetorical models, or) sentence combiping, forces o students to. play
cardboard keybbards.,. They can not hear their voices sip' more than I

4-couild' hear music from the, silent exercises I.was foced'to praCtice; they...,
are not allowed to use their own language to discovet. their own meaning .

s,., in their own existence...

There are many.impbrtant reasons toicodsider taking what is usually
tolerated, at best, in the elective creative writing course and placing
it at the center of the writing curriculum. Some of them are;

* . Whiting about individual inaneul experience motivates both the-
gifted and those we often copsider disadvantaged.' Infect,.-
we may find that the disadvantaged'aren't in terms of
experiences which can-be -explored through writing. Students
who are not motivated by our lectures on the need for writing
skills--thdy know the need does not existin the lives they.
expect t.1) live--still share the human hunger to record and
examine experience. Studits who are bored with papers 9f

"literary analysis or everrincapabge of- writing such a paper-
at this stage in tbew develiopment may be able .to- wait**
extraordinary papers' based on first-pers'on .exPerience.

t

a
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s .
. Students'discover, through creative writing, that they have.

a voice, they have a way of looking,at their own, life through

itY

their own They discover and learn to respect their
own individ

.

**

sw

Creative writing extends experience and orders it. Through
writing, the student increases his or her awareness of -the
world,-and then works to order that awareness.

. As students follow language towards meaning they extend and
stretch their lingUistic skills.

. The experience-centeed, doing'nature o the
ulum will reach many students who and not
the analytical, passive receptive nature of

' academic curriculum.
at

. Stucienti;Arot;gh writing, discover the satisfattion of making.
They think writing is an art and discover it is a.traft.

Creative writing gives students a new insight to literature.
.

The study of literature is no longer entirely a spectator
sport, but an activity which they can experience and appreciate.

. Thee creative writs n9 class may be the place where some stu-
dents learn to readr. Test results in many community 'colleges
and other colleges of the,seconOthance show that many stu-
dents who test as not being able to read are also the best
writers. They are able to read their own rds and to perform
the complex, evaluative techniques essentialo to revision.
They learn to read by writing

Students and teachers of creative writing, redfscoverthe fun -4
of writing. Art ts, at the center,.play, and perhaps that
is the reason ft is so little tolerated in the tchOol.r If
it is fun can it be learning? _Yes.

. should each creative writing because it is more
intellec ly d nding than the study of-literature or
language are usualleMatight in the English class.
This runs directly counteroto the stereotype believed by .

mostleglish teachers. It_is easier to complete a rforkboek
on grammar, easier to tell the teacher What the teacher wants
to know about a story than it is to use language to make
.mewing out of experience. The writing se is )a thinking
course, and it should be central toe in any
schobl.

,
If we face up to tgis responsibility to get back to `the real basics

iniwriting and allow our students tpe opportunity to use language meanSmg-
0,--7-- fully to explore experience, then 4, mist face the feeling of inadequacy

we.

13
4
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share by almbst all English teachers. '...We teach language and kiterature

td

beta se that is what we have been trainett6 teach. We do not tits.*

writ ng bacauie few English teachers have'eVer had a course in writing
or in the methods of teaching writing. .-

Fortunatety.the teaching of writing is within the reach of every

AkEnglish teacher. The teficher can teach' himself or herself to teach

mwriting by attempting'an experimental Curriculum based on three simple
principles:

1. Teach pAoceaa not pkoductlk The traditional EnglishOclass
appropriatel) deals with a product-- finished writing. The
writing class deals with unfinished writing, writing that AO
is in the process of discovering meaning. Students must
have the time to pass through the same stages of prewriting,
writing, rewriting andPedifing which writers have to pass
through'to achieve the products we examine in other parts
of the English curriculum.

Classes in Which we give 'assignments and grade first
drafts produce the kind of writing we deplore. We must
allow students to find their own 'subjects, using their own
language to, discover meaning in experience.

2. W oultZetti. The writing teacher-.pr for the
ng class by using his or her language to examine

and share experience. The teacher nderstands the writing
process because, the teacher experie es it.

3. Lih ten to your,. students. The center the writing course
is the.conference in which the Student, evaluates the draft
and the teacher responds to thRt evaluation. Students who
are experiencing the process'Odirstand it better than we
can. They know what is going well, what isn't going well,
and they can, with our coaching, see how to improve their
writing--to move closer to their meaning.

iirbr
tt sounds simple, and It is. It takes an act of courage and an act

of-faith. Aft have to commit ourselves to letting Our students take the
initiative in the writing course. Their writing is the text of the course,
and we have to respOnd to that. Too so we have to have the courage to
wait and, possibly, to fail. At the same time we have to have faith that
Our students have something to say, thatthey have a language, and a life,
and that their language and their lifecan work against each other to
ignite meaning.

-

It is significant that these acts of course and faith correspond
directly to the acts of courage and faith demanded of each writer, student
or professional, whenhe or she faces a new draft. We have to have the
courage to commit ourselves to the page,,to reveal ourselves, to fail.
And we have to have faith that the act of comritment and'revelation may
be worthwhile, may produce meaning. Tik

14
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If we have this courage and this faith we will discover that our
student,' can write, and that they will write, and "that we will be eager

to read 'what they have written. There Will be no writing crises in our

.classruom. There will be the excitement of students finding voices, and

the voices prodticing writing which is memorable and meaningful. Our

students will write--if we let them. .

. _
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Composition is. the sublact teachers do not learn; they are merely
'expected to teach it. Thatlentiment, paraphrased from Francis Christiansen,'
presumes that there are things to ber,learhed about composition. Increasingly,
this presumption is a solid one,, as teachers and other scholars redis-
cover a tradition of rheprical theory and pedagogy as,old as Western
lization itself, share'important findings in_contemporary rhetorical
theory, literary theory, psycholinguistics, cognitive psychology and other
disciplines,t-and learn New 'questions to ask of their Students' writing al

-processes and their ownsclassroom practices.

[luta further preidmption is that, by and large, t chers have not
been offered what-courd be there to be learned. -The pattern is a familiar

one: As a university freshman, the. propective teacher takes composition
(or, being "good in English" perhaps exempts it). Then she (still too
rarely 'he") works through the core of the English curriculums -a serifs
of courses in British and American literary history. She takes.a few courses
in general education, and maybe an upper-level course in composition or
grammar is thrown in. On thegraduate level, the pattern repeats itself.
Presumably %ne learns'to write- -and to teach writing--by writing a few
papert in ion-writing,c04rses.., And'writing is,writing papers of literary
criticism. And writing instruction consists of papers assidu6usly and
devotedly red-marked by professors whose Miibr training and interests. 'w
understandably lie somewhere else.. That is not what the State Department

- -guidelines imply-shoulpkpeppen, but unfortunately this brief sketch is
more fact than fable.,:".

What might one do in composition? Even if our work as students has
not posed that question, sour own composition classei--ai whatever level --
force ft upon us, oftenrflrMIOnday-morAing desperation or Friday-night,
theme- reading' despair., It is .easy to become locked into a-viciovs circle:
an overworked teacher", insecure in her efforts to do what 'she was rte,
trained to do, feels herself a faillire, CyniCitm about student abilities

7
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',(or pervious teachers' performance) cah'insulate her 'against despair,

or ihe-can develop a grit) determination in'her classes that well may ,

be self-defeatio :* helplessness, more extensive red marks, and gutt

can become arcs. he vftious circle as the teachefgrasps for anything

and discoverv:onl the obvious errors in students" writing. That teacher
maYiembrace outrabled teaching practices that seem responsible but are

ineffective or ,worse; she is subject to passing fads and gimmickry, and
sshs.is .extraordinartly vulnerabie,to pressured from school administrators,

parents, the vets and the public. If she it 40iSchoolteacher,
perhaps the sharpest irony comes when her,old ity profesiors

receive-her students andblame her.for not doing what they have not
prepared her for doing,' because-they are unprepared themselves. Through

nvone1;particuldr fault; many teachers are hardly initiated into .

composition a.a serious discipline. Not=knowing,the field, they have

little perspective from whichlto make fruitfu) ingructional decisions.
Because they are not-in-a position to ask.authorflktive questions in the
field they teach, they'can easily become pawns in their own classroom.

Whiat might one do in composition? There are no easy answer or

quick solutions. But there Are promising possibilities, as the ideas
and exercises in this book-adMirably illustratepNlie could learn to ask
the question jointly, calmly, and seriously. Ideas and research now
available to be read and questions now available to be asked could make
a lasting difference in our cptifidence as teachers and our students'

performance as. composers. W could become authorities in-the field we

teach.

dor This article is no more than an 'essay in that direction. I will

illustrate some of the resources, Ideasjand speculations that can be

available to us,.and I will note a Beginning step our staft University
System is.taking in that directig. I hope to whet your interest, so

that y6u will seek out further findings and ideas, through university,
coursework that will probably be developed only if you ask for it, through
workshops, and throug h other resources.

the Oldest Basics Around

'

' ., *
..

As 4a pedagogically effective and theoretically serious distipline,
composition (or wrhetoriC,"' as it'has characteristically been called)

sterngrew up ste civilizatiorritself, training citizens to develop
verbal abiliti ;in ways the newly-founded democracies demanded. This

' is not the plat to trace that rich history,3 to shovOlow rhitoricbecame
(and remained, until recently) the foundation for all liberal arts
education,"-or to consider whether classical rhetoric it or is not Adequate

for current educational needs.5 Instead, I want briefly to summarize some
central points which remained remarkably stable through bhe long history

. of classical ; theory. Now many of these points are usually ignored in-

current'composition pedagogy? Bytwhat have they been replaced? Consider
those questions tacitly present in this discussion.

17
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What means are availablp to the writer (or speaker) who would rOadh-
-a'particular audience? Some, of course, are inherent in the subject',
being`dtscusted, but-othErs come from the writers knowledge of his :

audience's beliefs and values. Still -others are inherent Ina* Ways
the-writer can present himself effectively to that audience% sDia9ra0A-

tically, these urces shaped the rhetorical (or communication) triangle:

audience
(pathos)

writer
(ethos)

subject
(logos)

Ethos, lops, pathos - -all provide soutces frlim which the writer must.-
delml\if he/the is to reach aparticulat audience on some point 'of genuine

significance_ -

.
Classical rhetoric, tied more closely to speaking than *to writing,,

recognized, three distinct types of speech situations. Ipese torican"be ,

',neatly summarized: e .

,

i
.

4 Situation place time end

Judicial law court pist accusation/defente-
Deliberative assembly future exhortation/dtss4slOn
Epideictic rituals present praise/blame' .

/
%-

Notice that these speeches occur in quite differeint situations, reach quite
diflerent audiences, refer to events in quite di ferent temporal relationships,
and'have quite different purposes. Ilmplicitly, there is no such thing as ,

t the one perfect speech, ia7c-ry. al) occasions independent of:situati

audience, times and pufposel i,..1.4 . 4 ---
.

Central to classical thgory are five constituent arts. The speaker
'must invent (we would say "discover ") materials to be used, he/she must
select7alir an them, he/she must embody them in an effective style of
language_ nce /she is speaking without notes, he/she must develop
Tory of the speech, and he/she must deliver it effectively. As teachers

'.'" o Writing, we are concerned with the 417RThree arts; for these (and
for the other two).the`classical teacher was informed by a systematic
discipline.., - ',

. For example, a student would not be told simply to write "about" some
subject. - Instead,' under invention the student w4gald learn systematic-ways

to discover the centtai- uestion at tillie. Through other techniques he/
. ,shewould learn to i v matedapertinefit to the question aneto

1,_,_,
- (discover new material.' . . \
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UnderarrangeMent the student was taught that he/she.must put the
audience in a frau* of mind to listen to the speech exordium), must
reconstruct the context (narration) giving rise to the uest on, must

project for the audience terThrsajor points to be made (d v s on , must
give-arguments-(proof), must answer or 4nticipate-objections refuta-
tion) and must drive the argliments home (peroration): These were not.
Winjulaelor parts that any speech gust have;, instead, they ',ere attempts
to help students adaptidiscourse purposefully to the needs real

audiences. .-

Finally, under style there is nothing in,classicaldoctri4 to imply
that some one typeo language is "correct" and all others are always
!)ncorrect." Instead, the speaker adapted a high, middle, or lOw style
that was appropriate to the occasion, audience, purpose, and TW section
of a speech.

Classical theory is reisarkable, in pah,ller the emphases i t refuseS
to provide, It refuses to focus exclusively on the finished speech tOr
paper) at the expense of the.rich situations in which discourse is generated.
There is no such. thing, in classical theory, asthe finished 500-word,
five-paragraph thdhb, whose formal nicety guarantees good grades or effec- '

tive discourse. They were informed by a,coharent body of theory, but they
knew that 'teaching the theory would not produce good speakers or writers:

Instead, theirs theoretical grounding gaie them a place to stand, enabling
them/to make intelligent pedagogical decisions and"to develop work that
would exercise students profitably in the various processes that inform
ineffective communications The European Renaissance itself was in
considerable part a rebirth of the learning I have schematized,7 yet
today this body of theory and precept lies large)y untaught and unknown
to (teachers who have inherited the classical rhetoricians' tasks.

Panic' or Progress, in Writing Exercises

Contrary to a ular conception, perhaps the most important phase
pf a composition course 4s the planning that goes into individual assign-
orients and sequences the teacher will ask students to address. Of course,
the teacher can decide to make no formal assignments at all, instead
letting writing situations emerge fromclassrode discussion and other
activities. Properly prepared, that cad-be a responsible decision indeed.

But I suspect we have al) experienced a contrary dilemma. Fae,ed

with a cla%s the next day (or the next hour), we know we want students to
write something; we dash oft an assignment which we hope more than expect
will alTowPthem to write something intelligent, and fnstructive. And we
are often disappointed by what-comes badk.°

.

Perhaps the most general moral is,to stile in-developing,assign -
mehts. _Writing an assignment's directions s in-Effect an assignmentin_ ,

writing: we can fruitfully ask ourselves why some assignments reached
our audience of students and others did not. Often, subtle changes in our

10
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I irectIones'ilill- produceAremindous differences in the .,469s students

. . res0Bnd,:ind it is worth working at an.assignment's form and language'

. so that; it may lib more:effective;next year. (

.

rP

Y.

Asgignments;pf Course can take'many fo , there is no reasonhat

they all. have-WW1:lade the same way or, that they all should produce

"ffhished" piecet pf writing. James Kinneavy schematizes kinds of

,activities that.Carinferm assignments:5

,

Analysis
f

.1*

Principles

Environment
and

Stimulus

Rewrite
Think

Talk ): Write*

A particular assignment can proceed from any point on Kilineavy!s circle

to any subsequent pdint. It is possible to go directly from lexamples".
to "write" for example, or from "Olink" to "write."- The circle is useful
in helping'ttie teacheridentify options. for brevity, is much of what

4'c:11mA-will be proceeding from !Tnvironment andkStimulus* (i.e the
writing assignment) to "write," but without implying that there is any
need to restrict to this sequence alone or that there is any special
virtJe in such a restriction.

. kf,-
Perhaps all:writing assignments are artificial in some respects.

After-all, in the "real world"_writing is usually not in response to a
formal assignment. Even when a writing assignment seeks tp capture a
*real-world" situation (e.g. "Write a letter to the Editor"), the class-
room setting itself constructs some artificial constrifhts.

Artificiality need not be a problem; it involves "art," after all.
But a teacher needs to consider in what respect(s) an asOgnmeht is
artificial, for what pfrpose(s); and with'what likely effects. Without
careful-thought; A netessarily artificial assignment can becpme uninten-
tionally incoherent as well.. For example, there may be a codflict-between_

,

11
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the attitude the student is asked to, assume and theeattitade implicit

ih the assignment itself:.."Be imaginative" is'an adifiliblv hope, but
_ it is hardly imaginative language. Incoherpnce carreistbetween the

intent specified in an,assignment and the means-stipirlated'to reach it:
'Write a paper of classification persuading young, children that they
shegA0 brush their teeth regularly," an assignmentjust thought up,

,has in problems, among them thaC the two differini instructions may
seem. coherent to the teacher but likely will not to the stydent. fqr

----that matter, "Write an essay of classification".4s an exereise in
artificiality, It may be useful,but outside of English classes has
anyone ever sat down ,intending to write an essay in classification,
pgre and simple?

Finally, and frequently, the assignment's directions, stated or- ,

implied? can clash with the teacher's comments and grading criteria, as
the student perceives them.". Here, too, the teacher really is a writer,
trying to" reach a real audience with areal purpose. Students, like No.

other people, are incredib sensitive to.any differences between what -
one says he/she means and t the student later reads him/her tp have .

outlet. One gross (but true example: the student who was told to express
_herself in a poem and then was graded down because her poemjncluded
the pronoun "I."' 1 believe the cynicism and indifference to have seen in
some students' faCes can be traced to thi sort of incoherence.

.
. -.

none which have unequivocal "right ;answers," may hplp avoi
Nthilig can guarantee'an assignment's effectiveness; these ue

which
stionS,
-.p -

falls: What sort(s) of cues does the, asslignment give?. -Recalling he
classical tr+angle, for example, does it specify audience, or sub ect,
or the sort of role the writer is asked to' play? Does itespecify a' form?
How stiongly are the cues given? Is the assignment written in thesame
mode as the responseAlt seeks? Can it plausibly engage the writer? (For

. example, would the teacher herself be willing to write a responsd? Can
'appropriate responses plausibly engage'the intended readers (the ,teacher
herself and, hopefully, o
ment leave room for effective surprises, or does the specter of *one

her students in the class)? 'Does the assign-
ment ro

.right answer" lurk behind its directives? Finally, does: the asSignment
'imply a Oistirictjvi, set of evaluative criteria peculiar to itself? "Write
a pe onal letter" will not engender thestme,sbrts df writing as Nrite
anrestitle for' the school paper convincing students how they and their
pa nts caq,conserve,ener ." Probably, evaluative comments that are
broad enough to coverbot sorts of writing are so vague that students
will not understand them. "Be clear" is a remarkably murky exhortation,
once you think abqot it; and can there be any suggestion less specific'
than "Be specific"?

.

, In5um, a th'ughtful assignment could include a statement of
itobjective(s), indicating what students could be oxpected to learn from

.responding to it; a stimulus, tbe given to students, involving them in

21
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some Situation calling for Writing; a rationale, sketching the relation-

ships between stimulus, students, and objectives; and a rubric,, giVing .

criteria for evaluating responses or categories describing crucial features

in responses. In light of aetual responses, the teacher will be able

to adjut and refine these various elements,'in the process, learning a

great deal abyt her students, her expectations, and her own writing.

Allow me final speculation about exercises. Sequenting of writing .

assignments is a matter of WO and fruitful debate, but qotice that

sequencing assumes that not all writing is alike an0-that various sorts of

writing can be arranged in-a rough sort of developmentatprogression. That

is not to say that some sorts ,of writing are inherently "better' or "wore

important" than others, lust that some sorts of writing may Build on skills,

that other sorts develop. .

.As. a teacher, I find it tremendously helleUl to have in mind a rough

matrix that "places".various issues and.complexities.11 Mine runs pretty

mUchsas follows: imagine a graph; where the vertical and horizontal axes

Meet, place the "I" of the writer, who always though in varying ways is'at

the center of what he writes. Then, going up the vertical axis, place

something like the following: "Express myself to someone," "Narrate sole-

thing to someone," "describe. . . ," "explain. . . ," "analyze, . . ,"

"persuade someone of something." Along the horizontal skis note various

"distances"--of time, Oace, and attitudethat may separate the "I" writing-

from subject and audience. The resulting "graph" raises a number of

interesting questions and bossibilities: EffectiVely to persuade someone

of something, for example, should the writer already be able to explain

that same " something" to the same "someone'? Should he/she learn to wok C
.. Kith subjects, audiences, and eMotional-attitudes,that arq "close" to Mn/

*her personally before being asked to write on subjects (and to audiences)

that are more general or abstract? Is the "I" central to all Writing, as--

my graph implies? I suspect so, and I think that its absente, coupled with

desires for "academically respectable" writing, leads to a great deal if

the fatuously impressive and blind student writing we'hav seen in Odin

lippers and elsewhere. In any case, some such scheia carphetpotodefits fee

Illhat there is purposeful Orogression in the composition course, and it

can help teachers roughly "place" assignmentt, even -when time for more

thorough planning is not available.

Becoming. Pro's ".
*1

As composition teachers, we are not now treated like-professionals.

If we wish that to change; we must become professionals. We must learn

the. discipline we are expected to teach and must learn to pursue the

questions it raises. -Serious, scholars can help us determine where our

needs as teacherylie.-J. N. hook has written a book on,th, subject,12

and the National Council- of Teachers of-English (NCT,E) hasjechtly
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published i careful and thoughtful staitment
f
on teacher preparationll

ResearFh'findings, through publications of NCTE and elsewhere, are,
increatjngly available and accessible.14 Informing ourselves ofthese
would ettatile-us to reconsider teaching strategies. What sorts of
writing do teachers teach, for example, and with what effects? We
'could respond intelligently to somepressurei that are good -intentioned
but ill-informed if we have learned, for example, that instruction in
formal grammar his neverdbeen demonstrated to have any positive influence
on students' writing.16

Also"avallable are new ideas and theories'? which we could adopt,'
test, and modify-in pur classivowa, in many cases making bur work less,
burdensome, more efficient, and more effective. ,

Lack of original thought is a frequent problem in student papers,
for example. Fresh insights into the pprocesses Of eomgosing,28,...as well

3as a wide variety of systematic heur* ,0 ic procedures,' analogous to'
classical invention, are being deVe oped that help students discover new
information and perspectivel on sobjectt they wish to explore.

.

4,

Repetitious%and th0eadbare sentence patterns are another frequent
`difficulty. Work in sentence combining, developid by Francis Christensen,20
Frank O'Hare21 and others, is demanttrating nmarkablielmmelInstudents' :t
syntattic fluenmy and flexibility: Without relying on grammar drills, it
accomplishes many of the objectives that those drills were intended, to
achieye but did not. We neecto know and begin trying these techniques,
which could make our work less_tedious and more productive.

CdMposition' will never be the sort of thing a book (o:40article)can
teaeh or can teach one how to teach. Tbough we need to st hidings
and theories which are making composition currently one of the most exciting
areas in aanycurricula, we need finally to become our own authorities doing
our own thinkidg and research.- Our classrooms offer fins laboratories) for
!that, and research designs do not have to be incomprehensibly esoteric;
good guides exist to designing writing.studies.22 Through stete and national
publications and seminars, we could join networksof,informed teachers
and other scholars benefitting from each other's experienCe and fiEdings.
In a word,Ite could became' professionals.

Only to unwitting pawns, might that dream seem impossible.

To become professionals in composition will requtre new support 'by
schooladministrations, new options for in- service workshops and seminars,-4v
and new cooperation between teachers and University faculty. English
faculty within the UniVerlity of North Carolina system are coming-to see
the need for that cooperation. Last year, for example, all but three of
the sixteen branches' Departments of English endorsed the follcmIng
resolutioot

4.
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1. That the University's Departments of English-show
greater .interest in and stand ready to.assume gretter
responsibility for teacher education in composition.

2. That new and serious consideration be given with-
. in teacher education, both in-service and pre-

service, to training.in writing, reading, and

related areas.

3. That professionally formulated statements `*n
teacher preparation, in addition to state certifica-
tion requirements, be used as guidelines for teacher

- education in English.
.

4. That practicing and prospective'teachert at all.levels,
through appropriate study and practicum experience,
become familiar with scholarship in fields pertinent
to teaching.composition and the other langua arts:

for exaile, rhetorical theory, linguistics, and literary

theory.

5. That each constituent institution of the University
reexamine its programs in teacher education in

light of this resolution.23

Those proyis4ons are positive signs, bUt the resolution's ideas

will not implement themselves. That must be done by people--within
University English Departments, admikistrative structures, and public

schools. It depends on people like you and me, as we seek jointly to
become professionals in the field of composition. We owe no less to

ourselves and our students. 4

4-
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SEQUENCE IN TEACHING WRITING: IS IT DESIRABLE, USEFUL, POSSIBLE?

R. Baird Shuman
Professor of English

'University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois

English teachers have always been con, paed with sequence in one
way or another. The common complaint of seloadary school English teachers
that their students come to them having been taught nothing in the ele- .-

. mentary school or of college instructors tflat the secondary schools do
not teach students to read/write/reason any more is known to nearly every-.
one; and such complaints suggest that an expected setiVence has not in
fact been observed by other teachers. The influential Basic Issues

:

. Conference of 1958, in Issue 5, addressed the problem gf sequence: "A

tent4rgrade student will almost certainly know the basic concepts and
operationaj methods of algebra, but where in school or college would
t teacher know that his students already understand the meaning of
!ch .terms as narrative pOint of view, blank verse, irony,, and poetic

justice?"1 The Basic Issues Conference was star-studded, drawing as it
// did.top representatives from four major professional organizations--

the American Studies Association, the National Council of Teachers of
English, the Modern Language Asiociation, and the College English Associa.
tion.p The issues the group raised were taken seriously by the English
teaching profession.

-

Nevertheless, it is abundantly clear that in the segment,quoted,
the conferees made a serious -error in reasoning. They were, essentially,
comparing apples and elephants. English is not algebra, nor should it
be, nor is it ever likely to be. English essentially deals much more
with the processes of the right hemisphere of the brain, the vipual-
spktial processes than with the temporal or propositional "if -tbenw
processes which are governed largely by the brain's left heiRTiN77e.
Algebra-is a left hemisphere, linear activity. English is In essence a
right hemisphere,. non-linear activity- -except when it is taught by those
who would, through demanding rote memorization, filling in blanks, or
constructing transformational tree-diagrams, turn it into a temporal,
left hemisphere activity.2

0 18 27



Why Do Teicheirand Administrators Want Sequence?

Sequential programs appeal to one's sense of order. They are con-
venient--or, at least, look convenient when one sees them on paper. If
the tenth grade English teachel knows for sure that subject-verb agreement
was taught in Grade 6 (the,district handbook for language arts will show
'this), then he/sheis theoretically not responsible for teaching it in
Grade 10. And so also with compound,or complex sentences, paragraph struc-

. ture; irony, satire, classokal mythology, and any other item that fits -k
beneath the great tent under which English' huddles, Happy is the school
principal, superintendent, or curriculum supervisor who can tell the
public with greatissurance that comparison and contrast are taught in
the second month of the student's ninthjyear in school or that metaphor

areand simile a addressed, in the seven month of the same year. The
public has faith in administrators who are'on top of things, who know
what is going on.' So,' for purposes of good PR, administrators often
have kindly feelings about sequence, which is just another word for order,
which has a triple, meaning in this contextif one cares to seek it out.

Does Sequencing Have Advantages in English Instruction?

Sequencing teas some obvious advantages in English instruction. It

seems quite apparent that students need to know how to construct acceptable
sentences before they can proceed to the writing of effective parabraphs,
for example. They must know certain basic terminology inorder to discuss
the writing proceSsand to understand comments that others **Toy. in
grading or discussing their pdpers. They cannot talk knowledgeably about
what cprepositional phrase is without knowing what-a preposition is,
although they can and do use prepositional phraies long before they know
whlt prepositions are..

All learning processes possess some sort of inherent sequence, some
underlying order. This fundamental, building bibck order need not be
superimposed from without; rather it is a natural part of one's develOp-
mental processes.

Sequence has a-considerable-ddvantage from the teaching standpoint,
because curriculum can be planned efftctively if a sequence of teaching
steps -- priorities,,- if you will is clearly, stipulated. Such. planning
basgd upon analysis of the subject matter in order of complexity or
difficulty within the time frame available- -a day, a week, a month, a '

semester, a year, middle school (three or four years), senior high school
(usually three years), etc. Every class hour has a seuence of events,
many of them preplinned. Why then, teachers might ask, should school
terms or the whole of a major school segment, such as middle. school, not
be similarly preplanned?

S

"4.
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Sequencing stems an effici method of organization. It suggests
that teachers wilrbot spend qui e so much precious time reteaching what
has already been taught. It sug sts that they an overview of their
subject area as a totality and that they are proceeding in a coherent and
defensible way to present=their assigned portion of that totality. In-that-.
great chain of bein§ which man; English apd language arts teachers are-
trying to -plug into, the primary teacher who-is teachimleursive penmanship

*by the Palmer Iletbod represents a necessary.itepin a process which leads
to having fifth grade students write compound sentences, seventh grade
students write directions about-h to make something (the process theme),
twelfth grade students write research papers, and Ph.0- candidates write
dissertations. Each major activity leads to the next activityin'a
sequence. Learhinj, it is hoped, will be incremental if'tetching is sequential.

Does Sequencing Work?

Ob viously, sequencingsequencing works to a degree; education would be In a much
more chaotic state than it now is if there were %sequencing atall, and
complex learning would be impossible of attainment. However, sequencing
has distinct limitations and much that has been suggested about it appears
to based upon questionahle underlying assumptions. Some of these assump-
tioes follow:

(1) All students are ready to learn a given body or type of
knowledge at a given,-pre -determined time;

(2) Students will learn what is taught to theiwhen it'is,
taught to them; /

(3) Either all schools or school districalcl adopt the same
sequences or'all students will remain in the same school.
or schools districts for their elementary and secondary
educations;

(4) Students will not, forget anything that is taught them; .

(5) The entire body of information which is considered useful
at the beginning of a formal' sequence (Grade 1) will re-
main static throughout the students' education so that the
pre-determined sequencing will not be disturbed,

/The suggestions for sequencing espoused by the Basic Issues Con-
ference and late y writers like Clarence W. Hach in "Needed: A Sequen-
tial Program I Composition" and by me in "Toward Rtstructuring the
English Curric lum"" were predicated upon the existence of a stable,

NI, static society which, as well realize/ does not charactize contemporary
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American society. -,.Writing of the modern high school population, J. M.

iffook reminds-hisqreaders libal,"Many, [students] have lived in six or

tight communities al their fathers"work changed.. ,Some have attended

',dome sChools." And J. Saylor points out, 'In big cities across the

country, one out of every three high school students drops out of schdol,

and the ones that go to school attend only 10 percent of the time.'t

fiven this situationethere-is little doubt that any talk of achie ing

e ive sequengingwin English or any other subject, K through 12, 4s

real 'WC Our society will not stand still loag enough for this to
happen, even thoughAUCh teacher time is being spirit trying tosdeiplop

sequences yhich, Wore they 'begin, are likely doomed to failure.

Roberta Wheeler:An her thoughtful article, "A Little Magic," notes
-"Our present- system of mass education emerged from western Europe, designed

to deal with a now-obsolete population." She goes on to poiit out the.

basicfallacy in our having used de Western Europe model, which was designed
to educationly an elite few beyond the elementary level. She continues,

Now, our nation is attemOting tole the first in the world to provide free

public education forall of its children. It is being attempted in an

outdated system."7 Owtilteachers, administrators, and thole who train

teachers understand this basic fact, it is unlikely that schools will be

able in any real way.to meet the needs of our highly pluralistic society.

Can Sequencing Be Practiced? .

Surely some sort of sequencing needs to-be practiced in the teaching'

of composition. Learning to write--that is to transcribe speech into a
well ordered, unaerttandable,*coherent form-,is of the utmost necessity

-Ad importance to'anyone who would function effective) In a highly

developed,technological nation. However, learning to write is vastly -

different from teaching Apple how to write, and precious little is being

doge in many Worn Engli gasses to teach writing. Students with a

naturalabiliti in writing, usually those coming from literate, middle
clasi environments, are. reworded; those who have littlednative ability in

A -writing-are penalized. Errors are pointed out -- usually the easy-to-spot

errors In spelling, punctuetion, agreement, etc. - -but ltttle is done to

-.promote a.writing,envircapent. In his landmark article "A Generative

Rhetoric of the Sentence," Francis Christensen writes, "In composition
-courses, we do not really teach our captive charges to write better--we

merely expect the, to. And we do not teach them_how"to, write better

. because we do not know how to teach them to write better:" Christensen
goes on to suggest concrete ways in which teachers can emphasize the struc-

ture rather than the mechanics of effectivewriting..

, In-the yeli14-sfrice Christensen: is pioneering work, some excellent

strides have been in the teaching of writing.- Donald Murray has

touched the teaching lyles of many composition teachers by convincing

them that writing is -process rather than a product and that revision

and rewriting are all-important elements in this procesS. His influential
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bbbk, A 4t.iter fsadhos writ49,1° supplemented by sucb articles as his
'Teach Writing as a Process, Not Product"11-or "The Writing Process"12
are indispensable resources for anyone who would teach writing realistically
and effectively .at any level. Ken Macrorie's Uptaught and Telling Wv4iting,
both published,byHayckmin 3970, also point in new directions, suggesting
thatstudtnt writing musfhave an audience if it is not to be merely an
exercise. Frank 0:Hare's,Sentence Combining,13 John C. Mellon's Transforla-.

qtional Sentence -Combining1' and, some*hat earlier, Paul Roberts'
Sententer" suggest ways bi,yhich skill inmastering.the basic building
block.of composing, the sentence, can be developed sequentially and
effectively.

Writing averocess and 'Discovery

Increased emphasis is curilnily being focused upon writing as a
-procets. In the latest yearbook of the National Society for the Study ;#

of Education( NSSE) entitled The TeachihgLof English, Elisabeth McPherson
contends, "Good teachers of writing see the product- -often a flamed piece
of writing - -as part of the process, an attempt to understand and control
experience. Such teachers have.abandoned the notion that satisfactory

.products can be achieved through knowledge about writing, through drills
on usage, rules. for. punctuation, expeditioNi-irsearch of topic sintences."16

Part of the difficulty that students experience in-writing comes from
the factithat most of them are not encouraged to fina things that they want -
and need to write about. The typical classroom atmosphepe is not conducive
to the kind of discovery from which great --or even good - .writing proceeds.

When an atmosphere of discovery-develops and is nurtured, as it has been lot

in Rabun Gap, Georgia where Eliot Wigginton's Foxfire enterprise has,pro-
duced.startlingly 4fective results in involving students actiyely.and
excitedly in writing` the urgency and imediacy.of the situation will make
possible composition -instruction at the highest level, because students
will feel a compulsion.to learn how to write - -and the compulsion will

_ come from within them.

McPherson addresses this point in the NSSE Yearbook: "Wher9the main
41

.purpose
of writing is seen As discovery, the job of the teacher shifts from

laying down'rules eknd formulas to finding ways that will help those discoveries
'take place. Using language to explore experience becomes a pleasurable
human activity, replacing the pain of never quite doing what was wanted,
never quite doing it right.

"1

The Need to Develop the Power of Observation

Frank Whitiheadle stresses the fact that good writers are good ob-\
servers, who write' out of conviction and with no conscious, thought-to rules
such as those that,many students are forced to learn:in composition classes.
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Whitehead asks, 'Do we ourselves, When we speak or write our native language,
spend our time thinking aboUt either grammatical rules or stylistic principles?
Do we, for that matter, give any of our conscious attention to the words-and
constructions we are using as/such?

-on
we rather have to focus our mind

on the content of our communicationon just what it'is that we have to say?"
Whitehead continues, 'Write a description of the sea on a stormy day,' says
the course-book, 'and remember to use plenty of vivid interesting adjec-

tives.' 'Rubbish!' any practising author would retort. What you must&
is go and look at the sea on'a stormy day andreally observe it."19

0 The English Class must become an environment in which things are
happening that youhgsters feel a need to write about. Until this-happens,
it is doubtful that kids will learn to write well. The English class must
also become a workshop in Which fear of failure is not an inhibiting factor
for those who are trying -to, learn. Small children 4o not learn to talk
by mastering simple sentences, then moving on to compound sentences, then
to complex, then to compound-complex, being corrected every time they make

an error along the way.. And-mostchildren, by age three, can communicate
suite effectively. But sequenloral programs seem to evade the fact that
language learning takes place in a total environment. What scant-fese4rch

exists on the subject seems to indicate that intensive evaluation bears
little correlation to writing imProvement." However, ample evidence exists

tO suggest that students learn tg write (1) hey have something they

really wish to communitatt and (2) whin theylletan audience with which

they want to communicate..,

Kids Are Organic

In closing, perhaps it would be well to cite James Moffett's olAerva-

tion that in teaching language skills" . . . you're dealing with a biologicati

person;... . and you need Won organic growth--it's not pieces put together;

they don't add-up like that. You hAfe a whole all the time, and the parts
are imminent within the whole from the very beginning. 0zi

As long as English teachers ,think that they are dealing primarily'witl)

things--rules, great works, sentence and paragraph structure--they will
try to segment what they_are doing and delude themselves into believing,
that this segmentation is sequence. But without throwing out or ignoring
the needAo deal with things, teachers must also realize that they are
dealihg with organit beings--kids. If the kid is not considered before
the things, no good teaching can take-place because, no matter how inspired
a teacher's lessons 40e, some kids will not benefit from them at the
particular time that they are taught. The aim in American schools, if
indeed our stated purpose is to.make education availablelo and meaningful
few everyone, must be to work with all students where they are and bring
them as far as possible toward the realization of their highest potentials.
The structure of a discipline must imply sequence; butthe individuafi
youngsters in any class will necessarily progress at .their own welds with-
in the sequential materials. To superimpose a pre-determined 5eouence upon
all middle school or senior high students is as absurd as decreeing that
411 sixteen - year -olds will wear size 10 shoesl_

4,-

Or
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THE BASICS OF EVALUATION.

o R. W. P.eising

Professor of English-Education
Pei broke State Uqiversity

/Pembroke, North Carolina .

Although pundits allege that the lone certainties ,in life are death
and pzes,.composition teachers know otherwise. They realize that evalua-

tion, an integral part,of their professional responsibility, belongs on
the list. Like the phoenix, it is destined never to disappear. Like
that legendary'bird, it must by reckoned with . . . sooner or,later.

'Sooris probiETY:lhe wiser option. Esloecially in an age

"character ed by accodntability and litigation is there good reason to

evaluate ularly. At suePl'a time, moreover, there is evih better

reason to ev uate wisely. This chapter will thus outline stfategies
crucial to wls --or, if one prefers, effettive--evaluation. tio attempt

will be made to complete or de'fini'tive; evaluation is so immense a

subject, and so, aught wit moral and legal as well as pedagogical impli-
cations, that anything short of a doctoral dissertation can hope to
treat only matters of overriding importance. Suchoa focus, however, may
be as opportune as it is necessary. ,Because the public contiftes to

clamor for "b4sics;",it is indeed desirable (if ncitdowmright Vital) that
composition teachers ponder anew - -and perhaps frequently- -the basics of

evaluation.

Among those basics are evaluation' scales designed to provide grades.
Two types are popular. Linear, or weighted, soales.direct their users
to a mathematical analysis of writing ability--that is, toliumber grades,
which can easily be tonverted to letter grades if evaluators desire.
Illustrative of such scales is the "Educational Testing Service Composi-
tion Scale" (see Appendix A veloped, validated, and popularized
about a decade ago by PigKDiederich.of ETS. Commonly known as the
Diederich Scale, it identifies eight fac'tors as important in the evalua-
tion process. Four of those factors relate to "General Merit"; four,
to "Mechanics." The first four factors represeot sixty percentof the
worth of a caper; the last four; forty percent.' Teachers employing
that scale, just like teachers anploying any other lineascate,vbTigate
themselves'both to the factors that are'identified and to the weights

'affixed to those factors. Withoutlych an obligation on their part,
there can be no uniformity of evalffition and, therefore, no uniformity
of grading. Of course, "perfect uniformity" is possible dhly after , -

teachers using the scale have had cpuntlbss opportunities to "test
run".it and to compare and discuss their numerically summarized
perceptions.

25
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. Ms. Nancy C. Millett of Wichita State University illustrates how
the Diederich Scale - -or any linear scale, for that matter- -can be altered

to accommodate individual preferences. Without changing the Dieder,bh's
eight'factois, she adapts their weights to meet demands she believes

(
important at six grade levels (see 8ppendix B). The revision, she

. admits, was 'simple . . . to make" 4; other-revisions of the Diederich

. like, revisions of other lineai.,scales, are no more difficult. Teac
wishing to introduce them have only to agree on the factors involved

and their respective weights.

If linear scales can be said to identify factors in writing that

are public and explicit, then non-linear scales erve to-be-seen as'
projecting factors in Writing that are public t implicit. The latter
make no intrusions upon mathematics or compu ions. Instead, they
provide Models of writing of varying quality, each model projecting ,the

`characteristics of a particular grade designation --A, C+, D, or whatever: ;-
Tacitly or otherwise, teachers creating and/or using non - linear scales
maintain that linear scales'mislead in their attempts to itemize and i

\ isolate factors in writing; their belief is that those factors need to.

b be seen and evaluated in relation to one another and that the whole of 1

a paper -is greater than the sum of its individual parts.

4obably the best-known non-linear scale originally 1ppeared in
1400. "A Scale for Evaluation of High School Student Es ye (see,,-*
Appendix C) is a creation of The California.a Assoctation TeachErr of

'English and the California State.Articulation-Conference oint Subcom-
mittee on Composition, which in 1957 commissioned a study of the writing
ability of California high schobl seniors. The scale which emerged
identifies essays at six letter-grade levels: 4, B, C+, C-, D and F.
The team of educators charged with making the selection did not take
their responsibilities ,lightly: their search took them to 1708 essays'
-representing 207 institutions, or approximately 39 percent of the public

. high schools in the stain, and to a horde of professionally valid prece-,
dures for evaluating written discourse, all of which are discussed in a
32-page.publicatton available from the National Council of.Teachers of .

Ehglish,

As the writers of that publItation suggest, the scale neither repre-
sents nor suggests a magic formUip. Yet it project criteria and relation-
ship potentially useful in composition evaluation. Thosewho argue that
it s not manifest qualities they value in writing are faced with an ,
obvtft-i alternative if t46 wish to employ a non-linear scale: they can

create their own. In evolving one, they need only to make certain that I
the models that are made public truly represent writing competence --;or
lack .thereof -- appropriate to the accompanying letter-grade designations.

a .

Some teachers, however:favor neither linear nor non-linear scales,
yet desire fids'to guide their evaluation. Representative of what has
been and can be developed is a form that appeared in the February, 1973,
issue of College Composition and Communication (see Appendix D).

mar
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Originally designed for use with college and university students, it has
also been employed effectively at other grade levels. Its into,* is to

restrict all comments on a piece of writing to one sheet of paper and,
more specifically, to the demands of that sheet: first, the evaluator

is obligated to identify at least one 'strength; subsequently, he or she
can move to no` more than three weaknesses and,.still later, to a like
number of recommendations for improvements to be attempted on the
following paper;,finally, the evaliiatorhas an opportunity, for "Additional
CoMments"," a section to be Gsedas a catch-all--perhaps fon a coMment of
praise 'and/or one of caution. Thq design, and the strength, of,the,
four-part sheet is to restrict an evaluator's response*pto a paper, to
force him or her into "Controlling the'Bleeding,"' the title of the
article which originally carried and explained-the form.

"Controlling the Bleeding" relates to yet another point basic in
composition evaluation.-'Intensive evaluation, or the marking of every
flaw in student writing, seldom provides dividends equal to the time -

consuming effort. In.fact,-it often serves as a deterrent bp-composition
improvement, the writer inundated by such well-intentioned negativism
invariably and perhaps even publicly cohcludini -that he or She is beyond
linguistic hope. Far more inspiring and produCtive in most instances is
a judicious and humane blend of strength- and 4eakness-citing, the
evaluator revealing, as a result, that while significant flaws may mar
a communication, commendable S/renghs flavor it, too, those strengths-
being worthy of at least as much evaTuator and writer attention. To

put the point another, way, normally, only if 1 writer believes that he
or she is doing some tbings right is there a willingness to work at
improving those things that are wrong.

Still another Pointibasic to effective "evaluation concerns appropriate
evaluators. 'Teachers should not see themselves as the lone audiences
capable of responding profitably to student writing. her evaluation
serves nicely, too, especially when teachers pare and equip their
charges for the responsibility. Again, an ppropriate for can prove
helpful; an example of.kuch a form appe in the November, 1973, issue.'

of the Illinois English_ Bulletin (see Appendix E).
0

Two additional basics also demand at least cursory attention.
Teachers anxious to evaluate sensitively and sensibly must, first of all,
recognize that a horde of helpful theories and strategies are available
to them, if only they will take time to investigate. While there is no
ideal starting point, two recently published volumes from NCTE warrant
recommendation: for K-9 teachers, Help *for the Teacher of Written
poosition * - -New Directions in ges4arck (1976); edited by,Sara W.
L teeni. foe all teachers of compositfpn, but especially those working
in middle, junior and senior high schools, Evaluating_Composition:
Describing, Measuring, Judging (1977), edited by Charles R. Cooper and
Lee Odell.
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. -This chapter's final Wet is doubtless the most impbrtant basic tf

all: pedagogically sound evaluation of written composition, regardless

of one's teaching level, is best eyed pot by,a letter- or a number,

grade but in a statement. As Richert- -Jones says, 'If we really

believe that words and sentences and paragr hs are important, maylte we

should' insist that our evaluations-expressed in such language.Y5

7,
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NOTES

Shortly after developing the scale, Diederich incorporated several

changes. Originally it contained only seven factors; *Manuscript N

Form* did not appear. Originally, toe, the first two sections of
the scale, those treating ideas and organizition, projected number
values of 1 through 5, like the other factors on the scale; doubling
their worth came later. For details,, see three works by Diederich:
*Problems and Possibilities of Research in the Teaching of Written
Composition,' Research Design and the Teaching of English,.Urbana,
Illinois: NCTE, 1964; *How to Measure Growth in Writing Ability,"
English Journal, LV (Apri1,11966),'444-446; and Measuring Growth
in English, Urbana, Illinois: NCTE,,1974.

2 Nancy C. Millett, "On Snarls and Straighteners," Illinois English
Bulletin, L, 1 (October, 1969), 13-18.

3Richard Lloyd-Jones, 'Grading Compositions,* The Student's Right
to Write. Jrban4, NCTE, no publication date.
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Appendix A

PROJECT ON IMPROVINGCOMPETENCE IN ENGLISH EXPRESSION

RATING FORM

DIRECTIONS:

A .

1. Failing

1. GENERAL

FOR STUDENT COMPOSITIONS Reader
Student
Date

0

I

For each quality listed below, encircle the number that mbst
nearly describes the position of this paper on the following
scale

2.\l'assing '3. Good 4. Superior 5. Exceptional
.

MERIT

FPGSE
1.1 4uality. and Development of Ideas.. I t. 1 15

1.2 Organization, Relevance, Movement 2 4 6 8 10

1.3 Style, Flavor, Individuality 1 2 3 4 5

1.4 No 1 2 3 4 5

Total General_, Brit Score

2. MECHANICS

2.1 Grammar, Sentence Structure 1 2 3 4 5

2.2 .Punctuation 1 2 3 4 5

2.3 Spelling t. 1 2 3 4 5

2.4 Manuscript Form ,..1 2 3 4 5

Total Mechanics Score

GRAND TOTAL. _ (maximum of 50)
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Appendix B

WEIGHTS

Quality and

a Development of
;le -Ideas

M=;5o X v- Organization,

(..)

cii -Relevance,

oce Movement

Wording and
Phrasing

LAJ
-J
>-I-
V,

, Style, Flavor,
- ,Individuality

ti

Fi Dt BA

1 2 3' 4 5

1 2 3.4 5

Sum X 5

.1 2 3 4 5

Sum x 1

or x 2
or ,x 3

1 2 4 5.

GRADE
"7-8-9 10-11_ 12

50% .50% 50%

10%

20%

V.4

Grammar, Sentence

Le) Structure
Punctuation'

Spelling
Manuscript FQ1/11,

Legibility

Total Score (Not a Percent)

1 2 3. 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Si m x 2

or x 1.5
or x 1

31 o'

J 40%

6

20%
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Appendix

A Scale for the Evaluation of High School Student Eisays.
NCTE - Califorida,Association of Teachers of English

"Sinus Americanus" is a name often,applied to those ignorant campers
and velers who find it easier to leave their refuse for someone else
to pi up rathels,than dispose of it properly themselves. A lack of out-

.

.t....__

door manners is one of the primary reasons why people unconsciously destroy
the natural beauty of our great out-of-doors. The sum of money spent each

,....--

year by local, state, and federal agencies to keep America'clean is almost
unimagtQable. In Yellowstone Park, one of our largest tourist attractions,

,
it cost the U. S. Government over two million dollars a year to keep the
roads and campgrounds free from trash and refuse.

..,.

After the turn of the century, many prominent organizations, such as
the Izaak Walton league, realized the need of educating the element which
disregarded all ethics of good camping. Apparently, little progress was

. made, and the situation grew worse and worse. In 1950, most of our high-
ways and campgrounds:looked like one huge trash dump. Reform was long-
overdue. 'Up sprang antAmber of campaigns which stressed the importance
of good outdoor manners. The "Keep America Beautiful Campaign" was
organized, and "litterbug" became a household word. Municipal and state

. , goverrinents joined the parade-by enacting laws which imposed heavy fines-
4 for careless motorists who littered highways'and byways. Magazines and
newspapers carried articles and pictures of this shameful aspect of
American Mi. Little by li le, the people grew aware-of their respon-
sibility of preserving what b onged to them. "Preserving" is an
accurate Word if one realized that campgrounds strawn.wAh garbage and
litter are excelleht breeding places for disease-bearing insects. A

piece of broken glass may magnify the sun's rays just enough to kindle
a firewhich may envelope thousands and thousands of acres ofibluable.
watershed.

.
11001 s.

Cooperation with this clean-up c gn has been overwhelming. The
0 manufacturers, of canned and bottled beverages are experimenting with

40C disposable paper orcardboard'containers. Gas stirtions have volunteered
to dispose of refuse-filled paper sack$ WhfcbmotErists carry on'their
outings and replace with this a new sack. In: rks, refuse cans
bear the imprint of an imaginary. kangaroo call arky. -"Perky says--"
is another familiar antilitterbug slogan. bra ually, through posters,
pamphlets, articles, signboards, and emOstii speeches, Americans have
learned a valuable lesson in good manners, The fight, however, must
continue.' Not until our roadsides, campgrounds; and parks appear as

4 they did before the advent of "swinus Americanus" will the fight be won.
Bydherting to good outdoor manners, we will help to win this fight.

m- 32
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What are the real causes -of juvenile delinquency.? Who is to blamC
for the misdemeoanors of todiy's.teenagers? A few weeks ago, as one of
a.large number of students representing the various high schools in
Sdnoma County, I was brought face to face with this problem of juvenile
delinquency. At the invitation of the County Probation Department, we
attended a session of Juvenile,Court,and visited the County Jail and
Juvenile Hall and with Mr.. Becklunc, County Probation'Officer, we began
to realize the full scope and gravity of the Situation.

Why, we asked is juvenile delinquency such a Problem? Who is to
blame? "Parents" was the answer every time. The teenagers we saw in
Juvenile Court and in Juvenile Hall were therefor many reasons, to be
sure. But all these stemmed from the same source -- parents. With some,
it was Tack of proper parental supervision; with some, lack of one or
both parents; and with others, neglect, disinterest, or)depravity on the
part of the parents. There were, as in case, a few exceptions to
this generalization. What about those o rs whose ex(use was retel-
lion against conformity, against the stan ized social laws in general,
we asked? The answer? Couldn't thisfeel mg_ot.revolt be'curbed, over-
come by the offender's parents?

!I The prevention of juvenile delinquency is not an easy.task to under-
(take. Ws saw how much the city, county, state, and even nation were g_

doing to help unfortunate minors overcomethiir problems and.lead new 17
) usefullives. But the boarding homes, the camps, the schools, for cor-

rection are not helpid, to prevent delinquency. The campaign must begin
. in the home. The fulsignificance of the parental role must be realized.

III

In my four years at high school almost all of my tubjects have
interested me. But the subject I like the most and which interests me
most is history.

//

Before I was a jbnior I didn't like history at all. I hbpgtoever__
to have anythingto do with it., But when I became a junior I had to take
United Sties History as a requirepent for graduation. I groaned at the.'

-,thought d,!history.

The first few weeks of the course were miserable because I kept
telling myself that I'didn't like history. My dislike for the course
showed in my first quarter's grade. But as the term progressed I grew
very interested in the subject. The maim reasonfor may growing to like
the course was my teacher. She had a way of getting points across as
welt' as making the course interesting.

3344,
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.,I 'liked the teacher so much and I became so interested in history
that when I was a low senior I decided to take a course in California
History. The same teacher taught this course. This course, since it
dealt with the discovery acid development of our state, proved to be
even more interesting than the one in United States History.

Now as a high senior I am furthering my stu tory by taking
Modern History. I only regret that I didn't tak:rthimstursifor a full

. year instead of just a half a year.

When I go to college this fall I-hope to continue on in the field
of history because there is,stiT1 so much to learn. The further study
of history will lead me to one day becoming a history teacher.

v

Life on a farm is full of excitement, hard work, and enjoyment. It s
takes long hours and hard work to keep a farm in good condition. One has
to be a horse doctor, weather bureau, crop expert, and many things all at
once to be able to handle all the problems that come up on the farm. One
also has to be able to take dissapointments, discouragement and dispair

.0"11111n average di, on a dairy farm usually goes like this: up at 4 or
5 A.M. in the morning, a good hardy breakfast, and to work. The cattle
are brought in from pasture, milked, and put out again.; all the equipment
hai to be washed and put away, and the milk stored in a clean, cool place
until it is picked up. The milk is thenotaken to a milk companylo be
made into butter, cheese, and so on. Then comes the plowing or harvesting,
depending on -what time df year it is. This goes on till lunch and continued
after until ids time for milking again. After milking is done, it is
supper time. When supper is over, social life begins. Life in the evening

- is pretty much the same anywhere only there Is a longer dfitance to get to
town or where ever there is to go. There is 'always something to do on a-
farm. Sometimes in waiting for a calf or colt to be born or maybe a prize
bull has pneumonia and the Vet has been delayed. Idle time is rarely
found on a farm.

There are many advantages. Some are in seeing animals grow and turn
into prize stock and seeing fields greet and healthy.

OisadvantagP:re; one never, knows if the ensuing yeal. will bring
success or failure.

One of the chief causes .f/ juvenileAlelipquency is not having any-,
thing to do. If they had a lot of good places. td 90,3 good things
do then I don't think there would be as much as there is now. In the
big cities the streets are full of big stores and factories, but if they

if
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r
had plenty Of recreation hall then that Would be one thing the

teenagers, could do. Pegple s 10 also-encourage the teenagers to take

part in' spirts and otkeractivites---some place they would feel needed.

When there is only one movie or show in toOfkand no recreation hall,

then 4here.,is. nothing to do. ''Teenagers like to keep doing different

things. If-they keep doing the same thing.all the time, then they soon

grow tired. 0 .tt and start lookingJor something else to do. They don't

tare whether It's bad'or not, alt they care about is, doing something.

Teenageti are very restless people.

S

Sometimes, in some cases, the parents areat 'fault. They don't

teach their children right from wrong. they should start when the

child is very young and teach tOpm, then they Wouldn't wantto do anyk

thing wrong. P)ents should alb bring their children up. in church.
It has been proven that children that have been raised in chirch,

accompanied by their parents, grow Up with a feeling' of security and

1.they are very good teenagers. Those kind of teens rs-do halve something

to do--they have all kinds of church activities to rticirete in.

I think that if parents wants their children to be good, then they.
should take, them and go themselves to church.

VI.
,

. The causes for the juvenile delinque are not the parents or the

public and official think. It is the kift themselves and public who

causes them.

There isn't, eno'ug'h for a kid to grow up with, nothing to do. There .

lot of school:a0ivity'fOr one to git into. But the ones who are

hip are not the delioquence. "Most of the juvenile/delinguence are
.the bOys or girls-who 60v t very popular in school -ind are not in

school activitf.--,ThOy,ma atte school game, be they won't sit in

the ahearing setilmon ye I support their school 'team. They .sit

off to the side dhid ietit nt\to be notice. They ion't go out for

sport to get att i becaus they knowthey won't be good enough. They

Nirds are bigger the o /kids. AP

For attention thefkljo out and paint the town red. By steeling hub

cab off cars dr get into sang fights. This mry they can go back to

school and tell all about how they destroy property.

1 live in a small town and we are not bother very much With this

problem. You Mostlyigine this in your big tfttes like New York or

Los Angeles. r

Maybe.in a since I am wrong abOut'there is nothing to do', maybe
$ there is to much WAG,. In a big city you can fine a lot of thing to do.
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-.
. .

.Also in.comPAng a small tooMpiettisr-ioith a big city you will fine 6

that all the kids in small town will know each other or just about every

b o d y in the hole'town. But in a big cit h o w many kids will you know .

feJust.the.dnes in -your little'group. The are to many kids around to

get to know them all, end yob don't hav time to because you are goi

to the show with someone gr you have t stay home and take ca

little sister:

I think the ways to cut down on this is to put up recreation centers

and have,the kid take part in sports and other curriqular activities.

Also if we can regress .back to the years when our parents were

kids. *mould fine that there parents,.our gra4dparents, did not take
the responsibility of there ktds, -The kid themselves were responsible
for their own...4ction. - ,

That Mean the kid-cos-41dt* sent to jail for what they-have done and

not the parent's.

SO let the teenager have his own responsibility and,there will bi

less juvenile deliquency.

4.
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Appendix 0

4

re"
STRENGTH(S):

1.

2.

3.

WEAKMESS(ES):

.1.

2.

3.

MATTER(S) TO WORK ON IN THE NEXT PAPER:

I.

ADDITIONAL COMENTS:

GRADE

Student
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Appendix E

Paper written by

1. Read the whole paper without stopping and puta check in the margin
on the left side of-the paper for any Tine that was not clear or
that'you had to.read

11) Briefly, what is the paper saying?

3. Now' go back to the _lines you checked in 1. Why weren't they clear?
Tell him using grading marks and comments.

4. Rate the following skills:

a. Beginning is interesting
b. Beginning is effective
c. Has a thesis or point
d. Organization of whole paper
e. Paper has interesting,

pointed details -

f. Supports his points
g. Uses specific examples
h. Clarity of paper
i. Effectiveness of conclusion'
j. Length

Good Mediocre Poor Has None

\`

Too Short' Right Too Long

5. Does this paper have anything that shows originality or crettivity?
If V3, what?

%we'
6. The best thifll-about this paper is:

7. Suggestions for improvement:

8. Other comments:

S
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TOPIC: Motivating Writing

I. Rationale

MUSIC AS A WRITING STIMULUS

Vickie Rose
'South Hoke School

Raeford, NC
Grades 3-4 '

4
Children have feelings which they express in many delightful ways.
Music is one medium that can be used to stimulate these feelings.
Through playing music and allowing children to move to it in their
own ways, their own styles, and their own tones, we are allowing

and encouraging creative expression. If they can put these
feelings into words, in a logical and sequential pattern, they will
have developed a composition. The purpose of this writing task,
therefore, is to put music into words on the theme of "How I Feel.'

II. Objectives

1) To experience freedom of movement

2) To overcome feelings of shyness
3) To learn to express feelings
4) To practice the mechanics of sentence structu
5) To develop a good self-concept

III. Procedure for Teacher

1) Discuss movement as a way 8f expressing one's self -tempo.* mood, etc.

2) Play short excerpts from a record as students move the werthey
feel lec to move. (Explain saf6ty precautions so no one is
injured or unreasonably embarrassed., .

3) Discuss how the children felt and why they moved as they did.
Repeat this several times.

4) Play more music, but this time have the students write a sentence
about how they feel. Repeat this procedure five.times. Each
time the student Must write an entOrely different sentence. (The

sentences must all begin and end differently.) 4
5} Discuss these, sentences by havingvarious ones read oralAyznot

for criticism, but for inform6tion and self help.

,6) Collect the papers and have individual conferenees with students
to discuss strengths and weaknesses.

IV.' Procedure for Students

1) Listen to music and move reasonably as it influences you to move
2) Discuss your feelings with the class.
3) Asreach selection of music is played, write a sentence describing

how you feel. Each sentence must be completely different.
4) Discuss some of these sentences with the class.
5) Submit your sentences to the teacher for a conference on strengths

and weaknesses. \
'39 4),



V. Evaluatior-,

to discuss strengths and weaknesse , relative to "feeling free" and
Na grade will be given. Conferences will be held with each student

writing well.

"N.

- _w
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TOPIC: Motivating Writing

I. Rationale
....-

Giving children the opportunity to touch, hug, and talk a tree--and; .

eventually, call the tree "his/her own - -is the purpos this

writing lesson.

Assuming that most children live in a "my experiences" world, it seems
appropriate .that the teacher use this assumption as a basis for,

motivating children to write.

COME HUG A TREE

I

Sharon D. Procter
Qualla ElemehtflrY School
Sylva, NC 28779

Grades 4-6

II. Objectives

1) To develop a sense of confidence

2) To give students the opportunity
written work

3) To provide sensory experiences

III. Procedure for Teacher

1) Initiate the unit by letting students analyze and write about

any object in the classroom. Allow several minutes for this.
(Instruct students to keep work from this unit in a notebook.)

2) Or Vide class -into working groups for the purpose of reading the

papers on the "object description" And making critical suggestions

for rewritirn. (If a student would rather have the teacher check

his/her iork, this is possible.)
3) Take students on a nature walk, specifying that each one choose

"his/her tree." Permit them to study the tree 15 to 20 minutes.

4) After the experience of choosing a tree, take the stAints back.

to the classroom:
a)- Divide the students into groups
b) Tell students to give tHeir.first impressions of the tree,

while one person writes do r the thoughts and ideas.

5) Allow students to take alo:east ten minutes of each day to "talk"

to their tree. (The tea r may want to put a limit on the

number of students who ask edleave the room. A possibility is

two students per trip.)
6). Permit.students to "talk" to their tree for at least one week

before writing the paper on "What Is A Tree?"

,7) After a week (or more) of permitting students to talk to their
trees, assign the task of writing a composition, "What Is A Tree?"

8) Have students break into groups for'the purpose of offering

critical suggestions to classmates.

Th

in speaking orally
of working together in revising



9) Instruct students to revise their compositions.
10) Collect all papers for teacher evaluation.

IV. Procedure for Students

1) Students will analyze an object in t classroom:

a) They follow its outline with their eyes, noticing everything
about it

b) They draw the object in the air with their fingers
c) The, students then close their eyes and recreate the object

in their minds. After this, they open their eyes and look
at the object. Did they miss anything?

d) The students close their eyes; recreate the object again;
write a description-of the object.

2) Students will break up into groups (or some may work with
teacher on an individual basis) for the purpose of critical sug-
gestions and rewriting.

3)1 After choosing a tree, the students will sit near theft tree,
and study it from all points of view (15 to y0 minutes).

4) At teacher's request, students will break up'into groups and
choose one person to record the thoughts of the students' first
impressions about their trees.

------ 5) Studepts must return the next day, spend at least fifteen minutes*
with their tree. This day, the student can "hug' their tree.

6) Students should keep a daily record of their visits, watching
and observing any changes in their trees. Also, they can write
down any new impressions about their trees.

7) After one week (or more) of observation and record keeping,
students will write a composition, or poem, on "What Is A Tree?'

8) Classmates will offer critical suggestions to other peers,
employing the group method.

9) Students will rewritethi,omOosition.
10) After completing the work, students will hand in the papers to

the teacher.

V. Evaluation

Instead of giving each student a gr44e, the teacher may want to
evaluate the compositions by adding his/her positive comments.
Several points to keep in mind when evaluating could be a student's
effort and quality of writing. As always, the teacher should pay
particular attention to the student's ability.

52
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TOPIC: Motivating Writin0

GRIPE BOX

I. Rationale

This lesson gives students )he opportunity to write about problems

they encounter. The' teacher collects paragraphs on 3 x 5 cards from

the students over a given time period to place in a "Gripe-Box4 .
somewhere in the room. They have the chance to ,"speak-out" about

school policies, homework, or world affairs. This motivating

activity can lead to lessons on argumentative writing.'

Cindy Davis.
Riverview School
Creston, NC
Grade 6

II. Objectives

1). To recognize a reason for writing

2) To focus on a familiar topic,/

3)* To develop argumentative writing skills

4) To review the topic sentence of a paragraph
Ji

.III. Procedure for Tetcher

1) er d decorate a box to place in the classroom. Supply a

ck o 3 x 5 cards.

2) xplain to the class or group that they are going to havethe

V hance to write a complaint (compliment if they desire) about

4
y problem facing them at_home, school,.or world.

31 ke cl t students the time element for feeding the-box.

T is be nly one class periodapr several days.

4) E the questions be placed in paragraph form on the .

ards. Point out that the topic sentence will be stressed

in thi lesson.
5). On "Gripe Day' (the time for opening the box) the teacher wilt

_read several to the clast (ignoring names will probably bd better).

6) (Follow-Up) Pass the "GripE Box." After asking each student to

choose a card,- instruct them to argue with that complaint by..

writing a composition. They may agree or disagree and myst'sup-

port their conclusion.

7) Discuss and evaluate the results.

IV. Procedure for Students.

1) Follow directions given by the teacher for using the "Gripe Box"

2) React honestly to any problem seen at home, school, or world that

needs to ,be improved or changed. If there are no problems, one

can write from a positive standpoint. Place as many cards as

needed In thebox.

3) Remember the topic sentence and stick to it throughout the

paragraph. Share on "Gripe Day."
gar

5,3
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.
4) If asked to do the fo4low -up exercfse,agree or disagree with the

"Gripe'' drawn from the box. Be able to support your opinions by
writing an argumentative composition.

5) Participate in the discussion of the papers responding to the
supportive details and eXamples in them. Remember that ane has
to respect the opinion of others in an a?gumentative composition.

V. Evaluation , ° ..:

This lesson can be evaluated in terms of the response to the motive-
tion, and the mastery of usidg the topic sentence in a paragraph.
The follow-up is evaluated by how well-the student can support the
agreement or disagreement of the "Gripe.:

ANL

Mr.

OP
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TOPIC: Motivatin Writing Ouida Hughes Bass .

North Belmont Elementary
School

Belmont, NC 28012 .

ibGrade 6

I. Rationale

SILLY SOUNDS (ALLITERATION)

, All children love repetitive sounds. Alliterative sounds used in
.,poetry and-ptose make composition more lively and interesting and
are found .frecuently in elementary literature. Once pointed out to
the cnild, these s become increasingly interesting to him and

itstimulate his in n reading and in creating original examples AO
ofhis own. The ng activiti'es are a good pre-introduction to
a sixth-41'1de poetry unit of work.

.. -

II. Objectives 41
ire

1) T earn the, alliteration as a domposition technique
2) T acquire app on,.of the. beauty of sounds
3) To ve fun mak ng sounds and hearing the different sounds in
. the Jnglish langigge*

) To practice writIfig original-alliterative phrases and sentences

III.- Oimcedure,for Teacher

1) Find several good examples of alliteration in children's bo s
or make up ones of your own. Write these on the board bef
the clbss meeting: (Hint: Dr. Seuss books are good for ti(activity.) , .

Sample Sentences: - ..

1) Merry Mark made millions mining minerals. .
,2) Gorgeous George gave the giants a great gift.

3), Lazy ljttle lizards lay lifelessly on the log.
4) Bright blue bubbles blew beyond the bridge.

. 5) Your fluffy feathers fell from the farm fowl.
2) Talk about what alliteration means and refer to examples on bodt
3) Prepare beforehand some alliterative senterges on sentence *fps.

Ask for volunteers to read them aloud. Can children hear'the,
sounds that are repeated?

) Collect several small boxes labeling-them "M Sounds," "G^Sounds,"
etc. Use aWide-lip magic marker to print'single-words on squares
of stiff paper. Be sure that these words can make a sentence when

. joined together during-the class activity. .Pass one box around
until thoSe words are chosen. Then the children go tothe front
of the. 'room and assemble themselves so that the words' make a see-.
tence. Ttle results are often-very funny and sixth graders will
'love thislesilly" activity. Other children'in the class will be
eager to take their turns with another box Of-words.

y
. - -
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5) Ask if the children chn find classmates in the room who full

names are alliterative. In mostClasses, there are five or six:
such names-and "alliteration" quickly becomes afamiliar word. in

their vocabulary. To reinforce memory of this'new word, write
and"pronounoi it several times during the class:

6) Distribute piper for students to create some sentences of their

own. Use a brightly-colpred paper (construction paper is good)

because this makes the activity more exciting and different!
- Move about the room to be sure slow.starters get going! Make a

suggestion of-a possible beginning if necessary.- (I suggest
five sentences for the activity.)

'17) Have a bulletin board cleared and ready to post the 'results.

, 8) Assignment: Follow-up activity--bring to class aqt eiamples'of
alliteration found in advertisements.

IV. Procedure for Students

1) Listen carefully for beginning sounds that are alike.

2) Take part in choosing a word and,finding a place in the sentence

to be assembled.
3) Use yOur Best handwriting. //
4) Take part in the follgw-up activity.

V. Evaluation- .

.

Children will showrresults of the effectiveness of this activity in
sharper observation of printed materials they see, taking much
satisfaction in recognizing alliterative techniques when observed.
Sounds will. be easier to distinguish and cfeative projects in writing
seem to flow more easily after this practice. Several days later,

it is wise to renew the acquilition of the s 11 by practicing more

silly sounds and ,e

465
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. TOPIC: Motivating Writing Rachel Cox
Pinewood School
Mt. Holly, NC
Grade 4

HEY!, LOOK! ISM WRITING!
.4

I. Rationale

Every-child has something which is of importance to him/her. ).They

can verbaliz that thing to a simple degree, and perhaps, to a

greater , througb the right stimulation or challenge.

In this first experience in writing,-beinning with the name of a
person, place, or thing from his/her4bh experience, the learner will
add other words to create a paragraph having meaning for himself/
herself and his/her readers.

II. Objectives

1) To gain confidence tolregin writing- stories

2) To practice writing skills such as sentence structure, punctua-
tion, capitalization, and paragraph structure'

3) To deVelop freedom of expression
4) To become are of language or dialect
5) To heighten awareness of self

III. Procedure for Teacher

I;
1

1) On a 'sheet of piper have students write one word (ca be a person,
place or thing) which has such meanin4 to them.

2) Have them make a list-of as many things_ as Ihey can which show
how they feel and/or what -,they- know about Oat person, place, or

thing. Explain that they are not to worry about spelling.

3) Ask them to compose a paragraph about the first word they wrote
using the descriptive words they have written about it.

4) Illustrate what you mean by writing the same things on the board
which you have requested of them: your own list of words in cor-

rect paragraph form showing correct indentation, capitalization,
and punctuation.

5) When pupils' paragraphs have been fipishedsif thiy would like
,to share their work. by reading -them aloud to the class, al)ow

each one to 'do so..

6) Collect papers to be placed on bulletin board with the caption,
"Hey! Look! I'm Writing!"

7

IV. Procedure for Students

1) Write as the teacher directs..
2) Compose correct form as illustrated by the

teacher.
-
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4 3) 'Read paragraph to class ifso desired.
4) Hand in completed work for display on bulletin board.

V. Evaluation

`No written,evalUation would be given for this first assignment in
.priting. As students become moreconfident in follOw70 assignments,
evaluation would be made on effort andquality.

11101111*/ 4
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. TOPIcip Motivating biting
IP:

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF .

Becky Anderson
Flat Rock Elementary
Mt. Airy, NC
Grade 4

.I. Rationale

Children are stimulated to writt_creatively when they are encouraged

to.write about theirpwn experiences- -and they are ekperiencing some-

thing everyday of their lives. By selecting a student each week to

share these happenings and eventrin his/her life, the teacher is of-

fering studea4s a reason to write.

II. Objectives .

1) To develop on understanding of one's self

f) To practice writing basic writing skills

3) To. encourage children-tb write descriptively about themselves

4)- To develop oral expression
5) To stimulate creative writing

III. Procedure for Teacher

1) Prepare a bulletin board which says, IA Dag In The Life Of .

2) Every Friday choose a child in the class as child of the week.

3) Put child's name on the bulletin board:

4) Instruct child to ther materials over, the week-end aboutgather

himself/herself. (Include photographs, pictures, drawings,

favorite baseball cap, etc.) Also instruct student to do inter-

view with parents to gather information about birth, youth, etc.

5) Instruct child to write sentences or paragraph describing the
materials he/she brought in. (Be sure to include past, present

and future events.)
6) If student desires, assist him/her with arranging his/her

materials on the bulletin board on Monday.
7) Give class time for student to go over his/her materials.

Procedure for Students
Am,

1) When chosen for the child of the week, select photos, picturtS,
drawings,.etc. to bring to _class on Monday.

2) Write a sentence or paragraph describing the materials selected.

3) Interview'parents to gather information about birth and youth.

4) Bring all informati nd materia/s and. place on bulletin board

on Monday.

5) Go over information th class,

6) If new happenings or events occur anytime during the week, add

-thise to bulletin board.'
7). Take down all material on Friday.

5:)49
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V. traluation

No grade or mark is placed on any work. The teacher will note

mechanical mistakes which sfudent needs help on.

7
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TOPIC: ;Motivating Writing Esther Carver

1
Blue Ridge

Glenville, NC 28736
c Grade 3

'ORMMIZIMG PARAGRAPHS

I. Rationale

Building paragraphs is important to writing. Children need/much

work in this area. The main concern in this lesson is helOing
children develop paragraph sense.

II. .Objectives

1) To help children develop paragraph sense

2) To practice paragraph organization

3) To practice handwriting
4) To develop sentence structure

III. Procedures for Teacher

1) Discuss with the children that you will give them a card ar
piece cOpaper and they are to write one sentence on fl. The
sentence is about what has happened or will happen that day.

2) Collect cards or papers. k, -
3) Put sentences on the board. Choose as many as you want the

class to work with.
4) Example: Susie got wet on her way to school.

It rained during the night.-

Mike didn't-come to school.-
Becky stepped in a puddle.

5) Ask questions about the sentences.. Which sentences tell us things
people did this morning? Which sentences tell us about the weather
this morning? Which sentences shobld we wrTe first, about people
or about weather? Why?

6) Have..children write down the sentences on the board and put a
nuMber-beside them as to *hat order you think they happened.

7) Have students write in paragraph form starting with number one,
then two and so on until they have written all the 'sentences-.

8) Have a student volunteer to read what they have written. If

read correctly discuss with them why it was put in that order. .

If reit incorrectly, discuss how thin's can be put in a certain
order of happening.

9) Discuss with the children that a paragraph is considered by most
.'authorities to be a series of sentences that project a single
idea. Discuss this idea in relation to the sentences they have
just written.

I
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Pi. Procedure for Students

1) Write your sentence.
2) Copy down the sentences and put a number beside them as to what

order they should be in.

3 Write sintences'in paragraph form using legible. hagdwriting.

4 Check your paragraph to see if it projects a single idea.

5 Read paper over for capitalization, punctuation, spelling and

sentence structure.
6) Give paper to teacher.

V. EVALUATION
'------4.

No grade. This is a practice lesson and can be used for the teacher
to diagnose which children need more work in writing paragraphs and

how much more they need.
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TOPIC: Writing for Varieties of Audiences

IMAGINING DEAFNESS

_N.
I. Rationale

Sharon D. Procter
Qualls Elementary
Sylva, NC
Grades 4 -b

A child delights in bearing his/her voice on a tape. ThisHwriting
lesson includes such activities as a student recording his/her voice 4
on tape, describing voices of fellow peers, imagining *tat it would

be like to be deaf or blind, aid writing an explanation of *sound"
to a deaf person or an explanation of "sight°%to a blind person.

This unit is designed0tolcperce students to use their imaginations;
but, hopefully, it will mho make them appreciate all of their
senses and begin to use them to the fullest.

II. Objectives

1) To have students listen to their own voices, paying attention to,
the sound of their voices

2) To -give.studenti the opportunity to use different types of media,

such as the tape recorder

11

To have students use their.imaginations
To develop a sense o1 importance for using descriptive -words to
all people, inaudtng the deaf and blind

5) To give students,gractice in the writing process

III. Procedure for Teacher .............--

1) Instruct students to recdrd their voice on tape.

2) Instruct students to be alert to sound of mites around them.
a) List words that might describe a fellowiflassmates voice
b) Examples of words might include:

1) high 8) gruff

' 2) scratchy 9 without expresston
3) nasal numbly-, .

4) soft 1 -friendly

5) whiny
.

'-12) clear .

6) squeaky 13) sensitive vs-

7) weak 14) cal. ,

.

. 3) As a pre - writing. experience have students choostpartners for

these activities:
a) One student is blindfolded while thesother student describes

in detail a thosen object or scene. The "blind' student tries

to guess is being described. If-the object/scene can't
be /den more details must -be given.

.
.

b) 0 overs his ears while the other student writes a
of a sound made in the claisrOom. The 'dear

4 Srto guess the sound. 'The writer gives descrip-

tions un the sound is identified.
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4) Instruct students that they will have to write on the following
topics:
a) "How you might explain the idea oftsound to a deaf person,"

and
b) "Whichimould be worse for you, blindness or deafness?". (Think

about things you want to do, thingt you like most; and things
which are more important to you.)

5) After each paper has been written, divide the class into groups
for the purpose of offering critical suggestAns to fellow class-
mates.

6) Teacher will collect those papers that are to be sent to a deaf
of blind person.

_ f

IV. Procedure for Students

1) Student obtains tape from teacher:
a) Each student will record his voice on the tape, repeating

three times the following statement, *I am listeningwto myself.*
Give your name, school, grade, and teacher.

.

c Play tape back and answer the following questions:
1 Can your voice be easily heard?
2 Does your voice sound too fast, slow, choppy, or smooth?
3 What do you like about your voice?
4) What can you tell about how a person feels inside by the

tone of his/her voice?
2) Students participate in the pre-writing experience.
3) Student will have to write on the topic, 'Explaining the Souls

IL
to a Deaf Person.'

4) Student will write on 'Which Would be Worse for You, Blindness
or Deafness?'

5) 5.udents will divide into groups for purpose of offering sug-
gestions for revision.

6) Students will hand in papers that are to be sent to a deaf or m
blind person, if possible and appropriate.

V. Evaluation
, r

There wiTi be no formal evaluation of these activities, simply because
they are designed to rake students use their imaginations. A teacher,
may wish to comment on each student't effort by talking to him/her
individually. '

A
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TOPIC: Writing for Yariettes of Audiences

WHO WILL READ WHAT, YOU WRITE?

I. Ra;lonale

Lynn Beckom
H. M. 'Arndt Middle School

Hickory, NC .

Before an author writes, hE/sk must decide on tite audience. Will he/she

write for children, housewives, auto.racihg fans, CB'ers, teenagers,

,/ or salesmen? The subject, content, language, and length will be

determined by this choice.of amtlience. Although some articles may

have general appeal to a wide audience, many are highly specialized

and limited in their audience appeal.

o, Skill In selecting subject matter, form, style,' and diction. appropriate

to a given audience can be learned through `guided practice. The two

class hours spent on this activity make a good beginning in this area

of writing "know-how.*

II. Objectives

.1) To be are of the many .different audiences to whom the author

can direct writing
2) To adapt writing for older teenagers to an audience of third

and fourth graders
3) To create writing with a definite audience in mind.

III. Procedyre for Teacher

/

1) In the. pre- writing stage discuss with the group and list on the

chalkboard as many different audiences as you can. '4Consider age,

'sex, vocational; and avocational groups. Encourage students to :

copy this list.

2) Give students a previously duplicated writing Moped at older,
teenagers about career plans ands choices.

3) Instruct.Atudents to rewrite the article for 3rd and 4th graders.

Assign itUdents to write-a letter to'a relative of their own age

about an exciting sports event. Then consider what changes in

wording or style they would make if the letter were being sent

to their grandparents.

5) Circulate among the students and assist them as tweed.

6) Collect the finished. work.

ii) Provide time for sharing with-the class both student and teacher,

readings of their work. Encourage ditcussion of strengths and

weaknesses' shown in the writings.



IV. Procedure for Students

1) °Tirticipate in group discussion listing various possible audiences

for,whom wp write.
2) Rewrite the older teenager paper on careers fOr 3rd and 4th grade

children.

3) Writia letter to a brother, sister, cousin, or friend of about

your own age about an exciting sports event. Then consider and
make note of any changes in wording or style that you would make.
If the letter were directed to your grandfather or granditther.

4) Turn in your assighment when finished.
5) During the sharing time listen to the readings. Be prepared to

point out strengths -and weaknesses of papers which relate to Wow

appropriate they are for a given audience..

.
. 'V. Evaluation .

Allow about ten minutes for students to list as many differeOt
audiences as they can. Let students rate thenselves A, B, or C for
their participation in this entire activity. Encourage them to com-

ment on the self - evaluation. The teacher may make an evaluation

based on these studantpapers. ,
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TOPIC: 'Writing for Varieties of Audiences

CREATING A 041.14STRIP STORY

I. Rationale

' Students enjoy viewing filmstrips and can derive much pleasure from
creating their own. Preparing an accompanying cassette tape adds to
the pleasure. In this activity the students will write a short story
suitable for a kindergarten or first grade class,then,make a film- .

strip depicting the events of the story. The story will be taped,
and the filmstrip and tape will be used for the enjoY4ent of young
,children.

Joanne S. Stout
Winter Park School
Wilmington, NC 28401

Grail, 4

II. Objectives

1) To practice Using correct punctuation; capitalization, sentence
development, paragraph development, and diction

2) To write a short composition with a beginning, a middle, and an
.end 1

3) To use good enunciation, pitch, and stress in oral language
4) To select a topic to write about with a specific audience In

mind
5) To practice revision skills

lmr
III. Procedure for Teacher

1) -Discuss with students the types of'stories young children enjoy.
2 Divide the class into groups of six.
3) Have each group decide on the subject matter to be used.
4) Have group select a recorder to jot down ideas to be developed.
5) Use brainstormilg technique to get ideas.
6) Circulate amonrgroups to give help and encouragement.
7) Have group organize and write first draft of story.
8) Read drafts and make suggestions.
9) Have groups exchange stories and give suggestions for revision.
10) Write fina4 draft of story.
11) RroVide for each group a filmstrip, (get old filmstrip from

librarian and bleach with Clorox water), Sharpie_pens, masking
. tape, and *film guide.

12) Show students how. to put filmstrip on film guide and tape to hold
in place.

13) Direct students to draw pictures depicting the story on the film-
strip, keeping the art work simple.

lij Have students to record story on tape provided,using qothe sound
- . to signal advancement of.filmstrifr (bell or wood block).
15) RiVe filmstrips viewed by class.
16) Have group members show their filmstrip to a kindergarten or first

grade class.
17) Allow two weeks for the assignment.

57
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IV,- Procedure_for Students

1 Participate in discussion of stories young children enjoy.

2 Help your group decide on the subject matter for the story/filmstrip..

3 Select a -recOrder for the group.

4 Use brainstorming to get ideas for your story.

5 Organize.ideas in sequential order for beginning, middle, and.end.

6 Hive two people work on each of the threats to write the first
draft. ...

7) Ask teacher for assistance if needed. J
/

8) Exchange parts and "read. e/i

9 Offer suggestions for revision.

10 Write final draft.
.

411 Draw pictures on flmstrip which will illistrate your story.

12 Record story on tape using a definite sound (snap finger, ring
bell, hit wood block) to indicate advahcement of\ the filmstrip-

.
13) .Show finished product to class.

14) Show finished produtt:to a indergarten or first grade class and
,

then perhaps donate it'to Your library.

15) Drawing of filmstrip may be done in free time as well-as-class

time.

V. Evaluation

74

,

The activity will be evaluated on the basis of its appeal to the-

young audience viewing it. Members of the group producing the film-
strip and two other class members should observe audience reaction
and decide on the measure of success. The teacher would give a grade

NOth the lesson objectives iamind.

4.
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TOPIC: Writing

I. Rationale

ieties of Audiences Vickie Rose
South Hoke School
Raeford, NC
Grades 314

MORAL DILEMMA AS A WRITING STIMULUS'

. -

Very often children have to'make decisions which, to them, Seem very

important. By asking them to solve a moral:dilemma, the teacheris
offering-a situation whichidemands that the child use what-he/she

has learned about right and wrong. Moral dilemmas allow,* self -

elifloril dilemma fora chi d to solve.

conStous to emerge.. Therrposeofthis writing task is'to gfesent

4

.i II. Objectives

'Tcrlearo the tenth "moral dilemma"

2) To form an opinion ,

3)- To interact verbally and emotionally
4)' To oxperience an opportunity to solve a mora

5) To practice basic writing skills.

Procedure for Teacher

)) Lead students to.understand the term "Moral dilemma" by examples

',such as:. Mary felt a strong sense of excitements she looked
through the store window. She saw her mother pick out& beauti-
ful pink dress but could think of no occasion for gifts. Mary's

mother did not we her looking through the window. Mary thinks,

"Maybe-I:11 jusino right in and ask her what the dress is for.."

What should 44ar do? *,'

2) Lead students nto a ,discussion of the above dilemma.

,1) Usi children's, own experiences. in discussion of a Mem.-
4) 'Set a limit of 500-60Q words for each child to write about a

true dilemma (the teacher may havk to aid the in recalling

such an event).

49 Allow five days for: tbe completion of this assignment.

40 Have children editikthfir papers.

7) Collect all work at the end of the pssignment,

IV. Procedure for Students

1) Understand the meaning of "moral dilemma:"

2) Discuss with the class any pertynal dilemmas.,

3) Develop'a rough ,draft of a dilemma he/she,or a friend has
.

experienced.
-4) HaVe the papir edijokend prepare-a final draft.
5) .Submit all,work to the teacher on the,specific day.

V. Evaluation

On, letter grade will be given for.mechanics and coherence of work.
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TOPIC: Writing for Varieties of Audiences

I. Rationale=

Becky Anderson
Flat hock EleMentarY
Mt. Airy, NC
Grade 4

411,it5

DEAR. HANNAH 'COLUMN

We live in a world of change. Many of the £herished customs d

ideas of the past are no longer relevant today. By asking udents
to h40 solve problems that other students have is givin a

,relevant task,as well as a sense of responsibility. publishing
students' writings in tte school peespaper,a purpose or writing is
provided. t

II. Objectives

7) To be able to writelt reat1ve solution 'to a-real problem -k
2) To learn to think and write with.a reasonable degree of critical

skill

3) To_practice basic writing skills

4) To id in problem solving
5) To develop a better understanding of problems faced by other

students

III. Proledure for Teacher

ly As a group activity, .select four. students to form a panel/ Let
classmates share problems for See panel to help solve. The
teacher may tell an imaginary problem a child may face, to get
the discussiort moving. (For example-=0fie student_is upset because
he/she has to go to -bed at 8:00 each night, when his/herfriends
are allowed to stay up until 9.:00. What's wrong.i4th his/her
parents?)

2) Chap panel membershff) frequently.
3) After panel,leadjiscussion about Dear Abby colonel In the

newspaper.

4) Ask if they wbuld likekto be r Abby for a paper..
5) qxplain that two students per k will be se)ected. b, be "Dear

Hannah" -for,the school paptr, answer mpOblem questions submit-
ted by arky*Student withim4the' school. (Alternatives - -for class

.newspaper, do learning center where teacher makes up imaginary
questions.)

IV. Procedure for Students .
1) Participate in panel and/or asking problem questions.

Discuss Dear Abby column in thejdeurspapm
3) Listen as teacher explains Dear Bannah column in school

newspaper.
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:4) Be prepared to answer questions submitted by any student in
school for the Dear Hannah Column.

I.

V. Evaluation

Teacher will note progress'made by students in problem solwing, logical
thinking, mechanical skills, revision, and written expression.

V et; ".
sr.

,4

4
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TOPIC: Writing for Varieties of Audiences Linda Sieger
Peabody School,
Wilmington, NC 28401

Grade 5

I. Rationale

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.. .

Students at the 4-6 grade level can begin to be re of differences

in word usage, style. and content in writing, nding on the audience.

In this exercise the effect of the language sed is especially impor-

tant because the writer attempts to pers his/her readers of some-

thing. _To make this exercise relevant for the student, he/she will

choose a topic of environmental concern and write two letters of

perivasion- -one to his/her peers and.one to the adult community.

II.' Ob ectives

1) To learn to-choose words and alter style and content according

to the audience
2) To use ideas and langumie persuasively

To practice writing skills of sentence structure, punctuation,

capitalizatton, and spelling

III. Procedure for Teacher

1) Initiate a discussion of writing for different audiences with

persuasive role-playing. For example, one student tries to

persuade another to go to the beach (park, swimming pool, zoo,

fishing, grocery store, church, etc.) with him/her. Then the

same student tries the persuasion on another who is playing the

role of a parent or other adult: ,

2) After trying several situations encourage students to discuss

differences theylosaw in approach a2d language.depending on the

audience.

3) Change'the emphasis of persuasion to some specific environmental

concerns. Suggestiofil:t,lude the'problem of litter, recycling

paper or aluminum, pro ion of wildlife, conservation of fuel,

conservation of electricity, or anything else of this nature

that has been previously discussed in school.

4) Let students choose a topic (above) with which they feel

comfortable .

5) Review letter-writtng form.
6) Instruct students to Kite two persuasive letters on the topic --

one to their peers and one tO adults
7) Allow class time for writing.

8) Arrange for student editing groups ofithree or four to read each

other's letters and make suggestions regarding audience appeal_

and mechanics of writing.

'8) Allow time for revision after peer editing.
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10) Read and evaluate the litters. .

11) For feedback on effect let students who wish to take or send their

*etters to other classes in the school.

12) Let students take the adult-oriented letters hoie for their .

parents to read and comment upon regarding. effect.

'13) If possible, send one or two letters to the editor of the local

. newspaper for publication.

IV. Procedure for Students

11)- Participate in role-playing and class discussion of whiting for

different audiences. ,

2) Choose an environmental issue for a persuasive letter.

3) Write one letter of persuasion to schoolmakis and another letter

on the same topic to adults.
4) Let tWo or three other students read your letters and listen to

any suggestions they have.

5) Revise the letters for audience appeal and pUnctuation,
capitalization, grammar, and spelling.

6) Give letters to the teacher for reading.

7) "Try out the letters on other chi4dren and adults.

V. Evaluation

The student may evaluate the effectiveness of eachAthis/her letters

through feedback from the readers of them.

The teacher may want to evaluate the letters for style and word
usage as thty relate to the different audiences. Improvement in

basic writiWg skills might also be evaluated by the teacher.
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TOPIC: Writing Reports, Reviews,
Arguments and Descriptions

ANIMATING WRITING

Sharon De Procter
Qualla Elementary
Sylva, NC
Grades 4 -6.

I. Rationale,

Most 'children enjoy. writing, 4f the'task is related to theim.own

experiences. Telling a child to simply.Nrite a report" seems

erroneous. But, if the teacher allows for some types of experiences,
the task of repotting becomes personal and meaningful.

The.following assignment is designed to give students many uperiences
with animals and/or insects to give them opportunities for writing;
and, finally, t o research. ind report o n o nikanimal or insect.

II. Objectives

p

1) To allow students to observe by touching, looking at and
. listening to different animals. and/or insects

2) To Vettstudents access to eke use of many different reference
malfriaTs

3) To allow students to pre ice summarizing material

4) To'develop.a sense of seq ing events in reporting
5) To develop more confident in speaking orally

III. Procedure for Teacher

1) Provide experiences for students in one or more of the following
..

ways:
1

a) Visiting a zoo .
,

b) Permitting students to bring animals to school (teacher limiting
the number brought) ..

c) Taking students on a walk to find different types,of animals
or insects this will help those who do not have pets of
their own).

2) Allow at least one week for students to bring animals-to school.
3) At the beginning of thisweek, the teacher will lead a discussion

in: .

a) The importance of using reference sources for locating
information (discus,s different types)

b) The importance of summarizing ideas and thoughts into wits
on words

c) The importance of writing, ideas in sequential order. -

4) The teacher may use the following techniques to give students
practice in summarizing, sequential order, an4 writing:
a) Teacher prepares a shottehed report of some animal, insect,

etc:, which includes type of birth,. habitat, characteristics,
etc.
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b) Teacher instructs'students to listen ciosely.as she reads,,
_either half, or all, of the selection. Then students are
towTite in their own words what was said.

c) This introductory activity may take as long as two days, if
the teacher so desires.

d). Divide the class into groups for purpose of peer suggestions
and rewriting.

e) Follow this same format for the week, using selections on
. different animals.

f) If the teacher feels students need extra practice in this
type of activity, she may want to continue over into the
next week.

51' Teacher wilitiprepare students for writing and giving reports:
a) Discuss the elements to be included in this report:

1) Choose an animal or insect, etc.
2) Title
3) From 3 to 5 pages long
4) Any drawings, or pictures, or charts.

b) Instruct students to use only two reference sources for
gathering information.

c) Emphasize that using their own words is one of the most
important elements, both in the written and oral reports.

d) Students are to keep all work in a notebookAmade by students).
e) Discuss' responsibility of the speaker:

1) Speaks in a clear voice
2) Is well prepared
3) Speaks in own words
4) Uses charts, pictures, or any ether types of visuals to

make report more interesting
5) Asks for questions.

.0 6) Tell students how long they have to write report.(One week or
more. Teacher's discretion)

7) Periodcally throughout the week have students form their groups
for the purpose f giving suggestions to fellow students.

8) As each student completes his/her report, the teacher may permit
him/her to present his/her work.

9) Teacher will collect work for evaluation.

IV. Procedure for Students //

'1) If permitted, the student(s) will be responsible for bringing
animals to school, upon the teacher's reqUest and on.designated
days.

2) Students should participate in a walk for the purpose of finding
animals or insects.

3) .Durthg the week of observation, students will observe closAly aiy
animal(s) brought bo school (or those found on- the school grounds).

4) Students will participate in the "listening and writing" exercise.
5) Students will divide into groups to offer critical suggestions

to peers. / (The number of times this takes place depends on Os
number of selections read by teacher.) a

6) At the designated time, students will begin working on reports- -
choosing resources, summarizing what is read, and writing the
report.
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7) During the time students are working on their reports, they
will periodically break up into their croups for critical sug-
gestioss. (Determined by/teacher)

8) At completion of work, students will present their reports,
orally and in their own words, making use of pictures, charts,
drawings, other visual aids.

9) Students will hand in all work to the teacher for final

V. Evaluation

4

A latter grade may be given for this type of activity. Some of the _

points to include in the evaluation might be: 1) use of student's
words; 2) use of relevant resources; 3) the development of sequential
ideas or facts; 4) thi oral presentation; 5) effective use of
visual aids to make the report more interesting.

6
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TOPIC: Writing Reports, Reviews,
Arguments and Descriptions

CLASS YEARBOOK
e

Rationale
. -

Neat the end of the school yeat it is fun to look back and remind
'ourselves of.the highlights of the year (and maybe even some low
spots). A class yearbook is an effective way to encourage students

4, to write stories, reports,' and descriptions. Students are delighted
to see in print accounts of funay'things they did and said and
eagerly devise articles ofthis -nature. This is especially useful-
as an activity for the last two weeks of school, with distribution
of the yearbookson the last day instring some valuattle quiet time.

Linda Sieger
Peabody School

Wilmington, NC 28401
Grade 5

II. Objectives

1) To record the year's highlights
2) To build positive self concepts from the realization that one's

actions and sayings are interesting and important to Bothers.
r 3)' To.practice narrative and descriptive writing
4) To practice organization'and basic writing skills

# III. Procedure for Teacher

1)- Ln preparatioh fdrgthe yearbook, recall some of the highlights
. .

of the year. PoSsibilities include favorite class activities, .4'

field trips, contests, parties, projects, and funny situations.
It is a good practice, to keep a running written record through-
out the year of funny things thg kids do and say.

2) Begin a discussion of the students -' best memories of year,
reminding them of things if they have difficulty w ing.,

3 List recollections on chalkboard as they are mentioned.List recollections

o kinds of things to -include in a yearbook.

.4) Introd e the idea of a class yearbook and lead a.c.lass diScussion

5) Use the list of recollections on the board as topics for writing
and arrange for the selection of topics. It is important that
each student have a different topic, so that his composition is
certain to be printed. Of course some students will want the
same topic and an impartial method of dealing with this will have
to be used. (Hint: Kids like the wPick a number between 1 and
25" solution.) .

6). Create special assignments for -any students wIth very limited
writing ability. 'For example, they could be in their* ofa-mage
that is-a collection of wordi-orafases that follow the title
*Remember . . . and are meaningful to the class. T-

40
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7) Review the basic elements of narrative and descriptive writing
before. students begin to write.

8) Allow class time for cospositidn, offering he)p when needed
9) Set up a conference with each student to work on editing together.

10) Allow class time for revision, as well as drawings, a cover page,
-ind any other extras that students wish to include in the book.
When,all entries have been revised and subadtted, compile and
transfer to duplicating masters. Half of an 8 1/2" x 11" sheet
is a convenient size for the yearbook. Be sure to leave some
open spaces or empty pages for autographs.

12) Have students collate and staple the book pages on the last day.
13) Distribute,a finished book to .each class member.

IV. Procedure for Students .40

1) Participate the class discussion of the year's highlights and
the ,making of a yearbook.

2) Choose one of the-topics on which to write an article for the
yearbook.

3) Write the article, using words and style that will make
interesting reading.

4) Confer with the teacher for editing suggestions.
5) Revise the article.
.6) Submit the composition for publication in the yearbook.
7) Read the finished product and remember that the yelr wasn't so

bad after all.

V. Evaluation

The teacher may went to evaluatr,q1 composition for iraprovesient in
form, content and mechanics as part of the final language arts
ervaluktion.

4
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TOPIC: Writing Reports, Reviews,
Arguments and Descriptions

KNOCK ! tKNOCK! WHO IS IT?

I. Rationale

Becky Anderson _-

Flat Rock Elementary
Mt. Airy,.NC
Grade 4

One of the major problems of teachers is how to present material in
a manner so relevant to students that they undetStand its worth_from
the moment of presentation. One answer is to use learning centeee.
which uses techniques to motivate,-individualize and get the Children
involved in a creative' experience'. By rovtding a variety of activities
for the children to choose from, the results will be a beautiful,
expressive, and generally very effective'descriotion.of themselves.

II. *Objectives

1) To develop an understanding ofine's self
2) To practice basic writing skil, s (capitalizatten, sentence

development, punctuation, speTkling).
3) To encourage children to write descriptively about themselves

and. others

il* To choose; explore, and experiment with a variety of activities
in the learning center

5) To. revise rough draft as necessary for final form/

-III. Procedure for Teacher

1) Teacher should make all of the following activities (except
Activity A) and place. in center. All art materials,' crystal
ball, and VIP (Very Important Person) box shouldalso be
included.

The eye-catching door with aknock6r should be placed on the
bulletin board at the center, with the caption "Knotk! Knock!
Who Is It," over it.

Activity A - Students
Have each child a description of aQother child. The
detcription should include five clues. Then the composition is
read to the rest of the children, whb try to -guess whom he/she
is describing.

Activity B

}lave each child write about himself /herself-- physical appearance,
likes, dislikes, hobbles, etc.--with his/her"name written only
on the back of the paper. The delcriptions are then read, and
posted on the bulletin board. Only when the, children have 40

exhausted all possibilities may they leek to see who it is.
(You could include a crystal ball you and, the childeen can look
into to learn more about themselves.) .
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Activity C

Secure a cardboard refrigerator box and place in the.center. ,'
Make a door in the box large enough for student tp enter, and
place a chair inside the box. On the door in big letters put
V.I.P.

-
When introducing the center, lead a group discussion about auto-
biographies. Instruct students to write an autobiography,
including elements from their past, present, and future life.
The writing can be done in the V.I.P. room.
Provide art supplies for students to use to create a 'self portrait.

gaits can be autographed and pasted on the wall In -the V.I.P.,

Activity D

Ask children to imagine how they looked as babies,-then draw a
self-portrait. Then tell them to write a sentence or paragraph
describing what they were doing. Have the childrep imagine how
they will look when they get their first job, then draw a picture.

. They should describe in a paragraph the kind of work they are
doing. (Accompany with the reading of a poem. For example,

' "When 't Grow Up" by William Wise)
Activity E

Ask the class to interview their parent's to answer the following ,

questions about themselves:
Where was I, born?

What kind of day or night was it?
What was my favorite toy as a baby?
Did I ever have any accidents or get hurt in some way? At what
age?

Did I ever visit any interesting places?
Add any other information you wish. Bring a baby snapshot of
yourself to school.
(Follow-up activity - make a class notebook with the snapshots-
and stories)
Activity F

With the help of the tittgr and other students, have the class
make a "me" mobile--a si uette of the head (profile), then an
outline of the hinds and feet. Ask each child to write a story
about himself/herself, telling what his/her hands and feet do
for him/her. Have the children finish their stories by writing
what their heads do for them. Attach the parts, including the
story, to a hanger, string, and sticks, mobile fashion.
Activity G
On ditto stencils dr w six circles. The students are to draw the
expression on their ces when the event written under the circle
occurs. (For exampl - A babysitter is coming; My puppy is lost;
I have opened a ores t I like; etc.)
ctilitytA
On ditto stencils have students complete blanks about their
favorite people, places, or things and tell why. (Example -
My favorite friend because ; You
can include T.V. program, food, sport, book, Song, mov e, color,
animal, ett.)

7a
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2) 'Teacher introduces curter by doing activity #1

3) lats out direction sheet for students to check Off activity as
each one is completed. -

Example:
Coiapl eted Student Come t

cfvTty A

Activity B

Activity C

: ) Leastclass discussion on personality, emotions, and autobiography.
5) Go over each activity in class.
6) Pass. out folder for each child to keep direction sheet and place

work in.
7) Place editorial box in center. Explain to students that their

first draft is to be placed in this box.- They choose another
student to help edit the first draft.

8) Read-and evaluate final work turned in.

IV. Procedure for.Students

1) Write description of another student.
2) Reid composition to the rest of the class who try to guess who .

is being described. '

3) Check off Activity A as completed and make commerii on Direction
Sheet.

.

_-

4) Participate in class-discussion about personalftyi emotions, and
autobtography.

5) Aisten to teacher explain all center, work. Ask questions or
give comments.

6) Place Activity A and Direction Sheet in folder.
7) When first draft is completed of any att,ivity, place in editorial

box. Go over with editor. Then prepare final draft to submit to
teacher.

V. Evaluation

No paper will be letter graded or marked. When the-child has written hi,
her first draft, he/she will place it in the editorial box. At some
time during the day one of the class editors will go ovet the paper
with the student, making corrections and preAring it for final draft.
Then the author copies the creation ih his best handwriting and as
neatly as possible and turns into the teacher. On a diagnostic sheet
the teacher places a checkby both'the editor's name and the author's
name if there were mistakes in punctuation," capitalization, grammar

usage, or spelling, to indicate that this is an area in
of these students needed hell).

4
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TOPIC: Writing Reports, Reiiews,
Arguments and Descriptions

Vickie Rose

.South Hoke School
Raeford, NC
Grades 3-4

A FIELD TRIPORITlNG STALUS

I. Rationale

Children love to take field trips and can learn much frOm them. By
taking children on a field trip, the teacher can begin to make a. .

relevant assignment. By asking them to describe the trip, the
teacher is offering a reason to *mite.. She is also-helping them
to sharpen their sense of awareness. The purpose for this writing
assignment is to help sharpen that awareness and recall details of
a field trtp.

II. Objectives

1) To have an experience away from home and away from schobi
2) To sharpen awareness and recall details and events in order
3) To develop and practice basic skills of writing

III. Procedure for Tiacher

IV.

1) Choose a site for a field trip.that relates to a topic ofstut,
(for example, a science unit on the stars and Planets; a field
trip could be planned to a nearby planetarium).

2) ,Study the unit and.discuss-it thoroughly
3) Have extra books available on this subjwt for free reading time
4) ;Goon the field trip. Children'should know that they will be

expected to write abobt their experiences.
5) Discuss the' writing assignmedt with the children. They may be

asked to describe the entire trip or certain portions of it.
6) Allow three days'for completion of the assignment. (This includes

editing ancirewritlng.) f -

7) Read and evaluate the finished product.

Procedure for Students

1) Study_ and discuss the unit. ,

2 Read extra books on the subject.

3). After liking the field trip,,write a description of the trip,
(in itrentirety or in part).

4) Have thepaper edited and make corrections.
5) Prepare the final draft -and submit all work to the teacher on

the specified date.
.

V. Evaluation .

'two grades will be given: One for mechanics of writing, and 'a second
for sequence of events and composi.ticn. .
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TOF(IC; Writing.* Reports', Reviews, Rachel 'Cox
Arguments an Descriptions aPinewood'4 School

Mt. Holly, NC .

yt. Grade 4 t

'SAYING WHAT I SEE

I. litionile
To be successful in writing, students need to build a vocabulary
which will enable Ulern to better present any desired thought.

Through seeing, feeling, and examining works4pf famous painters, and
by describing these pictures in -their own Jamibage; the students can
become aware of their ability to think and express their thoughts in

written fohn.

II. Objectives vt
1) To intensify insight and imagery .

2) .To find satisfaetion in accOmplistinent
Toexpress self

4.1 To learn _to look for significant detail and be able to write
about it in an interesking way

,
Procedureifor Teacher

1) Have. several paintings by well .known painters such as un rs,
' k by 'Van GoghI John F. Kennedy, by Norman Rockwell; Three u tens,

-14,by Picasso; A Gorgeous Auttsnu, *by Arneg4er. Paintings should be
large eriogh to be seen easily by all'of the class, or-,if trams-

, parencies, of such paintings 'are available, use the oterhead pro-
jector. -1116 -. .

.-. ,
.) Show Van Gqgh iainting'fii.st and 'Instruct students tb. look at

it closely so-as to describe, what they see in detail. :Encourage

3) After students content, give the name a -details' of the
resoonies though they are inaccurate or,iipszsica).. `1

-..._ poi niitt, painters and-this Style.
4)--S'Fov( the PicasSo or Rockwe31,, etc., in the same manner.
5) The Arnegger is a pastoral scene 'and any similar painting would .-.

probably . dqvas well. a, ..
.

. 6k Hve-chiften choose on pfsthe paintings and write a description..,
7.)) Display the- paintings- in the chalk tray. ,.e.''.-

- 8) Suggest with questions .what they might wri ff about the 'paintings,
fk and request them not to use such phrased as in this picture," of

"this picture.fshows."-.. .

Iv Exampte: "What Might the pointer Ake been thinking?" ,

4 Now_ does, the painting_make you-feel?"
-8) Move about th venni as the ciTdren write so as.to:answer question

or suggest grantnatIcalvetirrectiogs as needed. ..":

731.
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10) Allow studentsoto examine painting as closely and often as they
.. 4esine.:
11) Collect all papers,when,completed.
12) Redistribute the comOsitioni 'among the students to be read and

.

commented upon.

IV. Procedure' for Students /

V.

4'

..; .

1) Examine paintings as teacher shows them to class:
2) Think about how the pictures make you feel; what the Obinters

were ing to express.
3 Wr to your feelings about the picture of your choice.
4 As uestion of the teacher if sta detirell
t Urn in papers when finished.
6 Study classmette's composition and the picture of his choice.

Write to say you agree or "disagree wi.ti qe writer's interpreta-
tion and why. Return the paper to the-teacher.

V ' . \ .
Evaluation .

-
R111 interpretations wilt,be accepted. Teicher will write a comment
concerning neatness, form, or improvement -in observation and use of
vocabulary in describing the paiRting.

'7
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TOPIC: ,WrIting Reports, Reviews,
Arguments and Descriptions

i

I. -Rationale

Sharon D. Pivcter
Qualla Elementary
Sylva,

Grades

WNW' Cif ICIRENIORS

wa

Children need to have the experience of writing, giving, andfollowing
directions. This type of communication is an .everyday part of any
'studer's life.

w
One way to accomplish this is to have each student describe the stepS4
in making a peanut butter and.jOly sandwich, and give them the oppor-

i tunity to experience written directions.
1.411

II. 'Objectives
s

1) To give sudentttp!actice im writing specific directions
2) To stress the. importance of wrfttng specifi&directions

3) To stress importance ,of writing directions in sequential order
.i4) To give students an experience in following directions

III. Procedure for Teacher

1) Teacher can provide bread, peanut butter, jelly, knife, and spoon tio

for exercise (or have students bring the items)..
2) Assign each student the task o# writing out directions for making,

a.peanut butter end jelly sandwich. ,

3) Divide class into foyr or five groups:
a) Instruct groups-to choose 40chairman and co- chairman. ..

4) After each group has completed one copy of-directions, the teacher
his all students gather at a central place.

5) Assign onegroup at a tink to read their directions and Make a
sandwieh from those directions. e ..

6) Continue this activity until all groups have participated.
.

Iv. Procedure-for Students

1) Each student will write out bis directions for mating the sandwich.
2) After dividing into working group , students wiWchoote a chair-

meta .and-co-chairman:

a) The chairman and co-chairmin will read all students' directions
.

and take the best from each
b) The chairman will then recopy the directions
c) These two people wt4T share the responsibility of reading the;

directions aloud and following them exactly as stated.'
3) Students will gather at a central place: . *

a) Following- the written directions ofthat.particular group, one
group wiil_begin the task of making a sandwich .

b). ,All groups will participate in the activity.

4) Students will.have the pleasure of eating a delicious peanut but-
ter and ,telly sandwich.
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V. Evaluation

This activity is primarily designed to make students are of the
importance of writinkspecific directions.. It is also an interesting

- method to introduce al extended unit on following directions. There-,
fore; no evaluationowIll be given for tht ctivity.

I
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TOPIC: Writing Reports, Reviews,
Arguments and Descriptions

Saw

SPORTS REPORTING

Rationale

Sports events are a part oethe experience of most children, either
through direct involvement or watching, and can be exciting stimuli

for descriptive compositiom. Reporting a sports event as a written
news item promotes the development. of organization skills, as well

as the creation of clear and interesting descriptions.
. .

II. Objectives

...1---4-
.

Linda tlager
Peabody School
Wilmington, NC 28401

Grade 5

To loam to describe action
4odevelopskill in recording sequence of events
To learn to differentiate between relevant and irrelevant
occurrences in describing a situation
To practice basic writing skills

,III. Procedure for Teacher

1) Leid a class discussion on sports reporting (kinds of things to

report, descriptive reporting). /

2) Select a game the class is familiar-with (kickball, dodgeball,
softball, etc.) and arrange for team.plaNat recess time.

3) Two to four students at a time can be the reporters for a game
_(therefore,it would take several days to,involve the entire

class).

4) 'After the game, let =the reporters write up their commemtihries'

N. as soon as possible.--
5) Alliw time the next day-for consUltatiOn ihd revision, paying

1 ,

particular attention to deicriptive words and phrases.

6 liead,ant evaluate the composition.
All the student to' tape record hit/her commentary.

8) Pla vspo'rtscas't". to the clasi'(wilh4the author's.p1rmisston).

IV Procedure for Students

1) Partictte fn class discussion on sports reporting. .

.2), Observe one class 'game, taking notes ,on highlights of the gale:.

3) The sae day, use notes VD-prepare a written commentary on the

game, describing the highlights in detail.

t4) Show'the rolfgh draft to the teacher and ask for suggpstions,

5) Revise the draft and give to the teacher.
6) 'Broadcast" the final .commentary on-a tape recorder.

7) Listen t6, the sportscast.
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V. Eval uation

The teacher will evaluate the paper for -fore, content, and mechanics
write positive responses on it, and discuss with the student one

. area seeding improvement. , . is. ,

1.
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TOPIC: ng Reports, Reviews, Judy P. Whisnant -

ts and Descriptions Claremont Elementary School
Claremont, NC
Grades 5-6 .

CONDUCTING AND REPORTING ON IiTERVIEWS

IX Rationale

Interviews can be used effectively in promoting competence in both'

oral and written communication. In this exercise, students will be
given ctice in choosing relevant questions; public speaking, and
it *d sting" gathered information for the purpose of reporting in
written form.

-
Ii. , Obiettives

1) To gain skill in distinguishing relevant from irrelevant material

. 2) To practice_ public speaking
3) To relate gathered information in written form

III. Procedure for Teacher

,

1)
...

Conduct class discussion of interviewing; asking studeEti-to
relate their experience with viewing interviews on television.

ip ,Ask students to find and share examples of interview reporting
(newspapers are a good source). .

3) Arrange for a guest to visit the class (mayor, fireman, principal %..
etc.) and announce the forthcoming visit to the class.

4) Explain that the purpose will be to gather information relating
prix ariTy to the person's occupation.

5) Ask each student to write fivseelltions.
6) Aid in helping each student two relevant queitions from

his list, being careful to avoid duplication among class members.
7) Allow one class peri for the interview. .

8) Require each student to k at .least one of the prepared questions

and take notes.
9)* In the next class period,-ask students to rite a report of the

interview.

:10) Collect and evaluate work. .

IV. procedure fdelStudent

IP
1). Participate in group discussion of the interviewing and reporting

process.
Find and share examles ofinterwiew rilportig§ in lOcal newspapers.
Prepare five questions which might be used in the forthcoming
interview.

4 4) With ttfacher assistance, select two of the five questions to be
used in the interview. I .

t

4.
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6). Participate in, the interview, asking at leaOne o the prepared
questions.

.

6) Prepare a written report from information gathe during the
interview.

7). Submit reports to teacher for evaluation.

Evaluation
.. ,

.
.

.
Two grades will be given on'this assignment. }One will represent an
evaluation of the preparatory process. The second will be derived
from an assessment of the information'in the written report. 5.

OM.
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TOPIC: Writing Reports, Reviews,
Arguments and Descriptions

s.

L. Rationale

Esthe i Cartier

Blue Ridge c

Glenville, NG 28717
Grade 3

WRITING A SIMPLE SCiEACE"EXPERIMNT

.

This" lesson will deal with functional writ g-, report on a
science experiment: Xhildren-need to have'practice"in different forms
of writing by exper4ences. &Science expertMents are a process of chron-
ological or-time sequences of events taking place." Children need to
learn.how.to put this time order of events in written form.

41 II. Objectives

.

1) To practice writing a repot
2) To practice observation techniqyes >

3) To practice time order writing or chronological sequence writing
4) To practice taking notes in list form ;

O 5) To develop vocabulary

ProceduresZfor Teacbrex. _Y

1) Place four7Oleces of char 1 in a bowl. Mix in .a jhr six table-,

spoons of water, six tablespoons of salt, six tableipoons of
bluing; add to this twovablespoons of ammonia. along with a few
drops of food coloring. Pour this mixture oveethh-fharcoal%
After several hours crystals will caw.

2) Discuss with children the words charco8l, aimoniaiand crystals.
3) Put the above words on'tagboard and leave on the table with the

charcoal. ? 1

4) Discuss with the children that they will see -a charge take place,

but it will take several hours.,
5) Explain that they will write a report tOmOrrow on the experiment

They should make a listof what-has so far been dote soithey cafi

include it in their repot, "Is 4

6) Discuss with the children what is meant by time seder or
chronological order. They will be writing down what happens in
the order of its happening. You can also.useIng term sequence
in the discus'sion.

7) Have'reports written on the, second day. explain again to tht
children that their papers must show that things happen in a'set
order.

8) Check papers and do a follovi-up on them the third day.

IV. Procedure for Students .

1) Make a list of how the experiment. began. This is done so you
Kill rehember what to put in your report the next bay.

2) Make observation from time to time of experiment.

'81
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011114tiss the-expte sriment with other student .

4
5 Make sure you put report in time order or seqUencing.'
6 Use correct sentence strUcture.
7) Check paper over for any corrections yoo May want to make before

turning'it in. .

V. Evaluation I
This lesson is for diagnosis of Childrens' ability to ,do resortwriting. Teacher will know Which-childten' ON feed more help
in tie order Writing through this lesson.

I
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TOPIC: WritingReports, Reviews, Jacqueline Gladrey

Arguments and Descriptions Scurlock. School

Raeford, NC

Grade 4 .

I. Rat4or;ale

--PICTURES MOTIVATE WORDS

;

Picturet can inspire,words and .spur the imaginations ofstudents in
their writingAsignments. Selecting a few vivid pictures or photo-
graphs that.can be-shown on an overhead projector will serve. to
mots to meny writing assignments.

The iTization of visual aidi will encouilige the student %write
riptive paragraphs in order to express tfbemselves. Elaborating

on the pictures will help students to develop their topic-sedtemces

The student will view many pictures, and will be:asked to idOntify
theAmost important idea found in the picture.'

II. Ob ectives

1) To gather' and compare informition'found in a picture
2) To aid in developing the ability to point out the.main idea of

.the.picture-
3) To become aware of visual aids in,stimulaiing interest

III. ProceduleT4Tescher

f) Select periodicalSwith prize winning photographs.
2) Select at least fOur picturei: two showing,scenes in'a rural

area, and two, showing damage to a large city.:
3) Make transparencies for viewing with overhead projector:
4) Project the transparencies picturing tile damage inflicted in

the city. ,

. ,

Let .all students point out details peculiar to a large'city:'
example., shattered windows, cars overturned, etc.

.2) Students Jim take notes on all details discussed. ,_

3
,

Divide students groups and allow.them tq examine pictures
there ,

4) .notes and discuss main topic of picture.
.

5) Write a descriptivelparagraOh: explaining the picture.
6

6) The student will proofread his first copy and turn in final
' draft (both copies turned in). ,

V. Evaluation . . .

i

T grades.' will be given, one for the 4ffort pl4t 'into the paper apt
o:1 on desCriptpre content of the paper. i 7

9 .;
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TOPIC: Writing Creatively -Cindy Davis

Riverview Elementary",
Creston, NC
Grades 4-6

AWARD DAY!

S. Rationale

It is much easier for children to respond creatively when they ant .

the center of attention.. Students are encouraged to write aboOt
the* talents, .or a talent they would like to possess, through an
."Award Day" in class. Somettmes this is hard for students, be6ause
they tend to think there is nothing they can do. Through this
creative activity, students are allowed to possess any ability they
desire. The teacher may use.this lesson to gain insight into the
students' self-concepts, and then to develop writing skills in using
more than one idea in a composition. ti

II. Objectives

1) To develop a responsive attitude toward writing
2) To recognize positive characteristics aboutopne's self
3) T9 practice using more than Ne idea in a -composition
4) To review the rules of capitalization and punctuation

III. Procedure for Teacher
.

1) Make or buy awards to .present to the class on "Award Clair." The
awards may be ribbons, certificates, metals, or tokens. Students
can make these an art projecf, but it is better if the teacher
presents them as a total surprise to the students.

2) Declare a class "Award Day" calling great attention to the worth
of each student in class. Present each student an.auerd that he/she
may wear for that class or day.

*3) A-pre-writing experience can be a dilussion about types of awards
and how' people get them. Allow Childrento mention several people,
but the teacher should make a point of mentioning "unimportant'
people who have achieved 'hut haven't been recognized publicly.
Stress the.fact that everyone has a trait or talent that deserves
attention.

4) Afterstirrfng conversa tion, ask the students to write a omposi-
tion about two or more talents, activities, or traits they have
or would like to have. for this award. ,EnCourage students to write
creatively about their award (make it-a hinny, mysterious, romantic,
Or poetic one).

5) Show with chalk and board, center activity, or charts how a composi-
tion of more than one idea is organized. (Topic sentence, supporting
de tells, conclusion, transition words are skills to emphasize i-n

mi* teahin0 this.)

f
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6) Nike this a one day assignirt, helping students at necessary
'points and allowing them to share their-Completed compositions.
No formal editing is recoomended, other thanpointing out in
conferences with the students the transition:Jr= one paragraph
to another. Some may need, revision.

7) Post their composittfts, alosg with the award, in the classroom
or hall.

A

IV. Procedure for Students

1) Take part in the discussion about awards-and people get them.
2) Think of two or more events, characteristics, or talents to write

about in the composition. These can be important, very common;
or totally make-believe. 'Don't be modest: This is not a bragging
lesson, bibt,a chance to look at one's self in a creative attitude.

3) Write the composition, concettratimg an the tradition frovone
paragraph to another. Keep in-mind the.sechenic.s of writing,
such as capitalization, punctuation, and fonnat.

4) Share the finished paper in class or with the teacher in
saference.

V. Evaluation

Teacher judgment is used t4' evaluate effort in creative ability.
grade can be given for format of a-composition and =chemical
performance-.

.
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TOPIC: Writing Creatively

4

I. Rationale

. OCCUPATIONAL MIME

iP
The creativi of many students oftentimes retains
aroused by the 'roper stimulus.. Mime exercises can
tively in prov ing the necessary "prod" needed by
plains "I can't ifik of anything to-write." -In thi
exercises serve as pre-writing experiente to fort
composition; Since each child has some association
of-work, pny occupation to which the child can rela
for the exercise,

4,

=

Judy
Clar
Clar
Grad

III 'Objectives

1) To practice creativec
2) To participate in visual, o
3) To practice various means o

composition

III. Procedure for Teacher

1) Ask the ;tudentsto think of some job or occupati n which theY-
can 'act out. (Examples: typist, boxer, hairdresor, dentist,
"ditch digger.)

-2) Ask a student:to pantomime his occupation as clasOnembers attempt
to guess.Ohat it is. )

.3) After the student's occupation has been Identified, ask the--
student to continue, the prfitoatme by giving an emotion or quality
to his character.- (Example:, Now bean angry dentist," or Now 1(
be a tired-ditch digger.")

. Whisnant
ant Elementary
ant, NC

5-6

rmant unless
used- effec-

e who cow
actfvity mime

omingtoreative
nth the world
may be used

ition --
I

_

ccroaun,al, and written ication
character'developmel in creative

4) 'After all (or the desired'humberl have presented their pantomimes.
ask siudentsto create ;4 story or poei about thefr characters'
employing the emotipnvor qualities portrayed in the pantomtme.

5) 'Allow two days for the completion'of the rough draft;
f) _Divide the class into groups of-f6ur to six students for the

-purpose of reading one another's work;.sharing,elly suggestions
on making the character-mure"alive."

) :Allow a class'peri6d forrevision.
_a) Collect and evaluate the. completed work.

. -

IV. .Procedure for Students

1) Select a job or occupation which you would like to act_oot. .

2) -Pantomime the-occupation when called upon, ollowing-cllissmates
to guess.

0
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Es.

3) Respond to teacher suggestions by giving 'airmotion.or quality'
to the characiert.

4) Writ a story tar poem centering on the. character portAyed in
- the mime exercise. .

.

54_ Join a group orfour to six students and share work, giving any. .

.. suggestions for Making the characters in the various compositions.:
. 4' "Dome alive

6). Reilse if necesdary and submit to teacher.

J

V. Evaluation
i

(This exercise will receive one grade' based on tea & /valuation of
the vividness of the characterization. Mechanics. km' not enter into
the grading of this creative work.

1

I
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TOPIC: Writing Creatively t Linda Slagir

I ,
Peabody School

Wilmington, NC 28401
. I Grade 5 .t _

IF THINGS MERE DIFFERENT . . .

I. Rationale

Chil s imaginative powers seem" to vary greatly, especially when
..they a asked to write. But thinking about how they 'mold like to ,

changeithemselves or their surroundings for a day (without limitattons)
. seems to stimulate even most reluctant imaginations.

II. Objectives

1 1)d To think about surroundings, daily routine, and self
P .2) To develop self-expression

3) To prattice basic writing skills

M. Procedure for Teacher

. . .

1) Lead a 5-10 minute discussion of pleasing alternatives Ito the
students' normal- routines (could includs,suCh. things as the
school day, the community, the world--eiten thegtselves). Ask' suth
questions as, "If you could change yourself (your schooh_etc.)
for one whole day, what would you change?"

2) When students. are responding. well orally, ask them to plan a
"perfect day" and describe in writing what that 4ty would be like.
.?Allow time in class for writing with Consultatiod sohen requested.
Have conferences the next day for the porpOse of =editing the .

rough draft. .
.

5) Allow one more day for revision.
6) Read and evaluate the papers. -,/ , . .
7) Let those students who so desire read their rks to the class.

Others may want them posted on a bulletin board for class reading.

IV.' Procedure for Students

1) Participate in class discussion of "If things Isere different . . .

2) Plan A perfect day for yourself and describe it in writing.
3) Have a conference with the teacher the next day about the rough

draft.
4) Revise the paper and submit to the teacher,

V: Evaluation lb

The teacpet,will write positive comments on the composifron-snd apint
out to the student one area (in form, content, or mechanics) that
should be improved.' Follow-up practice in. that area would be ideal
and could be evaluated for ffiprovement.

88
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TOPIC: Writing Creatively

I. Rationale

Joaond S. Stout
Winter: Park School

Wilmington,.NIC
. Grade 4

EXPLORING ECOLOGY WITH.COMPOSITIONS

To-encoueage youngsters to wri
-experiences to make them wan

wiLdlife the teacher can
do something about the p

S,tudgnts may itatch

,-d4scuss the progr
be displayed and
table.

/'
we must prtvide- them with some

write. By studying endangered

the student interested inirying to

em.

t; evision programs .such as "Wild Kingdom" and

at school. Pictwres of endangered species can

ks about these ordinals cah be putop a reading

After the student% have been exposed to'the topic for several days

they may pe asked ib'write a letter pretending that they arethe

last of their species. The letter should convince people on earth

' to save them.

Objectives (4

1) 'To'- practice acceptable spelling, punctuation, capitalization

usage in letter form.

2} To organize writing using the concepts of time and cause -ffect

relationships.

3) To develop the habit of revising written compositioqo

4) To develop an awareness for the need to protect endangered

'species.

ti

Procedure for Teacher )

1)

2)

34

5)

6)

7)

8)

Assign students to watch one episode OF "Wild Kingdom."

Discuss the, program which the students have watched.

Encourage students to read books on endangered species.

Use fcology filmstrips if available to develop visual and

listening skills.
l(sing textbook material and chalkboard or overhead projecipr With

transparency, teach the elementi of an acceptable letter form.

Review punctuation used in letter writing.

Have letters written.
Dividl class into groups of four or five to exchange letters and

-offer suggestions for revision.

9) Circulate among group assisting students needing help.

10) Read and evaluate the finished letters.

11) Place letters in writing cenier,for class membfrs to enjoy.

89



IV. Procedure for Studen

1) Witch 'Wild Kingdoi;" on televisian,paying attention to the-reasons
presented that mute Certain animals Ur be in danger of becomingextinct.

2) 'Participate in clati discussion of the prbgram.
3) Study the correct letter form presented by the teacher,

- 4) Write.first draft of .letter. .

Divide intolaia)1 groups.
6 Exchange le rt-within your groups and reotd,offiering suggestionsfor revisi
7) Write fi,nal draft and give to teacher. .

Y. _Evaluation
.,

..i.
'1/ Grit _de will reflect proper us of mechanics and correct letter form. -CAfributions to class ditcuision will also be considered.1

p
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.; TOPIC: Writ#ng Creatively

4-

GlIOST STORIES

I. Rat onale A

/ < 14

Judy Wells .

Silk Hope Elementary
Siler 'City, NC
Grade 4

,Ar4`children love to read acid qar ghost stories. This is a good end-

of- the -year project to keep students interested. They can let their

imaapnations run away with them.

II. Objectives .

-11 To be able to write a story with a beginning, mire, and end
2) To show-an improvement in using.descriptive word and phrases

3) TO improve in paragraph development fir- 1

.4) To develop use of imagination
P:

III. Procedure for Teacher.

1) Get ghost story books from the library-for free reading.

2) TOcreate the right atmosphere for telling or writing ghost stories,
choose a rainy. or dreary day on which to begin.

3) Close the blinds in the room and have the children sit in the
darkest corner or find a dark spot in the building such as the

stage.

4) If the stage is used,close the curtains and leave ,a crack of

light to read-by.

5) The teacher makes her voice as dramatic-as possible. Thi's adds.

to the overall effect.
6) Reed several ghost stories over a 2-3 day period.
7) Creative dramatics is a very exciting way to get childrens' imag-

inations going.

8) ,Silliggest a.situation such as this: Two children are out exploring

and find a hidden cave. They go inside =even though they know

that there is a legend that the cave is haunted by the-ghost of
a murderer. As they muAd a corner of the cave all of a sudden . .

9) Pick a 'child to be the scared little boy and another to be the

brave girl (or visa versa). Let them create the scene when they.

meet the, ghost.

10) Thii can be done several times sb different children can play
parts. Only one day's writing period should be spent on this.

1)4 By the fifth day children should be ready to write their own
ghost stories.

12) When they have fdnished,.let some students read their stories to
the claAs. setting can be staged by closing the blinds
or going to the stage.'

13) Take up papers and read and correct them.

u
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"14) Have children correct errors and rewrite.
19) Give them a reason for rewriting by telling them the class is,.

going to put up a ghost bulletin board ia the hall Ogre other
students can see and read their work. Stories displayed must be

'neat, correct, and well written.ZIV. .ProceduEifor Students

itad ghost storybooks.
2) Think but a ghost story ybu'd like to-write.
3 Participate In creative dramatics. I.

.

4 You may think up your own creative ghost play:
5 Write a scary, story. Be sure it has a begitning, middl

. (.\ an4 end. --
51 Read.youi- story to the class. .

7) Rewrite your story after the teacher has corrected it. Do your
best writing and correct all errors so 'that your story may be
choiento go onthe bulletin'board.

. /

V.:- Evaluation

Display stories orrbullelin board.

92
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TOPIC: Writing Creatively, Lynn ,Beckon

H.M. Arndt Middle School
. 0. Hickory, NC,

WRITE YOUR OWN MYTH _

I. Rations e 4

The students' reason to write is to demonstrate their understinding
of what a myth.is by creating and illu;trating a myth of their,owm
to explain a/constellation in the sky, some natural phenomenon such
as seasons, or soMething even more imaginative. After reading in
mYthology they might be able to add toit.1' These lessons provide
opportunity to create storfes or poems, to revise and impeove them.,0
Seven days afre needed ,for this assignment.

A

II. Objectives

1 To understand the purpose and structure'of'a myth by modeli;§
2) To combine writing and illustrating which produces a. produtt

suitable for display
3) Jo encourage the flow of imaginative and creative Ideas

4.1
'4) To experience re-writing and editing

III. Procedure for Teacher

1) Assign students to write and illustrate one myth.
2) Introduce the assignment at the-end of a Mythology unit
3) _Spend at least fifteen minutes discussing possible topics with

the class.' Then use chalkboard, overheat projector, or chart
sheets to do a group writing.of a simple example in prose or
pottry form.

4) Place in the classroom for later use supplies pf paper, paste, (
scissors, duplicated stars, etc., for the illustration whfch-must
be made to accompany the myth. Usually light colored paper is
best so that the myth can *written directly on it and the
illustration can be above, below, or surrounding it. Fineline .

pens may be used to connect stars to form a pattern, to mate the
story shoW up better for display on bulletin boards, or in a
huge "Bak of Myths."

5 .ktone half. page as apinimum and two pages as a maximum length.
6 Let students select their topic and think about ways to proceed.
7 Allow seven days for the_entire assignment including the day of

introduction and topic selection, oneday (class period) for
composing,.,one day -for editing, one day for revising, one de
for final Craft, one day for illustrating, and one day for

*arranging bulletiboarf displays and compilipg class "Book of Myths."
Permit students to judge which ones are best by popularvote bated
on certain cooperatively listed criteria.

93 1(}1
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8) Divide the class into groups of 4-6 students who will read and

edit one another's papers.
9) Require one other student to proofread the final draft.

10) Make yourselliplabie daily for individual consultations as
-

requested by nts.. ,
11) Move about Your, area to observe work in progress.

12) Collect, read, and evaluate, the myths.

IV. Pteedure, for Students

1) Review, and recall some myths you have just read.

-2) Select a topit for your myth.

3) Think about and talk to others about tile plot of your story..

Decide whether to write poetry or prose.

5) Organize in' your mind wliat, your myth wi? be about and how you
will show visually. .

6) Prepare a rouglf draft of the myth.

7) Rewrite your paper.

8) Submit your paper for proofreading to one other student.

9). Prepare your illustration and copy the myth onto it or' cut out
the myth and mount it upon the illustration.

11)) Turn in finished work to teacher on 'the giyen day.

"5-

V. Eval uation

Teacher and students will '"grade these works.
of

grades will be

recorded. Student evaluation. will consist of rating the myths an

originality, adherence to subject, overall appearance, and /Lapel
or effect using a point Scale of 25 far each .item. Teacher eyaltst- ,

tion will be based on credit for content, form, style, spelling,
diction,, mechanics, and effort.

1. 4
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TOPIC:. Writing Creatively

1

wme Do YOU SAY?

Ouida Hughes Bass
North. Belmont Elementary

. 1- School

Belmont, NC 2801i
Grade.6

I. Rationale

Sight iedielppeal to c ?ildren and are good ways to,stimolate creak-.

title writing from conversation. This activity,ledesigned to help
children think of something to writeand to lead them into writing' .

; ' about imaginary characterstpf_their or creation. This activity is

excellent to follow,a teaching unit in the use of quotation marks.

II. Objectives ,

.

'1) To create written composition from filmed action

2) To show that words tell what people are .saying' .

3).' To translate physical actions into words
4) To develop one's commenication'skills . .

5) To reinforce punctuation -- mechanics in use of quotation mark% specifically-

III. Procedure for Teacher

1) ChoOsi a shOrt film or:. film segment that is action filled.

2) Carefully preview the film to choose portion best suited for
supplying easy dialogue. (Western gunfight scenes, cartoons, 6

'.., animal stories are-good.)
'3) Use no sound with the film and try to imagine what dialogye.tould

,

be written by your students when they view the action. .

4) clast session, write'on the board some examples of conver-

. tion with correct placement of quotation marks and ether .,

tuatift.
5) lslccuss at beginning of class sessi how theMsson will procede.

Explain-that the student will pro conversation to tell what

happens in the film.
.

) Tell students to use their own imaginations if they forget exactly
hqw the action developed. (Children will'write more freely if

---J,

they onderstand that there is no "right" or-ftwrong" way to tell
the action.)

7) Show film segment.
3Y Provide opportunity for writing.

. - .
.

IV. Procedure for Students
-.

- t
, /

. 1) Watch the film carefully. .

2) 841cOrd what you think the characters are saying.
3) Refer toexamples on the board if you have 'forgotten punctuation.

/M.
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'V.- Evaluation. _
i'''/ 1) Students rewrite during next Clast session..

: 2) Give more. weight to cieative, exciting use of words than to
.

, mechanics' in judging student work.
s.

. 3) Helve students read aloud their work.,/ (Sixth 'graders have a good.
sense of drama and will ejtjOy hearing how others recorded the
actiop.)' 4.
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. TOPIC: Writtihg Creatively'

-
Rationale

C.

'

COMIC CAPER

". 'G #nay Davis
Riverview Elementary,_
Creston, NC
Grades .4-6 7 .

r

Children of alLages `relate to comic boOksias a source,of reading and
enjoyment. Ittls*lessan usesthe comic book to stiigulatetcreative -

writing., Teachek.Ctn create a "Comic. Caper Corner' in the classroom
for students to' exchange their 'own books: Many drugstores-will gladly
donate their' discarded ones,if _the children fail- to bring books.
heading, writing,,rid art' are. combined to *demonstrate the creation
of a new comic _,

s t
char,actieb . l_..

7.., s ... . .
.-II. Objectives ,

,
11- 'To use Simple media in creating a written Composition
2) To create, through corrposition,'an idea that is new
3) To r.einfOrce the Ilse of verb agreement,' tone, -and style in the

composition
4) To use ari as a .orrn of creative expression

,i n Procedure for ,feacher

1) Collect` various titles o' comic books .and prOilide a spice in the
, classroom for them.. ` i-

2) Allow time for students to -browse (1 /lay or severalLthrough the .

books. .
, V

3) Diatuscwith the class some of the stories, they most enjoyed and
Ay.

. N -

Ilif

.4) As a pre-writing exercise, have students choose and discuts two
different characters from any of the comic books. Encourage thei

.

to create on art paper their own comic' character, taking charac-
teristics from the two they chose to create a .new 'one.

'5) Children will show these to the class as others share in deciding
on an adventure for the 'new character. a

6) itile ideas' are at a peak., assign the task of writing acomposi-
tion about-the new Character's adVenture..- i

7) Teachers-should review verb agreement, tone,' and style prior to .

the actual writing assignment. Point out to students that through_
the new character their. papers 'can develop a unique tone and Style.

8) The teacher should be available at this stage to advise and
encourage ktudents. . , -

p) Ask volunteers to read the papers at post them, atong with the ,

art picture, somewhere in the classom.
10) Allow a free time for students.--to reap the "Comic Capers."

Evaluate the papers. ..
4

S.
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IV. Procedure for Students
. , d

/1 Read.a variety from the collection in the classrOOm.

2 Participate in the ussion of these conics. . _

3 Choose two Characters - m the selection of books and create,
.through art, a new comic character.

4) Share these with the class and decide on an adventure for the
new character.' .

. .

,-' 5)' Create an adventure through writtec composition for the new com
character.

6)' Emphasize the use of verb treement, tone, and style throughou s.

the composition.
3-- 7) Do self-editing of the Composiyon, looking for all

Writing previously studied. ti '

8) -Revise the composition and post with the art pictu
character.

V. 'Evaluation

A grade can be given for verb agreement,' tone, and the use.of style

in this composition. Teacher judgment or student-teach& conference
can be osed to discuss the originality of the composition. .-Creativity

is accepted as part of the child's personality.

r .
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-TOPIC:,.- Motivating Writing .

*4
I. Rationale

411.

Elizabeth S. Yount
Blackburn MiddleSchool
Newton, NC
Grade 8

PM ME! I'M ME! I'M ME! .

This is a short activity that will give the students practice in
writing about familiar subjects. Its br%f length, a paragraph or

too, will make it almost painless. While they are doing this activity,

they will be focusing on something good about themselves.

II. Objectives.

1) To improve thinking and writing skills as a prerequisite to-

writing more complicated assignments

2) To think positively about one's self as a unique person

III. Procedure for Teacher

1) Instruct the students to make a list of things abobt themselves

that are dif from anyone'el se. These car- bi4gtuiLical

ferences, ha , personality traits, things they do OP something

they know how do.

2) Instruct the students to choose one idea from their list and, to

, write a paragraph about this idea that sets them apart from

everyone else.
.--

IV. Procedure for Students

1) Prepare a list of as many things' about yourself as you can think

of that make you different from everyone else. Try to_think of

_ideas that set you apart completely. It could be something about
your looks, your -habits, your personality; or things you are ap

to do that none of your classmates can do. Make sure that the

ideas are good things about yourself, not things you don't like

about yourself.
2) Choose the one idea from this liskthat most makes you feel good

about yourself. I
1), Write a paragraph about this idea. explaining-why you feel good

about it. Only you should be t9 write thit. ti

4) Share the paragraph with your teacher or other students. Get oral

reactions from the people who read it.

V. Evaluation L a

There should be no Britten evaluation for this activity.

a 1 io



TOPIC: Motirating Writing

ADS AS WRITING STIMULI

Douglas W. Ashton
D. F./Walker Jr. High
Edenton, NC 27932
Grade 7

1. Rationale

Teachers, when trying to find a motivational stimulus for student
writing, will often overlook familiar sources. One such source is
the magazine advertisement. These can give the teacher a-foundation
on which to build many creative assignments. e

. _ II. 'Objectives

1) To practice powers, of observation
.2) To- practice writing dramatic prose

) To develop and practice creativity
4) To learn the concept.of personification
5) To practfce the skills of persuasion

III. 'Procedure for Teacher

1) Collect different types of magazines and distribute them to the
students. Ask the students to choose an ad., Have them observe
the ad and similar ads for the same product.

) Have the.students,find and observe the product, and ask them to
find the most impgrtant feature of the item that will make'
people want to buy it.

3) Wave the students envision the product as being human.' If the .

item could speak, what would it.say in order to make people buy it?
4} Define the monologue and discuss with the students how one might

be written and for what purpose.
5) Have the students develop-and act out monologues in which they

are the chosgp products and are trying to get people lo buy them.
Encouraging students to make outlandish costumes will add, humor.
and interest to the assignment.

6) Ask the students if they would buly the product. Why or why not?

IV. Procedure for Students
...

a .

1) Find an ad in the magazine the teacher has given you. Study the
ad and find similar ads for the same product. --

2) Find the product and observe it carefully. What feature of the
item makes you want to buy it? ._ - .

3) After observing the product, envision it as htiman. -What would
this product say to you to make you want to buy it?

4) Discuss with the teacher the elements of a monologue. What
purpose does the monologue serve?

100111
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`r
5) Iri)evelop. and.perforat a-mnologue Nn whit; h yob are the pmpduct

trying to cooVince a prospective cus buy you, ."Dreisi

6) Discuss the Nortologues with the 'c . Whiceproducts wo d
as the prede4..dght Rake you be

buy and wialy?

V. Evaluation

A grra will be)riven- for the creativity evidenced by.
No

4
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TOOK: NotivatinV Writing

-.SENSES AND FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE
,

I. Pleabrialet

Linda Baird

Arndt Middle School
Hickory, NC
Grade 8

develop students' understanding of figurative language, they
must beAlvenzopportunittes.to explore their environment. By asking
studentAtto feel and desOribe unknown objects, comparisons become
easier., Playing the game "Whit's It2" (which is described in this
lesson) enables them to recognize and use figuresipf Speech. With
insight ga4ned through_ experience aid praCtice, the students are
able to create a descriptive paragraph using similes and metaphors.

II. pbJecti'les

1) To understand metaphor ana simile
.

2)- Tomake use of the senses for comparisons
3 To feel articles and compare Stem to othe* (objects
4) To express feelings orally"
5) To take an.unknown Compare it to a known articli, and

write about the disc6eries
diro u "flow" from oral communiestion.to writtenAragrapha .

III. Procedure for Teacher

Assign.ptudents the task of bringipg in articles of any shape, size,
and weight. Allow, no-one to see them.' The following day, do
these things: :

, . r
.

1) Read to the students a poem or story:
2) Lead the students 'in a game "What's 'It?"* to develop an under-

itanding of metaphors and similes (15 minutes).
3) Instruct students to illustrate one simile or metaphor (example:

light.as a feather). Ask them to label. and color tH illustration.
4) Spread the articles from thus gami on a table. Let the students

plate` the-cards in front of an.article that could be compared
usincithat,figure of speech.

5) Assign-the wrtting of a paragraph using metaphors and similes.
They are to ddscribe any article on theitable. -

' 6) Circulate among the students as a resourEe person.'
7) Divide the students into working groups of'four to five for the

purpose cif critically suggeiling cha7es andevaluating the
paragraphs.

Collect the papers and-ev aluate them.
9 Ask, for velunteers to read their paragraphs.

*

t
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---7 **What'sIt?" ,-11

Rules: The students bring secret articles and place them in a closed.
; bok which has_a tide Ilap'.

A student, "it," places his hand into the box. He' feels an article'. -

and describes it-by using a simile or metaphor. He mlghtsay,'4The
article is as small as a pea, as square as a block, -Ind as heavy at

,

lead. What is it?' . .

The student who guesses correctly becomes the "it." If no one guesses
.after three tries, he person seated by the "it" beccimei'the new*mit."
The game continues until each child has a turn or until%terminited by
the teacher.

,--

IV. . Procedure forStudents i \
.

1) Bring article(s) for the game; place them in the box.
-._2) Listen to the teacher read poems and steties. ,_

-, .

-3) Participate in the discussion. .

......

4) Play the teacher-directed game. .%

.
1

5) Illustrate, lable, and color an example of a metaphor or stable.
6.) Write a descriptive. paragraph including metaphors and similes ,'

about an article from the "What's It?" box,
.

V. Evaluation 1
rg'

c.

I

The student will. be giveq one gwade for class participation,
it

one.
Agrbde for expressing himself /herself through figures of speeCh, and
a th4rd-for content.

J
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TOPIC: Motivating Writjng

BUBBLEGUM BIOGRAPHIES'

I. Rationale 1

Becky B. Hawkins

L6we's Grove Jr. High
Durham, NC 27713
Grades 84

The simplest itemsican be the teacher's greatest .teaching aids.
1 Ow

following lesson centers around bubblegun cards and other child-
oriented biographical information: These can, be used to provoke'
interest tpthe lives of others as well as to motivate composition.

This motivation exercise-encourages student.participation by-giving
students the opportunity to pick their own topic} 'It is intended
to stimulate simple research skills and Wdevelop a discerning mind.
The composition that follows-the motivating exercise can be used tov
diagnose student weaknesses in'composition skills,ito evaluate a
working knowledge of mechanicS, or to test those language skills
previously studied.

II. Objectives
4 IA

- 1) To practiCe dTtlinguishing between essential and non - essential
information

2) To develop an aopreciallon-for the contributions and interests
of others

3) Jo develop an interest that would lead to a more exhaustive
study ofa person's life or a comparison between two or more

41 persons
4) To.practice condensing information into accurate,,concise statements
5) -Jo- practice research skills through the use of the library/media

center, the interview, and current periodicals

III. Procedure for Teather

1) Collect gsorted biographical cards or products such as bubblegtsr
ir cards, restaurant placeMents, cereal:boxes, and soft drink cans..
' (Sugar Pops is presently offering a series of cards based on

real fe characters of the Old West, and RC Colccans are,offerin§
a ser s on present-diy baseball greats and information about \

their baseball careers) Ehcourage students to help, Oerhaps
offering extra credit to _those who bring in materials.

2) Begin.toicollect these milerials 1-2 weeks before AN composition.
exercise is to taict place.

3) Di%play,the materials as soon as they Oie brought to class in
order to invoke curiosity and La-encourage reading 'and-fimiliarity.

4) At the end of the one or two week period, discuis with the students.
the-m(terials on display, pointing out the information stressed,
including full name, biographical data, and/or career statistics.
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51Jiiktea(h twdent to Pick a.person--living-or dea9--mham he/she
kAows or would be wiling to research. Possibilitteight include

. a family member, a 'classmate, a historical figure, movie star,
a sports personality, a rock star, an author, an artist.

6) "After:dach student has chosen his/her .pers% allow class time for
....

1 thestddent to collect pertinent biographical informetion.

. %1)- Enc0Orage theitudents to record only the most important facts. .

Some Students membneed to use the library, to interview.soalione
wtthiM the.ilissroom, to read magazines or newspeperS,- Or
possibly tb 4nterview someone at home. Sufficient thee-shoed

. ' be given fbe,these activities, perhaps while other class members
ere working on another assignment.

.8) 000 alllintormetion'has been collected, hand out unruted 3 x 5
.' :thdii*ds to the students. Give at least 2 cards to each student

sothit ole'can be used for a rough draftibeferammiing the final
copy.

1 14ow.askystudents to condense tieir informal-ion to brief statements,
o., bointing out that the cardsimmi cans they have discussed include.
- only pertinent infonitimr.

Example: Anne Bower
Born March 22, 1965
Brown hair, green 'yes
Class comedian
Favorite color- yellow Jo 1

/ Wants to study art
Adding a small picture would be a good touch--perhaps a classmate's.

,

)

10) Instruct students to-tack their completed cards on the bulletin r

school picture or a newspaper or

board for all cla members to see. % . .

etze11) Devoe the prec g. exercise into'a compotillon assignment, '.

possibly assigning of the following: ,

a) Have students, e 'their cards and incorporate the inforetion
into formal biographical sketches. i

b) Have students re-write their cards, changing thi;lists into
complete sentences. ,

C) Have students write 4 comparison between two of the persorialitiesr,
d) Have students choose from the cards a personality unknown to

: them and write a biographical sketch based on\what they think
the person's life was like according to infordetion list an
the individual's card. -

. .

IV. Procedure for Students ,

1)' Help .the teacher collect biographical cards and prpdicts and bring
these-tb school for display)

2) As the collection..grows, read the biographies and pay attention
to the way the information is written. . 1

3) ParticiOatein a discussion about the biographies, noting their
styles and the kinds of information mentioned.

4) Pick a person-,living or dead--whom you know or would be Willing-

---IP<- to research. : .

5) Using available resources, collect pertinent biographical informa-
tion about the person you have chosen.

6) Condense thii.inforlition on the index card(s) distributed by the
teacher:. 'The statements need Aga be concise and need not in
sentence form. A smell picture, if available, can beans ..1/'
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7) Taik the completed card on the bulletin board,foi.difier students

to.see.
'El) Using the cards as Vstarting point, complete, the composition

assi4ned by the teacher.

V. Evaluation

The.stUdent should receive two grades for thivissignment: one for
the biographical card <conciseness, incorporation of peitinent *

information, format), and the second for the final composition
.

(transition of information to sentence foim, Sentence structure, the
abiltty to follow teacher's directions, baitt mechanics - -such as
mpunctuation and capitalization --and wprOluiage). -loth grades should

(
be recorded and net averaged together..

. ..
? ,....

! .dr-
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1 TOPIC: Motivating Writing John Marshall Carter
Westover Jr. High
75 Bonanza Drive

. % Fayetteville, NC 28303
, Grades 7-9

AD$ F0R CADS: UNDERSTANDS. PERSUASIVE iRITING

I. Rationale

Tile contemporary child is bombarded with persUasive writing. He/she
irconstantly being induced'to buy this, see that, or vote for this.
Unless he/she is made aware of the power of persuasive writing and-
speaking,.he/she will be prey for every unscrupulous propagandist.

Releiancy is the key word here. What else islhore a part of the
contemporary child's life than exposure im media persuasion.

t.Studenti are asked to watch and take notes on many T.V. gpmmerciall,
newspaper advertisements, and-radio commercials. Secondly, they are
asked to bring in ads-for discuision from newspapers and magazines.
The students will be asked to evaluate certain ads as to.their'truth,-.
fulness and power. Then, the student will be'asked to create "Ads
for Cads," practicing the same creative process that professional
advertising people put to use. Finally, the students will be asked.
to write a letter to one advertising company that the student feels
is stepping beyond the boundary of truthfulness. Or, the student
ma havehave the option to write a letter tb,the'local newspaper warning
c sumers of false or improper advertising. .

IL. Objectives

t

1) To develop an understanding of persasive writing
2) To recognize and master the form and style of a formal business

letter ,

3) To practice basic writing skills (capitalization, punctuation. -
subject-verb agreement, sentence variety, spelling, paragraph
recognition)

..)

4) To learn and to practice conventional forms ,of addressing
envelopes

rt 5) To learn to analyze persuasive writing
. 6) To learn to recognize good and bad propagands

7) To practice Writing persuasive-writing'
8) To practice argumentative writing
9) To,practice descriptive writing .
10) To recognize ye power of Multi-media persuasion

2

/ .

III. Procedure for leacher ,

1). Make a wall display of various types of adversiting.
2) Lead students in a discussion of sale of the lost memorable

advertisements.

107.
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3) Questien.ttudents as to why people rer advertisements: ,

4 Assign-students the task. of bringing a Aumber of ads-to Class.
\ 5 Lead discussion of advertisements.

6 Assign students the task of writing ADS FOR CADS (1*.e.., funnY,

ridiculous ads which poke fun at wipny of the ridiculous ads that
are broadcast on T.V. - and radio and which are Printed in newspapers
and magazines).
For Example:

IV.

a

4.=

7 Di;play ADS on well for 2-3 weeks.
8 'Read many of the ADS FOR CADS in class. ,

9 Assign students the task of choosing one of the following
persuasive. writing topics:

a), Write a letter to a company which advertites nationally,
telling them to be more careful in their advertising

b) Write a-letter to the editor of'the local newspaper warning
readers to be onthe lookout for false advertising.

10) Appoint student editors. /

11) Allow one week for unit.

Procedure for-Students .

2

3

4

5

6
7

ti

Discuss advertising,in class.
Bring ads to class.
Discuss persuasive writing in class. '

Create ADS FOR CADS,-
Engage in.critiquing peers' ADS FOR CADS.
Writeepersuasive letters to ad company or letter to editor.-/
Readand criticize letters of peers.
Revise letters.
Mail letters.

108119'
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10) Discuss the importance of understanding power of persuasive
writing and advertising.

11) Nike a booklet on advertising (i.e., collect ads, ideas, and
consumer reports).

V. Evaluation

1) Three, Grades

_ a) bring in ads (effort)
-b) AbS FOR CADS
c). letters

2) Criteria
a) form
b) content

3) Evaluation
a) peer
J) teacher

.I 4

4

C.
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TOPIC: Motivating Writing
11 ;

"64E POLICE CAME AND . .

Faye Dickerson
Westover Jr. High
275 Bonanza Drive
Fayetteville, NC 2$303
Grade 9

`

I. RaCaie .

- N

Students today are automatically turned off by the word "write." If
.4 a teacher can-motivate the students, a great amount of the tipecher's
it and stddent's jobsare done.

Role-playihis one of the best methods of student involvmme0 that
can be used. This exercise allows'for anything from simply telling
the story to actually 'taking the role of a character to the story.
By doing this, the students see and hear some interpretations of
the characters. Students have some ided of the setting, action, and
characters in the story before they begin welting. The introduction
tothe story is brief enough to Leave the, direction that, the story
w/IN'take to the individual writer.,

II. Ob ectives,
. ......

1) To develop an interest in writing
2) To practice basic writing skills

43 To appreciate the value of revision in writing
To learn the value of constructive cr cikm1

III. Procedure for Teacher

1) Collect all kinds of objects and put them in a bag (scissors,
lock of hair, doll, sunglasses, key, etc.).' There sbould be at
least twenty objects in order to be certain that enough are
included. Some classes may only need two or three while others
might use all twenty. ,

.

2) Discuss the way that an author develops characters.
. .

3) Discuss a character from a story-that the class has read and the
methods used in the development of that character.

I Do steps 2 and 3 on one day and bring the bag to class the next.
'5 Ass n the task of completing a story.
6 Ha tudents come up (one at a time) and pull an object from

the g. They are b3.tell a story based on this object. Each
student. should add to the story that the first student begins.
Remind' students that they must develop characters In the story.
If the class needs some direction, a one line starter might be,

given to open the story. For example "The police came and . . .*

121



7) When the story has sufficiently been started, end tha-stOry--
_telling end have students write an entire story based on the
beginning hart they have heard. Caution students against
writing exactly what a member of the class has said. They should
use this asla_basii fbr their writing, adding to it wheneve .

- they feerifis necessary. Remind students that they are allowed'
to add other characters to their stories.

8) :Have students begin the writing in class one day and finish
during the next-two days.

9) Haie studees-revise,papers. Placing ,students in groups of three
and having' them read and comment on the papers of their two pulp/
members seems to wortpuell.

10) Have students revise padiErs.
11) Have several students read their papers aloud in-class. Doing

A this on a voluntary basis seems to work best.
12) Collect papers. Read and evaluate.
13) Allow approximately one week for thii assignment.

IV. Procedure for Students

1) Participate in a class discussion of Character development.
2) Participate in a class discussion of the development of a

character who appeared in a story read by the class.
3) Take an object from the bag and tell a story based on that

object. Be certainthat a new.story is not started frith etch
phject,-but thtt the story which the first person begins is
=developed by other objects.

4) ,Write a story based on the beginning-that classmates have
developed..

5) Seek assistance ifom students in.revistng'paper. Offer assistance
to students on their revisions.

6) Revise rough draft.
7) Read paper aloud in class. (ALL students will not do this step

as. time does not allow it.)
8) Submit to teacher on designated day.

-

r

V. Evaluation

This assignment is used to motivate writing. A grade Would tend to.
destroy some of that motivation.. It should be graded/on a pass-fail
basis. It is'also important that some of these stories are put on

. display in the classroom.
.
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TOPIt:. Motivating Writing,

Rationale ,

Lynn Beckom
H. M. Arndt Middle School
Route 2, Box 145
Hickory, NC"

Grade 7

SENSITIZING STUDENTS TO DESCRIPTIVE WORDS

Pre-writing activities which create awareness of the great variety of
words can motivate and stimulate original composition. Three days
are needed to complete this activity from introduction through
evaluation.

II. Objectives

121

To make up word lists in five sensory categories
To show the relatiiely limited number of'words for smell

3) To open students' eyes to the wealth of descriptive 'lords
available in their language

III. Procedure' for- Teacher

1) Present the five categories for words--li color, pattern and
-shape, 3) touch, and texture, 4) sound, and 5) smell.

2) Set up a few ground rule's:
a) Eliminate hyphenated or double words (off-white, deep purple)
J6). No trade name colors
c) Only-one form of a word
d) Words may be, nouns or adjectives.

3) Pick a basic color--blue, for instance.
4) Point out objects in the claisroom and ask students what color

these objects are.
5) Receive the students' responses such as blue or something more

specific such as navy. If you can create a brief argument between
"blue" and "navy; fine! .Point out'that if blue is a certain color,
all blues should be the same color. Obviously they are not. Our
language seems to say. one thing, our eyes seem to say another.
Ask what color it navy? Amethyst? Turquoise? Cerise?

61 Then give the assignment. Pick three or four team leaders. Let,
them choose teams and begin their lists in the five categories.

7) Let the exercise go into the next class time so that`they can
consult dictionaries, friends, and other sources. Give the! time
to compile mister lists from Individual ones. .

8) More than 300 words is a minimum fora good team.

IV. Procedure for Students

1) Team leaders choose members.
2) Team meetiqgs are held for organizing the word search.. Each

student is"given certain specific responsibilities by the leader
or assumes responsibilities in the group process.

112
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3) The lseder must see that the members work to cover the sources
and cathgor completely.

4) limdents melt-a second time to compile individual lists into a
master list which should be numbered and categorized.for conven-

iiience in totaling the number of words.

. Evaluation

1) The teams will compare lists, making note of any words not-found
on all lists. These may be listed on the chalkboard or on chart
paper for the class to note.

2) The teams will discuss and report to each other on their sources.
3) A grAde will be assigned to each teammember based on the team's

standing. The team with the most words get A+. Second place
team gets A. Third place team gets I+. Fourth place team gets-
B.

Or:

No grade need be given.

0
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TOPIC; Motivating Writing

L

GRAMMAR- PICTURES

Or

Lynn D. Carter
Whittier Elementary
Whittier, NC 28789
Grades 74

I. Rationale

In place of drill, some fun exerolses stimulate and reinforce
previously learned material. day using pictures from National
Geographic, teachers stimulate growth inknowledge of-We-157'u
of' speech by having students observe and list details. .In.a span
of approximately one week, students sharpen skills'of observation,
develop more confidence in their usage, and exhibit creativity.
Students observe, write, and integrate parts of speech into a
descriptive whole.

Objectives

Ilkh* To learnand -reinforce parts of speech
2) To be motivated to write by observing :

3} To learn to observe details
4) -tTo learn to write a descriptive paragraph

III. Procedure for Teacher

c

.

1) Select thought - provoking pictures from National Geographic--
landscapes or portraits are best.

2) Tell the class that they are looking for things, people, pl,ces,
or ideas.

3) Show the picture to the class; allow eoughhltime for all students
to see the picture but not enough time for individual examination.:
Cover the picture.

4) Ask students to list all the people, places, or things they saw
in the picture.

5) Discuss orally the many different words listed by the students.
6) Collect the lists.
7) Follow the same procedure the next day by having students add to

yesterday's list. Today they will write down all the colors they
see and all the descriptive words they Ore able to use about the
picture:.

8) This lesson can continue through verbs and adverbshytelowing
the same procedure.

91- Once the li are completed, discuss the many different words
used by s eats. - .,

10) Discuss ssible descriptions that could be'written about this
picture. Read a descriptive paragrAph to the class. Discuss 'the

,. qualities of a descP1Otive paragraph,.
11) Assign the students the task' of writing a descriptive paragraph

about the picture.* They should, their lists of words in
writing this descriptive paragriph.

114
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12) Students should revise ,the paragraphs, employing good sentence
structure andicorrec usage.

13) Share these paragrap s with the -.class and, decide whose stories
best describe the pi ture.

IV. Procedure for Stu-dents

Review with yOur teachei the meanings of nouns, verbs, etc.
k carefully atIlhe picture the teacher shows, noting people,

places,, thtngs-,, ideas, colors, actions, etc.
fake lists If tkings you ribtic.e, separating Jteas into columns

4)

5)

asked for by the teacher.
Discuss your Words nd listen carefully to the-words classmates
have written,'
Discuss the qualii es of a descriptive pai-agtaphand write a
descriptive par'agr ph about the,picture, using your lists of
words.;

6) Correct all mistak s and rewrite your paragraph.
7) Share your paragr ti with the class and help the class deci-de

iettose paragraphs t describe the Iiicture.

Evaluation

These paragraphs should be graded on the basis of details noted and
used and desicripttve words employed by the student. A comprehensive
letter grade for descriptive quality would be most appr6priate.

A

e.
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TOPIC? Motivating Writing

4,

EYE WITNESS
a.

I. Rationale

. .

John Marshall Custer
Westover Jr. High,
275 Bonanza Drive .

Fayetteville, NC 2t303

A very important part of writing expressively is learning to describe
detail. Not only in creative writing is detail helpful in enabling
the reader to become a part of the action, but descriptive writing
In reporting the news is also vital in conveying to; the reader a
sense of present-mess .

News reporting is definitely a relevant activity for-junior high
_school students;since they are living in an age when almost every
eventfs recorded by newspaperman, cameraman, or historian.

In addition t3 practicing basic writing skills,the student will have
an oppOrtunity to develop and organize the details of events.

This particularlinit is very useful :in demonstrattni-to.students the
correlation of English and history and,' more sPectf4cally, the link
between accurate, descriptive writing and seeking the-triith of an
event.

II. Objectives,

1) To develop, and practice reporting the truth of an event.
2) To recognize thift eye-witness accounts can often be in conflict

because different people see a single event-in different ways.
3) To practice basic-welting skills (capitalization, punctuation,

spelling, organization, descriptive writing, subject-verb agree-
ment,-coherent writing, analytical thinking and. reporting).

4) To lead students to a conclysion that the writer's goal, whether
it the writer is a novelist, an historian, or a neospaperperson,

should be to write the truth.
5) Lead students to a cOnclusion that Writing descriptively

vitally important.

III. Procedure for Teacher

1) Introduce this unit with the following role-play activity:
Have two students practice the following scene:

Student A is named Tom. Tom has a friend Sam (Student B) to whom
Tom has loaned $100. Both are in need of money since they are in
college.

116,
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Sam agreed to pay'Tom the money in No weeks. Unfortunately

for their friendship, Sam has not paid Tom back and two months

have elapsed. Tom Is hesitant to say anything. But, because

of a need.for money, TompoKfronts Sam with'the problem.

An argument develops. °4erbal blows lead to physical Ones.- Tom
deliveri the first push and Sam retaliates' with a right hook to

Tom's left jaw. This blow knoeks Tom to the ground and his
head accidentally hits a rock.

Sam realizes that Tom is eithef dead Or seriously. hurt. He

panicks! He drags Tom's body ilnto a- wooded area and runs,. _

There was an eye-witness to this event. A small boy-was playing:
in the wooded area and the boy saw almost.all of the fight - -not

the prelimjnary verbal'battle. fieither did-this `eye - witness"

-know the reason for this conflict.

No sooner had Sam disappeirecT;when the little boy stopped e police

patrol car and, related the story. In addition to getting at the

,,truth of the matter, the-little boy must now give the policeman
a description of the incident and the participant who ran.

Could'you give the po 1 1' ceman a vivid accOgrof what happened and

of the bOY who ran?

2) After allowing students time te read the scenario, ask them to
write a vivid description of their lost brother or sister so
that.the police will have an idea of for whom they are searching.

3) Read some descriptions is class.

4) Allow students to share descriptions with friends.

5Y Assign students the tfsk of evaluating the paper, positively
criticizing the mechanics and quizzing students about their

sibling's_description.
6) Have students rewrite descriptions based on peer evaluation.
7) Assign students the task of watching T.V. news shows for a

couple of nights. 0°

8) Assign students the tag( of reading about the same events in the
newspaper and taking notes on each.

9) Discuss in class hoW the two interpretations of the same event
differ.

10) Divide students into groups of five.- Assign each group the task
of descriptively reporting about a personal or school event.
For example, they may choose to report on:
a) a school spakting event that is in season
b) a movie
c) a birthday party-
d) a rock concert
e) a class trip,

fr
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11) llow a week -for the group report: 0bservihg, note taking and

tting.
12) Allow the group members to react each other's report and comment

about tha varying interpretations of the same event.
13 Assign groups the task of evaludting each member's paper. I

14) Evaluate each report.

W. Procedure for Students

.1) Readscenirio. ,

2) Dtscuss writing descriptively wyra objectively in class with
teacher.

3) Write-a vivid- description of Student's brother or sister for
police.

: ) View T.V. news show.
) Read about same events in newspipen

6) Take notes on T.V. nees.show and newspaper articles.
7) DiscUss'dtfferencei in any reports about same subject.
8) Discusi and eVarpate peers' reports.
9 Report on t school event or personal event.

10) Evaluate peers' reports,
11) Compare reports on same event,noting the different interpretations

and emphases.

V. Evaluation 0 1

1) Three Grades
a) grade for effort /1

b) grade for organizing and descriptive ability
c) grade for final draft as a whole'

2) Evaluation
a) peer
b) teacher
c) individual
d) group

,4
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TOPIC: *Writing for Varieties of

Audiences

I. Rationale

SI

THE DUEL
6

Lynn D. Carter
Whittier Elementary
P.. 0. Box 146
Whittier, 'NC 28789

Grades 7-8

. Interdisciplinary studies encourage student interaction and partici-
pation in activities that stimulate learning and provide ways to
incorporate language into other fields of study. Social'stuclies

4, lasses offer oppertunities for writing which include factual detail.
en students are placed in a specific' time in-history, they must

. earn to think as the people of that time. The Hamilton-Burr duel',
for e le involves the use of personal *letters and can serve as

a basis f student letter writing, incorporating the events of the

4e1.- Beg ning a social studies unit with a three 'day letter writing

exercise ent es students to find out more about the duel and improves
:and reinforces\,letter writing skills,

II. Objectives

\-
1). To gain a betterNunderstanding of a specific period in history
2) To expand political expertise in a given time period,-

. 3 To improve personal letter writing. skills
4) To practice writing standard English /

. ,

III. Procedure for leather

1) Find a good version of the story of the Hamilton-Burr duel, being
sure that the story includes the events leading up to the duel.
A good version can be found in the Social Studies-U. S. -History
textbook We The People.

2) Read- the story to the class. Have a long discussion of possible
reasons for the letters bein itten.

3) Next day review and cuss the form of a personal letter. Divide
students, into two groups, one for Hamilton and ohe for Burr.

4) .The group taking`the part of Hamilton is to decide collectively
and as historically accurate as possible the reasons Hamilton
might have criticized Burr in the letters Hamilton wrote to his
friend. The students then compose individual letters from
Hamilton to his friend. They should Incorporate time, imagination,
and factual evidence and should be given time for necessary research.
This takes two -class periods. of.

, 5) The-group taking the part of Burr is to decide? colleceively and
orally, alter`matives to the duel thatiBurr could have taken.
Each person in the group then writes a letter from Burr' to
Hilton, stating Burr's position and the retaliation 'Burr has
-.44u4en. Hfs challenge to a duel might be one of the alternative's.
This ;requires two class periods.

119 .
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61 On the fourth day, the letters are revised and edited by individ-
ual students with the teacher serving as editorial advisbr.

7) On the same day, the letters are exchanged with the other group.
'A few are read aloud.

8) The letters are collected.

IV.' Procedure. for Students

1) Listen as the teacher reads the story of t6'-"-Burr-Hamilton duel.

fay particular attention to the part played in the duel by the
Hamilton letters.

2) Discuss 'the many reasons for the letters and ,be eventsleading
uplo the writing of-the letters.

3) Once assigned to a group, participate as yo i teacher asks. If
you are in the Nami ton groups do some research into the events
of the time. Try to ide factual reasons for Hamilton's feelings.

-tPut yourself in-his pl e and in this particular period of history.
Write Your letter,as if you Were Hamilton writing to his friend.

1

If you are in the lurr-greup, discuss with others possible
a Lives aurr could have chosen other than the dal. Decide
which ice you ld hare made if you had been Burr and write
a letter to ton,listing your reasons for anger and your

'choice of retaliation. If you think no"other alternative is
possible, you may write to Hamilton requesting a duil. _/ vi-

41%-Be sure to follow the form used for a personal letter. Make all
1 corrections that are necessary in ydiir letter. Revise and

rewrite your letter.. .

5) 'Exchange your group's letters with the other group. Somestudents
will be.asked to read aloud their letters.

6) Turn in your letters to the teacher.

V. Evaluation

Collect all the letters and grade them on the basis of factual*evi-
dence used, imagination, and correct usage of the personal letter
format. Two grades i*y be given, giving some emphasis to effort..
A linear scale would fit this type of,assignment.

4
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TOPIC: Writing for Varieties,of
Audiences

All THE WORLD'S A STAGE
4 7.

I. Rationale

One of the best methods of motivating yriting is to let.the students
know that their writing is going to be used for an audience other k

than the teacher. A readers' theatre develops a sense of purpose
as the students' writing is used for a production.

Readers ' theatres can be.bandled to any number of ways. The advantages
of using readers' theatre in the claisroom are that .no, props are
necessary and students have the script in front of them, to they do
not memorize the script:

4%

Because theie can be so many variations, a sample readers' theatre
which %es produced by ninth graders is given id this plan.

Faye Dickerson

Westover Jr. High,
276 Bonanza DriVE
Fayetteville, NC 28301
Grade 9

Objectives

1) To develop toe, pitch, and inflection of voice
2) To develop reading'skills
3) To develop basic writing skills _

4) To learn what the editing process requires
5) To gain an understabdim of the term, Readers' Theatre

01. Procedure for Teacher

1)

6)

7),

8)

Discuss what a readers' theatre production involves.
Assign students the task of writing three poems that could be
used in the productift. Of the three poems, one should be about
a person, one bout a thing, and one tabout a place.
Allow students two class periods to work on poetry.
Collect poem.
Have several students edit the poetry:and compile a workable .

'readers' theatre script. Students should, determine what emotions
the poetry reflects and develop characters based on these emotions.
In the production that was done by ninth graders, five characters
were developed. The five_characters Were a bitter person; a sad
person, a humorous person, a crtzy peison, and a dreamer.
Work with the students on the scripf.. Pay close attention to
the introduction of the characters, the development of the
characters, and the conclusion of the production.
Hand out completed script to the class.
Read over the soript.as a group and discuss any changes that
should be made,
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9) Have students audition erithe parts in class. Rimftd them that

_their voices and facial expressions are acting for them.
10) Select students for the parts. Give each a Copy of script.

11) Direct student rehearsals and help them finalize the script.

12) Nevi a'student write the lyricro a song for an intFoduction,to

. the production.
.13)--Nave a student this to music and sing it for the production.

14) Set up lighting for the production.- Ideally, one_ light is.on each
characten and'only tpdtligtit is on as the charact&-speaks.

15) Rehearse! .

36) Present the, readers' theatre to the class. Perhaps it can later

be presented to the drama club or entire student body. _

.17) Di-scuss.with the class any changes that should have been made,
' as well as the strong points of the produttion.

IA 'Procedure for Students

,1) Participate in a class discussion-of what a readers' theatre
Involves.

2) Write three.Dems ,about, a person, place, and thing. (One poem,

on each of the three.)_
.

,

3) A group ofstudents 011 edit-the poetry and compile a workable'
script.

-.- 4 This group will gain assistance from the teacher.
5 All 'students will participate in a class discussion of tht script.
6 Audition for parts in the readers' theatre production.
7) A group of selected students will rehearse and make any necessary

changes in the script. .

B) A student or several students will write a song and perform it
to tntroduce the production.

9) Students participating will hehearse.

. 10) Students will present the readers' theatre to the class.

11) Participate in a discussiun of the produttion.

V. Evaluation
.

No evaluation of the writing assignment is made. Whether or not the

poetry is used in the production is not a means of evaluation. is

use is determined by how well it fits into the script.

An evaluation of the production is made orally in the final class
discussion. The teacher, performers, and class evaluate the production
in terms of what the students have gained by the performance. The

skills acquired that can be used later ame also considered.
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TOPICS: Writing for Varieties of John Marshall Carter

Audiences Westover. Jr. High

275 Bonanza Drive
Fayetteville, NC 28303

Grades 7-9

OLD POETS AND NEW POETS: CREATING AN ANTHOLOGY

I. Rationale
,

Models of good writing are invaluable for junior high school, or for:

any age group. Imitation is a tremendous stimulus to expressive

writing. Not only will the student benefit from seeing a mechanically
sound, creatively inspiring piece of literature, but the student will
also recognize the tremendous variety of subject matter and the
almost unlimited forms of poetry. The teacher is. helping seventh
graders become are of the craft of poetry and those timehonorea
poets of yesterday and today.

Students will be asked to read several poems and_be introduced to
many forms of poetry_ and many famous poets. The pyrposes of this

writing assignment are to help students develop -critical' reviewing
skills and the craft of poetry; another purpose is to give them a
useful :format for their creative work.

The audience will be varied for this exercise. The students will be
told that their anthologies will be read and criticized by teachers,

students, parents, and.administrators.

Lastly, the student will have an attractive creation and a memorable
souvenir of their efforts.

II. Objectives

1) To develop an understanding of poeticrexpression.

2) To recognize the differences ih the following forms:

a) couplet , . t

b) 1 imerick;

.7. c) haiku Img

d) sonnet

e) narrative poetry
/ f) free verse.

3) To recognize and be able to define the following:
a)

.

poetry
prom

c) foot
d) meter ,

e) rhythm

N
f) form . ,

i

1con f
h onomatopoeia

alliteration.
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4)0 Jo develop an appreciationpf poetry itNa means of creation and
expression.

5

1

Tedevelop an awareness of the various types of poetry
To develop an objective attitude toward one's own work.-

? To learn to critize objectify the work of others.

III. Procedure for Teacher

1) Create an atmosphere for poetry (i.e., mekningful pictures,
filmstrips, discussions, posters, mobiles).

2),, Before anything else, ask students to write an answer to this
question, "What is poetry?" Collect answers and read them at
end of unit. DiscufS with students their' definitions of poetry
after creating anthologies.

3). Help students recognize that poetry is a medium for personal
.expression that is used almost daily and not an intellectual-
exercise only s a few. Point out poetry in everyday, living.

4) Lead period-lo iscussions,of the various forms of poetry.
5 Allem students to practice creating haiku, sonnets, limericks, etc.

. -6) Provide students many volumes of good pbetry and give free
reading fire.

1) Have individual:conferences with students about what they have
read.

8) Lead-students to an understanding that, their poetic creations "

are prized possessions and -thtt other people ye very interested
in viewing them.

9) Allow five weeks'for this unit (two Seeks for introduction of
terminology, prewriting experiences, filmstrips; one'week of
reading poetry of famous poets and classmates; two weeks for
assembling anthology).-

10) Appoint five-student editors to review work in each of five groups.
One day for the last two weeks will be devoted to student editing.

11) Provide three prizes for the anthologies t are considered the
-three best (ask principal and two o ree teachers to judge).

12) Allow students to watch Zebra Wings poetry lessons
'For example:
a) $2.00 for 1st

. b) $1.00 for 2nd
c) $.50 for 3rd or some other alternative.

13) Allow students-to read each other's anthologies
14) Put definite restrictions and limits on antholpgies:

a) Five-of-their favorite poems by famous poets
17) Six poems of their own:

4 limerick
1 haiku
(4 of their choosing)

c) A creative cover
d) A creative title (the wor4s book or poetry my not be used in

the title)
,ATiETiEit contents

-f A favorite quote page
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t

g A dedication page
h Aboutthe author Oge
i Snapshot of author. . .

sir15) Invite other people in to see the anthologies.

16) Matt-grades on separate, sheet .of paper so that the work won't'

be maemd.
17 Play recordings of poems being read (some by authors).

18 Read peons aloud to class.
19 Allow students to.read poems. .-.

1

IY. Procedure for Students

1) Read various poems'by famous poets and classiates.

2

3

tivl:ipracticpractice poems.
help of peer editors and teacher.

4 Participate in class discussions of pletry.

5) Engage in round-robin readings of classmates' work.
.6) 'Offer positive criticism of classiatis' work.

-7.) Consider suggest.ioni for revisions offered-byclassmates.

8) Seek teacher's assitance on any groblematical items.
9) Create and assemble an anthology of poetry.
10) Students will create a mobile of the life and works of one poet.

-V. .Evaluation * 1.

i .

There will be a number of grades for this project since it covers a
rather lengthy period., For example, there will be two grades given

and recorded at the completion of.the anthology, one grade for form
and content, the other for creativity. Consideration in formulating.
thtse two grades will be given to peer editors' critiques. .

,

In .addition to the two big, grades there will be other "small"' grades
-given during the five week .period for periodic checkup after covering

a portion of the total unit.
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\7bPIC: 1Writing,for Vaileties of Becky B. Hawkins
Audiences Love's Grove Jr. High

4478 S. Alston Ave.

.Durham, NC ,27713
Grades 8-9

HAVE YOU HUGGED YOUR -FABLE TODAY?

I., Ratiotle

When children are in elementary school, they frequently have projects
ind papers to take home to "show off." These inevitably become family
keepsakes, taped to the refrigerator or stored in the dresser drawer
and pulled out during moments of nostalgia. Junior High parents and
students deserve this same opportunity in the midst of the awkwardness
and dilemmas- that tend to overshadow the early teen yeart. .Therefore,
this lesson is geared toward the production of a "keepsake," while at
the same time expanding the students' knowledge of the short story

and use of composition skills. 'The emphasis is not so much on
perfection as on publication, and as long as a student participates .

. in the given activities, he/she will be satisfactorily completing the
assignment. The lesson should take approximately two weeks to coaplete,
although this could vary with those doing the illustrations. The r'

project does require some organization and proof-reading time, but the
final product is rewarding and establishes that link with home that
is so often necessary;

II. Objectives

1) To compile a booklet of original stories for each student and
family

2) To apply the style of-an established genre to an original
composition

3) To develop an idea aimed at conveying one message
4) To employ the basic elements of the short story, including

Obharacterization,setting, plot, 06intof view, conflict, and
theme :

q I To learn to.work cooperatiyely with classmates
lir

. .

III. Procedure for Teacher

) Read as a class some fables from a textbook or collected readings.
) Explain the element of a fable, especially emphasizing the use

(usually) of animals as characters= the dilemma presented to one
or more of the charadters, and' the concluding moral.

3) After reading several other fables or listening to recorded fables,
lead a class discussion aimed at identifying the elements stressed
in 12.

Al) f-one is available, show a filmed version of a fable (these are
usually aimed at eleMentary childien but can be enjoyed by all
grade levels).

326
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a
0 Instruct students to identify briefly in writing the elements

'stressed in #2, as found in the film.
6) Discuss the film, havfng each student check his/her own list of

e elements during the discussion.
7) Direct each student to write a fable, being sure to stress the

elements previously discussed. _

8) .Allow one class period and several nights to complete the
assignment.

9) Take up assignments and read, making suggestions, but do not grade.
'100 Return papers to students and allot class time to rewrite, stressing

neatness and the use of:ink. At this time, a student may wish
to write an-entirely different fable from his/her original one.
This should be allowed with the teacher-repeating step #9.

11) Collect the fables and type them on ditto masters for duplicatfon.
Berture to include each student's name after his/her work.

12) Illustrate some ow all of the fables:
a Ask an artistically talented student to illustrate several

of the fables
b) Suggest that some of the students might wish to illustrate

their own fable or those of their senates

c) Ask someone outside the class, pos even outside the-

. school, to read the fables_ and to e Several at, random
to illustrate._ E

*70

13) Duplicate the fables and illustrations.
T4) Using student help&s, compile the pages witha-title page,

/designating the school, the year, and the class involved:
1 Use coustruction paper as a cover. /-

Give a copy oft the fable booklet to the f011owing:
a) Vhch student
b) anyone from outside the class who assisted in Its compilation.

. c) the school libOtry/media center.
17) Allow students times to read the booklets and discuss the final

products among themselves.

IV. PrOceduie for Students

1) Read the
2) Take notes ring the explanation of the fable, being sure to

record its primary elements.
3) Read and /or listen to additional fables and participate in theme

discusiion of the elements of them.
4) Watch a filmedfabTe.
5) Write WI elements of the fable as seen in the film on a sheet

of pap 4K
.6) Participate in a discusiion of the film, changing your own list

of elements when necessary.
7) Write an original fSble, being sure to include the primary eleients.
8) Turn in assignment.

9) Whenthe paper is returned, note the teacher's.remarks, ask (or
explanations if unclear as to the teacher's meaning, and write
tOe final draft. At this point, the entire fable may be thrown
Olt and a new one written, repeating steps 7, 8, and 9.
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10) Submit the final draft.
11) Upon receiving the fable booklet, read each fable and discuss

with classmates the final product.

V. Evaluation

No grade shOuld be given outside a passing or failing cpnsideration.
.The passing student is the one who completes the finet'product. The
only reason for failure is that the student makes no attempt to
participate in the activities. I have found that, in this situation,
the student j.s" his/her own worst critic. A student will sometimes
remark -that he/she would like to try again, even after the completed
booklet has 'been distributed. That'student realized the effort made
was not his/her best. This lesson is as valuable-as any gradi I
could-give.

41
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TOPIC: Writing foi Varieties of
. Audieoces

4.

' I. Rationale

Douglas W. Ashton
D. F. Walker Jr. High
N. Oakum Street
Edenton, MC 27932
Grade 7

THE FUTURE FOR AUOtENCE APPEAL
.

Students in today's- classrooms-mi t be taught reading, writing, and k

alflanguage skills,t often they not minded that they,are writing
for real people. -By combining th :skills of =reading; observing, and
describing science fiction, students can be inspirtd to write and
develop the skills of writing fora specific audience.

,

N----,,

II. Objectives

1) TO practise.reading skills.

2) To develop creativity -

3) To practiCe.the skills of 'observation

4) To deelcip%the sktllS involved in writing for a,specific audience
5) To devetbp the skills of editing and revision

6) To OraetIce the stills of organization

0

III. -Procedure for Teacher

1) Have the students-read Isaac Asimov's 'Moon Colony ", from On The
Edge, or a similar' science fiction/short story. Discuss a man
might be living in the 21st,centUry.

2) Have the Students.find and bring.in pictures of futuristic }ones.

Discuss some posSiblaf turistic innovations and tV'reasons they
would be inc

'31) Gi the stude s*4rawi p r,'asking them to draw their own
f e house.".4010aw'Anv ime for thew to include spetific
de ils iii tFei4)

.Once the sketc re finis 0, Ask the ttudents toirchange
drawings and wri 'a descri on of t1 house in front of them

for a particular-au nce, h as a teacher, 4 scientist, a

young childtetc. ke.sure that the studies identify the
specific audiences

5) Collect the drawings and descriptions. Read the descriptions to
the students as you display-the corresponding drawings. 'Ask the
Students to identify the audience and thenAplay the part of that
audience. Have thAM cent on the strengths of the paper and
suggest imprOVements fe it.

6) After thk discussion, pass the papers back to the students, asking
thit.they make the necessary revisions.

f) Collect the papers.'
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IV, -Procedure for Students

1) Read and discuss Isaac Asiinov's "Moon Colony:* As you discuss,
envision the Oeoplt of the 21st century, and the different
buildings they might te:

2) Bring in pictures of futuristic Nagel and coiment about
coneniences and necessities you would find, and the reasons
for their existence-

. 3) After receiving drawing paper, design your own 21st century house,
making sure you include all possible innovations."

4) When you have finished your drawing, exchange it with another
student. Write a deXcription of that drawing, directing it at
a specific audience. At the end, tell who your audience is.

5) Hand your paper and drawing-in to the teacher. As the descriptions
are read, ,guess and play the roles of the- different audiences.

6) Camment on the paper's. strengths and suggest Improvements.
. 7) When your paper is returned, !rake the necessary revisions, and

give the final draft to the teacher.

V. Evaluation

Two grades win be given for_this assignment. The first grade will
be given for the skill with-which the paper is directed at its stated
audience. The second will be given for style, farm, mechanics, and
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TOPIC: Writing for Varieties of
Audiences

YA'LL COMEBACK

Elizabeth S.-Yount
Blackburn Middle School
Route
Newts

4r,

*, NC
Grade 8

I. Rationale

By usic92:Tect, in this case 'Southernese,' students can learn
hew it can be used to pinpoint locale, ridicule, create a persomet-
ity,-and create humor. This is an activity that students will
enjoy sharing with theIr peers and with their families. In fact,
their families may be able to give then some suggestions of words
or phrases to be used.

II. Objectives

1) To learn that many of the expressions and words you use every
day could be classified as "Southernese"

2) To learn that TV and,radio programs use this type of speech for
specific purposes:. to-create humor, to denote a location'or
area, to create a specific character for a play or series, or
to ridicule in a subtle manner

3) To know that when a particular person has a lot of influence or
power and that person has a distinct speech pattern, WY
writers will pick this up and use it as an attention-getter
(example: John F. Kennedy, Ammo. Carter)

III. 'Procedure for Teacher

1) -Explain to the students what you mean by 'Southernese" (examples:
'arm" for iron, "tar' for tire,"cheer" for chair, 'bum' for
bcmb).

2) Ask the students to listen clans 1 for about free days to 7Y
programs, radio programs, con ons among friends, relatives
or anyone else who may pronounce-a word in a distinct way or
use a different meaning than is in the dictionary. (If it's
heard from a native North Calolinean it's likely to be "Southernese.")

3) Instruct them to make a list of these words as quickly as they
can after hearing them o that they won't forget.

4J After collecting as man, expressiors"as they can, have the
students put each expression into a single sentence.

5) Askstudents to design mobiles (from Bristol board, doubled
'construction paper, or any peper fps enough to hold.a shape)
and to put the expression on one side and the sentence on the
other side. If the shape of the mobile can be relevant to the
sentence.it will be more interesting. For example, the sentence(
'She sat in the cheer' could be put on a mobile that is cut out
to resemble a chair of some kind.
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6) )11th the help of the students and perhaps the"janitoi, attach

cards to the mobiles and hang them from the ceiling in your
classroom.

7) After the sentences are all completed, collect them frmi the
students and put them on a master sheet. Run off copies for
each student and perhaps print a copy in the school newspaper.

8) Have the students use these expressions in a story written with
a Southern locale.

IV. Procedure for Students

Listen to TY and radio programs "and conversations among friends
and relatives who use any kind of "Southernese which your
teacher has explained to you.- Add these expressions to your
list befbre you forget them.

2) After collecting as many expresiions as possible, write each
one into a single sentence.

3) Design mobiles (relevant to expressions, if possible), cut them
out of paper provided by your teacher; print the expressions on
one side of the mobile and the-sentence on the other side. Mike
the mobiles at4least 12' to 18' long and print in letters large
enough to be seen easily. Use a magic marker to do the printing..

4) Turn in to your teacher a copy of your sentences so_ that they
can be duplicated for the class. .

SY Write a story with a Southern locale, using as many of the
expressions as you can in the story. _

V. Evaluation

The sentences can be evaluated by the enjoyment the students get out
of the project. The stories can be evaluated for unity and coherence.
Less emphasis should be placed on the mechanics of writing.
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TOPIC: Wiiting Reports, Reviews,
Arguments, Descriptions

WHAT'S
I

WTH OUR SCHOOL
itoptil Writing)

Nancy H. Banks
LeRoy Martin Jr. pfgh
1701 Ridge Road
Raleigh, MC 27607

Grades 8-9

I. Rationale

Most students enjoy expressing their likes and 'dislikes about school.
One method of channeling their enthusiasm and self-expression is to

ask them to list everything they think is wrong with their school
and to think of possible solutions. Such an activity easily develops
into editorial writing for the school newspaper. (If your. school has
no paper, perhaps it's time for you and your students to initiate one!)
This one week assignment also involves the study of editorials and
letters to the editor of local papers.

Each student chooses one area of s life that, needs to be changed
and offers pcssible solutions to the blew in editorial form. The
final papers are submitted to the journalism staff for publication.

(An optional follow-up is an editorial on "What's Right With Our
School.' Second option is to submit a letter to the editor of.the
local'paper on a current issue.)

II. Objectives

1) To develop an understanding of a citizen's responsibility in a
delocracy

_
2) To offer constructive criticise and solutions to problems
3) To practice writing an editorial fora school paper as preparation

for writing letters to the editor of local papers
4) To foster school improvements through writing
5) To practice basic writing skills
6) To address an adult as well as a s t audience
7) To practice being specific and persuas e

III. Orocedure for Teacher

1) Invite students to list everything they consider wrong with their
school.

2) Tell students to star the its that they believe'can be cOrrected.
, 3) Lead a class discussion, focusing on the areas that might have

solutions. List these on the board or overhead projector. Discuss
possible solutions.
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4) Ask students to choose one of the problems they have solutions
for and to begin planning an editorial for the school paper.

5) Discuss editorials jd letters to the editor in local newspapers.
Point out the jourrh4istic styli, method of presentation, the
psychology employed, and use of examples And suggestions.

6) Assign a rough draft to be written, shared in small grOups,
discussed and revised. .

7) Arade the revised paper.
8) Optional follow-up assignment: "What's' lightiith 'Our School'

or a letter to the editor of the local paper on a subject of
concern to students.

IV. Procedure for Students

1) List gripes about your school.
2) Star the problems that might be corrected if the solutions are

feasible and inexpensive.

11

Discuss problems and solutions.
Choose one prob/em to solve and begin thinking of an editorial
to write.

5) Analyze editorials and letters to the editor in local papers.
Take notes on writers' methods of presentation and persuasion.

6) Write a rough draft of the editorial; share it with classmates;
revise and write the final copy.

7) Choose the best editorials to be submitted to the school paper.
8) ,Consider optional assignments:

V. Evaluation

.1) The final paper will be graded according to content, art of
persuasion, and basic standards of written English.,

2) The ultimate evaluation will be the solving of the problem as
suggested by the writer.

a
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TOPIC: Writing Reports, Re Views, Becky B. Hawkins

Arguments ,/tgicripti ons Lowe's trove Jr. High
4418 S. Alston Ave.
Durham, NC 27713
Grades 8-9 ,

TREASURE HUNT

I. Rationale

Readingia clasSic can be a relevant assignment for sthts, especially
if parallels can be drawn.between the post and the pretent. The
study of Treasure Island can provide numerous learning experiences,
with many avenues open for composition. However, while this lesson

. can be used as a follow-up to the studycof Treasure Island, tt can
also be used independently as a lesson on giving directions. ,(If
this approach is desired, the teather should see Procedures for
Teacher, 2-13, making sure that compass directions are stressed.)
The lesson will require advance preparation, but the visual aid
produced can be used year after year and stored easily.

Few people realize that Treasure Island,ums written after Stevenson
had drawn the-treasure map. He drew the map originally for his son,
and it provoked such interest that Stevenson was urged to write a
story about it. A possible branch of this assignment might be the
creation of studeni-maps with stories th match or maps by some
students, designed to motivate stories by others.

II. Objectives

1) To give directions accurately so that others can reach the
necessary conclusion

2) To develop sentences which give precise information and stay
within stated restrictions

3) To follow directions closely, !-
4) To practice reading -a map, paying special attention to compass

directions as opposed to the use of-terms such as "up," "down,"
"right," or "left's^

5) To appreciate the need to become familiar with local geography
and landmarks

III. Procedure for Teacher

1) (optional) During the study of Treasure Island, duplicate copies
of a map of Treasure Island, having -students fill in geographical
points such,as Spyglass Hill, the White Rock, 'the location of the
stockade, and of primary importance, the sight where the treasure
is supposedly buried.

2) Before assigning the following writing lesson, review the Treasure
Island map and the written directions for findihg the tretture,
stressing the use of compass directions: N, S, NW, SSE, etc.
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31 Reroduce on a large piece of bulletin board paper or an old.
sheet:your school district, labeling the streets and route num-

and designating the locatioh of the school. Be sure to
de compass directions in one corner, showing North, South,
and West.

4) this map to the entire class and take time to make sure
each student Can find the location of his/her home. If a
student's road is not included, be sure todraw it in.

5) Announce to the students that they bre to 111-bine that each has
found a large,cum of money and that he/she needs to bury this
money somewhere in the area covered on the map.

6) Direct each student to pick a spot where he/she Id bury this
treasure and to keep this information secret.

7) Assign each student the task'of giving written direr ions that
someone else might follow to reach the buried treasure:
a) The starting point must be the s r. all students. This

may be decided by the class. It Td be the school, a
loca4 store, a cemetery, etc.

b) The directions must be written In s ntence fort.
c) The terms 'right" and "left" may not be used.
d) Compass-directions may be used and may be abbreviated

(ex., N, S.)
e) Landmarks may be used (ex. Turn east at the old Sears building.)
f) The student may not say, "The treasure is buried under the

tree in Mr. Lawrence's yard."
g) The student man say instead, "The treasure is in front of

the 1rd building on the south side of Markham Ave. under the
old hickory tree."

h) These directions can be written as a list rather than a
paragraph, primarily for the sake of clarity.
Distance may be stated in feet, yards, and miles, but this
could 4fford the opportunity to prattice the metric system.

8) The teacher should demonstrate this procedure by reading one of
his/her own while pointing out specifics on the map.

9) The teacher should be available at all times during the writing
process to answer student questions.'

10) All at least one class period to work on the assignment and
direct students to turn in the assignment the next day,

11) On an impromptu basis, read a few of the directions to the class
without divulging the.name of the author.

12) Select students to attempt to follow the directions by pointing
out locations on the map as each direction is given.

IV. Procedure for Students

1) Go over with the teacher te map of Treasure Island; making sure
compass directions are understood.

2) Follow along with the teacher the discussion of the large local
, map at tht front of the room.

3) Be sure you can fihd the location of your hope on the map and
ask for the teacher's assistance if you are having trouble.
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4) Pick a spot on the map where treasure might be buried. Do not
tell anyone the site picked.

5) Listen carefully to the teacher's directions for the composition
assignment.

6) Write directions fOr finding,the treasure following the specific
instructions listed by the teacher:

'7) Ask the teacher for help whenever necessity, but try to consult
other students as little as possible.

8) Make a final draft and turn it in at the given
9) Listen as the teacher reads some selected papers and try to 'find"

the treasure according to the directions given.

V. Evaluation

Two grades will be given to thrs'aisignment: one based oft how

accurately the student wrote directions, and the second'for how well
the student followed the format given by the teacher. Consideration
should also be given to the complexity of the students' directions.
The students whose treasures were buried several mil ps away and
around many corners should receive higher credit that the_students
who buried their treasure.two blocks away from the startipg point.
This consideration could be easily incorporated within the firstor

nd grade.
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TOPIC: Writing Reports, Reyiews,
Arguments.; Descrtpt4ons

THE HISTORY BEHIND THE HOUSE

Douglas W. Ashton
D. F. Walker Jr. High
N. Oakum Street
Edenton, 27932
Grade 7

I. Rationale

In order to write a story, the average junior. high student must be
given a concrete example on which to base the story. By planning .

a trip to a house of historical significance, the student is allowed
to experience the physical plant first-hand, while also experiencing
a portion of his/her local heritage.

Once the field trip has been concluded, two writing assignments can 4rm.
be made. The first would be a descriptiVe.essay that develops and
reinforces previous lessons on description; the second, a story
that- teaches the .student elementsrpf the narrative and at the same
time calls upon the student to bevcreitive.

Finally, the students acquire an appreciation of their work and the
work of o rs by sharing products in an evaluative process.

Ob

1)

2)

3)

4

5)

o acquaint the student with local histo
To develop the powers of observation and per sensory skills
To de elop organizational skills

skills of editing and revisionTo

research skills

III. Proceduror Teacher

1) Select an old house or building of historical significance and
arrange for a field trip and tour of th( house.

2) Select a historical period io,which the house existed. Have-the
students research this period before going on the field
This will help familiarize the student with the actual history
of the house and /prepare them for what they are to observe.

3) Ask the students to take notes for a detailed descriptive essay
about the house.

4) On returning to the classroom, the teacher will have the students
write a detailed descriptive essay about the house. Read and.
discuss these essays with the class, pointing out the strong
points in the essays and how they might be improved.

5) After the discussion, ask the students'to envision the house in
its historfoal period, as well as the people who may have lived
_there at the time. Hold a general class discussion, getting
ideas about the situation from each student.
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6 6) The students are then given two class periods to write a story
based On the discussion.

,

7) Whenthe rough drafts are finished, have the students exchange
papers for the propose of editing'. Each paper should be edited
by at least two other students;

8) After the last revision, collect the final diafts from the
students.

,

Procedure for Students

1) Do some research on the historical period assigned. Be sure to
check old newspapers and magazines as well as encyclopedias and
other books.

2) On the field trip, you are to look at the house dare fully,
observing all.detailscand taking notet.

3) On returning to class; organize your notes and write a detailed
descriptive essay of no more than twopages.

4)_ The essays will be read, and a discussion of their strongpents
and needed improvements will be conducted. Be sure to listen to
other comments and suggestions, and "Mt suggestions On other
papers.

5) _A second discussion will follow, in which you will be:asked to
envision what lifeless tike in a particular historical period.

6)- After the discussion, write a story of no more than 1000 words
about a possible crisis that occurred in the house.

7) After a rough draft is completed, choose two students to red
and edit your paper, making n6cessary revisions based on their
recommendations.

8) Once the final draft has been completed, hand the paper in to
the teacher,

4.

V. Evaluation

Three grades will be given for this assignment. The firstmill be
given for a - descriptive essay, based on the accuracy-of the
description.. The second grade will, be given for fors, mechanics,
spelling, `and style of tte narrative essay. The final grade will .

be given for the level of perception.% the narrative essay.

0
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TOPIC: Writing Reports, Reviews,
Arguments, Descriptions

I

Faye Dickerson
Westover Jr. High
275 Bonanza Drive

Fayetteville, NC 4b
Grade 9

Book reports seem to be one of students` most dreaded assignments.

'Any variation from "summarize the, boorseems to increase student
interest in book s. Also, in doing this ,assignment, studentsi-

-must Myelin Uncle of the .book and its characters.

Students Mint be instructed to select fiction or biography fbr this
boot report.

4
II. Objectives

..
.-, a
1) To iCtice rea lls
2) Top ctice basic iting.skills
3) To develop, an undlistanding of the term "adjective" and its use

in description 4,

40,

. III. Trdcedure'for Teacher

1) Have all Students select a biography or fiction.
2) Give studehts one class period to begin reading the book.
3) Assign the task of -a book report (as ts outlined in-the fol ng

steps) after the students have read for one class period. P re
students for the assignment, although it will not be done until_
two weeks later. . Atow

: ) Discuss -the use of adjectives in descriptive writing.
5) Have students write title and,author of book on paper. (Assign-

ment is to be done in class.)

,q
Have students list three maincharacters of the book.
For each of these tharaCters,'have the student write five se

adjectives that describe the character. r . ,

8) For each of these adjectives, have the student write bmi reasons_
for selecting this adjective to describe the character. The
student must base these reasons on either events or descriptive
passages from thebook.

9). Allow students two days, to work on writing papers. -Allow a.
. third day to finish writing and revise'papers.
10) Collect papers and evaluate.

...
,

.;4

.

Pi; ProcedureProCed for iiadents f

4k
1) Select a book to read,(biogriphy or fiction).
2). Participate ima'class discussion of the term

its use in descriptive writing.
,

-16*
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. t
3) Read the book (one period in class). ,

4) In doing asbook report, write the title and author of the book

on a. sheet of paper.

5 List three.--main characters of the book.

1

6 List five adjectives that describe each character.
7. For each of these adjectives, write two reasons for selecting

'this adjective to'describe the,character. Use exarigles of

events or descriptive passages from the book as .reasons to
support 'your adjective choice.

8) Copplete a tough drift:1;4'5e assignment and =revise. b

9) StOmit paper to be evaluated.

V. Evalvation we

The grade for this assignment should be based primarily on how well
the student uoderstands the book he/she has read. In determining
his /her UnderstAnding of the book, the selection of adjectives and
reasons for the selection should be judged according to their
appropriateness to the understandin4 of the character that the
student has. Mechanics and effort should'also account for a/portion
of the final grade.

.1
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TOPIC: Writing Reports, Reviews,
' Arguments, Descriptions

N
Nancy H. Banks -
LeRoy Martin Jr. High
1701 Ridge Road
Raleigh, NC 27607

Grades 8-9

R( NE0 AND JULIET IN DOUBLE SUICIDE
(Writing a News Article on a Scene from a Classic)

I. Rationale
t _

Writing-a newA article helps a student understand the difficult task

of a jourralitat in reporting the news. Having to condense and

report the events in a literary work just completqd helps students
gain further insights into the work. Thity also peactice arranging"
events logically and reporting facts akOrately. The assignment

may be given after the class has read,a play by Shakespeare, a
Greek tragedy, The Odyssey, or other appropriate classics. The

students will need to read current_news articles, discusshe 5-w's
and -the lead paragriph, and chodse a scene tO report from an
unbiased point of view. This unit may be completed within a week.

II. Objectives

I) To recognize the form and style of straight nbws reporting

2) To increase skill in reading the newspaper
3) To practice summarizing passages of literature tn newspaper

form
4) To recognize the point of view used by the author

5) To practice using standard English in a joprnalistic foret

III. Procedure for Teacher

ieL

1) Ask students to bring the fiont.page of any recent neospader.

_2) Direct the lead paragraph.and-discuss the 5 w's (who, what, when, *here,

why, how/) used in articles. (Use the boardEF overhead-projector.)

`41 3) Divide the class into groups of four or five students to analyze

additional articles. Discuss headline writing, also.

4) Discuss literary scenes that could be written as news articles.-

5) Assign the task of writing a news article about the particular
scene chosen byeach student. .(Ex.. The assassination scene
from Julius Caesar, Mercutio's death, or the scene in the tomb

fromficmmo and Juliet, an adventure ofiOdysseus. . .)

6) A)low two days for students to write their antic) es outside of

class.

N 7) Divide the class into small groups to read and criticize each
other's rough drafts.

.4

8) Circulate among groups and assist when needed.

9) Read and evaluate final- articles.
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IV. Procedure for Students

1) Take the front page of a recent newspaper to class.

2) Work with a smell group dissecting news articles.

3) Select a scene from the literature just completed and report it
. .4 -fpr a front page article asp) unbiased observer would write.

Follow the rules for writing the lead paragraph and create a

four to six word headline for the article.
4) .Share the.first draft with a small group and revise according

to insights gained from the discussion.,

5) Turn in the revised article. .

....

... 1.. 'rr,

V. IIValuatton .

-.'

Teacher may wish to evaluate students' efforts and participation in
small groups in addition to grading the- final article. The Dews

article should be graded on clarity, unbiased reporting, accuracy
4 bf information, adherence to journalistic style, and acceptable

.4 standards of English,
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TOPIC:iriting Repoli!, Reviews,
guments, Descriptions

ENCOUNTERS

Lynn D..Carter
Whittier Elementary
P. 0. Box 146
Whittier, NC 28789
Grades 7-8

I. Rationale

By reading carefully selected short stories or a novel, students
will exhibit empathy with a character. A product of the short
story unit will be a diary. Keeping a diary for the duration of
the unit will increase the norMal wilting output of the students.
help thei to sea the fort of a diary, and increase student
aderstanding of and empathy with characters in stories.

II. Ob ectives

1) 'To learn the format of a diary
2) To improve all writing skills by writing more frequently-
3) To increase the understanding of characters in short stories
41). To increase skills of editing and revision

Procedure. for Teacher

1) Devise a short story unit that in'cludes stories with strong
characterization. Some examples It be- "The Monkey's Paw,"
The Open Window," The Great Mountains,* or the novel
Portrait of Jennie.

2) Read these stories, one at a time, in-class. Discuss the
characters with the class.' List examples of strong character

traits.
3)- Assign to the class the task of keeping a diary.
4) Give to the class and'read with them several selections from

diaries of famous people. A selection from Anne Frank, perhaps
one of her descriptions of an encounter, mould be good.

5) Discuss style, flavor, technique, tone and point of view used
'In a diary.

6) When students read the first story, assign them the task of
wrltlhg in their diary. They'are to write as if they have just
met a new person today, acharacthr from the story.- They should

, be told that their encounters will be read'by other students.
7) Each time a new story Is read, sign the diary writing.
8) Have the students bring their diaries. to class to be edited

by other students.
C

9) Have the students evallill the diaries of'each other. Then collect
these diaries.

.10)* Return them, to be bound by students and place them in the
library, with the librarian's permission.
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IV. Procedure for Students

1) Read the diary entries presented by the teacher. Discus, orally

the style, flavor, technique, tone, and point of view.

2) Read the short story selected by the teacher.

3) As soon as you finish the story, begin your own diary by
describing someone from the story. Describe this person as

if he/she were real and as if you have had an encounter with
him/her today. Write as much as you can about this person.

4) Read the other stories assigned to you; pick a.character from.
each to describe in your diary.

5) When you are finished with your short story unit and when ydk
have written about an encounter with at least one characte,
from each story, bring your diary to class.

6) Share your diary with two other students who will help you to
edit and to revise your diary.

7) Give your diary to the teacher.
8) When your diary is returned, revise and rewrite ft so that it

can be made into a book.
9) Bind your book with wallpaper, cloth, etc.
10) Turn in your book and the teacher will prepare it so that it

can be shelved in your school library.

V. Evaluation

When the diaries are collected, they should be graded on the basis
of their understanding of the characters they.chose to describe.
They should be graded also on their use of the format of a-diary;
on their use of style, flavor, tone, and point of view; on their--
improvement in writing skills; and on the effectiveness of their
editqg and revising techniques. Grades should include a separate

grade for effort.
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TOPIC: Writing Reports, Reviews,
Arguments, Descriptions

I. Rationale

In order to write, students need to know something about their
subject. Writing about their-personal coats-of-arms, representing
achievements and goals, fits this requirement. Explaining their
choices to classmates gives students a reason for writing and ensures an
interested:audience.

Nancy H. Banks

LeRoy Martin Jr. High
)701 Ridge Road o:
Raleigh, NC 27607
Grades 8-9

AND MY MASCOT IS A PLATYPUS
(Personal Coat-of-Arms)

-based on an article In Scholastic Voice

A.

In designing a personal itaat-of-arms, students do some soul- searching_
as they attempt to discoter their values and goals. The bonus they
receive is new insights about themselves.

This one week project is designed to inclUde a weekend so that
students will have ample tims to look for appropriate pictures
old magazines

1

II. Objectives

one's values and goals
explain or report in a logical sequence
basic writing skills
organization within a format'
writing an explanation for a peer audience
use quotation reference books

1)

I 23

To discover

To learn to
To practice

4) To practice
5) To practice
6) To learn to

III. Procedure for Teacher

1)

23i

Discuss-the use of coats-of-arms throughout the centuries. -

Explain the method to be used for designing a personal coat-of-arms.
Prepare cardboard designs of shields for students to trace. (Draw
at least four shapes, approximately notebook paper size. Encourage
students to enlarge or alter the shield.)

ar
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a. .

4) Prepaie a ditto with shield format:
Section A: a picture representinOaa short-range goal

(graduation, skill mastered)

Section B: picture of a long -range goal

(vocation,. amily, service)
Section C: picture of an iccomplishment the student is proud of

(honor roll-, getting a job, cyclingaward,.jotning
the church)

Section D: picture of a mascot appropriate for the student
(cat, owl, snake, dog, turtle)

Section-E: printed quotation on the ribbon that fits the student
(give quotation andtigoriir

5) The teacher may want to share h r -coat -of -arms and

quotation as an example.
6) Students may cut pictures from magazines and newspapers, draw

their own, or ask friends to sketch them.
7) Explain .how to use the quotation references. Guide students in

selecting meaningful quotations.
8) Explain the format for writing a composition about the shield.

Paragraph 1: An introductory explanation of the purpose of the
.personal coat-of-arms

Paragraph 2: Explanation of the-student's short-range goals as
pictured

;tgrmph .3: Explanation of long-range goals -----

graph 4: Explanation of the achievement(s)
Paragtaph 5: Explanation of choice of mascot
Paragraph E: Explanation of the quotation which should serve

as a %limber' for the composition
8a) Assign a rough draft pf the composition to be written at home.

Allow class time for small group sharing and editing before the
papers are revised.

8b) IHave students read final copies orally.
9) isplay the shiejds on the bulletin board after students have

shared them.

IV. Procedure for Students

1) Participate in class discussion of coats-of-arms.
2) Choose shield design and trace it. At home transfe-thedesign

to cardboard (or plywood).
3) Study the ditto and decide what pictures would be appropriate for

each section. Choose a mascot and a quotation,
,4) Assemble the shield.
5) Follow the format for the composition. Wite a rough draft,

using the conventions of standard English.
6) Revise the composition after informal editing by peers.
7) Share the-shield and the composition with the class. Decide

which portion or portions of both are to be explained and read
aloud:

8) Possible follow-up activity for journal writing:
a) What I discovered about myself while working on this

4- assignment
b) Insights about fellow classmates.
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V. EvaluatiOn
.

Two grades should be assigned this project: one for effort in
. preparing the shield, and the second for the covposition. Gradeon clarity, adherence to format, mechanics, and usage:

4

4
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TOPIC: Writing Creatively

IT LOOKS DIFFERENT FROM HERE

I. Rationale

Elizabeth S. Yount
Blackburn Middle School
Route 1
Newton, NC,
Grade 8

Students should become aware that everyone has'a point Of view;

depending on age, experience, background, environment. etc. This

activity lets them use their imaginations as welt as look at some-

thing familiar from a completely different point of view.

II. Objectives

1) To learn to view an object from an uncommon point of view

2) To learn to write in a-narrative from what the mind sees

3) To learn to rewrite and edit with an eye toward the finished

-product

III. Procedure for Teacher

Spend a class period with all students thinking aloud and off

the tops of their heads about how they would see various things,

people, and actions if they were someone or something different.

(Examples: Describe a St. Bernard if you were a year-old child.

Describe a bicycle if you were a turtle about to be run over by

a bicycle.)
2) Tell the student to think of their homes or surrounding areas

and choose the oldest or largest tree tnthis area.

3) As the students wry er the,prefer working alone or with one

or two others (no group larger than three). ,If tiey wish to

pair up, let them decide with whom to work.

4) Lead the students to think of themselves as the trees.

5) Instruct them to write a rough-draft narrative about a year in

the life of these trees--feelings and moods during the four

seasons, watching people, seeing the environment change.

6) As students work on rough drafts, reed and make suggestions for

* improvement.

IV. Procedure for Students

1) Decide whether you want to work aidne or with Doers. If not-

alone, choose your partner or partners.

2) Choose a large tree near your home or school, perhaps one you

can climb and from which you can see things from a different

angle.
3), Putting yourgelf in the tree's gate, Make a list of feelings

-- and moods--things or experiences that lake you happy, sad, etc.
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) Using these feelings, write a story in rough -draft about the

life of this tree during a four-season year. Describe Its

feelings as the seasons change. The tree will become "I' in
the story, because you as the writer will become the tree.

5) tf you need help or suggestions, ask your teacher.

6) After rewriting and editing, prepare the final draft and hand

tdr
it in.

V. Evaluation

These should be teacher evaluated, with more emphasis on imagination

and use of words than on mechanics. In a group, each partner should

get the same grade, no matter how much input he/she had.
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TOPIC: Writing Creatively

STOP AND SMELL THE ROSES

I. Rationale

Becky B. Hawkins
Lowe's Grove Jr. High
4418 S.-Alston Ave.
Durham, NC 27713
Grades 8-9

Most of us recognize how much easier it is to write when given a
familiar situation. In this lesson, the students are dealing with
common experiences--the five senses and the school environment.
The teacher has little preparXtory-work other their' notifying other
teachers that there may be a little noise in the hall. The assign,
went can be used with both the slower and quicker students as all
answers are pooled on the board. These answers give the less
creative students a choice of ideas while at the, some time stimu-
lating the more creative students to branch out on their, own. The

grading system is meant io reinforce the skill of folloWing,

directions and including these elements required by the teacher.

II. Objectives '

1) To develop a composition by using a familiar environment as

motivation
2) To use the five senses, recognizing their importance in the

daily routine
3) To practice note-taking as a fore-runner of composition writing
4) To incorporate notes into a composition

III. Procedure for Teacher

1) ,Announce that students will be going for a brief walk down the

hall

2) Stress that while students are walking, they should make written
notes on their sensory reactions: what they see, taste, touch,

hear and smell. Point- out that there should be no talking so

that they can effectively record all senses.
3) Lead students on a brief walk in the school halls.
4) Return to class after approximately 10 minutes.
5) Lead students in a discussion of their sensory reactions

in the halls.
`6) List the responses of the students an the board fn five columns

labled SEEING,IDUCHING,. HEARING, SNELLING, TASTING.
.. ...

SEEING TOUCHING HEARING SMELLING TASTING

old tennis
sh9e

etc.

slick door-
knob

etc.

pencil

sharpener
etc. .

wex
etc.

cold foun-
taro water

etc.
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7) OAPthere is a good list of about six in each column, announce
that the students will now use these lists to'write a composition.

8) Give the following directions for the composition: "Imagine
that you are a roach unable to hide before school fie0ins. You
are trapped in the halls for several hours while school is in-'
'progress. *Once you find your way back home,,you have many tales
to tell. Your composition is to center around the story you,
the roach, tell, and your grade will be based on how well you
incorporate the sensory reactions that have been discussed.
You may use any of those listed on the board,'or you may come
up with more of your own. All senses ishould be covered.*

'9) Allow the remainder of class time to work on the composition%
10) The follcming day, give students time to-ask questions, to trade ,

papers irith'one another for comments, and to make final drafts.
11) Take up papers, grade, and return. so-

IV. Procedure for Students .

1) ,Go-with the teacher on a walk. down the hall, making notes on
those things seen, heard, touched, smelled, and'tasted. Do
not talk during this exercise.

2) After returning to the classroom, participate in a class discus-
sion on those items the students listed, helping the teacher
to compile a composite list on the board.

3) Listen to the teacher's directions for the composition to be
written.

4) Write a rough draft of the composition, being sure to include
all five senses.

5) Bring the composition to class the next day, taking advantage
of the given time to rewrite, to ask for suggestions, and to
discuss with classmates.

6) Write the final draft and turn it fn to the teacher.

V. Evaluation

This composition is grated entirely on the incorporation of the-
semses. It is suggested that there be at least three examplesof
each sense although this may vary according to the. teacher's
discretion. All five senses must be represented and represented
well in order to merit an A. If one sense is left out, the grade
starts at a B and may be,even ldwer if the remaining fotir senses
are not done as well as expected. The grades could continue down
the scale, resulting in failure, if none of the criteria-are met:
The only exception might be if a student cannot grasp the assign -

inent at all. In such a case, a simplettaissignmentimsed only on
listing might be an option.

ta.
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TOPIC: -Writing Creatively.

COLORFUL WORDS

I. Rationale

Linda Baird
'Arndt Middle School
Hickory, NC:

Grade 8

Filmstrips and stories help to produce an eerie classroZiritmoiphere.
Students are stimulated to think about an assigned topic, 'In a

dn

Gravetard After Midnight." Teacher questioning deklops to a

word game. The game requires students-to find synonyms ing a

thesaurus and dictionary. DiscussiOs_and.games build s dents' m *-
vocabularies. With an unlimited number of descriptive wods, the
students begin to develop colorful writing.

II. Objectives

1) To develop interest a,d enjoyment in creative writing
,

2) To use more effectively the thesaurus and dictionaryi for

vocabulary development ..

3) To play games for the purpose of learning
4) To mime words
5) To make appropriate and drimaticword choices

III. Procedure for Teacher

1) Choose a story, tape, or filmstrip to set an eerie, mysterious

.environment.
2Y 'Discussjords to convey ghostly feelthgs.
3) List thd-related vocabulary words bn the board. (Have the board

divided into columns, one for words, the other for synonyms.)
4) Introduce the topic, "In a Graveyard After Midnight. .

5) Discuss the topic. Ask questions to stimulate student thinking:
% Examples

1) Have you ever been to a graveyard? How did you feel? Why,
',were you there?

2) Have you ever been there after dark? Would you like to be?
3) Haw would you talk or move through a. graveyard?
4) What sounds might you hear?

;

6) List words and synonyms from the discussion on the board.
7) Give each student a thesaprus and dictionary. Divide the room

into two teams. Choose a team captain for the purpose of fisting
on the board'the words with' matching synonyms. Allow ten minutes
to locate words. The winning team will mime a word for the
'opposite team to guess.

8) Assign a creative paragraph using the topic in number four.
Emphasize the importance of word:choice.

4

9) Allow students to volunteer to read their_papers. .

10) Give praise and offer suggestions for-improvement.
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111 Allow s to'edit the paragraphs.
12) Allow students three days" to write, edit, ind revise their

.
.

papers.
.13) Read and evaluate the final paragraphs.

, .

.- IV. Procedure for Students

1 Listen to and discuss the teacher-guided activity.
2 Think of scary'words and synonyms for thep.
3 Find synonyms for words related to the topic, , .

4

'Ilse

the thesaurus and dictionary for the purpose of finding
new words.

5 Play a word gaie.
6 MApe the list of-student-fade words.

.

7 ,Dev'elop a paragraOh ustpg a variety of descriptive words.
8 Read paragraphs oral 1, to the Class.

.

9 Edit another student's paper.
10) 'Reyije papers'edited by students and turn in

,

V. Evaluation

4;

w, Three grades will be given: one for class parttcipation; second
for mechitnics; and the third for word choices.

e
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TOPIC: Writing Creatively

.

FAIRY TALES 44KE THE 'NEWS

Rationale

Using something that is familiar
writing exptlFience often creates

asstgioent, students are allowed
well--the fi'iry tale.

Fye Dickerson,
Westover'Jr. High
275 Bonanza Drive
Fayetteiille, NC
Grade'

to the student as a basis of a
comfort with writing. In thi
to work with something th now

The student gains an understa in§ of the elements of news story
hrough a brief study of it an by writing one bas on a familiar
`tale,

II. Objectives

1 To develoµ an underitanding of the elements of a news story
2 To 'learn to write a news story

e
3 To practice basic writing skills ..

4 To learn to see an event from a news writer's int of vfew
-.

III. ProcedureVifor Teacher
. s .-

,... 1) Discuss the. elements of a news story.A1 Read an example of a
news story and discuss.

2) Discuss a school event that all students knew about as it, *.-.

could be written in news story form. List the five "M's" and,
"H" of a news story and determine the answers to each., .(}rho?'
What? When? Why? Where? andHow?)

3)" Assign Oa tisk of writing awfairy tale as a news story. Have
students-8o this*in class. .

4) Circulate and be avaviaike to help any student who needs help.
5) Have students read rough drafts aloud to the class and discuss.

Have _students revise papers .
.

Collect papirt. Read some of revi.sepers allud to class.
8 Evaluate papers. ;

. 7
9 Allow approximately one week fo this assignment.

(

Procedure for Students

1) Participate in a-class-discussion of the news story.
2) Participate in a class discumkiaq of a school eventas it could

be written up as a news story.
3)

ci
3) List the five "W's" and "H" included 1, a lead paragraph and

4
the part of the event that fits each oie.

_Write.a_fairy tale as a straight Rews story.

. "11 %.
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a

5 Seek teacher assistance du ing the writing of the paper.

6 Read paper aloud to clas and discuts papers of classmates.

7 Revise papers. ,
._

8 Submit to teacher on designated day. ,

-V. Evaluation

The overall grade on this assignment should be based on mechanics,
the extent to Aid) the student has developed the elements of news
writing, and ftudent effort. N

/4
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TOPIC:, Writihg Creatively

A HOVEL AS A.STIMULUS

I. Rationale

A- dilemma preserfts, the student with a' reason for wr ng. By
reading orally and discussing a dilemma, the stu are able to
project their feelings and reactions. Role pla rag is a form of
self-expression through which solutions to dil s can. be found.
The purpose of this assignient is for the student to solve the
dilemma, to write a skit, and to perform it before an audience.

Linda Baird
Arndt Middle Sdkool'
Hickory, NC

de 8

Objectives

12i3

4)

5)

6)

To understand probleas resulting in a dilemma
To recognize a moral dilerma
To interact verbally and emotionally through discussions and
role playing

To search for solutions through theuse of knowledge gained
from previous- experiences

To recognize cause and effect
To view, think, and write a variety of outcomes to a -particular
situation

III. Procedure for Teacher

Read orally to the students portions of Richie
interest.

Assign the remainder of a condensed version to
Choose a moral dilemma for the students, to act
the first time Richiellmoked "pot".)

Assign the students a skit to write relating a
Group children intolours for_17(purPose of* c
of their four papers. 4

Each group will edit thgir four papers, choosi
submitted to the teacher for duplication.
Collect and evaluate all students' papers.
Allow seven days for the total assignment..

IV. Procedure for Students

1) Read Richie.
Act out moral dilemma given by the teacter.

43d

Choose a dilemma and write a skit. /
Edit and revise the skits. /

5) Write the selected skits on a stencil. /

6) Present the skits.

- 157
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V. Evaluation

One grade will be given to each child on the content of his/her
paper'; one will be given for mechanics.

4
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TOPIC: Writing- Creatively

A NOVEL AS A STIMULUS

Linda Baird.
Arndt Middle School
Hickory, NC
Grade 8

. Rationale

A dilemma presents the student with a reason for writing. By
reading orally and discussing a dilemma, the students are able to,
project their feelings and reactions. Role playing is a form of
self-expression through which solutions to dilemmas can be found.
The purpose of this assignment is for the student to solve the
dilemma, to write a skit, and to perform it before an audience.

II. Objectives

1) To understand problem* resulting in a dilemma
., 2 To recognize a moral dilemma

3 To interact verbally and emotionally through discussions and
role p4)

To sea or solutions through the use-of knowledge gained
from pre ous experiences

5) To recognize cause and effect
6) To view, think, and write a variety of outcomes to kparticular

situation .

III. Procedure for Teacher

1) Read orally to.the -students portions of Richie to arouse their
interest. .

2) Assign the remainder of a condensed version to be read-Silently.
3) Choose a 'moral dilemma for the students to act out. (Example: 'f

the first time Richie' smoked "pot")
4) Assign the students a skit to write relating a moral dilemma.
5) Group children into fours for the purpose Of choosing the best

of their four papers.
6) Each group will edit their four papers, choosing one to tfik

submitted to the teacher for duplication.

783

Collect and evaluate all students' papers.
Allow seven days for the total assignment.

IV. Procedure for Students

1). Read Richie.
2) Act oamoral dilemma given by the teacher.
3) Choose a dilemma and write a skit.
4) Edit and revise the skits.
5) . Write the selected,skits On a stencil.
6) Present the skits.

17 0
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TOPIC: Motivating Writing .Mildred E. Modlin
John T. Hoggard High School
Wilmington, NC 28401
Grades 10-12

MOTIVATING WRITING FROM MORE THAN ONE POINT OF VIEW

I. Rationale

Choosing the appropriate point of view from which to tell a narrative
can be discovered by students without the use of textbooks or formal
tecps. The teacher should stage. confrontation with one student in
the classroom. It is impOrtant for it to be unexpected and heateaL
When students are asked to record what they have seen*those listen-
ing, the one' involved, and the one sent outside the Oboejust before
the dramatic attack will all write in different styles and record.
different conversation'snatches and emotional reactions.

During the class discussion which follows thewriting,.time and space
relationships of the writer to the incident will become obvious to
students. They will also become-aware of the inaccuracies of their
observations and learn to have an-understanding of those who saw an
incidentiand.reported it in a way foreign to theior.

II. Objectives

' 1) To develop an awareness of time-and space relationships Of the
writer to his/hen supjeskmatter

2) To sharpen powers of observation
3) To involve all students in individual and group experiences .

4) Tolearn to see an incident from more than one viewpoint
5) To gdin understanding of and appreciation for viewpoints with which .

one does not agree
6) To develop the practice of seeking editorial advice
7) To learn the art of offering editorial-advice'in a positive ma;er
8) To practice and understand the value of revision

III. 'Procedure-for Teacher

1) Send one student into the hall to read or work. Leave classroom
_ door open.

2) Send another do an errand to library.
3) Before beginning class formally, verbally abuse a student in a rather

loud voice or stage some dramatit confrontation.
-4) When student returns from library' call st rge the hail

ask students to write an account as just hippimed."The one ,
in the hall may not ask ouesttdhs but must write' only what-he/sheeverz
heard. The one who went to the library may ask three students.

5) Allow 2Q minutes for writing.
6) Share papers and discuss the incident.
IrDistuss differences in accounts of ,the participant, the observers, the -

keyhole observer, and the third person removed.

151
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8) have class decide which point of 'view would be best ifan author

had these pruposes in mind:

a) To criticize teachers
b) To write a moral story on temper control

c) To talk about self-image.

re viewpoints students remember from literature.
I0) Ask students to revise their first account, changSmg point_of view

4f they wish and adding details they had missed.
11) The next class session ask each student to have his or her paper read

and critiqued by a student who wrote from the same point of view and
one who wrote from a different point of view.

12) Circulate amqpg students, acting as 'consultant
13) Allow two nijlits for students to rev lie rough drafts and complete

final copies.
14) During class periods assign the reading of two shol stories obviously

controlled by point of view. "Death of a Tsotsi1 by Alan Patch is .

excellent.' Discuss vocabulary, dialect, style and theme as related

to point of view..
75) Explore changes in the areas mentived if.the story had been told by

a different character.
16) Collect and evaluate papers the day after literary discussions.
17) Encourage students to write another paper, from a different point of

view, using a story read or an incident of one's own choosing.
18) Display as many papers as possible on bulletin board andsinvite

further disCussions. i

1 IV. Procedure for Students

1) Write an account of the incident taged in class.

2) Participate in discussion of the in nt.

. 3) Record notes on points of view illustrated.
4) Develop 'o revised rough draft.
5) Ask two students to edit the paper.
6) Read accounts of two clasSmates and offer stiggestionk. .

77 Consult teacher when problems arise.
8) Reyise the rough draft as a homework assignment.
9) Read, stories in crass and participate in discussion.

. 70) Submtt a final draft.
11) Wridie an additional point of view paper (optional).

12) Reid' student papers on display.

V. Evaluatio9

Two grades ale given on the paper. One evaluates appropriate choice
of point'of view and accuracy in recording the speaker's knowledge.
The othe- evaluatei mechanics that have been taught in the- class as
essential in all composition. Classroom reading and discussion are
factors in determining final grade period averages.

is
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TOPIC: Motivating Writing

j

I. Rationale

TOWIRE7TVE INTERVIEW

Mary W. Mini
Hallsboro High School
Hallsboro, NC 28442

Grades 10-12

S

This`activity is designed to catch some of the motivation and the

popularity of the Foxfire approach to learning. Eveh if the material

is never published, students will enjoy going through the pre-wain*,

process. The main idea is to have students interview special persons (

as though they are.to write a feature article or something similar for

publication. In this way they will have a-real experience, which is

definitely basic for any kind of composition.

In setting up this type of ac y for composition, other benefits .

will accrue. Students will h e to le something about interviewing

techniques. They will have the chance to practice listening and speaking

skills in a meaningful situation. In, alking with.members of the older

generations, they will possibly see atnew side of the perSon of which

they had not been aware. 'This may ledd to greater respect and concern

on tilt part of the youth for the "Old folk. ' .

Also students may feel satisfaction in preserving oral history that -

could be lost if it were not for-this project. Such sattisfaction is

helpful in developing a ptsitive self-imige. and is the kid of activity

in which all students may fee.1 success:no matter their *Ibilities.

.Certainly this is a good way to.motivate and-createe for some at least,

a memorable experience.

II. Objectives

1) To practice the techniques of interviewing

2) To practice the skills of speaking and listening, emphasizing those

social stand4rds acceptable to older" people.

3) To foster a concern for the preservation of oral, history and an

understanding of the- values of older people and their customs

4) o.select topics for conversation suitable for the specific audience

5) To enjoy and appreciate dialectical differences that might be

encountered
6) To recognize nonverbal communication amd its relationship to the

--processes of communication .

III. Procedure for Teacher

1) Begin by having the class discuss Foxfire and other similir projectee

Let students tell what they know about these projects. Fill in the

:gaps-with books, clippings, etc., so that the class will become

knowledgeable and interested in the. crafts, personalities, legends,

etc., found insuchipublications and in the feature articles of many a

161
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newspapers. Exciting parts could be read aloud. Often students

nil) respond by saying, "I know somebody just like that." Or "I

know somebody who can.do that." -Hopefully the students will "ask"
/

for the assignment. k
.-

2) Discuss also the importance of preservation of local history and lore.
3) On perhaps the second day, begin preparation for the students to set

up an interview with a special person.
3) Have students learn (or review) techniques of interviewing. This

may be distussed and then practiced by using role-playing. For this,

the class may be divided into groups of three or four. . -

4) At some. time, the students let the teacher know-what person they are

to contact. (It is recommended that for their first experience,
stddents choose someone who has a built-in interest in the students,
like a grandparent, other older.relative, or kindly neighbor or friend.
Such a person will be more understanding and more helpful to the

I20\e
students.) Probably th students would like to work fin groups0. .

two or three (not more th four) when they go for the interview.

Each group should work toget r in class to develop a list of questions --

to be used. The teacher may help students formulate quettions that

callefor lom4 answers. The questions which may be answered pith a
yes or no are of little value in such an interview. if possible,
iliidentrthould know beforehand something about their special person.
For example, if he is a veteran of a war, they could ask him to_tell

some of his war stories. If he/she has some hobby, they could talk

about that. Other questions sometimes referred to as !personality'
questions'are like these: What advice could you give young people

today? What is your most, valuable possession? Do you prefer dtty

life to country life? What is your definition of success? How has

religion affected your life?
5) The practical problem of 'making sure students have cassettes (or what-

ever device they plan to use) and that they know how to use them and _

how to record identifying material on the tape must be taken care of also.

6) The teacher should review certain aspects of speaking and listening
skills, especially those relatfing to courtesy and socially acceptable

conduct.
7) The teacher may, if thought a ropriate,-review some aspects of non-

verbal communication and its lationship to the process of comnunicatiop.
8) After students have brought in their tapes, some time should be spent

sharing them in the classroom. This could be.done in groups. One

,suggestion is to have each group thooSe a short segment that they
liked best to play, for the entire class.

9) By all means, haVe students write a note of thanks to their special do

.person. ,

Follow-up Activities .

These could include transcribing the tape and/or editing it as for
publication. (Sometimes the school newspaper could use such a feature
article or even the local newspaper, if in a small town.)

Other follow-up composition assignments may include writing Character
sketches, description ofsetting and/or physical appearance of person,
narrative account of the entire experience, demonstration .with,oral or
written explanation if a craft was a major part of the interview,

or reaction in poetry,
.
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IV. ProckedUre:for Student_

1) Participate in initial discussions relating to Foxfire projects.

2) Choose a special person to interview.

3) Make plans with two or three others to carry out the interview.

4 Learn what'you can about the perso before-the interview. _-

- 5 Formulate questions for the interview.

6 Learn interviewing
techniques and practice them in class.

7 Make a definite appointment for the intervieti and be prompt in arrival

8 Arrange.to use a. cassette. Make sure.it is working properly.

9 Review li tening and speating skills needed, particularly those

dealing h good manners and courtesy.

1fCarry out the interview and take the tape to class next day.

ily Share with the class, as-directed by the teacher.

12) Write a note of thanks to the person interviewed.. Review letter

writing techniques if necessary.

13) Use one or more of the follow-up writing activities that the teacher

may suggest.

14) Participate-in group
evaluation as 4grected by the teacher.

V. Evaluation

Evaluation will vary according to the teacher and the grading system

used within the sehOol. Elements for consideration of a letter grade

or a number grade should include participation in the preparation

activities, quality of interview questions used, quality'brmeterial

on the tape, grade arrived at by peer judgment, and any of the follow-

up iting.
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TOPIC: Motivating Writing Susan Hoover
West Iredell High Sehool
Route 6, Box 47 -S

Statesville, NC 28677
Grades 9-12

SENSORY AWARENESS

-IP Rationale

When teaching descriptive writing, a teacher wants More from a student
thin flowery phrases and mushy adjectives. Thy teacher wants.descri
tion, but getting students to the point of krr6wing what descript ve
writing involves is often a problem.

one way to improve descriptive writings among students is to increase ,

their sensory awarenesofand how their five senses are used daily,
By concentrating on imaginative and tangible experiences and Itctivitieso
the students will compile lists of sensory words, words which*describe*--

..or the situations they are encountering. 4

The five lists, one for each sense, may be compiled as an individuIl pr
as a group, depending on how wb11 class members interact; however,. group
interaction may lend itself mOre to sensory awareness through the simple
process of sharing experiences.

After the lists have been compiled and discussed for originality, the
- motivating activity-is Completed; however, this pre-writing activity,

could be.supplemmted with many writing assignments involving the sensory
words. One might I* to choose ten words from on, of the lists and to
write a paragraphdon a situation where that sense is the dominant ides
or the "central character." The discretione the teacher mandates the
writing assignment.

II. Objectives

1) To participate-in activities which will increase sensory awareness
-2) To expand the vocabulary
3) To engage in an active learning experience

III. Procedure for Teacher

li Define and dipcuss descriptive writing.
2iDiscuss the importance of sense) awareness.
3 Divide the students into groups of five or six.

-4 All two days for this activity.
..

5 Provide tangible and tmaginativeexperiences to promote keener
sensory'awareness Within the students.
a) Blindfold a student in each group. Ask him/her to describe

In one-word terms an object unidentified to him/her; a lemon,

r7



. ,
.

,, r
...- . / for'exaOpte. Ask'. the student to detcribe texture, smell., taste,

etc. Adapt, the activity to other objects (a bowl of pulding,
(4. tennis" ba11,'a-jar of horseradish, etc.).

b) Play asound effects record for U.*, class. "Ask each student
to describe in one-word terms the sounds.'

c) Narrate situations thestudents have-probabry never experienced:
4

as shili'wreck , ro'lost In the desert, a bank bbery%,4 murder trial,
winning alottery eh: Ask the students to record in one-word
terms their reactions to each narration. Include many situations
within each narrative that witl evoke emotional responses from

` each of.the five senses. (These'exertises may be for the ihdiviir
dual or group.)

15) Collect, the completeb.lists and-compile composite lists. Avoid
duplication of-words.Within each; sense list, hpwever, the same word
jays appear in more than one 14st; distribute trstudentC

7) Nicuss tht-ltsts with the students. Include originality and emotional
response in'the discUssion.

/0-Permit student 'interaction in recounting emotional Anvolvement'during.
q

..: the sensory exercises.- k.

OPTIONAL: .

:_, . , -T.

.

9) Continue with,a writing assignment after Oe-writing has been popleted.
, , .

IV. Procedure to Students .

t

.

1,) Take notes on the teacher's explanation of descriptive writing.
2) Join, the group you -have been assighed: ,

3).-Actively participate in, the sensory awareness activities your teacher
has provided.

.
. .

, - - .
.

4) Compile; individually or as a group member, a list of.wordi whites,
-,. appeal to each- of the hire senses. .

c,
IS ,

e .5)-DiikdSs mith your classmates and.teacher,whyvou selected your sensory'
. "words and yOur,emotional responses during the exercises.

.:.
,

,g;biluation 'es;
Class:participation and interaction will be the strong elipents.of
evaldation. The effort put forth'ip-gomoilfmg the lists will ,also.be
considered. There is no other writfngassignmmIlir

""

I
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10PIC: MotivitingWriting

4

Richard Lebovitz
Cape Hatteras School
Buxton, NC. 27920
Grades 9-12

PLAYING THE PARTS Of THE PiltAGRAPH

I. Rationale

A quick, uninhibiting-way to get students motivated to write is
through some group activity. In this activity students are assigned
a topic' and given roles to play fn'the formation of a paragraph. The
organization of the paragraph is reflected in-their own effort of
cooperation. The length of this activity is one class session.

I

1) To learn or re;riew'the basic organiiation the paragraph, including .

the concepts of topic sentence, details, and.concluding sentence
2) To learn"sequencing

3) To expiot the possibilities of different arrangements within the
paragraph,

. 4 *
Proc ure for Teacher

II. Objectives

1) An duce or reintroduce to the students the concepts of topic sentence,
detai s, and concluding sentence, by copying on indent card' sentences
from selected paragraphs and distributing them at random to small
groups of students.

2) Direct the students to arrange the cards into the best sequence,
disucssing and

.

deciding this as a group. ' -
s

3) Ask one student from each group to copy down their completed para-
graph ,on the board. .

4) Discuss the partsorthe paragrag0 with the students, clicking to see
64 they.understand the concepts listed above.---- These May*e further

. illustrated by visual-materials.
' ,

5) Assign a variety of topics and distribute index cards identi/ying
the roles the stud4nts are to play in the cooperative writing of a
paragraph. One Card will read "topic sentence," anIther acogclUding
sentence," and the- rest "detail."

.

6) Ask the' stdents to revise Aeir paragraph un i it reads as though-
written by one person and tg,write their final product on thfteard.

7) Take up all the groups' worr,Seeing that their signatures are on it.-

IV. Procedure for Students

/

'1) Read and discuss the sentence your teacher has given you with your
group and indicate_-, the best place for your sentence in the total
Sequence. , .

.

2) Write down the completed paragraph on a_sheet of paper and on the
-blackboard.

- 10
3) Explain why you chose-the,segOence you did and why you felt it'was

the best possible sequence. .,

i66 .50
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4) Write.a entence. of the type described on the card you have been

The sentence should relate to the one topic your group

Oved on
5) Discuss with yOUr,group the best place for your sentence ta)the

--. total sequence and white a paragraph using all the sentences.
6) Read aloud the finished paragraph aad.discuss ways in which the

paragraph could be revised to read as though written by one persoi.

7) Write the finished paragraph on the board and on a separate shat

of paper, to be handed in along with.all he other material of

your group,
OP1

'Evaluation.11p
This 6harlesson-need not be graded since ibmis only a part of the

. whole writing process that you are trying.to emphasize here. Your

main concern is getting the. student to write And making Monter feel

comfortable about/writing.

ts 1 .
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TOPIC: Motivating Writing'

A I. -Rationale

TRIAL BY WRITING

Mildred G. Ogletree
Columbia High(5chool

Columbia, NC N925
Grades 8 and 10-11

, This exercise reg(lires students to report accurately and colorfully on
one aspect of a courtroom trial they observe in rson. The viewing

1.4/ge

oflk trial should motivate mostlunior high an igh school" students
. because of the drama involved in even minor igation and because of

the opportunity students have to leave the clasroom to learn.
...-

II. Objectives . '

1) To practice observing, using especially sight and hearing
2) To practice the selection of one aspect of a whole ks a top' c
3) To practice reproducing/an ever as accurately, completely, in

colorfully as possible .

4) To practice the writing skills of unity, coherence and emphasis
.5) To practice basic writing skills, such as spelling, 'capitalization,

and sentence structure.
6) To _practice editing skills throUgh- regriting..

III: PrOcedure for Teacher ,'

1) Make the necessary arrangements for the visit and for the writing'
assignment:, .

a) Contact the judge,. clerk of court, or prosecutor to arrange for.
the class to visit court or abiOUt trio hours

b) Make the necessary arran ementl'wtth school personnel and, if.
necessary, parents

c) Review or have 4 re rce person (lawyer) revIewcourtraom pro -
cedure and the roles of the various participants in a triple_ _

Mand to studentsa simple diagrajn of the courtroom they are
13-14-604- .thei to stticivit, as_the_artaornirtivalxlikt.--------

procedure And roles.
d) An alternative step here would allow students to find informa-

. tion in step "(c) for theMselves and present it to the class
e) Announce to students that they will be expected to write a

.report about sometilimg-they see and hear during the trial. Remind
them to watch and listen very carefully.

f) Explain proper courtroom, behavior and insist that they observeit.

-2) Visit a courtroom during a trial. Perhaps there will be time to tail(
4 with the iudge or prosecutor so that ybu and the students can ask. '

questions, either dUring or after the visit.

. 168
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) Return to the classroom:

-a) All studenti to comment freely on any aspect of-the visit
for about 15 minutes. 0 ,

b).Announce that they are to write in class 300-500-words on any
-one,-lispect of their visit. For example, they could choose to

, summarize evidence ppresented for one side or describe one
of the pp tcfpants in the trial. To help students get the feel
of the ass'gnment, ask them to imagine they are newspaper
reporters.

c) Ask the students to be accurat, to include many specific details,
and to use a variety of 'Descriptive words and phrases

. 44 You may suggest that their,reports answer the five w's: who,
what, where, when, and why

-e) Review unity, coherence, and emphasis _

f) As students write, circulate amonlthem to offer assistance
g Collect papers in two or three days -N.

h) On-the day the paper is due, have the entire class sit in one large
circle. Arbitrarily pass out the papers you've collected, making
sure no one receives his/her Pot

i) Each student should read the paper he received and on it make
lit dile comment about the paper's strengths and one suggestion for

improvement
,j) This activity should continue until each student has read four

. or five papers. *Ttie class will lose interest if you continue
during the same class period. If you feel tha -this activity
is worthwhile, try it again on the following day for the same

-lengthof time.
k) Allow students the rest of the class period for rewriting
1) Collect the final drafts for evaluation two or three days later
m) Display the best papers in the room
n) Share all or some of the papers with the judge and/or lawyers

if you think they are interested and if the student authors are .

willing.

IV. ,P dure for Students --

. --
f = : 1

1) Visit a courtroom to observe a trial. Observe proper behavior.
.

A
, Li p and.sVtch very carefully.

en You return to the classroom,;VartiCilate in a'gineral class
discussi,ofthe'trial: .

fig it/ . .

. . . . di

---r--------11-6hOOile-o -asps pt of your experience.. .

4) Write a 300-500-word report oh that ispect, being as accurate, .

specific, complete, and cOlocful as you can.. Keep inMindthe gkilli
of unity, coherente, and emphasis: ,

5) If he teacher has.asked, check to make sure your report answers'
the five wik: what, where, when, byho why.

6) If you need help, ask the teacher. .

7) Turn in the paper when it is due. '
,

8) Participate in the circle activity, which requires you to comment f

on the strengths of classmates' reports.and to makesuggestimns for
improvements. . ,

9) Consider the suggestions offered you and'rewrite your report:
101 Hand in the final draft for evaluation.
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11) If you wish, agree to share your report witlf the-judge and lawy rs
who participated in the trial you-witoessed.

r. Evaluation

. This paper should be evaluated primarily on the basis of_accuracy,
xdipleteness, unity, and.use of descriptive detail. Secomdbf,' it
should be graded for coherence and emphasis, and' finally for mechanics.
Perhaps the first category should count 50 percent of the total grelp;
the second, 30 percent; and the third, 20 percent.

ti
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TOPIC: Motivating Writing Wow Lane
Parkland'Senior High School

+kw ' Winston-Salem, NC
N Grades 10-11

AMERICAN GRAFFITI

I. Rationale

Graffiti is so prevalent in America and is SQ expressive of the sentiment
of the regions in which it is read. Some people consider it the most
valid pulse of the people and an art form. Who can resist reading
what's scribbled on a wall, a garbage can or a bus?

Why communities couldn't "beat it' so they joined it by framing walls
with cheerful colors and focusing on the graffiti. Since students do
read graffitf,we should ute jt to our advantage as opposed to writing it
off as 'Wiz:" Tenses, sekfect and verb agreement, vocabulary builders,
news items, etc. all can be discussed using graffiti.

II. Objectives

1) To get students to write
-2) To- increase students+ vocabulary'
3) To practice very basic writing skills
4) To allow for expression
5) To aftcdurage reading
6) To provide a sense of success and enjoyment

III. Procedure for Teacher

1) Co -yen entire wall .with a roll of paper andyhaye several different
color's of "mark -allot' pens.

2) Ask for definition of graffiti.
3) T111 students this is a graffiti wall and that they maywrite on it

(caution against profanity).
4).Ask students for some poems or sayings they have read by way

of graffiti: (You may recall s and share those with the class.)'
5) Yeti students that they are to read graffiti wherMr thity" tee it,1.-

and that they .are to copy the words they do not understand, the f
passages that that liked, the ones that deal with some news issue, etc.

6) If they think o4rsomething clever .they should write it on the wall.
7) Ask 'why they thing people spend their time composing graffiti? Is

there anything good about it? 'Is it-an Ittempt to If
so, to whom?, etc. (Let them. write their answers.)

8) -Have one corner of wall where they. can go to write Wirrds they didn't
usderstand. On a specific day discuss and define those words.

9) 'Check students allections weekly by reading and discussing with,them
. what they mean.- ,You will find they've read, quite a lot.

thy
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10) Give spelling test onoll of the words,
11) Have students write letters to the local paper, Ixpressing their .

views on graffiti in their city. Have student editors sake cements.

IV. Procedure for Students

1) Discuss the graffiti you have seen with the class.
2) Write whatever you'd like to on the graffiti wall, within'reason
3) Write a paper, on what you think about graffiti. Is it good, bad,

, all right, an outlet for society?
4) Collect and record on paper graffiti that you read and place it in

your folder.
5) Write in the designated 'space on the wall words you did nOt under--

stand.

6) After a while you are to write a titter to the local paper exprespng
4 your views on graffiti.

7 Allow another student to read AM sake coments'on your letter.
8) Revise your letter.

"9) Sutoit to tea:her for revision, ccaraents,` etc.
10)"Mail to the local paper. ,

V. Evaluation

Give daily grades for this atsignment based on class_participation,
collecting of graffiti, writing on the wall, and spelling, and then
give -one ftnal grade for-the letter to- the'peper.--

I
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TOPIC: Motivating Writing Tom E.. Orr

HendersonviTle High $Fhool

311 Eighth Avenue West
Henclersonville, NC 28739
Grades 10-12

MAKIN6.THUM8PRINTS ON THE WORLD

I. Rationa4e

Arthur Miller has said that his4play Death of a Saleiman'grew from simple
iMagis of futility, images of aging, and images of people. .The

play grew from a need greater than hunger and'thirst, a,need for tumor-

vt.. tality: "a need to leave a thumbprint on the world - -to carve your mar
in a block of ice on a hot July afternoon.'

.

Students need to develop concepts, images, and symbols adequate to give
significance to their experiences. Mary L. Thamps4A, in the article
"Symbolic Immortality: A New Approach to the Study -0 Death' (Media
and Methods, February 1977), presents three sets of opposites i71713iF

o TiiiiTTOrlife And death and how they endure through life.. The three
sets of opposites around which images of life and death are organized
arel connectieft--sepirattoni nt--stasis, and integrity4ditin-
tegration. The prosess of gather'11 this imagery Ms. Thompspn'calls
*symbolic immortalityc"

-Students need to realize fne iwniin. desire to awittactiment to the
human flow', or a sense of historical connection beyond met own lifk.

The purposes ofthis assignmeht are as follows: 1) to readeveral
significant literary works, including the American cinema Death of a .

Salesman, and to.discuss the fdeasof "symbolic 1 mioetalif?1.713TiTsed
in-these wordS; and 2) to have the students identify and to Write about
the imagery of life and death in their own experience.

0*'

II. Objectives
01.

11-To-l-eart-how the three-se.tt-of-eopes- 4n-a404-son's life
and how these sets of opposites-endure through

2) To choose some aspect of "systolic immortality` upon which to base
. writing experiences

3) To share life experiences
-4) To demonstrate how life-death imagery is,expiessed in these five

modes: biological, creative,/ theological, natural, and experiential
5') To read selections of poetry and prose in which some significant \

aspect of "symbolic immortality" is represented

A
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AF
III. Procedures for Teacher

4, .

. .

.

1) Assigm,Death Of a Salesman for reading; play record of play Lee J.
Clip and Mildred Dunnoch). -...; ,

2) Di tribute questions for dispassion:
. .

(e.g. 1. WJy says 811 thing, are used up.by the time they are .

. paid for. _NOw does this apdly'timMillyq-life? 110 your.
life? I ,.,.

.. 1. . ,
10: Do you think Willy is typical of modern American man?

Why? Why not? x . .

3) Go ow important speeches in thePlay (Will.',F 4ttne with Howard;
"The'Requium"--Linda, Charlie, Biff, and.Hap; etk.)

4) Explain the five modes' of 1ife-diath imdgery: 4 .

a) BIOLOGICAk-'-family and generational continuity. .

. (g.g, Alei\Hailey's Roots)
.

b) THEOLOGICALN-spiriAtuaTdeath and rebirth
(e.g. T. S. Eliit's "The Wasteland ")

c) CREATIVEattelapts to leave lasting influences . 4±

(e.g.- works of art, music, literature)
4

d) MATURAL-.-Continility with nature
-

(e,g. Henry D. Thoreau, Robert Frost, others)
e) EXPERIENTIAL-- psychological state; occurs in relation to the other

.four necessary, perhaps, to integrate them into our lives r
(e. t. James' Joyce's Portrait of the Artist as a 'tom nl-

5 Allow students through class discussion to discover examples of life-
death imagery in their own experience:
a) A child pops a balloon or acciden lly releases 4f into the

):

air. The child cries: 'Balloon he m:
b) Two young lovers have a quarrel a 4 "(weak vp."
c) A favorite pet is killed by a passing car:
d) Thy day you "get your head together" .

e) OTHER.

sent Abraham Maslow's'"peAk experiences"; William Worsdswerthis
.

seats, time"; and Jamds Joyce's "epiphanies.'
.

7) Assign one or' more of the following:
. V

a) Choose an idea, something you "know about," and -write a( paper
in which you makIclear exactly how the ide is connected with
your ltfe as you are living it--*something knitted into your very
being."

!*

. ,

b) Create somethingHn an art, form beides literatgre. 4 -,,

c)Jrac610Our rani-Ty-tree.
d) React to the following statement by Theodore Roethke:

"Adolescence is an ill-defined dying.° *;
.

v. e) !Wale an early memory; a "peak experience," or an epiphanous
moment.

f) Write, an original poem or a fir%t=person narrative.
, 1

Note: Here is a pOem written for this assignment:

)
A MISSED TURNING. -,

A tall shadow rubbing snugly
against the East;

a story told without words.



A hug and a kiss, and

the }Winter came before, the fall,

.and the leaves misted their turning.

.

'Mow desperately they cling,
'but a parting wind sends them on.

You go too.

-Tim Bethea (grade-12)
_g) Try to' put into words an emerging thought or half-fammmi

8) Take students on a field trip te.observe in nature the'imagery of
death-life. .

9) Invite senior citizensto classroom; take students to visit kinder-
vrten or first grade classroom. Writing Asitgnment:

DeSribe,a scene the way you think a child,
/Err adult and a senior citizen would see it.
settinb might be a department store, a busy
fans at a ballgame.

A10) Have values clariftcation sessionst

IV. PV-cedure for Students

I

t. .

1) Read Death of a Salesman or assigned literary work.
2) Answer questions from study sheets and Participate in class discussions(
3) Complete writing assignments (e.g. 'Ineffable Experience)...
1) Begin reading frod feacher7preparedelist.

a teenager,
A good
pate, or-

ft

Note: The implications of this unit, only touched upon here, suggest.
numerous opportunities for,students to writethemes about
literature and personal experienceusing all for of discourse.
The significance of any such writing assignment, if the student
can relate it to his/her own world, is that it will enable him/
her to crystalize and to objectify experience.

V. Evaluation

These papers should be evaluated primarily on the basis of clarity-
and dept inight. Mark usage and mechanfical errors,, but grade
for se errors in other papers.

I
. A
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c . TOPIC: Motqating Writing

GEARING UP FOR WRITING

I. Rationale

This writing exercise asks students to write a dialogue between a car
or motorcycle and its owner. Cars and motorcycles are two items that
engage the attention of almost all junior high and high school students.,
Conversation is another vital part of theli' lives and, therefore, is a
writing device that most can.feel comfortable with. All junjor high
and below average senior high students shouldkenjoy this activity. And
because its focus is on making writing fun, the activity is especially
Appropriate for the beginning of the year.

A
.1441.00

Mildred G. Ogletree
Columbia High school
Columbia, MC 27925:
Grades 8 and 10-11

1,- Objec'tives.

2
1) To practice writing dialogue that makes use of colorful words and

phrases

2) To learn the mechanics of writing oemversation 4
3) To practice using the skills of unity, coherence, and organization
4) To practice basic wrgting skills, such as spelling and capitalization

c III: Procedure for Teacher

1)- Collect pictures of cars and'motorcycles. Display these as a
bulletin board collage.

2) 'Collect seven or eight short stories and poems about cars and
motorcycles. Here are three suggestions:,"Buick," a poem by Karl
Shapiro (can be found in Shapiro,.Poems' 1940-53 52 Miles to.
Terror, a collectio1 of short tor es pu y Scholastic
Book Services; CeckeredFlag'Series, Nowa series on Motorcycles,
Motorbikes, etc.

3) Divide the class into groups of 3-5 and assign each group one of the
short stories or pons to read and discuss. Each group should prepare
an oral presentation to the entire_class of_a_simmary a the
selection the grdup wishes to make. Allow one and one-half to two
class peridds for this acttvity.

` 4) .Have each group preOnt its report. The .poetry groups shouTd.read
-their'poems aloud. and may wish to distribute copies of their poems
to the members of the class An accurate plp't summary should be
enough.for each short story group.

5) Allow the class to react to each group's report. The group leader
and the teacher should direct the discussion. Lead students to
compare an contrast the content, the point of view, and the

vio'diction of\each selection. Point out colorful language, especially
in conversatjon.

. (
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6) At the end of the third class period, tell the students that durihg
the next two class periods, they will write a one to two page dialogue
betoeen.a car or motprcycle and its owner. They are.to,thtnk about
the assignment overnight. .-

7) Then announce and displly somewhere these requirements for the
assignment:

a) The dialogue-must deal With only one conflict'Or one shared
interest between the owner and vehicle.

b) The dialogue must have a beginning,, middle, and end.
c) The dialogue should be colorful.
d) It should be written accurately. In other words, the student

_ 4 should demonstrate that he/she has mastered both the skills'
rieceslary tq write conversation and the basic writing skills of
spelling, punctuation, capitalization, etc.

e) The conversation should flow smoothly and naturally as one
speaker talks with the other (coherence.

f) The dialogue, is due in one week.

8) Allow students the rest -of this class period and 'one more to work
en -the dialogue. Cir.4.ulateamong them to help.

9) .Encourage students o. proofread and rewrite. They may, share papers
with'other students if tiley wish.

10) Collect the papers for fin ai evaluation.
11) After evaluating the papers, b4t before returning them to the class,

selectseveral of the best and ask the authors to select. partners.
Each pair should practise and then read the dialoguesto the class.
Allow the class time to react.

12) An alternative step here would allow the students to choose the best
'aralogues after hearing all of them read. The students should
give specific reasons for their choices.

13) Return, the dialogues to the class. Allow'students who wish another -

opportunity to rewrite their papers. .6

14) Collect any rewritten work two or three ys

IV. Procedure for Students
. so

1.) Collect picturesofcars:and motorcycles for a class collage. .

2) Participate in the readingrand discusslig of the poem or short .0.

' story assigned to your group. ,,,.
,,

.3) Participate in the class discussion of eachAroup..report; .
t...........-

---"--7741Siiiii,i-intriliferfheiliTITItifivi-Tfing erenvers a t f on a lly .

5) Write a dialogUe betweeq a car or motorcycle and its owner. .

Incorporate the requirements as outl,ined'by the teacher.
6) Consult with the teae)er if you have prObTems. You may also consult

a classmate. .-
.

7)-. Proofread and rewrite your paper. Hand it in. ,
.

.8) Participate in the reading.of your paper and /or listen -to the
reading of others. , ''

9) If asked to so, participate in the selection of the best diilogoes.
.104 After listeni closely to the work of classmates, rewrite your

dialogue if y ufeel that you can improve it.
11) Mandin the ritten draft if you did one.

III
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V. Evaluation

Because the focus of this assignment is motivation, the dialogue should-
be graded primarily on its originality and flavor, secondarily on unity,
coherence, and organIzation, and finally on mechanics.
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TOM: Motivating Writing

0

b

i

I. Rationale

.

A

Charles W. Sanders
Independence Nigh School

1967 Patriot Drive
ChDrlotte, NC
Grades 10-11

CONTROVERSY AS A WRITING STIMULUS-

.1
Students are likely to' be inclined to write-when they'see.t$at writing

is meapingful.to them. Writing is likely to be meaningful tostodents

. if it is relevant--if it concerns4hings touching their persolifil lfvips.

Since controversy rea4gly stimulates interest, the teacher can make a
meaningful writing aSngninent after a ng students to inforl them-

selves aboUt some current controversia is*es ( "busing," capital .

punishment, cen5orship, child pornography, or ERA). These issues affect
the students' personal lives; hence, they can.see writing,about then as 31
relevant -- meaningful. #

.

To inform themselves about some controversial issues, students may _ .

listen,lo the radio, read newspapers and periodicals, interview peopl'e',

or watch television. The purpose of this motivair&vel task Is to cause

students to betome'excited about what is going .on around them far their

later involvementin writing about these things. At the same time,
students are sharpening their skills in listening, reading, speaking, I.

taking notes, thinkingk, and viewing.

II. Ob ectiVes

'1) To understand the meaning of the word controversy
2.) To recognize the duty of being an informed citing°.
3) To learn to be probing, questioning, thinking Individuals
4) To sharpen skills in listening, reeling, speaking, taking notes, and

viewing
15) To appreciate writing as an excellent means of expresiing feeling,

informing others, and persuading others

III. Procedure for Teacher

1) Help students to a thorough understanding of the word contiversy.
2) Assign students the job of informing themselves about a controversial

issue, requiring each student to do the assignment individually. If

necessary, take students to .the library.
3). Allow three days for students to investigate /the controversy of their

choice. ,

4) Allow one class period (fifty to fifty-five minuteslofor discussion
of the controversial issues, letting students suggest some forms that
written reactions to these issues might take. For example, students

could write'poems, short 1104-ies, essays, letters,. and themes.

1 93
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IV. Procedure for Students

1) Choose a controversial issue to investigate.

. .2) Take notes do thatriss-ue from-listening to the radio, intOrviewing
persons, reading, and watching television: Notes, should, cover both

- sides of the issue.. .

3) Participate in class discbssion of the controversial issues selected,
:suggesting forms that written reactions to -these issues Might 'take.

4) Write *and rewrite, using suggestions for, revision 'frost, fellow class-

mates.
5)',Nand in the finished product.

-1

Eva,luation

Eighty percent of the grade will be for content; twenty percent,
mechanics:'

/ 180194.
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,TOPIC: Motivating Mrs. Robert 0.. Craig, Jr. .

Mboresville Senior High School
659 East Center AvedUe
Mooresville, NC 2f1;16

Grades 10-12.

I-

4.E0APER PICTURES AS A WRITING STIMULU

.. .
I. Rationale '

A.
Asking students to discover tOe difference between accurate and inaccurate
statements through a newspaper picture collection that will support
certain:generalizations is a "fun,"-yet relevant,-way.to introduce an

iiinallytitil writing assignment. Identifying and evaluating in' written '

IP 'Urn the differences between misleading' and accurate statements sharpens 4.

not only the student's process of.critical thinking,but,ilso his/her ability
to communicate this thinking' effectively to others. The udent must
recognize that generalizations tend to evade much of- the truthe-

,
. .

f ft: Objectives

- -11 To learn to view, to think, and to write with a reasonable degree of
analytical skill

2) To use the newspaper to discover the realities of today's world
-3) To learn to'writeowanalytical paragraph

.

4) To practice basiczwiting skills (capitalization, sentence and para-
graph deVelopment,ipunctuation, spelling, diction)

. 5) Ta appreciate the value of revision as necessary to polished wrilllig-
6,

III. Procedure for Teacher

1) Ask students. to bring copies of newspapers (preferably dailies
of recent date) toclass the fol owing day. -

. 2) Collect an additional 9upply,alo with nine pairs of scissors, an
assortment ofconstruction paper and tape,'

3) On the given date divide students into...three groups, giving each group
extra papers, ten sheets of construction paper, tape, andthree pairs
of scissors.

4) Give to etch group one of the following typed and numbered genera-
lizations: fl Life is beautiful./ #2 Life is ugly./ f3.Life is
challenging.

5)Tell students they are not to share statements with anyone but
members of their group.

67 Assign' students the task oflinding pictures from their newspapers
that will Arove the statement given to their group.

7) Instruct each.group to select the ten pictures they.feel will best
justify their generalizations, mount these pictures on construction
paper, agd quickly plan a format to present their "case' orally,
using mach member in some way:
Allow an overnight preparation for presedtations.

9) Call for students to give their Presentations in the order of their
numbered statements. (Insist that they enthusiastically %uppdrt
-theirgerieralizatian even though they may not accept it as absolute
trUth.),
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10) Hold a class discussion leadthg students to see that two of the

statements are only half -truth and,one is accurate. Explore the -.

hied for being a discriminating thinker.
*11),Tell students to write an analytical paper (due in one week) about

one 'of the following quotations which they should examine for sound

reasoning:- "'Fool, my muse -said to me, 'Look into your,, heart and

write.'" .(Sir Philip Sidney)/ "A little learning is a aangerous

thing." (Alexander Pope)/ "Experience is 6 hard school,Aiut a

fool will learn 11 110 other." (Benjamin'Franklin)/ 'None bUt the

brave deserve 'the fair." (John Dryden)

112) Provide one dayfor student-exchange and teacher evaluation (three
Ttudents per group). *

13) Adjust due'date to conditiocs of papers on this y.

*At this point,' he assignment could go iri many different directions
oth*m than the one indicated depending, of" course, on the direction

which the discussion tees.

ii.
frocedvre for Students

. . b

1) Read statement given and disfflts meaning with .group members. -e/e

2) Search newspaper f6r aPpropriale pictures to prove' 'our general ize- '

'tion (ttatement) is true. .

.

3) Mount with tape on construction piper the ten best pictures to

support your' statement.

i
4) Decide within group on format to-use for justifying theaccuracy of

your statement, assigning,each.member'some specific part in the

present4tion. (Reading statement with introducOry comments/
. Picture presentations with comments (one or two per student')/

Concluding remarks geared to convince Cla0mates that yotir generali -.
zation 'is absolute truth whether you believe it or not)

5) Prepare individual presentation atho0e. .

. . . ,

6) In the group presentation to class,- aggressively defend assigned,
generalization as accurate. ,*

7) Participate in class discussion. _.

.

8) Search for clues to identify sound 'reasoning.
9), Accurately record instruction fRi.writing analytical leper.

10) Clarify any uncertajnties about assignment ,(format /organization/

content/etc.)
.e.

'11) Arrange private conferencesswith teacher if needed% .

Evaluation .

Student and teacher oral evaluations, a class'votie forbest pretentation,
and teacher evaluation of effort Is yell es Ability to,reCognize and
use logical thlakinglwill all be cootidered in final letter g4-ades given

by the teacher. Two grades will be givensaifollows: 1) Group grade .

determined by student-teacher evaluations and class vote 21-Individual
grades determined by teacher evaluation'of eff6rt and ,.student's ability
to recognize and use logical thinking.

C
.
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TOPIC: Wqting Arguments Phyllis F. Sinclair 40
i, . . E. E. Smith Senior - Nigh School

Fayetteville, NC
Grade 10 i. .

f

TAKE A STAND FOR YOUR MAN

I. ,R4ponale

ng the play Julies _Caesar as a rich source of characters-7-Caesar,

tus,- Antony, Cassius-, and Octavius --who bear remarkable resemblances

our present day political ,leaders in their strengths and weaknesses.

o character, the teacher asks students to make an argument for one of

-these Romans who have bees reincarnated as the five andidates for

President of the Unit tates in this year's electi . Invariably the

first student rea orris that none of the men would be a good Ohoice
beoause,they al have flaws; however, a quick reflection on thb hopefuls
\ri our most cent election convinces them thainone of/them were perfect.

At this int students can begin to formulate`opIntons gout how they-
woul ank the condidates and what criteria they would apply in deciding

h to yote. Once each student is-committed to a leader, his Ost is
o prisenI his argument in support of that dan. The technique of argu-

ment is one that student's will undoubtedly have need for as they take
their places in society and attempt to use logical persuasion to convince
other reasonable people to think or act in a certain way., Students sho *ld
be reminded that this type of argument is- directed toward openminded
people who will respond to logic rather than toward Ole kind of people'-
who have prejudiced themselves against change for Irrational or,erotional

reasons.

II. Objectives

1) To develop an understaAding of and to practice the process of argdment
2), To establish rational criteria for choosing a leader
3) To demonstrate an understanding of the character traits of major

.

characters in Julius Caesar f?'oT Roman history and Shakespeare's

pldy
4) To practice basic writing wording, flavor, usage, sentence

and paragraph development, mechanics, and spelling

III. Procedure for Teacher

1
Introduce the task -of writing an argument in support of one of
the Romans -- Caesar, Antony, Brutus, Cassius, and Octavius--who

have been reincarnated and who are the five candidates for President
of the pptted States.

2) Lead students in-a general aiscussion of character traits which they
know these men to have as a result of their Stud,9 of Shakespear's play,
Plutarch's Lives, and arty reference material they have used bearing
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on their lives. In this br&instorming setti-en,inst0--that
, students.quilify, adjective description-ty prOof. ''''-:-.1.i.,

1) Show students newspaper and magazime'editoriils and api,ir-sf
dffective'argument from_several sources. Demonstrate the need
for stating _the proposition, for pnticipating objections to.the
propositions and reaching a decision ab6ut-how to:Overcome them
irk, writing, and for selecting strong evidence to be used both in ;

port,of the proposition and in overcoming the objectiong.to it.
Discuss the honest writer's need to/evoid using name callfpg,
insufficient evidence; slanted evidences, and emotionalism/

4) Allow one class pericid for_students to formulate proposition and jot-
down in note or list form the evidence they will use to support fit..
Circulate in the-class to help with this process.

5) Xsk studerits to bring a readable rough draft to class the third
day following #4.. .

6) Divide the class into groups of three to'read one another's '

noug drafts and give editorial. advice.
7) Act.as-resourte person as the editorial process °twig.
8) Three' s later when final drafts are suteitted, divide the classThree' s

into.swe gimuOs for reading of papers. Have each Student in the
group wri on a small' sheet of paper ttie orie thtng.he thought was -

_mast effective and one'suggestion for improvement tar each paper in
the group. These comments sho6lciiie haRted_to each author individually
as'eath reader finishes. At the end of the pertod-the class-should-
discuss and perhaps list on the board the main strengths and weaknesses
observed in the papers as a guide for future writing lessons.

9) Collect and evaluate final drafts. .

2

IV.- Procedure for Students

1) Select '(candidate to support by participating in class discussion
and reviewing notes made on the characters.

2) Take,notes and participate,in discussion as teacher presents models
and procedure for writing argument.

'3) Present a one minute commentary in support of a candidate. Make
notes on comments received in rebuttal. Make notes on commentaries
and rebuttals 4hich other students present:

'4) Develop a thesis based on a proposition and list evidence that will
support each point.

5) Write a rough draft of the paper and bring a readable.cmy, to class
for editorial session.

6) Participate in editorial review of papers in- a group of three:
7) consider classmates' and teacher's suggestions during reVision of

the paper. "
8)Prepare a final draft to be read and critized for strengths and

,weaknesses by a larger group of classmates and to be evaluated by
the teacher.

9) Participate in group criticism and in class discussion of 'strengths -

and weaknesses and make sOggestion for further instruction and practice
needed by class mempers.

10) Hand in paper to teacher for.final evaluation.

#
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V. Evaluation

.71

The teacher should choosea method of evaluation which assesses the
degree of succeSs the student has achieved in the following areas:

1: developing an argument s.
Ai

2. establishing rational criteria .for choosing a leader
3. Using valid evidencel

demonstating ability to use-the basic writing skills

Students should be, alfo-Wed to revs se the paper and resubmit it_to-the
tycher-after this evaluation if they want to. (*As often as a student,
11 willing to work on a single piece of writing to improve it, you
should be willing to re-evaluate.)

AI

6

a
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TOPIC: Writing Reviews Tom E. Orr.

.Hendersonville High School
311 Eigtth Avenue West .

Hendersonville, NC 28739

STUDENTS AS FILM CRITICS

I
I: Rationale .

.

Film study affords the teacher an excellent dOpartunity tO assist in
the development of a student's Composing ills. It also serves as:a

. somewhat disguised invitation for the student to returw to the "prigied
_..-

word:"
. A A..

....
Since many students tome to the classroom already "Cineliterate," it
becomes the responsibility of the teacher to explore with these ,

studentsthe possibilities for further growth in 'communication Skills.

.
/

.

While the assignments which follow focus on film appreciation, they
attempt to bring students back to the "printed word" and are designed
to provide them with opportunities to improve their composing skills.

. PI_ Objectives

, 1) To extend appreciation of film by studying apprpaches to fi)m
criticism.

t
.

2) To develop basic. research skills
3) To apply film language to poetry and prose in order to sharpen

ability to identify and appreciate the imagery found in two major .

divisions of ltterature.,
.

. -

4) To write a-critical retie's of a filth using a specific approach
. 5) To engage inself exprsion and creativity

.
III. Procedure for Teacher

1) Defirie and illustrate basic film terms; following an-illustration 'h
. . of each, give a Glossary of Fjlm Terms to each student.

27) Lead-gtudents in a discussion of favorite films and film sequences
. (e.g- the deaths of Bonnie and Clyde; the 'chase in The French
Connection). .

3).-Sive each student a short bibliographyof important books and,
periodicals which provideTilm criticisms..

.

4) Assign eeport paper on "What Critics Say About My Favorite Fibe
5) ProvidostUdents with handout on "Six Approaches to Film Study";

give examples of each ty3e of criticism.
6) Ask students to include In report, paper type(s) of filmoorfticism

used by critic. .

.

7) Aik students to brihg to class one of their favorite songs, a song
with lyrics .rich in visual imagery. If record is, available, students
thould bring it to class. Write or type the lyrics neatly for class
use..
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'8) Assist the student in making a short "shooting script", of hiS/her" "

v, - song using filmterms (camera a(tgle, ype of shot, etc.). .

9) Ask student to pla cord' of song.a then ask classmates to respond

as to' how they vi ze'the song.

10 Encourage the stude to write. an original prose poem or scenario.
11) Assign a novel.(e.g: Shane) for reading (2 weeks);.lead class in an

appraisal of elements of fiction` (plot., conflict, structure, theme,

statement, etc.). ,

,

2) Show George Steven's film state; lead class in disCusSion of elements

of film (structure: shots, scenes, sequence and Montage,.matchcating,.

etc.). ,

`13) Assign a criticism of the film that uses the CROSS-MEDIA approach;

, ask students how they might have used otheropproaches.
14) Discuss editing ,process for film; illustrate the,proCess.
'15) Diicuss editing process for writing; illustrifte the procesj4
16)Have students edit for "Publication* their Cross-Media criticilpof

'Shane; small group work.

Note: Students can engalle:in many other composing attivit4es.,
develop a storyboard, Make a slide 'presentation or 8mm film..
In addition, both feature-length and. short film are viewed
by the students and are discussed and/or analyzed. 4

IV. Procedure for Students

1) Learn basic film terms-and give examples/illustrations of each.
2) Participate in class discussion, projects, and small group sessions.
3) Research and prepare report Papers op *What the Critics Say About

My Favorite Film"; determine the type of film criticism used by each
critic. ,

4) Study "Sii Approaches to Film Study":
a) The CROSS -MEDIA apirpach (brook- -film)

1) Elements of ficticin (plot, theme, tone, -point of view, style,
symkolism,,irony, characterization, setting)

2) Elements of-film (shots, scenes, sequences, camera set-up,
lighting,editing, sound, composition, acting)

b)_ The FUNCTIONAL approach (merging of -form and' content--technical

worth % -

c) The THEMATIC approach.(meaning inherent in film)
d) The STYLISTIC approach (auteur) .

. e) The GENRE approach (elements contributing to a type - -westi
f) The CRITICAL-AESTHETIC approach (judgment pf artistic value .

5) Write a prose poem or sceanrio for translation into film terms.
'6) Bring to class the lyrics of.a fvore,sOng and translate into film

terms.

7.) View and discuss critically setectedfilms.
8) Read an assigned novel; see filmdaptation of that novel.
9) Write a CROSS-MEDIA criticism of the two' works.
10) Study editing process. for both film and written composition.

11) Turn in a "publishable" film criticism.
T2) Contribute to "free - choice' activities (slide presentation, collage,

stor'board, etc:).

4
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V. EV1141110,1 ir

Grade is determined by attendance, quality of wrftten.work,
pation group activities, contributions to 'class discussions, and

- demonstrated knowledge of film and film technique.

I.
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TOPIC: Writing Letters---- . : Susan Hoover

West,Iredell Hi Schl:ool

Route 6, Box. 47

Statesville, NC 28677
. 'Grades 9-12

OWCKLE UP!

-I. Ratichale
1 .

-An interdisciplinaryapproath to driver's education was initiated in my
school on the premise that all .departments should stress automobile -.

safety and travel planning. This activity lends itself to many skills
other than driver's educationgalthough*hone will be discussed other than

-'the writing skills of businesS-and 'friendly letters.

The student is told to select a vacation spot to whichhe veil drive:.

Among the tasks to be accomplished' in preparing for his trip will be
maintaining the car,..routing the4drivinwcalculattng the necessary
finances; etc. "The English skills will require that hf/she write A
business letter to the city's Chamber of Commerce for vacation' advTce
and to a motel for room reservations and that-a friendly letter be
written to a relatt,ie to request a visit durin§ the trip (none is to be
mailed). An oral report may represent 'the student's accomplishments..

II. gbjectives
ti

1) To practice writing business and friendly letters
2). To improve in the mechanics and structures involved in-letter writing
3) _To create a trip for enjoyment

III. Procedure for Teacher

1) Provide a -geographical aid for the student to-use in,selecting' '

this vacation.spot (Atlas, road map, wall map, etc.),
2) 'Provide models fo business and friendly letters from textbotks and/or .

teacher-made examplqs.
3) Instruct the student' to complete .the associated travel details_

(car maintenance, mapping routes, etc.) outside of class time.
4) Ass/%t the student in writing the two business letters. The follbwing.

criteria should be explained to the student:.
-To the Chamber of Commerce:
a)-Ask for information concerning the vacation%city: historic

sights, travel tours, motel accommodations, eestaurants, etc.
b) Request pamphlets, maps, etc.-, to assist in the planning of the..

vacation
-To a local motel : .

a) State the dates of the vacation
b) Request the type of acc dation needed (room, apartment, suite,

etc. ). State" time of arriv

c) Inquire alio:1A extra motel_serVices. (pool, restaurant's prices,
laundry, etc.)

4) Ask for confirmation of reservationg and' necessary deppsit.
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I

a-
5) Allow one week for this activity. - . .

0) After rgugh &rafts are comp.leied, permit the students' to -seek ,

Assistance trap classmates in. revising the letters: ',- ',."

7) "Cut* business envelopes. frpm.plain,paper; dfstribute for addressing
(fictitious addresses acceptable). . .

8) Collect4oth.letters and evelopes.
9) Discuss, the differences (contents, structure, and "usages)' w.

between butinest and friendlyietters.-

6

10 Assist the student in writing the triendly./etterto 44s/her relative..
11 Permit peer interaction for letter's revision..

I

-s'

12 Provide a mOck envelope for addressing. . ..

13 .Collect.lette.rs

.'l

OPTIONAt: .
.

.

14) -If time permits,COntinue the activity_ with oral repo

of the vacation -preparations,__If-Adne, the student
.her tbree lets rs wart eof the report. s.

Procedure forStuAntS', .

7

s about all
uld read his/

L

1)Select a vacation spot.. / _ 4 _

2) Master the structural forms ofnisiness and ffiendly letters.
3) Complete:adqitional tasks associated with the'vacation,
4) Write the two business letters, requesting teacher.asSistince when

needed.

5) Seek stullints' opinions concerning needed revisions of the letters.
6) Address envelopes and submit lettOs and envelopes tq the teacher

(Addresses may be-fictitious). .'

7) Repeat the writing-proce'ss.-forthe friendlyletter (stepi Q-F):

Evaluation

114
,

The letters will be eValuated according to the proper, rtince to

-spectTiedeontents, correct Structure, and correct usAge. TheSe will. be' dictate

by the type of letter. Mechanics should be regarded as a valuable
,,Anditator of achievement 'in the successful writing of the business -
letters: Other considerations will include effective working -In class
and preparations-for the-oral report,.if presented.

,

t

F
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TOPIC: Writing an Argument

I. Rationale

SINK OR WRITE

Mildred G. Ogletree
'Columbla Htgh School

ColUmbia, NC -?7925
Grades 8-and 10-11 -

This exercise asks students to take a stand and defend if- situ
4

tion 'they are asked to exploreinvolves six 'people in a sink,..A., .1;
man lifeboat, which will float if two\sacrifice theinselves

-exercise requires the student to thin an write logicall J. etely

in order to convince 'the audience of h s/her point of vim. order to

11 involve each.. student sily to t lemma, the exercise includes

.role playing and'small p-discussion;. Junior high and senfor high

students on,all levels should enjoy thii. assignment.

II. Ob,lectives
.

. ..
, . ,

... .

,1) To,explore many Sides of a conflict s .

,

,.

0 To learn to take estand on an issue and to defend that,stand

unwaveringly
. _-

3) To learn to state a point of view clearly- '-.

4) To learn to present ,enough evidence or reasiihs to be convincing
,

5),To lewd to maintain a consistent tone .

. .
6) To practice basic writing skills, such.os punctuation sentence

structure, and spelling. ,

7) To practice editing skills during eewriting _:. ,..,) ..

III. Procedure for Teacher
_.,,,,

1

1) Hand out to each student a copy of the following Story:

Six people are adr'f in the m dle of the ocean in a lifeboat

. which can hold bn4 r sure' ors of a shipwreck. The silt

people area ten-yea old 1&,-a priest, a criminal condemned

teliTe%imprfsonmerit ther, a nu e, and.an elderly man who

as Jed a successful life. In order for .four to survive, two must ,

jump'overboard and,:of course, drown. Who do you think should. ..

.49mp?. Why?. -. I *44..

2) Afterthe studedts have hid time to rea1,14story; allow 540
_minutes.-minutes for a faiwly free class discuss on. Make sire each "

character in the boat receives some attention.
-----eAl

. 3) Divide the class into groups of 5-6 pupils: :

a) Ask a group of-six to spend about 15 minutes preparing to
role play the siluation. They should end their skit with two

k people jumpint overboied.
7-7-- b) Ask the other groups to discuss the story and coneup with a

group decision in about 15 minutes., The decision sholild be

.unanimous. (Each'group should choose a leader and spokesperson.)
"--a

"41
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Ask the role-playingiArbup to present their skit. t

Ask the spokespersons of the other grou0s7to announce their groups'

decisions. There should be no further dise4sion.

On the second day, lead students to recogniii the elements of ,

effective argumentation. (See'objectives.) Use one br more models.

Have students write in_ciass two or three paragraphs in which they

state and defend their choices for the two sacrificial victims.

Cirtulate among. the. to help when they ask or when you see

a, problem.
Collect the papers two days later.
Divide the student's intqgroups,of fair to six (groups other than

those of step 3) for the purpose of sharing each other's papers and

making suggestions for improvement. Again, circulate among students

to help, but only if asked.
Have students rewrite their own papers and turn them in about two

days later:
Read and evaluate the final drafts.
Display the best.papers on a bulletin board set aside for student

work.

IV. Procedure for Students

1) Read the story handed out by the teacher.
2) Discuss the ions at the end of the story with` he entire class.

Listen care o the opinions of others, . is

41ipt
3) Participate i ither a role - playing activity or a small group

' discussion of the story's questions.
4*. I Study the skills necessary- for effective argumentation.

6) Write a two or three paragraph argument stating and supporting your

point of view. Consult the teacher about problems.
7) Participate in small group readirig and,ditsussion of your paper and

that df others

a

5 Determine. _your point of view and the reasons 4Ior it.

8) Offer suggestions for the
those offered to you.

9) If necessary, consult the
10) WOlte the final draft and

day.

improvement of others' papers and consider

teacher. ,

submit it 'to the teacher .on the desilibed

V. Evaluation
11.

The paper should receive two grades: one for the effectiveness of the

argument (60%),4and the other for accuracy in using basic writing

skills (40%). Effort should beconsidared,as part of the final grade

*--lof the marking period. 9,
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. TOPIC: Writing Persuasively Marcy E. Ashton
Cbowan Hig0 School
Route 1, Box 47
Tyner, NC 0980
Grades 9-11

THE'MOTIVATED SEQUENCE

I. Rationale .)
.

What could be a better reason for writing than the need to persuade

% someone to do something? The purpose of, his lesson i to show students

that there are five basic steps (called the Motivated sequence) that
can be applied to any'form of persuasion, from ads to-editorials to
getting a raise in allowance.

Students will be asked, to locate and bring in different kinds of
examples before being asked to create some'of their own. .

7
...

II. Objectives

1), To develop powers of critical thinking in distingufshing persuasive
.writing from other foOms of writing

2) To understand the five steps of the Motivated Sequence that lead
to a good piece of persuasive writing

3) To practice basic writing skills
4) To recognize the importance of clarity in pe native writing

5);To use revision as a leans to obtaih clari
-.10.; 6) To recognize subtlety*as a virtue in pension

III. Procedure for Teacher

lb Collect as many examples of ads as possible (at least a dozen).
2) 'Lead a discussion of how-these things are similar, to each other.
3) Identify with the students thie following things that ads do'

(although not necessarily in this order):

a) get your attention
b) let you know that there is something you need .

c) tell what will satisfy that need
d) give you a picture (or description) of how great it is to have

that need satisfied IP.

`e, get you to buy the product or idea that satisfjes the need.

This is the Motivated Sequence.
(Note: b and c can be combined in a piece of writing or advertising,
and e is often implied rather than stated.)

,

4) Have students make a list of as many other forms of persuasive
writing as they can think of. As a class, discuss the lists
Do not leave out such occasiorialgly persuasive forms as novels and
poems, in add ti to` the more obvious editorials, commercialsr"
letters fo thd4ditora pcilitical cartoons, campaign speeches,

)(etc. How are these similar?
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)

c

udents,ppe.
.

`of -these thee tasks: . .
t

. ...

ng and,...bringing in five ads, identifying with each the steps
MotiNfated Sequence

3

2'

Al -

ng fve`television ideotffying with each the
s of-theMotivated Sequence

f ngand bringing in aa:Iliporrfiye editorials, letters to
editor,.and/orpoliti artoont, idenAfying.with each the

teps of the Motivated -.5a4uence.

cuss-What the student's have brought in. .

Istudentrto ohobse a.40rOduct of an idea tolpell" to.osomeone.
task is therfato ceette:

a televiiion-or.Tadio commercial

1 an ad

-AND

8)

c) either' a speech,jiftdrial, or letter to the editor. .

Each piece should u the steptsof the Motivated, Sequence. Illus--
tivetions and art work are definitely appropriate.

Remind students thatitheir writing need- not ..read-a.ike this to follow
the Motivated Sequence; "Attention! You need vhigh mileage car.
_VW is a high mileage car. Just think about not having to pay as
much for gas. Buy a W..

9) When'papers come in, have studentt work in small groups, (no more t,hip
five) to exchange papers and identify the steps of the Motivated
Sequence in student..wIrk. Where the steps are not clear, revision
is called for.

10) Allow students to_wrte a final draft. The final draft is to be
accompanied by a statement in i7Sealed Envelope which has the
student's name on the outside, of what it is the student wants his
reader to do, buy, believe, or ponder.

11) Coliettjapers.
12) (OPTIONAL) Vide6taPe some of the - class' favorite student commercials.

-Record the radio spots.? Send the editorials and letters to the editor
of,your,school or loCal newspaper.

IV. 'Procedure for Students

1) Discuss yith the class the ads your teacher has brought in.
2) Decide hU thesi,arekimilar to each other;
3) Write down the steps Tf theMotivated Sequence and decide how they

apply to the ids.
4) Write down and then discuss other kinds of writing that are trying

to. get you to buy something, do. something, believe something, or
think pbout sotnethipliIsoMetimes even novels-and poems can do this);

5) On paper, identify ,the steps totopthe Motivated Sequence in either:
a (ive-newspaper and/or magazine ads thatiru can bring toffs,
b) Five television'commercials that you ha just seen,

.

c) Five editorials, letters to the editor, and/or political cartoons
that You can bring to class.
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2 .

.6) Discuss tbesein rlass0/4
7) Choose o prodytt.or idea that you want to "sell" to someone. Create:

eviston or radio commercial,

9

c) either a speeph,.:an editorial, a letter to the editor, o

,political cartoon', convincing people to do what you want

tb.do. Use the Motivated Sequence. wc,

8) R emember that'sometimes the steps of the Motiaequence-can be p

i lied rather than stated.

'vdtgd

ed. Mot every ad ends', illir"Buy our product!"

9) n t ass; work witfi asMall group of other ttudents. .Read each

other's'work,,discus's how it follows the Motivate4 Seq4ence, make

and take suAestions whow to Make !kings `clearer:

10 Write your final draft. t

. 4
.

11) Writedown 6n a piece of paper what it is you.wantlyour reader to

-do, buy, believe, or think about. Put this, into OA envelope. Seal

the envelope, put your ope on the outside, ands attach it 4o .rie

final draft.
12) Hand In your work an the day set by the teacher.

,

.A e
V. Evaluation ,

Students work shduld be evaluated n'the basis.of how well they accomplish

their stated objective (which st1 ild not be read until after you have

reacted to the work). All three pieces should have a single purpose.

4
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TOPIC: Descriptive Writing

A FOCUS ON DETAIL

Sally W. Sisson ' 41
Needhist Broughton. High"School
723 'Saint Mary's Street',
Raileigb, NC 27605, .

,
or

I. Rationale

Most students, when' asked. to write descriptively, respond with
generajities ("The lake was beautiful, 'The clerk was ugly," "The
mansion.was luxurious"). They fail to understand the power that the
professional writer fipds in spec,ifics.

Before making a descriptive writing assignment, a teacher might do. I
well' to find or write an example of a good descriptive paragraph;

----% ditto it; and ditto, also, anothef.yersion of the paragraph -i'n
which he/she uses only generalitiei. The teacher might also-profit
from Don Murray's A Writer Teaches idriting (Houghton Mifflin 'Company,
1968). Murray's boo* contains valuable advice-and many helpfdl

. examples of effective specific..
---s.

There are also even suggsted- lesson
pl s for writing units.

. --

followt is a potpourri of-suggestions for teaching the value of
specifics. The teac.ber-tody want to use them all at once,, or he/she
may want to ititersperse other activities between some of them. Regard-
less, the teacher is urged to send students out with pencil and paper
to take notes on intriguing locations before writing ascriptions of

, , .

I -
them. , / .

#

II. Objectives

6

i) To develop powers of observation
2) To develop an awareness of the comnunication power of-specifics

and to pra ice using thei tiY'
3) To develop an awareness of the effectiveness of details IOW involve

as many,of, the five senses as possible
4) To practice organizing specifics Into an outline' for a pap r of

more than, one paragraph
5) To practice writing a piper froni an outline

. 6), To practice basj writing skills (capitalization, sentence develop-
. ment, punctuati n;spelling, paragraph development, diction)

III. Procedure fbr the Teacher

.i) PiCk a time when them i s a local eyed:that stutlentt can enjoy
describing (such as a state 'fair; a entity fisir,'or a flea market1

2) Make a list of pikes that lendAblimmselves to being described
effectively (by students who cannot attend the event).. Examples
of such places are bus, stations,; train stations, and shopping malls.

196
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. 3)-Lead discussion of the specific and the general. Be sure students .

understand the difference as well as they think they do.
4) Distribute dittoed copies of "Hope" by Sandburg from The People, Yes.
j Lead discussion of the effectiveness of details h? has chosen to

. symbolize hope.

x
1). Ditto a list of 'a5 tractions fof which, students can furnish meaning-

, ful specific details (almost symbols). Some that work will are
. . poverty, loneliness, success, class, security, frustration,ThapPiness,

embarraisment, andfailure., 1 1

6) Give students_a few.emples for No. 521PLoneliness isvatching
TV aioneon Friday nfrt." "Happiness is 'eating cucumber sandWiches
in a porch swing.TM. "Class is,)oetking over an optn manhole cover and,
not falling in.")

.

.

7) Give students fifteen to twenty minutes to fill in ipecifics.
8) Collect students' lists.
9) Make a ditto sheet containing the best specifics. Have each student

represented at least once. ,Distribute sheets WI students. to admire
and keep. .

,

'40 Lead discuss.ion of the power of specittps-to coMmunicate in all
v writing. -- . ,

.

11) Read (or distribute an dittosheets) samples of effective paragraphs
which make good use of specific details. bon Murray has a beautiful
one on page 43 of A Whiter Teach Writing. -

12) Lead a discussion of the fiance of mood in a paragraph.'
13)' Work with students to,list appropriate specifics for their class -

(Swedish ivy on file cabinet, NewYorker magazines on conference .

14) Lead students to disoover the dominant impression (mood) given by
spetificsdiscard those that can't fit the mood, organize the rest

...

into groups that cduld function'as paragraph in essay. Point out
to students that professional writers take ame route; from
specifics to finished product.

101 Lead students in a discussion of they power of specifics that appeal to
a sense other than sight.

16).Give students the ,list of their choic s for a descriptive paper,
17) Ass'ign students to take paper and pencil tothe event or place of

their choice and jot down at least fifty specific details worth noting
(toddler's-cries over lost baloon, fat lad's handful of cookies, a
ohild't hand's stickiness, a hot dog's aroma of onions). Urge
students todWfive at least A few for each of the ive senses.. Suggest
students divide paper into five columns, label each calumh with the
name of a sense, and write senses in appropriate columns. .

18) After,students have specifics, direct each student 2 find the dominant
mood implied by his/her specifics.

19) Circulate while students organize specifics into appropriate outlin)es
and begin papers.

IO) Announce that the next day w411 be a "b;1k day" and that paperi will
be due the ?text day.. ( ap a class may be able to turn papers irr
the next 110.)

1 21) Direct each student tp s it his/her rough draft to two "editors" who ;-,

will give written critiques on it. At least one editor should be .

another member of the class. The other editor can' be another class
member or he/she can.be someone who attended the place/event with
the student.
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t

'122) Svg§est.that each critique-include two to five strengths about the
piper and one to to weaknesses in content and .one to tliree
weaknesses infmechapics.

.

_.. 23) Serve-as critic- and adviser throughout the unit. -

,24 Have students submit revised papers and crft4ques'on appropriate date.'

:15. Rood and evaWa.te'finished daperst ,
.26 Display beft' papers on bulletin .trdftw: Suggest -that students submit

.

-. them to the litettry magazine.
.

,

. t, -

1,t- \Procedikri for. the Student'
. t

p. r,.
-4 .. 1) ilarticip4tetin class discussion of specjfics and of Sandburg's:liope.

1!
ZrWritc _meaningful specific for each arstract tern furnished by

'the' Cher., --. i .
3) Parti ipate in composing a list of specifics for- the classrOom,.
-' finding the tenant' mood implied by-the specifics, organizing the

ft% frOm

Oecilt info groups, and outlining a paper that could be written
.

,

,
. t

. . t.

4) Choose an event or placrfor desc?5tive paper. .

r

5) Take paper and pen to location, and jot down fifty specifics divided 1
into five columns labeled with the.names of thifive senses.

`6) 'Discover dominant mood built by most of the specifics. Discard those

-

that don't fit.
7) Organi;e specifics into appropriate groups and write an outline4Om

.

then.

8) Write rough draft from outline. . ..

9) Draw up critique, sheets froi suggestions given y teacher. Wave'
appropriate spaces for strengths and weaknesses % .

r

10) Seek4eacher's hel whenever needed.during themunit.
11) Get two people to c itique roegh draft.
12) Serve as critic for nother student. Point out strengths and

4aknesses in content and mechanics.
,:ad critiques thoughtfully, And revise rough draft accordfng to

:appropriate suggestions. . 1
14) Hand.in revisjon and critiques.

, .

t Evaluation
.../- ,--,

The teacher can give a grade fpr partfcipatiom throughout unit if,
he/she wishes. The teahcer definitely should give two or three grades
on the finished paper. Approrpiate grades might be on content, style,
and mechanics. Grades should be put on papers and in gradl book.

_pow
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TOPIC: Writing Anguments
(.Secondary Focuses - Writjpg
for Variety of Audiences, Research
Skills and Techniques,

I.' Rationale

LETTERS TO AAN

(

.

Mrs`. Robert 0.Craig,Jr.
Mdoresvilie-Senior High School
659 East'Center Avenue
Mooresville, MC -28115.
Grades 10 -12

.,. ...

Giving students an opportunity to disagree with one 'of:Ann Landers'
answers to'a questton ffom a young person on.a.coMmon teenage concern .

.is a useful writing assignment% Teenagers reflect a wide variety of
moral values and feel 'strongly about such controversial` issues as-the
Equal Rights Amendment, abortion laws,- nalization and/or legali.---

ue:711"
zation of marijuana,' etc. In making pos ive contributions to the solu-
tion of problems related to thew iss , youthjall.of us) mast search .

for answers, think deeply, and firite clearly. This assignment should
therefore help students develop researching, thinking, and writing.skills.

U. Objectives

1) To analyzevontroversial subjects through careful research
.

2) To seandh for conclusive evidence to justify beliefs and to
them in a convincing manner .

.

3) To organize.evidence and correlate the relationships involved
,4)- TMlearn research skills and correct bibliographical form
S To becole aware of basic moral and political issues

46 To practice critical thinking
7 ilvlearn the correct way, to write a tactful, formal letter and address

t enOelope
8) To practice basic writing, skills (capitalization, punctuation, spelling,

paragraph development, see nce development, diction) .

9) To appreciate the value of vision as necessary to polished writing,

III. Procedure far, Teacher

i
1) Have students elect an An lenders' answer with .which they disagree

(either in Whole or in. pa ) and-one which has been directed to a
teenage writer about a controversial subject.

2) Assign students the task of writing a convincing refutationn correct
letter form.

i

.

3) Discuss the meanie the word controversial and help stbdents
identify the most Crucial current controversial issues.

4) By using textbook material, the chalkboard, transparencies, and models,
.dhow students the acceptable forms and style% to write a tactful,
convincing letter.

5) Set a maximum of two ktunfired words 'for letter length.
6) Teach students proper bibliographicarform and research skills.
7) Limit sourees to periodicals and interviews.
8),Give.tiim weeks for the total assignment;selecting the letter,

reseirchtng for convincing evidence to refute answer, writing, revising,
and completing their own letter:
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9) Allow four days for students to prepare presentations for class
, where they read original question and answer, their letter of

disagreement, and just'
re

cation of their viewpoint (research
evidence, reasoning, c use /effect relationships," etc.)'

10) Ask' lass to'evaluate ach presentation and add teacher comments
(suggestions on what to keep, what to delete, organizational

.strengths Vr weaknesses., .sentenCestructureetc.)
11) Us'e one class period two, days before assignment due date far

individual student -teacher'conferences to concentrate mainly on
correct letter format and mechanical errors. (8ive free _reading
time or an assignment work period to those not engaged in conferences.)

12) Move students submit a bibliography of sources used for rebuttal
material in letter.

13) Collect, read, and evaluate letters.
14) Return for overnight revision; collect again and mail.

If. Procedure for Students

ly Select an Ann Landers! letter with which you disagree (either in
whole-or in part).and one which has. been directed to a teenager
about a controversial subject.

_2) Read letter carefUlly, analyze it, and decide on points of.
,

disagreement.
3) Study and master the fbrm and style ,of a formal letter.
4) StOdy and learn proper bibliographical form and research skills.
5) Research for rebuttal evidence using periodicals and, if possible,

a personal interview with someone who is an authority on_the issue
involved. .

to6 Make a.bibliography of your rebuttal-fnation.

i

7 Write your letter, limiting it to a maximum of two hunditd words.
8 .Participate in dais evaluations of student letters and take advantiF-

of student- teacher evaluations.
9) Arrange,for extra pre-arranged time with teacher if needed.

t10) Revise and complete In final form.
It ) Submit the letter, addressed envelope, and bibliography of sourcest

on assigned date.. ,

V. Evaluation

A letter grade will be given for this a ignment. Format, mechanics,
preparation, class Orti.cipation, clari of-thought, and argumentativt:
substance will all be evaluated. Argumentative substance along with -\
cldrity of,thought and expression will be.weighted mare heavily than
other factors in grade given.

0

/
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TOP4C: Wilting a Resea4h Paper-
.

. Rationale

Richard Lebovitz
Cape Hatterai.School
Buxton, MC .27920

. Grades 9-12' -

PERTIALIZI THE RESEARCH PAPER

Many teacher's who question .he requirement of a research paper have in
bled the laboriously esearched, %tudiously footnoted, third-person,'
term papers they were required to write in college. The -research
paper that I think retains value for the high schoolstudent is one
that involves the student in the search for something of personal
importance. My experience at advisor for Sea Chest, a Foxfire-
project located on Hatteras Island, leads me to believe that the-
.exploration of one's family and community is as valid a domain for
research as books and magazines in the school library. For many
students this exploration will motivate them not only to research
books and magazines but to read them with real putpose. The popularity
of the Foxfire Books and Roots supports my belief that family histories,
'local history, and,locaj traditions and lore.are bonafide restatch
topics. 'Furthermore, they are within reach of students in urban and
-rural schools alike.

Another aspect of the Foxfire learning approach that may have4onsiderable
-relevance in reconsidering the use of the research pape?' in the assroom
is. the idea that what is important is not the final product
processes leading up to it. When a student hands you his finished paper,
he is like Jason- returning'home with-the Golden Fleece. By suggesting

'to your students topics like those I have mentioned, you start- them out )
on'a meaningful quest, yet with one significant differences For Jason,
the fleece was already in'its final, perfect shape. If you want your
studeng' work to be as "perfect," you are going to'have to offer them.
guidance, evaluation,- and support. '

Finally, what I am suggesting hereis not a magazine; not another Foxfire
' project, but a proven high-interest writing activity proportioned to

'meet research paper requirements and the teacher's available time.

II. Ob'ectivei
a

1) To research and write a 5-10 page paper on your family history, on
some aspect of, local history, or on some local tradition or lore

2) To learn about your family or communfty history as relative to
you and the world around you

3 To learn the basic research skills,, such as interviewing, note taking,
summarizing, paraphrasing, labeling, and Ordering

4),To learn the basic format of the research paper, including.bibliography
anti footnotes

5) To practice basic writing skills,'such as capitalization, sentence
development, puncutation, spelling paragraph development, dietion
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6) To practice rewriting skills, such as editing, re-thinking, an
revising .

. .

III-. Procedure for Teacher

1) Introduce at the begfnning of the term or semester the assignment.
2) Conduct a brain-storming session with your stOtient§ in.which you

, discuss the general topics of family history, local history, and -

local traditions. Ask them for the names of people; places; things .

that would be interesting to find out something about., Write these
on the board. Suggest others: When the list is fairly complete, tell
them to 0 home and think about one subject.that they would like to
explore. Tell them to ask around to see what they can find out
about these things.

3) Hand out a list of the topics the next day to remind the students
that they're to be thinking.

4)Ask how many students have ditided on a topic and cuss these
_ topics openly in class. This will get the undecidill or lazy ones

thinking,
5) Conduct the same sort of discUssion on the last day for deciding.

If any student has not decided by that date, suggest a topic to--
him/her. Keep the list of topics and names of students on the
blackboard as the students make,uptheir minds. (Procedures 1-5
will take a week and will be conducted during other class activities.)

6) Introduce the idea of sources as people, newspaper and magazine
articles, books,.journals and diaries, graveyards and family bibles,
photographs and paintings, maps, drawings, blueprints, etc.

7) Keep the research personal by asking the students to discuss; then
to write down what they know about a subject; then to talk to members
of their families,_parents,-relatives, etc.

8) Explain note-taking to'them, interyiewing techniques (an interview
is a conversation with someone abat something), use of quotations.

9) Allow the students one to two weeks for interviewingr.lsetting aside
time periodically for individual conferences and clasf discussion.

10) Once the students have accumulated theiprimary material (a date
or deadline should be set' for this) and you have gone over it with
the students, direct them to newspaper articles, books, and magazines.

11) Explain how to take notesfrom written sources (paraphrasing, quoting,
labeling the source, bibliography, and footnotes). If the students
ask how many, suggest three or four, or however many they need.

12) Allow the students one to two weeks for locating their sources,
reading, and taking notes*, .setting aside time periodically for
individual conferences and class discussion.

13) Once the students have accumulated their secondary materiil (a date
or deadline. should be set for this) and you have gone over it with
the students, take some time to talk about organizing their notes
and writing their papers from them. This should have taken as much
as five weeks for a term paper. Writing and rewriting will occuPX
the next four weeks.

I
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. 14) Set aside plenty of classroom time for writing. Cirtulate among
the students to answer their questions and offer advice.

15) Assign students to groups of three for peer evaluation.- Papers
_ Should be read aloud at least once to oneself or to-the group. Direct
the students to use some kind of editorial sheet for evaluating _

each others work. Each student should'read the others' work.
16) Take up the individual papers and any rough drafts and notes on the

"due date.
AI

IV. PROCEDURE FOR STUDElegl'.

1) Select a particular topic from the categories suggested by the
teacher. Discuss,it with your friends and family. When'you have
decided what to write your paper on, report it to the teacher and
write your name and.the topic On,the blackbird so that other
students will not'* wittingly duplicate it.

2) Write down everything you know about the subject-You have chosen.
3) Ask Our family and relatives about it and write this information

down.

4) Decide on several people you could interview for information for
your paper. Write down their names and discuss them in conference
or in class with the teacher.

5) Talk to the contacts during the time period your teacher has allotted.
If you tike_notes with pad and pencil, be sure to write out your
notes fully when you get-home, otherwise you.will forget things.

-If you tape-effEbrd the interview, jot down 4 brief outline to help
guide you through yousrtranscription.

6) Label your notes according to one of the stems suggested by
your-teacher so- that they can be better organized later.

7) D4' cuss with your teacher,how'to go about locating secondary sources
(books, magazines, newspaper; etc.) and let him /her, know what material
you have found so that he/she can _help you find additional,material,
if necessary.

8) Take notes and label them so that they can be organized later.
9) Organize your notes from the interviews and.the reading and begin to

write your paper. You will need an introduction (answering the
. questions, Who? Why? What? Where? When?) and a conclusion (relating
what you learned or summing up). '

10) Let the two other members of-your grpp read your paper, making
comments and suggestions on the elitorial evaluation sheet you attach
o your paper. Any corrections that the others in your group make .

.should be numbered and written on the evaluation sheet, with a
correspalOing number or letter td`the margin of your paper.

11) Correct misspellings or mechanical errors pointed out by the others
and make any revisions you feel are necessary.

12) Hand in youf final paper along with all your notes and rough drafts.

V. Evaluation

The research paper should be graded according to tfte following formuia:
50% overall quality; 25% effort; 25% mechanic The rough drafts' and'
notes are handed in to help,the teacher assess the students' effort.
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When the 'papers are ready to hand back, the teacher might want to
suggest various post-writing activities, to the students; such as
preparing albums of family history, serializing the articles in
the local newspaper, assembling the articles into a magazine, binding
them for -use in:the school or local library.

4-.
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TOPIC: Mini Research . Tom 6. Orr - --

HendersonvilleHigh School/ 311 Eighth Avenue West
Hendersonville, NC

A READINGS.NOTEBOOV

I
t-

Rationale
4 -

The Readings Notebook is ayalUable aid for both students and the teacher.
It is usually a composition notebook-in which the students record,
background information to aid in the understanding of a subject.

-For the teacher of any survey course in 'literature, this notebook can
provide a way to supplement classroom study while at the same time
teaching and/or reinforcing basic research skill's. The teacher may
provide the_student with a course outline or a list of research topics

,appropriate to the course of study.

The student is advised that the Readings Notebook is his/her own study
aid and should "work." The notebook will be taken up periodically,
and grades on class discussion and/or contributions, short papers,
and tests will be influenced greatly by the quality of notebook entries.
It will serve as a communicatiOn link between the teacher and the student.
The student should clearly understand all of this.

ICI. Objectives

1) To use the library effectively.

2) To sharpen reading and research skills
3) To_use.a variety of resource materials
4) to understand connections among writing, reading and speaking skills

III. Procedures'for Teacher and Students

1) The notebook might contain sections for Historical Background and
Author/Cricicism Material.

2) Entries in each section follow-an agreed upon style and are written
in ink.

3) Beneath the source entry the stident is allowed to quote directly
from that source, identifying each quotation with page number for
later referral oe footnoting.

4) The student is not to take. notes or to paraphrasedirec t quotes
only. Taking. notes and paraphrasing are taught as learning skills
in other activities and are not a part of the Readings Notebook
activity. Since the Notebook will eventu y serve as a resource
book;the author's words as he/she.expressiOrthem should remain in
tact. Also, the teacher in rewarding the notebook's excellence will
be better able to focus on reading Ind research skills.

5) The length of the quoted material is determined by its importance
and value, but students-are encouraged not to make them too ion§
or too short.
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)6) The student is to charige the bibliogriphy entry only when he/she
changes spites; thus, any number of quotes can appear under a
gingfe bibliographical entry.

7) A "tag" or "slug" is placed in the left-hind margin as a clue to
the_content of the quoted material. This makes for easy cross
reference.

8) The student is encouraged to react-to the quoted material; however,
this must be'done by bracketing. and the student's comments mdtt be
clearly apart from -the quoted material.

9) The teacher can write comments and make suggestions for further study
on any page or beside a particularly important quotation. The hope A
is that a dialogUe will be about ideas:and research methods and

. will, carry over into conferences with the student, The student-who
has completed excellent research on a'topic of concern to the entire
class will be asked to give an oral /report or direct others to,the'
right sources. 1--

10) If the student follows the style and qUotes directly from his/her
sources, the student'044 not be penalized for mechanics, spelling,
etc.

IV. Evaluation

lrEach week'the student is given'an opportunity to share research with
the class.

2) One or two short papers based on the research of the student may be
required:

3) $ome tests might be based entirely on the contents'of each student's
Readings Notebook.

4) Teacher-student conferences will include a discussion and exchange
based on the Readings Notebook.

5) The teacher may occasionally call for a bibliography of sources used
during a specific tithe period; this provides,the.teacher with the
opportunity to check the variety of sources being used and to guide
the student 'to different sources.

6) If properly done, the student can use. the Notebook and its contents
.

years later.
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TOPIC: ,Writing the Research .Paper Sally W. Smisson

Needham Broughton High' School.
723 Saint likry's Street
Raleigh, NC 27605
Grades 11-12

RESEARCH Pte A'REAS( 01

I.' Rationale
4W

Too often stents, "di researchm-for the sake of 'doing a paper."
A relevant topic helps them become acre enthusiastic about and
adept at research: A topic assigned to Swarthmore College applicantsin 1976 furnishes a topic with which students can. become involved.

The year is 1876. You mey expect to live for_ another
thirty-five years. What person would you want to know well
during that time? For what reasons?

The students may do libeary research or personal ?htervfews. They
may choose someone who shared their interest $n music, art, science,or some other field; they may select someone who benefited mankind;or thgy may follow the pattern set by Roots and research one of their

.0

While researching and writing, they will have a chance to clarify
values and goals. They camalso"practice using the library, taking

'_

notes, writing paraphrases and Pieces, and writing footnotes and
bibliography.

/
This assignment works well as the first written fgnment of the
year for juniors and seniors: It can serve .as a diagnosticpaper.

II. Objectives
4W

1) To decide what character traits one admires and wishes to,
cultivate inisimself

2) To refine one's goals .

l'

3 To determine the traits one values in a friend
To practice using the library and/or interviewing
'To practice using footnotes and a bibliography in an assignment
other than a formal library paper,'

6) To-practice organizing a relatively long paper

ti41-

7) To practice ba c writing skills (capitalization, sentencedevelopment, actuation, spelling, paragraph development, diction)8) To apprecia thervalue of revision in polished writing .It) To practice giving constructive critiesm to peers
,
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. III. Procedure for Teacher'

. 1) Give studentsethe, quotation from the Swarthim5re College 1976
application. - blank:

_

The year is 187E. -You may expect to live thirty-five' more years. What person. would you want to knowwell during that ti.a?'For 'what reitons?

2) 'lead students. to, an understanding of what the college hddeS' to
learI from the essays.

3) Lead disciissiim in which students lifTpurces of information
that will -help them determine 'the subjects of. their -essays.
They may list-teachers (history, art, music), books (text and
tibrary), grandparents, other authorities.4) Lead a dtscutston on the infivence other people have on ourlives---_(Possibly mention Sennyson's "Ulysses :"' am a rto all teat I have met."

) Remind students of need to footno and introduce all .para rasedand quoted-inaterial.. ("As nes TiFeT7.747" Accorcli to"Srlith.s.
6) Present 'students with proper form for footnotes and bibliography.

(Use ditto sheet or chalkboard or textbook.) _7) Give students two weeks to research, read, outline, and composepaper.,
8) Impress on students the importance of revision.9) Ask students_Se turn in with their papers three, critique sheets-

deatingwith the rough draft. Critics should include at least
. one class member and at least one *authority" (musician for

paper on musician. etc.).
10)- Suggest form for critique sheet that includeS plasma for one to iv'. three bits of praise (at least one), oneto three suggestions

for improvement of content, and one to three suggestions fore
improvement of. mechanics.

11 )- Serve as critic and resource person.
12 Allow three class periods for researching and readipg In thefirst week. .

131 Allow two class periods for criticizing and revising in'the
sedond week Tone near beginning and one near, the end).

.14) Circulaite-alibng students on all work days.
15) Read and evaluate finished ,papers.

. IV. Procedure for Students

4o-

1) Particfpate,in.clas discions on values, friends, and sources.2) Select person abo whom write fter limited research on theperiod from 1876 911.
; 3) Research person y, reading' and/or interviewing.

4) Take notes, on sesearchOrpr'eferably on note cards with one pointper card). : , .

65iParaphrase all material,not copies as direct quotations.
. Learn form for footnn.tes and bibliography (even though usingAhem sparingly). ' --
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7) `Organize ndtes into rough-draft.

8) Select three people to read rough.draft: Include at least one,

clais 'weber and at-least one "authority in field."

9) Serve at critit if asked-by classmate.

10) Revise paper-after read*Wcritiques thoughtfully.
11) Haild'in.on designated atIcritiques and revised paper.

V. E101uatip:

r.

Four grades will be given and recorded for this paper. One will

be for content; one, for style; one, for mechanics; Od one for

the special techniques Involved in the paper (use of footnotes,

use ofibliography, and application of suggestions In critiques).

V

7.
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TOPIC: 'Writing the Relearch Paper

RESEARCH BASED ON PLACE NAMES

I. Rationale

.Mary W. I'

HellAiroro High School

Ball/ %ore, NC 28442

10-12

To generate interest and resourcefulnest by using a different kind

of topic is the purpose of this assignment in which pupils discover.

the origin of place names. This can develop into a full-blown

paper with all the note rds, bibliography, etc., without the

papers being so lengthy and burdensome4or,the teacher. The stu-

dents will bp exposed -the enfire process of researching and

writing a formal . Also, _by using place names within North

Carolina, the students will adS to their knowledge of its history

and geography. --
II. Objectives

. 1) To learn (or review) the fundamental ski of research

2) To use gcuptable. itandards in,format Merin mechanics,

31 To familiar with available resources

4) To-learn more about North Carolina

5) To recognize and to master thelormst and style of a formal

letter, it necessary
6), To apprecial the value of revision

III. Procedure for Teacher

1) Have each student s'ilect a colinti of North Carolina. Each stu-

dent will have a different county. Exclude the one in which

the school is locat.e42 (An alternate topic might be the states

of the United Stites.)
2) Using three or so ofthe official state maps, cut out the county

the pupil selected and give to him/her to use as a guide for place

names,

3) Explain that the object of the research is to find the origin
of the name of the county and the county seat plus the, origin
of a' specified number of other towns, rivers, bays, mountains, ,.

and/or other geographical natures. For example, in Wake County.

who-was Mr.. Write? Who was Mi. Raleigh? WhatJs.an Apex? Is -

Meuse an word? In writing the paper, each pupil should
give enough information about each name to identity the person
bra his cognomen to a designated spot and other pertinent

to make the paper interesting. The teacher may specify
the minimum number a studekt should include in addition to the
name of the county itself and the county seat. (Some will want

4 to ecceed the minimum.)

"1*
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one or, ire class Hods reviewing or introducing research
s, fol inite procedure that the teacher prefers.

Some textbooks give step-by-step guides. The amount of time,
necessary for this will depend bn the class and their previor
experience with research. 4W

5) Use one or more class periods in the school library. Again; this
will'vary,'deOending on the available resources there.

6) Direct attention to other places for materials--public libraries;
college libraries,, if nearby; etc. (Of course the public
libraries have an exchange system wherdby ono011y order books
from the State LiWary, etc.)

7) At this .point, letter writing .can become a part of the assignment
by having students write to Chambers of 'Commerce for brochures, Mt.

8) Follow a schedule for progress reports. The following is an '

example,o, a possible schedule:
a) First check on note cards :Two weeks from time

assignment
mv40) Check thesis statement and

tentative.mtline Three weeks from time
_

) of assignment(

c) Second check on note cards----------------Four weeks from time
1 of assignment

d)-4 Check on first rough draft Five weeks from time
of assignment

.e) Editorial session likth'peers------------1-Following the above (#d)
. f) Submit to teacher revised copy of

paper with note cards, bibliography,
and rough drfft-r-----.4--------- Six weeks from time ,.

, ofassignment .

9) Schedule individual conferences 'with ttudents afIer their papers
have been read. Make suggestions for final revision.

10) Collect and evaluate polished copies.-

IV. Procedure for Students

1) Select topic for research /origin of place nafnwithin one mr.-

16

county).
2) Take notes and follow ,the guide suggested by the teacher for

iesearch techniques.: 1,,

""----.
3) Use all avialable resources. AT*

.

.

4) Use the proper format for a business.lett7 if writing for
information. .

5 Follow the schedule for periodic pregrets reports. I

ro6 Engage in peer group advisory sessions. .

7 Revise and hand in (in folder or large envelope) the rough draft,
the corrected copy, the note cards, the bibliography cards, the
bibliography, and the outline'with the thesis sentence.
Confer with the' teacher at a scheduled time and at any othe
time that help is needed.

.0/1
-.

9) Revise a second time.
10) Hand in polished copy 4t the designated time.

i,
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V. Eitaluation

Evaluation will vary according to the teacher and the'grading system
Used within the school. One suggestion for grading Is to S or
S+ on the paper itself and then to use a test on research skill's to
arrive at a traditional grade. Such questions as the fol ng
could be used: 0

ir
1) wpat is libe purpose of footnotes;

.

2) (Are quotation Larks necessary.for paraphrasing? Why
br whnot?

3). When is Ibid.. used?
4) Arrange '&following in correct bibliographical form:

(Provide elementfibr four cot five entries for a
bibliography) :

r way to grade a research paper iNas fol141:-

on content, effort, perception
93% vided as teacher sees fit for his/her class on
mechan s, thesis, outline, footnotes, bibliography, general
formst/fleatness

.
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TOPIC; Writi

nal.e

Research Paper Susan Hoover -

West Iredell nigh School
Route 6, Box 47-S
Statesville, NC 28677
Grades 9-12

"YOU JUST AREN2TICURSELF TODAY
_

-

Students often find researching famous people enjo le and absorbing.
After finishing a unit of literature dealing with ple who have
risen above the "common sway," invite the. student select one of
the pebple studied and to research his/her life..

1

44.

%
As a preface, this project was successfully done with my students
in World Humanities; an adicanced class. The project was a culminating
activity at the close of the year; therefore,, the list from which the
students chose was extensive. My students.chose from some of the
following: Plato, Aristotle, Socrates, Abraham, Peter the Great,
tatherine pf Russia, Elizabeth I, Mary of Scots, Voltaire, Rousieau,
Milton, Bach, Shakespeare, Archimedes, Pasteur, Newton, Gertrude
Stein, DaVinei, and others. (In my activity many readings were
from sources other than literature because of the content of the
courge.)

After the readings are completed and the selections have been done,
the students are required to read a minimum of one book about the
selected persoh (291 necessaril a standard biography), to research
the life and major c of the person, and to locate two,
anecdotes about the person to dealbnstrate human interest. The
teacher assists in the researcbing'and the writing of the findings.

-

There is no "formal" research paper required in the sense of a.
"term paper "; however, 144e student is expected to record his/her
findings. Consequently, mechanics such as takipg notes,. constructing

Isoutlines,
and recording footnotes and bibliographies must be

reviewed or initially taught. Writing, though, is the secondary
product 1 the activity; research is the primary one.

To cap off-the activity, each if my students was expected "to beiLome*,
the person who was researched. The student obtained a costume and
wrote a creative monologue dealing with an overview of the persons
life, a You Were There" approach. The student presented a enimum
of den minutes' information, recounted in first petson. The'refore;
Creativityalso played an important part in this activity.

Objectives ,-
, -

1) To disc ver the special'qualities of a famoustferson through
-readin researching, and writing

)2) To st ngthen*research skills (writing mechanics, outlines,"
footno s% bibliographies, etc.)
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3) T6 apply research techniques-and results to a written profit
4) To engage in creative expression through the creation of a

dramatic monologue
5) Jo corrlate writings, technical and creative, with other

methods of artistic expression, such as costuming and dramatic ,
speaking

III. Procedure for Teacher

1) Compile a list of "special peop)e" Obtained fromthe readings
done by 'students.

.

2) Assist the student in making the choice of whom to research.
3) Accompany the student to the library and assist in obtaining

at least one non- fict5ve or biographical book on the subject.
4) --Allow one week in cuss for- reading the book.
5) Teach some practices of note-taking, emphasizing .the necessity

of organization.
6) Present models of research skills. Refer the student to

examples in textbooks or handouts.:
7) Stress the necessity of avoiding plagiarism. ii.
8) Assist the student with additional research for one week.'
9) Confer with students regarding mechanical problems. Assist

in organizing notes.
.

.10) Allow two weeks in class for the writing of a 500-1,500 word
paper summarizing the student's findings. Assist the student
in organizing the notes taken.

11) Permit the students to confer with you and fellow classmates
for advice regarding revision of the rough draft(s).

12) After the final draft i completed, collect the papers.
.13) Allow an additional week for creating a dramatic monologue to

be presented to the class.
14) Confer with the student about the costume and rent dra4t of

the monologue.
15) After consultation with the student, assist in the revisions.
16) Permit the studenioftto present the monologue to the class

(memorized/aited- -net read). I:
17) Collect the Witten monologues.

iV. Procedure for Students

1) Select a sukJect tp be researched from the list supplied by
the teacher.

2 Read at least one book on the ;wbjeCt.
3 Master thg mechanict of taking"notet, making an outline, and.

constructing footnotes and bibliographies.
4) Narrow the subject to.one aspect suitable for a paper 500-1,500

words; continue research.
5) Confer with the teacher when necessary. ,

6 Write a rough .draft(s) after note cards have been organized.7 Consult with the'temcher for aid in-revising the rough draft(s).
8 Complete a final draft and submit to the teacher.
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' 9) Work in class one week, c sing the monologue to be Presented
tithe class; secure the costume for the presentation.

10) Consult classmates for any help in revising thf dramatic
monologue.

11), Learn' the monologue and present rto the class (minimum of
ten minutes).

12) Submit the written monologue to the teacher.

V. Evaluation re."-,
r

'/1

Thkre_are'mantaspects to be considered for evaluation in this
activity: using class time, planning class work, Using good

---------Atisources, researching lhe paper, mastering the mechanics of
research writing, writing a quality paper, creating an interesting
monologue, and presenting an effective oral accotat of the I
monologue. Since the majority of the time is spent working on
the paper, the teacher may desire to grade on the research
accomplished and on theuality of the paper written. Another-
grade would cover the creativity and presentation of the mcmo-
logue, but it woulgoreflect directly on the amount and quality
of research done on the subject -three grades might possibly be
earned.
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TOPIC:. Writing the Research Paper Mildred E. Mbdlin
John T. Hoggard
Wilmington, NC 28401
Grade 12

PRE-WRITING GIVES FOCUS TO RESEARCH

I. 'Rat;ionale

Time is a precious commodity in the research process. Students
sometimes flounder for days before deciding upon & subject and
then discover that-available sources are inadequate.

A statement of purpose for the research written before the note;
taking process begins requires the student_to decide more specific
direction for the.work that follows..

The teacher Should have a wide rangeottopics and spend time
reviewingvtewing research skills. Afier students compile a.list of sources
available for their selected subjects, they learn how to write a
statement that ultimately develops into the thesis for the final
draft, They practice a writing technique and establish priorities

,that save time.

II. Ob ectives

1) To increase the productivity of time spent doing research.
.2) To narrow the subject and focus on-available sources
3)1 To simplify questions regarding which facts should be recorded_

on note cards
4) To clarify the purpose fdr and direction of the research area
5). To have practice in developing a thesis statement
6) To share ideas and materials

III. Procedure for Teacher

IdBegin discussing researct possibilities whenever.they come up.
Prepare a ljst of many resear6 ideas and distribute it to the
students. ,. ,

.

3) ,Spend one clas period discusiing the list and allowing students
to add suggeStions.

. ..

4) Allot two nights for students to mall over the suggestions.
5) Review research skills one or more days, depending on class

needs.
.. 6) Have stdemt hand in subject he/she is considering. Mike tom-

,, ,-) ments on eacP card and return them the following day.
7). :rake students to the library far two clais periods to make a list

of every s urce available that looks promising. Lists should
have the tle and author.pf the source, the library tall number
and page umbers, and, in case of periodicals, name, clatf, Volume,
and page number.

.

"1;,)

1
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8) Instruct students not to take notes. They -may browse trough
*aerials. , -

9) Check source lists in class the following day. Students who do
not hive the required number of sources must agree to use other

. facilities or change subjects
10) Ask students to write a clear paragraph statement of the purpose,

focus, and major sources for the research. The assignment should
be due the next day.

11) Use a sample paragraph on the overhead projector or duplicate one
to use as the assignment is discussed.

12) Set up smell groups the,next day to evaluate statements and to
share knowledge of materials.

13) Circulate and-act as adviser.
14) Assign a final draft of the statement for the following day.
15) ,Collect papers and, add comments.

Pr6cedure for'Studen

1) 'Consider research ideas presented in class and explore other.
- possibilities.
2) Keep careful notes on the review of research skills and ask

questions when uncertain.
3) Submit one or more ideas for search.
4) Use library days to locate as many sources as possible.
5) .Keep a list of the sources.
6). Write a paragraph explaining the purpose.of_and pOssible

direction for the research, listing major sources.
7) Participate in. group evaluations and share -knowledge of'

materials, other students might use.
8) Revise the statement of purpose.
9) Consider statements made.by the teacher on the final draft.

V. .Evaluation

Give credit for completing the first mAJor step in the research
process. The student needs helpful direction more than evaluation
at this stage.
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TOPIC: Creative' 4riting

I. Rationale

. Mary-ii. Mintz

Hallsboro High School
Hallsboro,- NC 2042
Grades 10-12

HOW TO INSPIRE'RELUCTANTPOETS

To trick reluctant poets into writing is the purpostdf this assign-
ment. First, pupils are given a choice of assignments. Also they
are 'given a "frame* within which to work so that they will have a
point of departure.' This does not eliminate the chAnce to use
figurative language and whatever other poetic devices they may
choose. In one assignment especially, students can demonstrate
their knowledge of abstract and corcrete'language. 'In additio*,
the task can be viewed as fun instead of work.

II. Objectives

1) To review and practice using figurative language
2) To. review the difference in abstract and concrete langyage
3) To express feelincs and/or opimigns In poetic form

III Procedure for Teacher
,

1) If possible, lead into this ass4nrent from a study'of Poetry
in which figurative language has been discussed. Or recall
for the students some poem that.has easily recognizable, imagery.

2) Ask the students to wrtke a poem using one of 'the suggestions
given (or more than one, if they are so inclined).

opj'a

a) Write the student's own telephone number vertically iiia,Use
that as a guide for the plumber of syllables ch.line will
have. A zero may mean a stanza division perhaps the
creative student may think of something more clever like
'0!" The teacher may suggest topics for the most reluctant
one.. The poem should include some figurative language.

b) Choose something abstract such as an emotion kmd write five
lines, one related,to each of the five senses, to express
that abstraction in concrete tines.
First line a color
Second line - a sound

Third line -a smell
Fourth line a taste

---0-1-=Fifth line a touch

,
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i) ABC Pam. Gcr through the alphabet having each line.of poetry
begin with the next'letter of the alphabet. jor a short
incoMplete example, note this:

, All

Boys . (The letter X is somewhat difficult.
Can For it, they may use_words like-extra,'
Devour spentirxtra.)
Edible
Food

qo Greedy
ebc.

2). Allow one class period for a working session. .

Have students bring in their.work one or two days, later.,
Have them share their poetry with others.
Have Vitorial sessions with other members of the class to help
improve work.

6) Have students polish poemi and bring them in for evaluation.
These poems are more effective if-put on poster paper for display.
Then the reader may see how-the telephone number was used, or
how the alphabet was used. The second suggestion-is effectively
illustrated with concrete objects or pictures ofthe same, as
for.example,

Fear is a dreary gray it:7'. : (a block of gray color)

> Use something for each line.

I t. tastes like a mouthful' of cotton.

,IV. Procedure for Students

(Clue,a wad of cotton.)

1) ,Participate fn class discussion when reviewing figurative
'language and abstract and.concrebe words.

2) Choose one of the options presented by the teacher to write one
or more poems.

3) BON the poem th4class ai the suggesteolptime. s1

4) Participate In the peer-group advisory sessions.
Apt) Revise work,
6) for more effeitive-display, arrange the. poem on poster paper.

It may be illustrated, also.

SUbmit the finished product to the teacher for evaluation.

V. Eva uation -

_
.

All students who complete this assignment should receive an S. Those

4t
who go beyxd the required work and do two or more poems weff should
be given , which translates into an A, if it is necesstry-to compute
gradeknumerically
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TaPIC: Creative Writing -Estelle Mott

North Mecklenburg
'tHunterville, NC
Grades 10-12.

CREATIVE WRITING "BLISS"

I. Rationale

In fiction, "scenes of recognitiOn" occur, often enough to suggest
the need for,exposing students to several examples of them. The

. examples can, in turn, provide for creative writing assignments,
thus-combining reading-writing practice. "Bliss," by Katherine
Mansfield, is the short story for.use here. Additional examples
fora lengthier study could include two of the short stories in
Joyce's.DUbliners("Evelinemand "The Dead") and "RevelVion" by
.Flannery 0 Conner.

II. Objectives..

1) To understand what...is meant by a "scent of "recognition"
.

2) To experience the study of imagery, use of coloP, and symbolism
in the short story "Bliss"
To see how Mansfield creates a total impression of-blits in
the Wry

4) To realize the author's sense of timing to make-the final scene
one4Of immediacy and recognition

>1) 5) To achieve a'high point of understanding and utilize thesmoment.
i for writing "#

III. Procedure for Teacher

12

Astign the reading of the short story "Bliss."
Use the following question for a short in-class writing assign-
ment: What purpose does the pear tree serve to the meaning of
.the story?

'3) Lead students through a class discussion that will cite imagery,
use of color, the symbolism of the pear tree and how these
contribute to the meaning of the story.

4) Invite students to find the one statement which serves as the
clue tgkthe "scene of recogrifil'on" ("Bertha Young had for the
ftrst6t1me desired-her,husband"):

) Be sure the climax of the story is'made clear. (The young wife,
Bertha, sees her husband show his attraction to Miss Fulton and
makes plans to meet her the 'next day.)

6) Call attention to the end of the story as Bertha Young asks,.
"What shall I do now?" The writer concludes with, "The pear
tree was as lovely and as still as ever."

7) Nake the writirg assignment, offering three choices and asking
../ttudents birchoose one.
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a) By writing a poem; capture Rertha Young's feelings as sloe
has known this day of bliss, her first time to know passion.

b) Show in first person (poetry--perhaps an imitation of Masters'
form in Spoon River Anthology) how Bertha Young reacts to
the happening in the story as she recollects the day of
bliss and the evening of revelation (her scene of recognition)

- as holding real significance to her life.
c) ,In a short prose writing, view the day and evillingfrom

Harry Young's (the husband's). point of view. CFMAuggestion
here is that this could be a confessional on'hisjpart,.with

,the student determining whether he would confess ta his
friend, to a rAychiatrist, or to Bertha herself. This could
be written as a dialogue.

VV. Procedure for Students

1) Read the short story "Bliss:"
2) Come to an understanding of the literary devices being stressed

by the teacher in "Bliss."
3) Choose one of the writing assignments.

. 4) Prepare the. paper.

5) Edit and revise the paper.
6) Turn in paper to the teacher.

V. Ellmagir

ef

1) The grade given,by
411

the teacher will be determined by how well
the student's writing shows understanding of the full meaning
of the story and by how well he/she is able to go beyond the
story through imagination to try anotheg writing genre.

2) A second evaluation will be made by other students in the class
who react to several of the papers to determine which hold
greatest mere.

4..
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WIC: Creative WO ring
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WRITING ABOUT SURVIVAL

Richard Lebovitz
Cape Hatteras School
Buxton, NC 27920
Grades 9-12

atiOnale
yrI

One of the most successful obeative writing assignments I've tried
is based orr the thlme of survival. I adapted for high school level
a list of questions about survival on a desert island and a.map- k
originally -drawn up fo-releinentifyyupils (see Jean Fiscker,
"Survival Meantiketaying Alive,71,eachee (April 1977), pp: 73-74).
Group activity using these verbal and stimuli will make
writing possible even for the most reluctant writer.

,,.

r:!

There are ample literary and visual examples of thi theme to refer-
.to. Nost of the students'are familiar with such. ent films as
"The, Poseidon Adventure" or "Survive" as well as the books on which
these films are based. There'are also short stories, such. as 7
Jack London's "To Build a Fire," which examine the qualities that .

enable or hinder heroesin their queSts fir survival. Variations
of the same, assignment may be used to explore modern problem of
survival as over - population and hunger, pollution and nuclear
holocaust. The subje5t demands that students draw on all their:
irventiVenesssto help the hero out of the dilemma or to let-the
hero perish.. '

.

.
.

Though designed as a first- person narption, the student could
easily write the story-in the thirciperson. This writing activity,
will take from seven'toten dayi to complete. . '

II. Objectives
N
-,, .

.

1) T(ipse the itilag.A ton.. r dressing either real'or imaginary
PrOblems pf-SAP 1, '

2) To, learn how tolosganize a uence narrative detkils
3) .To practice baNcrwriting rewritilo skills (editing,

proofreading, revising)
4) To explore the poss$il itiesTof treative literary expression

and the'vanjout forms it may Make 41,

1Ii. Procedure.for'teacher

1) introduce the theme, of survival to student's through discussion
of movies and,booki'.whiah they have seenor,read. '

2) Hand out a map of a detert island or_similar hopeless setting,
with a:few pitfalls and a.fea,itemsthat may prove helpful, along
%ltha list of questions for the students to answer. (Example:
How did xou.provic)e for shelter? What did you eat? What did you

. do for clotheens) Let the students work in groups'of three to
produce their anwers. Then let each. group read aloud its"responses
while the others listen.
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3) Read aloud seletions from the literature of survival.. Many
will like listening to the description of Robinson,Crusoe's

shipwreck. Reading both the narration and segments of the
daily journal provides examples of two modes of, written expres-
sion.

4) Additional readings may be introduced A4 the class.. This is
ire a goods moment to bring iii some of the'literature for them to

read and discuss in class. I've USiesuch short stories as
To Build a Fire," mAntaeus," and "A 'Old Attack bf Locusts.'

'Since I wanted my students to develop full-blown characters.
I asked them to identify the qualities the heroes of these
stories needed to survive.

5) Make the writing assignment,' giving the students a choice of .

using the questions and map for their story or-developing their
own story without the use of -these aids.

6) Circulate among thg students,deing yourself available for -
questions of -pelling or gra*mar.

7) Provide time for student evaluation and commentary so that the
work is read aloud by the author or another student at .least
once and edited by two other students.

.8) Write youi- own story of survival to share_with your students
when they have completed theirs.

IV. . Procedure for Students

1) Discuss alms and books you've seen and read with the teacher
and rest the class.

2) Work with other students in answering the questions out
rysui a desert island.

3) L n to and discuss the teacher's reading selection frOm the
iterature of survival.

4) Read and discuss the short stories the teacher assigns.
5) Compose your own story of survival, either using the questions

and map you worked on with the group, or drawing your own map
and answering your own set of questions, or perhaps coring up
with your own story and own unique survival situation.

6) Have two other students read and comment on your work, using
,the editorial evaluation sheets for their comments and suggestions.
(The evaluation sheets leave the original manuscript unmarked
and allow the student'to think before making corrections. Mist4kes,
suggestions, reactions may be coded by numbers or letters on the
manuscript. These would correspond to the numbers or letters on
the evaluation sheets.1

7) Read aloud your writing after you have finished and make any
additional corrections.

v 8) Hand in your finished work, the evaluation sheets, rough drafts,
and notes.
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V. Evelmation .

The dirk should be graded on the basis of its organization (Does it
have a beginning, middle, and endf), its eevelopnent ifs there a
coherent sequence of events?;; an0 its use of details. The
.quality cf the writing should be assessed and counted as two grades;
the effort should be assessed andtcounted as one grade. The student
may be directed to do prescriptivqework on two or three major
mechanical errors. The rough drafts and notes help the teacher
assess the students' efforts.

(A very good sourcebook for creative fiction in the classroom is
Karen N. Hubert's Teaching and Writing Popular Fiction, available Its
from Teachers s Writers Collaborative, 186 West 46 St., New York,'
NY 10014.)

6
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,TOPIC: Creative Writing' Jawes Scheakenberg
Gumberry High School
Gumberry, NC 27838
Grades 10-11'

THE EXPECTED AS A. WRITING STIMULUS

I. Ratton1ale

In order to produce student interest in writing, experiences must
be designed that arouse their curiosity and desire to communicate
tier own feelings and experiences. In this 7-8 day lesson, the
stunning ending of Robinson's poem "Richard Cory" will be a moti-
vating source of writing reinforced by Simon and Garfunkel's song
"Richard Cory," a modernized version Of the poem. After class
discussion of the poer and song, the teacher will provide the
students with a chance to related unexpected elements in their
own lives or those cf others through discussion and compospion.

II. Objectives

1) To recognize that wealth ddes not imply happiness
2) To compare and contrast the poem and.song
2) 'To understand that characters in literWre face the same

problems we do that can never be outdated
4)- To understand that surprise may or may not be avoidable
5) To learn ways to avoid disaster if pcssible or to deal with

disaster when it strik4s
6) To practice rote taking skills
7) To practice basic writing skills (syntax, sentence and paragraph

development, punctuatior, diction, spelling)
8) To see revision as necessary to produce good writing,
9) To practice ed4torial skills

III. Procedure for Teacher

1) Prepare and distribute a handout of the poem and the song
found or Simon and _Garfunkel's album "Sounds of Silence."

2) Obtain a copy ipkthis album for class;
3) Read the poem and lead the class to an understanding of its

meaning. Ask them to discuss how ordinary people felt about
Richard Cory and why be may have committed suicide.

4) -Play the record. Allow students to' sing or. beat out the rhythm.
5) Lead discussion on which version they eneed best and wby, and

`ask them todiscos how the song places aristocratic Cory
into a more modern setting.

6) Ask students, to jct down several unexpected experiences in

their own lives or those of-otbers.
7) Divide the class ieto groups of five. Ask them to relate one

experience to the group and its effects on them. Encourage com-
ments by other group members on wheels said.
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8) After 2-3)days of prewritinq, assign apaper with a one page
minimum on one of the following:
al Pretend you are Richard Cory's psychiatrist. In a session',

he mentions suicide. Write what your advice would be to
save him from immigent death and restore hivhappiness.
Use aoplay or r1 story form.if desired. Role playing
this in may provide an additional stimulus

b) Wr to a story on the experience you related to the group
- and the lesson leotned from it, if any
c) Considering t yod'feel to be the necessary ingredients

for a happy 1 fe, write about what you think may be lacking
in your own life and how you might fill this void.

9) After 2 days of composition, divide the class into groups of 3.
Have both students read the other's rough draft and list on a
separate sheet of paper at least 2 strengths and 2 weakneseS
they find.

10) Allow one day for revision in class and circulate among students
.. .0 answer any questions.

11) Ccllect the papers and evaluate strengths and weaknesses on a
separate sheet. Reed some of the best to the class

IV. Procedure for Students

1) Read the poem and take any not that clarify the meaning.
21, Discuss why you think Richard y killed himself.
3) Listen to or sing the song-and d s the modern activities

he is engaged in.
4) Jot down several unexpected experiences you have had or

witnessed.
5) Discuss in groups one experience and your reactions to it.

Respond to what each groop member relates to you.
6) Select one of the three choices give for composition ant

compose a rcugh draft.
7) In a group of 3 students, read the other students' rough drafts

and list on a separate sheet at least 2 strergths of thd4r
papers and at least 2 ways it could be strengthened.

8) Collect thebother students' commits and use them to revise
your paper. Hand in on the assigned day the final and rough
drafts, the other students' suggestions, and any other work_,
you may have done.

V. Evaluation

One grade will be given, based on the following percentages:
1) Quality (ideas, organization, style, sentence structure) -

50% of the grade
2) Mechanics - 25% of the grade
3) Effort observed t class participation and time spent wisely- -

25% of the grade
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TVC: Creative Writing

BLAST OFF!

Susan Hoover

West Iredell High School
Route 6, Bex 47-S
Statesville, NC 28677
Grades 9-12

I. RatiovIale

4
Boa reports canbe the most boring assignment a student and teacher
suffer through. Writing poetry can also be drudgery to a student
and teacher. Th activity is a method to incorporate writing the
book report in form of a-poem and hopefully overcome the book
reporting malai e.

(As a preface to this activity, it should be explained that my
World Humanities students, advanced ones, read the epic,. Beowulf.
The Canterbury Tales, and Shakespearean sonnets. Unbelievable as
it may seem, the students were excite, ,,ut the epic, fascinated
by the pilgrimage, and delighted with ,ic pentameter.)

The book reports involve the main character o the book in a
pilgrimage to _the moon. Though not an epic each character
is to demonstrate at least one characteristic the epic hero.
The student may write about any aspect of the character: his/her
life, his/her relationships, conflicts, resolutions, accomplish-
ments, etc.

The structure of the one-page poem has only one requirement: iamb45,
pehtameter as the meter. The heroic couplet, blank.verse, or
sonnet form (ary of the three major fonns) cart serve as a rhyme
structure.

r-
Each_poem is read aloud upon completion. The class then engages
in a discussion of the newly-created pilgrims to the moon. The
literary selections which serve as the bases for the activity are
reinforced.

)1 .' Objectives

1) To practice creative writing, mmely,'a poem
2) To learn the iantic meter
3) To draw correlations among literary selections read and

product written
4) To enjoy a sense of accomplishment from succeeding in a writing

activity

s.
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III. Procedure for Teacher-

-
/ '1) Review the dominant characteristics of the literary selections

which will serve as the bases for the creative book report.
2) Permit thd students a class period.to outline the story approach

in which the main character is found. .(Is the character happy;
is the character's life tragic; is there a great moral lesson,
etc.)

3) Announce a one-week time period.for creating the poem (the
pilgri46

4) nakeava able to the students, through textbooks, hand-outs,
eta., a itional explanations and examples of the characteristics
of the is hero and%the iambic meter.

: ) Confer wl the students as the poem is created.,
6) Allow two dditional days for student interaction for comments

arid sug Lions for revising the pomr.
7) Encourage each student to read his/her product aloud, explaining

the rhyme structure used.
8) Select several book report/poers for publication in the school

newspaper; display others throughoUt the room.
P) Discuss with the class the comparison between the hligrims

in The Canterbury Tales and the pilgrims from the writirgs.

IV. Procedure fors- Students

1) Review class notes on the literary selectioni read.
2) Decide the isvartant characteristics of the main character in

the book.
3) If necessary, review additional sources to gain insight on the

epic hero and iambic meter.
4) Write the book report/poem in class, seeking assistance from

the teacher when necessary and being consistent in the rhyme
structure selected.

5) Consult classmates for suggestions to revise poem after rough
draft is corpleted.

6) Revise writing.
7) Read the creative writing aloud, explaining the rhyme structure

used.

8) Subeit the poem to..the teacher.
9) Join class discussion comparing the pilgrims going to Canterbury

and to the moon.

V. Evaluation

The book report will be graded on creativity of thought and
consistency of meter and rhyme. However, the teacher may wish
only to award credit for completing the assignment if the student
has been unsuccessful because of the new skills (rhyme, meter)
involved. My students, though, were very successful in their
efforts to produce this poem.
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TOPIC: Creative Writing

mg.

CREAT,E A BOOK REVIEW

Mildred E. Medlin
John T. Hoggard
Wilmington, NC 28401

Grades 10-12

Rationale'

Book reviews can be a creative writing experience 11-the student
and a creative learntg experience for the teacher instead of
sterile critiques that frighten students and bore teachers.

Creative revi allow the reader to,share his/her feelings-in a

relaxed and ve y personal way when they are done in a variety of
forms over riod cf two or three weeks. Not many students
become critics cr formal reviewers, but if they continue to read- -

which is certainly a desirable goal--they continue to share their
reactions.

A number of choices liven to students when they begin to read a
novel, novella, play, or biography will allow them to have an-
exercise in creative writing and afford opportgnities for thinking
and understandingon more than one level. One caution: Use this
method on a limited basis, perhaps one time per year.

II. Objectives

1) To avoid the term 'creative
2) To use creative writing as a means of reporting or reviewing
3) To share feeli'ngs and facts without fear of misinterpreting

the author's meaning
4) To see an author's skill in writing sentences that carry keys

to the. theme

5) To write without pressure of a short deadline
6) To experience deeper appreciation for reading
7) To write every day
8) To practice editing and revision skills

III. Procedure for Teacher

.1) Assign the reading of a novel, novella, play or biogFaphy.
2) Tell students they will not write the usual report or review

or give,an oral report.
3) Astign a written reaction to the book. Allow two-three weeks.
4) Offer the Tollowint suggestions and invite students to.add to

the list:

a) Keep a jburnal-as you read. Record each date-from the
time you begin until you finish the book. Be honest. If
you did not read one day, say so. Make frank comments
when you are bored, confused, or delighted. You may quote
sentences you liked or ones that caused you to think.

.

Mention other books, stories, poems, or plays you are
reminded of. Share challenges, joys pr moral dilemmas you
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,have in common with a character. What insights did you
w,4 gain into yourself and others? (These are suggestions, not

required reactions.) _

b) Keep i journal for a character in the book. It may be
limited to one portiowof his experiences

c) Write a poem with a theme found in the book. Briefly
explain the background, using .prose

d) Write one or more personal letters from one character to
another and write a reply if you.wish

e) Write a love poem (or another type) from one character to
another. You may use free verse, sonnet, haiku, etc.

f) Write lyrics and/or music for a song that grows out of the
reading.

5) Encourage students to try more than one writing suggestion if
they have time.

6) Remind students of the assgnment during the 2-3 weeks by
'brief discussions of what they are reading.

3) Allow several short time periods for consultation with teacher
and peers.

8) Use the class period for sharing on the day final papers
come in.

9) Display all papers on a bulletin board. Honor Lqnests to

keep journals privatb.
10) Evaluate and return papers immediately.

. IV. Procedure for Students

1) Read a novel, novella, play; or biography.
2) Be aware of key ideas and sentences.
3) Select one or more writing suggestions.
4) Identify with experiences and emotions of characters.
5 Read without fear of invel4d comments.
6 Seek editorial advice fromrclassnates and teacher while preparing

a rough draft.
7) Discuss the book with poem and/or the teacher as you read.
8) Prepare a final copy with careful attention to editing ant

revision, especially of poems, letters, and'songs.

V. Evaluation

Since it is virtually impossible to grade what a student experiehces
when reading a book, do not use a letter grade for his/her reading or
writing. Instead write comments on another sheet of pdper.

Tell students they will receive credit. _Call attention to few
mechanical errors and be generous with praise and personal comments.
Let student comments durlig the sh ng day serve as another
evaluatior standard for the wr
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TtPIC:" Creative Writing

COMPOSING THROUGH READERS' THEATRE

-1"Alt
-i-

-4:. I. Rationale
1 f

tHigh school students need to develop language concepts,_images, and
-i' 'Isym4p1sadequate,to give significance to their-experience. Through

/written composition and creative drama -a student can often objectify .

his /ter experience and. fire what Robert Frost calls "momentary
stays against the confusion cf the world." . .

Tom E. Orr
Hendersonville High
311 Eighth Ave. West

Hendersonville, 1 28739
Grades 10-12

I Readers' Theatre is an exciting art form and'it is readily adaptable
to the classroom. Teachers can adapt the use of such a technique
to their needs and situation. Readers' Theatre recognizes that
literature is action-oriented and that the funCtion of the oral
interpretor is_te discover and share 'pis action. The purpose of
the following project fn composition is to,find a union among these
coMponents: the literature, the reader, and the listener. Its

gteatest value is that it develops creativity in students and is
an outlet for creative talent.

The task given the students is tc'develop a Readers' Theatre
production frog, their own poetry and prcse and to perform that
script before an audience.

Description of Sample Project

Adolescence. What dces the word Mean? Thqpdore Roethke calls it
"an ill-defined dying"; Samuel Butler, "an-BVer-pralsee season."
Regardless its meaning, adolescence is a time cf confusion--a
time filled with triumph and disaster, fulfilimert and frustration, .

pleasure and pain, joy-and grief, hope and disappointment, perception
and bewilderment. "Time in a Dattle"lwas an attnpt to reflect haw
a group of students, as adolescentsfelt about the world and
the,selves. The students were enrolled in a 9-weeks course is
modern poetry.'

,The title of the production comes from a song by the late Jim Croce.
This song served as a unifying element for the production, especiall

the line "But there never seems to be enough time to do the things
you want to once you find them.' The students worked individually >

and in groups. Contributions to the script care from the students'
own-poetry and prose.

Each student was evaluated by the number and quality oflhis/her
contributions. The teacher also took into consideratico the time
spejt in rehearsals and in the _composing and editing processes.
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A variety of methods was used to create suitable material--improvisa-
tions,.brainttorming sessions,*theatre games, assigned topics, and

. others. Opce the class felt sufficient material had been developed,
then thi editing and arranging of the selections into a working
whole began. Decisions were made as:to'the suitability of material.
Compromises were made; initiatives were taken._ t

Once the-roUgh draft was developed, copies were -ma& and distributed.
to the class. The Class as a unit.evaluated the script-and decided
on speakers. From this point Until the performance before an
audience, what took place was a daily shifting of material'for
emphasis--editing, adding andideleting for totareffectiveness.

. .

The final production revealed the attitudes and feelings of a group
of "adolescents." Perhaps a song written by one of the students
best expresses the idea: "Who am I? Who am I?'

When did you look to see
What is reallyme?
Who am I? Who am
I'm ME."

II, Objectives

1 To engage in self expression; to discover and share
2 To objectify experience through comet on and drama
3 To see the union among these compoltents: the literature, the

reader-writer, the listener
4)). To enrich literary fare while studying significant modern poets'.

To develop interpretive-skills and to write for a purpose with
a definite audience in mind

6) To develop creativity
7) To enhance perception through the use of lighting; figurative

language, rhythm and sound values

III. Procedure for Teacher

1) Provide "saturation" sessions,-using a variety of methods- -to
establish "flow" of student ideas:
a) The Ungame: Students play a card game of questions.

(Kimm Company, Los Angeles)
. I) What js your great,estefear?
2) When Tres the last 'time you cried?
3) What "turns you on?" 114

4; If you could live in another time period, what period wound
it be? Why?

5) If you could"change anything aboot this school, what .

would it be? Why?
b) A Slide Presentation (Moods and Feetings): Ask students to

give titles to each slide and explain or react to each slide.
c) A Question-Answer Session: Have students write a question

to the class. Do not allow students to identify their question.
d) Favorite Records: Have students play their favorite records

by popular musical groups,, etc. (e.g. Jim Croce)
4;14
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e) Oral inteebretation of literature: Read aloud poems and
favorite passages of prose.

.2) Invite students to bring to class a poem, a song, a paragraph,
f

a picture, or a favorite quotation.
3) Provide a "contribution"' box somewhere in classroom'where

students can *posit ideas.
I 4) Explain, Readers' Theatre 'to class and provide a sample selection

so that students will be able to sekthe type selection suitable
4for this kind of production -(e.g. Maftrials of Millay, Wolfe,,

. ,iO4:1 Frost are exceptionally popular).

5)" Begin improvisklons using situations apron to members in the
class; 'gets_ student suggestions., Tape Record.

6)_ Assign one of the f ing compositions:
-a) . "An Ineffabl e"
b) "Rel i vi °Li rience"..--

v-- c) an oriOr41. ent
d) 'an ititernal rronologue ;- -
e) a short-dialdgUe -

411.

f) "if I Could Step 0 Myself"
g) "A age of Mtn o

, -

h) I L f and Inv 1 (Whitman)
4.

i) a 'ca Logue poem e.g. Rupert Brookes "These Have I Loved. . ."
7) Provide opportunitiesAQr ',buzz sessions" and/or small group

dilcussions built aroUR ideas expikessed in class discussions
atff/or written compositions. 'r I

8) Select a conrittee to .develop the rough draft.
91) Gties over the sequence for adaptation to Readers' Theatre:

a) Selecting
b) Cutting .

c) Transferring and editing
d) Staging.

. 10) Encourage committee to find- the best compositions and the best
parts of each composition--even if it's only one-line. , ,11) Take inventory of tilents found in the class (Dance, pT
musical instrument, sing).

.
12) Allbw the students charged with developing the rough draft to

cut and tape together a suggested order for presentation; type
an ditto-mailers for copies to be distributed to class for
critical evaluation; suggest breakdoin for speakfts.

13) Select speakers and assign production conmittees.
14) Rehearse production; assist students in, editing, deleting, and

transposing for overall effectiveness.
15) Set up performance date. . .

.

16) ProVideeacb student with his/her-own copy of script.

3.

IV. Procedure for Students

1) Participate in ass and small group discussions, brainstorming
- and question -an ffer sessions.

.
.,

' 2)r Stuffy 'Readers' Theatre b.otb,as an "art form and a a -4chntquefor oral.presentation of Titerature.
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fi
a) What is Readers' Theatre,?

15) Typei of .literature for Readers' Theatre?
c)' Adaptation_ of literature for Readers' Theatre
d) Mounting Readers' Theatre

1) '.Lighting ,

2) Movement
3) Setting
0. Costuming

e) Evaluation
3) Choose writing assignients that provide best opportunities for

contributing to productioqr
4): Participate in all phases of production from its genesis to

Its presentation before an audience -- writing and collecting
materials, cutting and adapting, and casting.

Evaluatipn

1)' The production:

a)' A spectator must be more aware of what he/she has 1"ard then
seen.1-

b) A Readers' Theatre production should offer an author't,
. work more,than can be obtained from:silet reading or a

solo inf,e#pretation.
e) Presentation techniques should complement the quality and

nature of the literature' presented,
2) The student:

a) The number and quality of contributions are considered.
b) The time and effort spent in rehearsals'and in the composing

and editIng'processes are significant.

Is
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IC: eative Writing

MEMORABLE MOMENTS

Phyllis P!jinclafr
E. E. Smith Sr. High
Fayetteville, NC
Grades'10-12

Biblical narrative, which includes none of the inner thoughts of,
the characters, inspired Reynolds Price to write a group of 'pope
in which he pests the feelings of some Biblical-figures at crucial
moments: Mary Wgdalene as she discovers the empty tomb, Jairus'
daughter as she is brought backs to life, and the ang0 as he
announces to Mary that she is to be the mother of Jews.' Students
can be motivated to imagine and express tie underlying feelings of
literary characters. This experience will help them understand
and-express their own emotions in writing that-carries the emotion

of a moment to a readerirather.than the kind of. dull writing that
kills the drama of the moment because it is only about the emotiop.
In this lesson students are 1,0 to an assignment 17FWich they
relive a momentous personal experienceNnd make it live for the
reader by producing a diary, monologue,br stream-of-consciousness
narrative.

1) To gain insight into the feelings of others
, 2) To understand and express real feelings exactly as they are

felt

3) To use lailguage that is alive and vivid .

4) To have peers respond to ones genuine feelings
- NIL

III. Procedure for Teacher_

1) Lead a class diltussion on some crucial event in a story or
play the classAas read in which a character such as Peyton
Farguhas in Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge'is, involved'in
action; and thethoughts,feelings: and emotions which he
experiencerare spelled out for the readei. Then discuss -a
.character like Tessie in The lottery, whose inter feelings
are not revealed to the reader. Have the students orally '

supply the inner words the character might be saying to hfinself
as the action deielops, telling why they think the character
would feel thete things. Or have students role play tide
situation with Tessie saying what s really feels.

2) Read examples to the class sucN-11Reymilds Price's poem
about Jairus' daughter or Peter Taylor's narrative, "The Hand
of Emmagene" to show effective expreiiion of innerfeelings,
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3) -D6fde,stuc)entS into groups of five or six and allow them to
lcboZie a character 'from anothet story they have all read.
Have them write as a group a diary, dramatic monologue, or
stream-of-consciousness narrative from the viewpoint of the_'
character and then read their piece to the class for comment

- ** And criticism.
4)-Ask students to relive a critical poment,in.their own lives

'and write a diary, narrative, or poem expressing -the sensations
they felt as the experience was occurring.

5)-- _Serve as a consultant for students as they write and make sug-

gestions'which"will help them keep their writing vivid and
., alive- -for exarpte, "Hot tears sting may eyes" rather than "I

feel sad." .

6) Divide students into groupi of three read one another's
rough drafts and-offer critical assii nce.t

'.7) Read a revised draft of the writing brief conference with
the student and make final revisi suggestions.,

'8) 'Evaluate the final drafts and display them so that class members,
4 may read them. Provide a sheet on which the class. may nominate

the pieces of writing they feel are most sucdessful for publica-
.

tion in the school Magazine or newspaper.
9)- Submit the nominated pieces for publicatieeR

J

Procedure for Students

1) Participate in class discussion or role-playing to discover
what oetainitharacters in.stories_you have read must have
been feelings they were experiencing the things that happened
to them.

2) Listen to cher's'reading of examples of writing which
describes 401'1144s as they are occurring. -4

3r_With:a group of other students decide on a form and write a
"monologue, diary, or stream-of=consciousness narrative of the
thoughts anigeelings of a character in a story all have read.

4) Select someofllike
\

read the group's 'piece of writing to the
class for commen nd criticism.

5) Listen carefully determine what kind of detail makes the
pieces you` hear vi d Snd.alive.

11) Choose -a critical honal experience (good or bad, but not
too personal to s re) and'relive it. While re-experiencing
each sensation or thought; record it in the form of,an inner

t monologue, diary or stream-of-consciousness narrative. Stick
to present .tense. Make the moments vivid by.r6cording real
sensations rather thin by describing with adjectives ("Hot tears
sting my eyes," not "I feel sad.")

7) SUbmit a readable rough drift to two-other studenti for sug-
gestions and consult the teacher for advice on writing problems.

8) Discus,s a revised draft with the. teacher for final*revision

suggestions. IP
9) Submit a final draft to be readily other students and.for

possible,publicattap in the school newspaper or magazige.
10) Read the pieces wrftten by claSsmates and nominate the one..

you think is most effective for publication.
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V. Evaltion .

The-teacher should evaluate for evidence of .effort shown by-the
student in the entire process and for the effectiveness of the

final product. Student nominations of pieces for publication could

serve as a guide f6r determining outstanding achievement of success

for a peei- audience.
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TOPIC: Creative Writing
.0"

USING VIOLENCE PRODUCTIVELY!

I. Rationale

Mildred G. Ogletree
Columbia High School
Columbia, 4IC 27925
Grades 8 & 10-11

Most junior high and high school students enjoy cars and violewet
two instant stimuli'for imaginativelhinking. Therefore, th
exercise, which asks students to write a short story or t

-am automobile wreck from the point of view of an uninvolved
observer, should appeal to them. It encourages students to develop
their creative thinking by giving them a model to analyze, a
familiar subject to explore, and opportunities to expand their
thoughts and to express themselves in original ways. This exercise
also allows them to expand their thinking by reading and evaluating
the works of fellow students.

II. Objectives

1) To explore the reactions of the observers. of a serious car
wreck

2) To learn to observe details through the use of the senses
3) To learn to see the relationship among details and their place

in an entire picture
4) To practice writing using enough sensory details td form a

complete image
5) To practice basic writing skills, such as sentence structure,

punctuation, and spelling
6) Toiractice editing skills through rewriting

III. Procedure for Teacher

1) Before beginning the unit, collect from students pictures of
car wrecks. Encourage studentliflt2nd pictures that Include
observers of the wrecks. Displ se pictures.

2) After the Rictures have been.on display for two br three days,
ask students to read in class Karl Shapiro's 'Auto Wreck,*
found in Shapiro, Poems 1940-53. Have then read the poem
silently first. Then either you or a'good reader sh6uld read
it aloud.

3) Lead students in a discussion of Shapiro's questions and dom-..,
ments ft the end Of the third stanza. Thenask students to
point out words and phrases they find particularly effective.
Make sure they see the sensory details Shapiro uses to create
both the overall image of the wreck and the reactions of the
&servers.

.4) -Review informally such thirigs as diction, ftgurative language,
'imagery, and rhythm as the studhpts disiuss the poei.
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5) Allow students to talk about any accidents they have seen in
person or on television and in the movies. .

6) Announce that during the next class period the studenteitill
be expected to write either a poem or a descripti

( about a car wreck. They should think about this assfgertent
overnight.

1) On the neict day have the students write. Recommend (or require)
that they brainstorm first, Inking list of descriptive details
and then throwing out unworkable ones.

8) Circulate among the students to provide assistance.
9) -Collecethe papers two or three days later and return them tis

the students. for rewriting.
10) Divide the class into small groups of 4-5, and have the members

of each group zead one another's papers. They should comment 4

on strengths and make suggestiomsfor improvement.. Allow the
class one period for this activity. w

11) On thenext day, allow the students time for considering the
suggestions of their fellow studenti and fir beginning to rewrite
their final drafts. Agiin be available for helping students to
solve protitems.

12) Two or three days later collect the papers for final evalurrhon.
13) Display the best papers on the bulletin board along with a copy

of Shapiro's *Auto Wreck.'

Pi. Procedure for students r

1) Bring pictures of auto wrecks td-class.
2) Read and discuss with the class Karl Shapiro's 'Auto Wreck.*

Note particularly effective details.
3) Participate in a general discussion of wrecks and your feelings

as a real or imaginary observer.
4) Think about and write a poem or paragraph in which you describe

vividly an auto wreck. Include many sensory details. Ask the
teacher for help if you need it.

5) Participate in the reading of other students' Pipers. Comment .

on strengths and make suggestions for improvement.
6) Consider the suggestions made to you and rewrite your final draft.
7) Hand the'paper in for evaluation.

1. Evaluation

The paper should receive two grades: one for the effectiveness
amd completengfs of the description, and the second for mechanics
(basic writing sktlls and form). Because the focus of the assign-
ment is creativity, the first grade should be given more weight
than thp second. In fact, the first grade should be 751 of the
total. Effort should be considered Olen evaluating the student
at the end of the marking period.
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TOPIC: Writing for Varieties
of Audiences

YOUTH AND AGE

Estelle Mott
North Meck)enburg
Huntersville, NC
Grades 9-12

I. Rationale

Because much student writing has cher as the audience, a
purpose for this lesion is to wr fo audience beyond the
classroom or the school. Texts direct s t thinking toward
writers who are critics of society- -and, with this as a spring-
board, the student may also become an informed critic. The focus
here is on problems of the aged.

II. Ob ectives

1) To take students into the community to observe conditions of
a group of citizens (the aged)

2) I To gather first-hand information
3)'Uo alert otheri to the problem

To write a letter discussing some facet' of the problem and
hopefully to becomee part of the solution to the .problem

5) To offer opportunities for conferences with the teacher; who
will help students see whether their letters are well thought
out, clearly represented, and appropriately written

Use Tennyson "Ulysses.' to launch a 'brainstorming' session
about the old.

2) Assign the reading of two short stories which speak to the
condition of the old: "Mt Parker," by Katherine Mansfield,
and 'Island," by Shirley Jackson.

3) Arrange-for student visits (indi or smell grow) 'to a
nursing borne for the elderly to observe conditions.

4) Encourage further obseriations of the elderly in-one's own
neighborhood, at the supermarket, in church, and in one's
own family. - we

5) Ask students to interview.one elderly person whoMs'interestipg
and who defies the stereotype of isolated, confused, lonely,
and incapacitated. Encourage the student to tape the interview.

6) Plan class time to hear the tapes.
7) Offer choices for writing assignmegt:

a) A letter to your congressman about what bills'relating to
the elderly are pending or about what is being done for
them e ,

.
. .

b) A letter to the'Sate Department of Public Health about
conditions in the nursing home if they are less than
desirable

dure for Teacher
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c) A letter to tha editor of the local newspaper in which you
discuss your findings.

4v. Procedure for Students

1)' Read the tWo short stories assigned by tihe teacher.
2) Determine which activities you will parttcipate in to obtain

information on your subject.
3 Take notes on your findings.
4 Locate the subject fbr your interview and make an appointient.
5 Present your tape to the class.
6) Decide which writing assignment you will do.
7) Write the letter. .

.

8) Revise and re-write final copy.

V. Evaluation

4

1) -The letter will be evaluated for general merit and for total
mechanics.

2) Contributions by students to class' discussions and presentations

will be considered for evaluation at the end of the grading
term.
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TOPIC: Writing for Varieties
of Audiences

UNDERSTANDING ALCOHDLISM

James Schnakenberg
Gumberry High School
Gumberry NC 27838
Grades 10-11

I. Rationale

The problei of alcoholism no longer is exclusive to one age groOp.
A majority of students in high school have been exposed to its
resultant evils through the media and other sources. The teacher
may. use this rich background of experience to develop writing les-
sons that are both relevant and educational. Through films, role
playing, and discussion, the teacher May heighten student awareness
of these problems and thus provide them with ideas necessary for
composition.

II. Objectives

1) To heighten awareness of the problemt caused by excessive drinking
2) To recognize that alcoholism is a disease

. 3) To consider safer alternatives for entertainment
4) To practice basic writing skills (sentence and paragraph develop-,

sent, punctuation, diction, spelling)
15) To see revision as necessary to produce quality compositions
6) To practice editorial skills

III. Procedure. for Teacher

1). A combination of these prewriting experiences should be used
to provide the stimulus for writing:
1) Free color films addressing the problem of teenage alcoholism.

Write to N. C. Depat of Human Resources,IDivision of
Health Servic m Lib , Raleigh 27602.
a) Anything for Kicks - 10 mutes
b) Domino - 26 minutes-
c) He Lived With Us, Dear - 2/1 minutes
d) How Safe Am I - 21 minu s
e) Kid Brother - 25 minutes
f) Teaching Teenagers About Alcohol - 16 minutes

2) Class discussions of personal experiences involving alcoholism
3), Role playing involving alcoholism

A

,

a) an'alcoholic who is too drunk to pay attention to his

,

wife
b) a student caught drinking in school
,c) the star player who drinks beer before the bitgicie and

must nor face his teammates after,the loss
d) a driver caught driving under the.influence

4)' Collages ,of pictures and words from magaZines advertising.
liquor
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'2) After two days of prewriting, allow the students to choose one

topic for composition:
1) Short story where alcoholism causes the downfall of a

character who must subsequently struggle to reform
2) A-letter to AA stating problems alcoholism has created in

their lives and how AA has helped them. Problems may con-
\cern marital life, crime, escapism, or accidents.

3) An argumentative research paper on pros and cons of liquor
by the drink (Allow longer time than on others.)

4) For not more than three stmdents, a survey and report on
alcohol- usage in your school (Survey skills must be taught.)

)) After two days of composition divide students who choose the
same topic into groups of- threes _Have two students read the
other's,rough draft and list on paper at least two strengths and
two weaknesses they find in the paper.

4) Allow one day for revision in class and circulate among students
to answer any questions.

5) Collect the papers and, evaluate strengths and weaknesses on a
separate sheet.

-15-) Compose a booklet of the best compositions and ire Survey report
.

and distribute in the school or community.

IV. Procedure for Students

%Ole,/ the films and write down any information that may be helpful
for the class discussion of alcoholism that follows.

2) Role play the character which the teacher assigns you.-
3) Prepare a small collage of magazine pictures and words on

alcoholism.
4) Select one of the four writing choices given and compose a

rough draft.
5) In your assigned group read the other students' rough drafts and

list on a separate sheet at least to strengths of theirlr-papers
and at least two wayi the paper could be improved.

.6) Collect the other students' comments and use them to rewrite
your paper.

7) Hand In on the Assigned day the final and-rough drafts, the
other student ,suggestions, and any other work you may have
done.

V. Evaluation

One grade will be given'on the basis of the percentages below.
1) ()utility (ideas, organization, style, sentence structure) -

50% of the grade
2) Mechanics - 25% of the grade.
3) Effort observed'in class participation and time spent wisely -

25% of the grade

6
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TOPIC:. Writing for_ Varieties

of Audiences.

I. Rattonale

STAGING AN AUDIENCE FOR WRITERS

Mildred E. Modlin
John T. Haggard
Wilmington, NC 28401
Grades 10-12

There is no one correct English appropriate for every situation.
Without realizing it students ife already multi - lingual in oral
communications.".,They change vocabulary, sentence structure, usage,
and dialect according tal..setting and" audience,' However, they often
write with no audience in mind other than the teacher and are
unaware of changes that should occur'when the need arises to cam-
municate outside of the cle4room with varied audiences.

By dividing the class, into groups anAfasking.them to act out an .

explanation for different audiences,lhey'see the need for language
changes if they are be communicate effectively. It is then easier
to change writing styles to fit the Intended reader.

II. Objectivek . . 4

.
1) To develop an awareness of the vari tOpf Itanquages used in

oral communication
2 To participate in group dramatics
3) To see. dialect ds an effective tool forAcormUpication with

certainaudiencet
4) To develop skill in comliesing with a parecular audience in mind
5) To increase the' number of audiences w4 ti whom the student can

communicate with confidence -1
6) To continDe,the awareness of editing and revisit:4as essential

to the compoifing process;, .

III. Procedure
r

for Teathet a,.

1) Prepare a situation teenagersuickly identify with.
Example:, A student drives_hts/her mother's new car to school.
He/she andi group of-friends riding after school are involved
in an accident as they leave the parking lot. He/she was
catching *Oast look-attne majorettd_when he/she side- swiped
a car belonging to a parent who pad come to pick up a student

2) Divide the class into groups of 3-5 depending on class size and
give each a cardwith.the situation.

3) Vary the cardl-by adding a different person to whom the student
must exOlain, with' the help of his friends, what happened. Use
mother, school principal, patrolman,a friend, the insurance
adjustor, etc.

4) Allow five minutes preparation time before each group role -plalys
the explanation.
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5) A furgiture%lo groups have ,performing space.
6) Allow no mote thin' 3-5 minutes per skit.
7) Applaud each group-and help create a light atmosphem that

encourages the dramatic flair.
Vote on the most realistic skit and discuss its qUalities.
Ask students to point out language, tone and style changes
that occurred as listeners changed.

10) It time allows, try switching audiences.
For example: Use the explanation prepared for thi insurance
adjustor to talk with friend or use the explanation prepared
for the parent to talk with the principal

11) The seco6d -day give students several new situations and six'
possible listeners or allow to create their own;

12) Tell them to a respons of about 100-150 words to three
different persons.-

13) Encouraqe a free exchange of ileas and inforial conferences
as students search for appropriate tang' age for a particular
audience.

14) Circulate and offer advice.
15) The next da divide class into groups of five. They should

read and edit papers. The group should help each author select
his/herbest paper.

16) Have students revise the best rough draft and submit it for
evaluation the following day. He/she may agree with peer or
make his/her own choice.

17) Tell students they may subMit other audience capers within the
next two days. The one with the best evaluation will receive
credit. `ethers will be recorded as extra Jractice.

IV. Procedure for Students

1) Participate in role-playing activity.
2) Participate in discussion.

Write three audience-oriented responses.
Work in small groum, to evaluate papers'and suggest improvements.*

5) Select one paper flOIF revision. Consider your own evaluation of
your work as well as comments from peers.

6) Revise rough draft and complete a final draft.

V. -Evaluation

Pay little. attention to mechanics. Concentrate on how well the
students' language, style, and content are directed to the audience 4--

he/she chooses. Rate papers'as excellent, good or average, realt-
'that students have difficulty when they try a new approach to writing.
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TOPIGs Writing for Varieties Phyllis F. Sinclair
of Audiences E. E. Smith High School

Fayetteville, NC 28301
Grades 10-12

THEHMESSAGE FR THE BOTTLE

I. Rationale

Students can be shown the need for proficiency in the use of standard
English through a simple device in which they are asked to write the
most important.advicethey could give another Orson in a sentence
of fifteen to twenty words. The sentence is to be sealed in a
bottle which could be set afloat in the'nearest moving 'body of vg

water. Since.there is the possibility that the bottle will float
away and be found by a person in another region or country, the use
of standard English is mandatory because neighbbrhood dialect,
colloquialisa and slang could.be misunderstood or translated into
a meaning different from that intended,.by the writer. This exercise
is a simple one; yet it almost invariably provides the opportunity
to give instruction in subordination, denotation, connotation,
metha'nics, usage, and conciseness.

II. Objectives

1) To learn to express significant ideas in writing
2) To learn to write the "edited. variety of network and publication

English" so that any audience can understand .

3) to learn to write concisely

III. Procedure for Teacher

1) Show student 'several examples of the same statement written in
1) the neighborhood dialect,-2) in teenage slang, and ih'3) "verbose,
bureaucratic" language,

A 2) Have the studehts translate the statement into the best "edited
variety of network and publication' (standard) English they.
can produce.

3) Have several students volunteer to put their translations on
the board and conduct a class editing session.'

.

4) Introduce the idea of the need to wii standard English In the -.

"message in the bottle" activity.
.

5) Ask students to write a sentence expressing the most important
advice they could give another hurhan being in a sentence of
fifteen to twenty words.

6). Circulate and help with problems that occur during thewrtting.
7) Have each student write his/her message on the board when he/she

has finished.
8) As students finish have them offer editing advice to each other

at the board.
9)__ Have the class offer suggestions about all the messages.
loy-Mve each student write his/her message in final form based-on

the whole class's recommendations and deposit it in the large
bottle In the classroom.
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11) Evaluate eac tis message for conciseness and standard
English.

12) Theollowing day have each student draw a message from the
bottle acid respond to the advice given in a letter tithe
sender of the-message. Students can assume a roleras an
imaginal), finder of the message and tell the sender what
happened as a,result of following the advice.

13) Have students share the letters they receive with the class _1

for,fun and as a way of evaluating for themselves the signift.
icance of the message-

irocedbre for Students

1) Translate the three seam* giien you'intp astatement ex- -!

_-ergsvid in the best *editOd variety of networkand publication'.
-English you can produce.,' 4 .\

.
2) Volunteer, if yoplike, to put your sentence-on ..,

'0

board for
class -Oscussion. , ,

1'

3) write %ite A message fdr the bottle according to your . ..

directions. -
4) Ask for help if you have Problems.

_

5) Put your sentence on the board and get advice from class
about flit , %

6) Consideeing the advice, rewritt.the message, and place it in
the bottle. '..

7) Draw a message from the bottle and phetend thattyou are the
person-who °found if Can imaginary person). As thet_person,
write-a letter to the sehder-telling.how you tried towse the
advite and what happened when you did.

8) Share the letter you receive ,in response to your'message with
the rest of the class and tell Whether you still think your
advice was, worth giVIpg. Tell how .you changed your message
as a result of 90 tisponie.

-- ,--;-----' .'

V. Evaluation
.

. __ ,.

EValuiiiOn.ls covered in itemell eit;O 12 under Procedure for
Teachei.',.-

,-.

t
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TOPIC: Writing for Varieties
:of Audiences

AN ADVERT'S-NGCAMPAIGN

Rationale

Awareness of audience is both most important and.perhaps situp st.
to define. when writing persuasively. By asking students to create
an /11 cameaign for a real o imagined. product, the tear forces-
them to take their awdience 'into. account.

Marcy E. Ashton
Chowan High School
Route.1, Box 7

,

Tyner, NC 27 0
Grades 9-11'

This lesson assumes that t students'already have background in
persuasive writing.. ,

-%,
. II. Objectives

1) To encourage critical thinking
2), To allft practice' in persuasfVe writing
3) to produce an awareness Of audience

. 4) To utilize skills of ,editing and revisi
5) To practice descriptive writing skills
6) To geh I nk creatively

III. Procedure for Teacher

1) Collect ads from at least fiveAlistinctly different t of.
magazines and/or 'newspapers. ,

,2) -Review with students the bast elementS.):If persuasive writing; '
using the ads as examples. ...%

3) Challenge students to identify the soturcer.of ypur a s.
4) Iptroduge..the idea of 'an all campaign for one product or, idea,

aimed at several 'different ltdiehcet1 USeAt-extbliOke,, actual .-
magazine ads, and the'thalkboard to `get the idea across. There
are - several excellent books-onthe subject,litcloting Van Packard's

The
idden Persuaders andJerg, la Fele/41.31.s and iththearted
Those WronderfillFolks AZ( ou P.earlaitarber.

,

5) 4s ign students tthe task of goosing a. produa, -either.
gined, to advertise in'th°eik cairpaign and then write a

d filed description of-that prdiktca 4nc uding what it jocks
1 ke, what it does, how it' man where fn cost, Att. -.a

6) A low students,, either 'as-a clais or as -1,4111o:fuels, to decide '-
on at least five distinct audieites.'.3,heseli41n be readers pf_..1
specific newspapers-or magazines,,or pbople who listen to a --
specific radio station. Teliztvtibion X11 not work as well beciuse
of its broader 1audience::"

.01
tia
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Some factors to consider n lec ng audiences:
a) age
b) national origin
c) 'educational backgro
d) occupation ' ,
e) geographical location '.
f) hobby

Here is_an extensive but not exhaustive list of specific.
suggestions:
AMERICAN ARTIST
AMERICAN HISTORY ILLUSTRATED
ANTIQUES
ARCHEOLOGY
CAMPING MAGAZINE
CHEMISTRY
CO ER REPORTS*?,

E MAGAZINE
ENGLISH JOURNAL

4

ESQUIRE
FARM JOURNAL r.7*

. FIELD AND STREAM .4

FILM QUARTERLY
FLYING

'FOREIGN AFFAIRS
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
HOT ROD

JOURNAL OF THE-AMERICAN MED1C4 ASSOCIATION $

McCALL'S
MAD

MECHANIX ILLUSTRATED.

MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY
MODERN BOATING A.ND SAILING
MOTOR TREND
MS.

NATIOyAL ENQUIRER
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
NEW YORK MAGAZINE
'OCEANS

OPERA NEWS
ORGANIC GARDENING AND FARMING
PEOPLE
PLAYS
POETRY

POPULAR MECHANICS
'POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY
PSJHOLOGY TODAY
RETIREMENT LIVING
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN

SESAME STREET MAGAZINE
SEVENTEEN
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED'
SUPERMir COMICS
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TEEN
TRAVEL

VOGUE my

YACHTING-,

A classical music radio station
A rock music radio station

7) Check the students' audience choices to be sure t t they have
a good variety.

8) Assign each studentethe task of mounting an advert ing campaign
for hi her product, using'the five ,different audi ces he/she
has c en.

9) The ve ads'and/or radio commercials are to ne on separate
s is of paper. On the back of each, the s dent is to write
hi name and where the ad is to be placed. Art work and illustra,
tion are not only apprppriate, but also ve desirable.

10)' Allow atleast one full week for the assignment.
11) On theWated day, collect and display the ads. Allow the

students to attempt to identify the audience foi,each ad.

IV. Procedure for Students

Review with the teacher the basic elements of persuasive writing.
2 Identify the sources of the 4ds the teacher has brought in.
3) Choose a product to advertise. It may be a real one or one

that you make up.
4) On paper describe that product. Include what it looks'like,

how it is made,what it does, how much It costs, where it is
made, and any other details, you can think of.

5) Choose five different audiences for an ad campaign for your
prodyct. Name the newspaper, magazine, or radio station that
will carry yoar'ads. Check your chojces.with the teacher.

6) Create your ads for those five different audiences. Pay special
attention to how each audtence is distinct from all the others.

7) Seek suggestions from your classmates and/or teacher if,x207
need them.

8) ) Give suggestions to your classmates when you-can.
) Place each ad on a seihrate piece of: paper: Put your name and

the name of the magazine, newspaper, sr radio station on the
*
black.

10) Hand them in on the day setWAhe teacher.

V. Evaluation

Base your evaluatior on how readily identifiable the intended
audiences are. Allow students to contribute to the evaluation
process.
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TOPTCCWriting for Varieties
of Audiences

I. Rationale

Richard lebovitz
Cape Hatteras School
Buxton, NC 27920
Grades 9-12

A WRITING SITUATION FOR THREE AUDIENCES

If %tachers can create dramatic situations that cad, the-imlogina-
tiodiond interest of their 'students, they can successfully 410de

students into writing actiyiti4s involving a multiple audieke.
The following activity involves the studept by bei both personal
and immediate. Almost any situation can be used, ether real or
hypothetical, so long as the students .take the bait.

Writing for different audiences makes the students are of an
essential elerent of the writer's craft. Just ps the word "strike'
means something different to a bowler, a baseball player, and a
fisherman, what we write weans something different to different.
audiences. The students must come to-anderftand that if they want
to achieve their purpose in writing, to get their message across,
then they're going to have to consider audience.

Objectives

1) To develop an awarenesg of audience as an integral part of the
writer's craft

2) To learn how&o use persuasion and argumentation
3) To learn the correct format for letters to officials and

Pusinesspeople

4) To learn how language is used in adVertising to get a point,'
across

5) To practice basic writ*ng skills
6) To develop an appreciation for the writer's task of revision

and rewriting

III. Procedure fo Teacher

1) Present following situation or one similar to it to your
students: "You.and your friends have discovered that a brand
of candy'in the local grocery causes severe stomach pains, and
you want to do something about it. Your plan is threefold:
1) to advise the.parents through letter in the local newspaper;
2) to pat up posters advising othe'r kids in the school of the
danger; 3) to write a letter to the candy coMpany asking them
to recall the bad candy." Another way of presenting the situa-
tion is to involve the students in some creative dramatic
activity.
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2) Announce that the students are to work in gEoups of three for
composing the letters and the poster. They may divide the .

work or work together on each part of it.
,3) Discuss the situation with the class, suggesting that they

might want to jot down some notes during the discussion. Ask
them what they might say in their letters and on their poqer or
whether they would say the same thing and:put it into thi smme.
form. Discuss the possible reactions of the three different
audiences.

4) When discussion seems complete, let the students begincomposing,
allowing them no more than two class periods to complete their
wort.

5) Direct the students to let two other groups evaluate their.
writing on some kind of evaluation sheet.

6) Have then hand in their completed work along with their rouglh.
drafts, evaluation sheets, and notes. Nte

IV. Procedure for Stueerts

1) Discuss the situation described'by the teacher jn 01,5er to
JI AIL

decide what you might say in the letters and on the poster.
2) Decide how your group is going to approach the writing activity

and,begin writing.
2) _Present spor drafts _to the class for their reactions.

Let toolfther groins read and evaluate your writing. .

4) Discuss the suggested corrections or-revisions with your group,
rewrite= the material and hand in to the teacher along with
rough drafts, notes, etc.

V. Evaluation

In this writing activity, one grade is ven Ito the group- No
less than 50% of the l'rade should be ba ed on overall quality; no
more than 25% on the group's effort; na more than 25% on mechanics.
The rough drafts and notes are handed fn to help the teacher assess,/
the students' efforts. . 4

A useful post-writing activity might be to have the students address
and send the letters to memberi of the class designated as newaper
editors or company owners and to select the letters they would print
or that would'make them withdraw their product from the market.
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TOPIC: Writing for Varieties
of Audiences

-WHO'S LISTENING?

I. Rationale

kary W. Mintz

Halisboro High School
Hallsboro, NC 28442
Grades 10-12-

A fun way for students to, experience writing for a variety of
audiences is to ask the to take a familiar story like, "Red Riding
Hood, The Three Bears," "The.Little Red Hen,' and to rewrite it
for several differedt types of readers. Students not only will
keep in find the interests and the educational level of the reader
but also willadapt the dialectdo the reader. The result is
recognitionlaed\pracfice of dialectical levels in language.
Neither does thesimplicity of the material preclude using basic
writing skills involvingpar4grdph organization, mechanical correct-
ness, unity, coherence, etc:

II. Objectives.

1) To practice'writing with a specific reader in* mind
. 2) To become snore award and appreciative of dialectical differences

fn language

3) .)-To practice basic writing skills.
4) To practice gocC paragraph development

I

III. Procedure for Teacher
//

1.,) To begin, discuss the deed for writing with a particular
audience in rrTnd. Use examples and let students identify the
audience for which the-example was intended: Some examples may
be chosen from literature,depending, on the interests of the
class. (One gkample that Students alwalsOike'is a love'note
that was accidentally lost or left in a book and retrieved by
the teacher. Omit names, of course.)

2) Review dialects (formal, informal, regional, technical,-teenage-
slang, etc.). . .

3) Ask students to select a simple, familiar story like "Jack and
the Bean Stalk,"Cinderella," and "Chicken Li,ttle.° Each pupil
should have a'different one. Have them rewrite it for three or
more different readers: one of their peers (in their own dialect,'
of course), a football pTayer, a scientist, a polit14an, a
newscaster (like David Brinkley),a farmer, a`bankar, a preacher,
and p prd-school child.

4) If necessary, review essentials of writing paragraphs, etc. .1

5) Have papers handed in by the end of the second day because their
motivation/interest in this project may dwindle rapidly. fi

44) Let students enjoy papers by reading them aloud to each other.
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7) Divide the class into small groups fon editorial sessions in
which students help each other with mechanics, etc.

)3) Have students revise papers and hand them is for evaluation.

IV. Procedure for Students

1) Oerticipate in diitussion about writing for, a specific audi
and about using an appropriate dialect for the audience and
occasion.

2) Choose a story and rewrite it at least three ways, each i
for a differentlUdience.

3) Proofread tc see teat the story is written correctly,
4) Submit the story to the teacher.
5)- Participate in editorial sessiont.
6) Revise papers.
7) Hand in the story for a final evaluatibr.

V. Evaluation'

Since the main purpose of this assignment is tc practice writing
for a definite au4ience with appropriate dim on, etc., for that
audience, the gra d! could be based entirely on the pupil's success
in sc doing.

VI

so'

A second grade could be giyer_to cover other aspects of the paper
for a more traditional evdTuatior.

111
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TOPIC: A Systematic Approach to

Teaching Writing

WRITING ABOUT LITERATURE, I

I. Rationale

Mary Ruth-Crook
Cary Senior High
638 Walnut Street
Cary, NC 27511
.Grade 12

Students .need to see that writing is a form of entertainment. Song-
. writers put their words on paper to make a, song that p,teases them-

selves as well as others; every television program wal written before
it, could be performed. Magazine articles and stories, while they
inform, must be fun to read; people buy newspapers because they'
enjoy reading the lively prose that tells them what they want to
know; TV coMmercials are written entertain or the will not sell
a product; talk - show, hosts and commentators develop carefully
composed scripts designed to keep the viewer tuned in to tear what
they have to say. Indeed, much writing in the 'real worlir is done
to entertain and to capture readers' attention.

Surprising to most students is"the fact that much of the literature
now designated as "classic" ups first composed purely as entertain-
ment. I,t has continued.to appeal to readers becausg,behind the
excitement, drawa, and plair fun are other values worth careful

N study.
.

The object of this proposed system is lx presenmeaningful writing
assignments that will -enterilin classroom audiences and help the
student writers develop on delineate a sense of matters of worth
in their own Tivet by writing down their opinions and lessons they

A
have learned from experience.

The "Great Works" on which these lessons'are based will, be found it
most standard English literature texts and are 'studied by many cdOlese
preparatory classes. The-lessons will give practice in both creat4ve
and expository writing, with emphasis on narrative exposition,
descriptive characterization, argument and persuasion and logical
reasoning. The students may also write satire, different types of
poems, and two Or three tales based on actual occurrences, depending
on their creative interests. The total system is built into the
literature program but takes into account the fact that the most
important world to the students is the one in which. they are living.

The studies to be considered in this system and the
compositions are these

accompanying

BEOWULF (1 week) tARTERBURY TALES (3 weeks)'
17,07,-Saxon riddle . Ballad or tale (story-telling)
Personal description Satire using descriptive t

characterization 1
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MACBETH (2-5 weeks)
rO7txpion: argu-

ment-using
reasons and
examples



I. Rationale for Lesson A

Guessing games that tease the mind and tickle the funny bone are
--)universal favorites. Party falbrites range from "Twenty Questions"
to `Knock Knock" jokes.' The best jokes -are intel3ectual, and
games that teach make learning fun. Students have fun making
up their own learning games and often compose more sophisticated

n the teacherthinks possible. Using the Anglo-Saxon
.\M=f4.,Bhe students develop an ear for alliterative langdage, a

feel for the rhythmic line while finding words to delcribe a tommon
object in an uncommon way, all the while cleverly feeling their -,

listening.audience.

Rationale for Lesson B

Senior high students, in making applicalion.for collect or' employ-
sent, are often asked to write a persona l description, giving what--
they consider to be their-best characteristics and qualities or
aptitudes suitable for a particular course of4study or position.
Learning to look at oneself objectively and to present Oneself in
positive written expression to a prospective employir Or admissions
director is important. By the same token, students need to learn
to appraise and compliment their peers in language suitable for

. jntrolductions or recomMendations. The "beasts" of the Anglo-Saxon /
'heroes and the complimentary greetings, were merely forerunhers
of present day resumes and letters of recommendation.

A . Objectives'for both A and B

I)

23

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)

To develop an.understanding of. the role of literature as a mod'
of entertainment
To recognize in Arlo -$axon literature elements of entertainment
To relate Anglo-Saxon literature to modern entertainment media
To recognize and understand purpose of heroic elements
It' use 4evoic elements in practical application
To understand devices of poetic expression
Jo use poetic forms in creative endeavors
To develop a good self -image and recognize qualities worthy of
admiration in others

To prepare a formal resume of personal characteristics for
possible later use
To discover the fun of creating entertainment fbr, an audience

Procedure for Teacher, Lesson A.
\.

1) --Describe Anglo-.Saxon way of lift.-
2j Describe iinglo-Saxon mead-hall (see example).
3) Describe fbnction of scop or gleeMan.
: ) Provide copies of riddles (on mead, anchor, etc.) for class guessing:
1 Point out and explain alliteration using examples from studentt.

6) Poiht out caesura and rhythm, using clapping of hands.
7) Propose'writing of class riddle, calling for first lipe on

easy topic.
8) Write riddle on chalkboard as studeys think of lines.
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9) Assist In addilig alliterative words as necessary.
10 Assist in suggesting necessary details to include as htais.
11 -.Complillent class on completed riddle.
12 Have stuaent make copy to leave on teacher's desk.

4 13 Leave riddle on board to confound next class.
14 g as.,a teaser, everyone writing dwn riddle to be used

on 'Mead -Hall" Day.

: Procedure for Students, Lesson A

11 Search library for informatiol on Angolo -Saxons .to supplement"
text and aid in-Need-Heil' Day.

2) Discover additional riddles to bring to cuss.
3) Decide orr topic for origipl riddle.
4) List characteristics of topic.
5) Phrase characteristics. alliteratively.
6) Set descriptioo in Anglo-Saxon lines with caesura.

. .7) Read to class on "Mead-Hall"-DaY.

III: Procedure for Teacher, Lesson D-
.

1) Carefully select and bring to clasp variety of 'Superman,'
'Batman,' "Spiderman," etc. comic ks; leave in casual pile
at front of room. .1

2) Open a discussion centering on current TV super hero types; ask
if anyone has read the,Tarzan book's.

3) Led the clash, to recognize thete as entertainment heroes;
relognize exaggerated traits and abilities.

4) Recall folk-heroes of literature such as Paul Bunyan, Pecos Bill,
Hercules, Samson; ask if anyone remembers study of OdJsseus;
retell stories as tune permits.

5) Past comic books around agd have students suggest chaiEleristics
all these heroes have in common; list onboard.

6) reading BEOWULF aloud as entertainment, pausing to note
common hero characteristics (obscure origin, great strength,
boasting, tests of courage, victory over evil). .

.7) Have students complete reading theitselyes, emphasizing enjoyment.
8) Discuss Beowulf's exploits and boasting.
9) Using flashback technique, note'Beoulf's qualifications.
10) Note what otOers say about Beowulf, what he says about himself,

what hp does to prove himself.
11) Note epithets used to describe heroes; think of suitable present-

day epithets for particular individuals.
12) Relate to Beowulf's motives, actions, and social attitudes to

present-day situations demanding positive assertive action such
as preparation for education, travel, Oublic office, social .

service, etc.
13) Propose preparation of a personal-resume of 300 words to include

student's past activities, present interests, future plans with
qualifications for realizing hopes.
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14) Proper alternate composition of a recommendation.of a friend
for an official position on the basis of character, ability,
and service; suggest possible epithets.

15) Discuss suitable information to be included; emphasize specificity,
purpose, and final audience:

16) Discuss objective (non-opinionated) but positive tone.
17) Discuss organization of information and final format.
18)- Sholi samples of actual letters and rfsumei on unlined paper.
19) Conclude lesson with in-class writing and consultation, sharing

and comparing.
20). Convert classroom into a "mead -hall" for an Anglo-Saxon "Meet*

where all comers present their credentials or introduce another
as a worthy member of the community.

21) Permit visiting "stops" to query the meet with riddles between
formal beasts.

22) Receive final copy of all papers.

IV. Procedure for Students, Lesson B

1) Complete rgding of BEOWULF, listing hero characteristics,
giving exagles.

2) :rhink,of,situations today that demand courage, "dragons" that
need t0'6e slain, people who need a champion.

3) List bwn personal characteristics pleasing to self and others.
4 List personal interests, hobbies, activities, concerns. .

5 List possible future plans that may include community service.
6 Fol. alternate assignment, treat characteristics of a peer.
7) Write unified,coherent paragraphs using details and examples

from lists.
8) Re-write on unlined paper, giving attention to spelling and

punctuation.
S) Present rgsume'cr recommendation orally to class audience on

"Mead-Hall" Day.
'10) Present written copy to teacher.
11) Some students may desire to liver their speeches "beastfully:

V. Evaluation for both A and B

Three grades will be given for these assignments: one, applause
'and verbal approval of class audience; two, marking of formal paper
for organization and mechanics; three, effort grade-for creativity
in riddle assignment. Grades will be recorded, papers returned,
and riddles posted on bulletin board.
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HEAD TABLE I

EXAMPLE

"MEAD HALL" DAY

III INNS--

GIBIENIMI

111.111,
FIRE

TRENCH

'11111111

B

ti

A classroom "peed Hall' can
'easily be simulated by lining
up the desks on three sides of
the room and laying a "fire" of
sticks and red crepe paper;
Inventive.students might even
"light" the fire with flashlights
to give an added effect. Students
should bring.metil cups from home
in which they may be served apple
juice for "mead." Leader and
thanes may want to make "helmets"
of aluminum foil as research into
Viking life may suggest. Any
other costumes (blankets, capes,
thong-wrapped feet and legs) would
add td the effect; women wore long
skirts.

The leader and his thanes (nobles)
saX at the head table; other mem-
bers of the group sat at the long
benches. Food was cooked in the
()Pen trench ancferved on the

IsN. benches. Mead, a beverage made-

from fermented honey and
water, was poured and drunk
frail small cups to give a
'feeling of warmth and well-
being. Visitors left their
weapons on the porch or in
the anterooms.

'On Metd Hall Day students should
be allowed to dress in their
costumes, then take their places.
The leader should rtse and wel-
come all, then call upon the

'scop for-entertainment. A
triddle or two may be read, then

he leader gives the first'
'boast" telling of his-own
prowess. He then calls upon
his thanefwbo in turn give
their boasts and call upon mem-
bers of the assembly until
everyone has spok&r. From time
to time 'visiting scope or any
member may read a riddle. There
should be loud applause after
every speaker-and enthusiastic
response to the riddles. Frequent
re-fills of the cups (pour only
small amounts) will add to the
spirit ofsthe occasion.

1
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. TOPIC: A Systematic Approach to
Teaching Writing

WRITING ABOUT4ITERATURE., II

I. Rationale for

Mary Ruth Crook
. Cary Sinior High .

638 Walnut Street
.

Cary, NC 27511
Grade 12

A subtle and sophisticated form of humor is satire. Satire is
employed to call attention to hisNan weaknesses ig faults of
society. It is best seen when pointing out the faults of others
and rarely recognized when mirroring one's ow)fweaknesses.

'- Because it often uses metaphoric language and allusiMit enables
people to laugh without guilt while poking.fun at others. Satire
eAMTS its sting by connotation, exaggeittion, and understatement,

nd should not be confused with sarcasm which is often designed
to hurt its object. Students need tg learn that satire is not
insult. Recognizing satire as a'useful device of honest criticism,
as well as learning how to use it to change a situation, requires
intelligence and skill. However, "getting the point" is not
absolutely necessary to the enjoyment of satiric writing. .--/

Rationale for Lessor. B

, The oldest-form of entert4inment is the story. _People will Ilster
to stories when they will not listen to anything'else, and the
/attention and hearts of young and old alike are captured by a glad
'tale well-told. Studentitearnearly that a good story-teller can
get away with a)most anything. They also need to understand why
and how a stony works on the mind and the enotiots and to what
uses story-telling can be put: The ability to create a story from
the experiences,of life and to tell the story in such a way as to
win an audience or teach a lesson gives both pleasure and power.
It is an ability thatrolearned young trill. last a lifetipe.

II. Objectives for both A.and B

1) To recognize the ,power of words to move emotions and change minds
2) To learn to recognize satire
3). To learn when to usiksatire
4) To learn how-to use satire
5) To. understud the different forms of stories which Chauser used

To recognig the.elements of an effective story
7) Tq discover the underlying meaning of a light-hearted tale
8) To discover that everyday experiences make good stories..

'9) To learn to use a story to make.a pdint
10) To write something that will amuse and help others think
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TII. Prdcedure -for_ Teacher, Lesson A
. .

)) Ask students to bringcopies, of MAD' magazine
/- to class, orilliuy -.

. one and duplicate appropriate pages to pass around.. ..

2) Show comicstrips of-Toonesburye" "Vera Valiant," Woody Allen, ..

A ,
and _others. .

:. 3). Shoiv political CartooQs..
0 4) Stfow "Art of Buchwald"-And Russell Baker columnsfrom daily

newspaper., Or other. satiric political coltmmists available.
-5) Begin a bulletin board of conterdporary satire for students to

add to. ( , . .

6) Watch, for examples pf satire in TV. series or movies.
7) Show how satire can be. 4sed to point out weaknesses add faults._ in accepted.sacial orders. .-
8) Help students to determine the weakness satiAted, not the

entire institution. -- . .

i Point to -the faults in the practice' of religion, i.a>xoninerte,
v - medicine, and-education"satirized by Chaucer's pi grints.,.ShoW .

how he uses exaggeration and understatement to make-his Went., ' (i.e., the PhysTdier's love of gold because "he used it in
.cures," and the Monk's harness bells thaf "ran§ louder Vim tlae
chapel bells ") i %

4

. 10) Point bo human frailties and vices ofvanity,:greed,' lust,'
/ dishonesty satirized by other pilgrims, using metaphor-and

allusion, (i.e.`, The'Aillerls golden thumb satirizes his
dishonesty, -while a. modern con-artist might have a "Silver .

,.. tongue," and, the Franklin who loss "Epiourus' son" could be .
likened td a modern man of hospitalitx who cauld be referred
to as "Howard Johnsohrs son.").

* ,.11) :Skow hdw Chauce criticizes the fault Without_damaging the' .--6-) ,
" le person or institution. !?. 141

"l2) Propose that-'students 'look at vailous public "figures for weak-.

41

nesses that might be gently satirized (Students may mention the
' luxuries bOught by radiallod TY religious personalities; the

teacher should be extremely tasteful in dealing 'with matters
of religion-just as Chaucermas). x -

13) Discuss various professions and-iastituticms that knight be
sattrized- for misuse of purpose (schools-ill! not teach, ..t

uranci that does not pay, jugges who are just, -etc.). - o-
14) Beg a (tlass-,writing of a schools problem that could be ..,- '.

...._...___sattri.z44- (lookers, Jbay-4.ix.1 relationslaips,c+earrzoirremp-atg-ns,----bre7)-.;--7g
..15 Write points ofsatire on chalkboard. - -

I'S Copose, sentences using exaggeration, understatement, connotation. .
'17 Show how situation or trait satirized can be Written ie terms

0..

-,. of metaphor or allusion. . 1-
, d

0

18):Veep students to the'maj.n point being satirjze(v.-. . a 4
; /

-19)_ Assign writing of 'indiVidual. satires ontofics knoirn to students.,
20) "'Suggest that studenti use essay,.form oh:ymed couplet: if .6

-desired:* ,

114, Artistjc students'rnaf also submit' satiric cartoons with appropriate
'captions for additional credit and class enjoyment.,° . ,.. -

22 Allow bop more days for completion of assignment. (Strike wilile--*
the iron is* hot! ).. *

,
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23), OffAraslistance in the wrlting.process to anyone. who needs -
helf in ekpressing his/her idea satiritally.(Scime students ".
are not as sharp at this as others.' and should not be penalized)

IV. Procedure for Students, Lesson A .ter
1) Bring- copies of MAD magazine totschoOl
.2) Read newntapers everyday in search of satire-. Clip -ftr 'bulletin

board. M

3) Watch TV fdr satiric programs and commercials; report to class.
4) Make a list of goverment practices that could be satirized

(agencies identified by Tarp initials, income tax forms,
:Overstaffing, ett.).

5) Make a list of social situations that could be satirized .

(parties, pseudo-friends, 'status-seeking, etc.).
6) Make a list of school problems that could-te Satirized.
7) Write a few "two - liners" in rhymed couples collowing Chaucer's

pattern to .introduce your ideas.. .

8) Select the topic for which you can supply the most details.
9) Write. an essay -paragrapn.describing the p)rsen or situation

chosen, noting points or weakness or fa#,Tt that need attention
or -change.

10) ephrase faults satirically, using exaggerationunderstatemeht.
connotation,metaphor, 'allUsion-at seems appropfriate. Compose
in rhymed-couplet if desired.

11) Show.to teacher for suggested-changes before making final copy.
1 ina1 copy-, observing rules for mechanics and manuscript:

form.

V. Evaluation for Lesson A

On day_ that satires are to be submitted. have students sit in Iroupi,
and read each other's papers. Each group selects best paper for
reading to the class"try group spokestan.. These papgrs wjil all
receive an A for entertainment. Any others whicb the students
consider "good" may also be. read aloud for an,efftertainmintvgrade.
'Class will then vote on the five best to be revised and submitted
to the school newspaper for publication. These will recelye.._.. ........

,_anothar.-4,-.4-fter---rettsiorr. *11---otiferliariers will be marked by
teacher for tki grades: satiric tontent and mechanifs.

.

Proceduh for Teacher, Lesson B

1) Explain the technique ot "Readers', Theatre." This is a story-.
tell ing device which tells the story through several waders:
a narrator who reads everything_ except dialogue, and others
who take the various voiceor charactSr parts. _Everything is
realt except "He said" and She said-.-" The various readers4
assume the aPProPriate attitudes suggested by adjectives
-tangriTy, merrily; etc.) but are not required to "act."

) Divide the class Anto two groups and assign one group to read___
-"The Run's Priest's Tale" while the second reads "The- Pardoner's*
Tale."
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3) Tell, each group that they may present their story in any way'
_. y like with,one rule: they must adhere strictly to Chaucer's

ds (except for the omissions of "he said" and "she said.\").
CE3tuaes maybe used if desired. .-.--

. -4) Give remainder of Period for reading and planning. The fitst .

half of the next class May be 0(0 for rehearsing. Groups
should choose 'leaders to direct.activity;

,5) Assist in group planning. Witt a little prodding, students nfry
come up with "clikken Outfitsiu- parade of Chaattcleer's wives,
a "tree" for Chanticleer to perch in, a %tavern" for the rioters
to carouse AR, a well- labled "tree' under which a bushel of
"gold" may be found; if the students become carried away with

'pantomiming the drinking and wrestling and stabbing scenes
while the narrator reads, the enjoyment -of the class will be - ow

doubled. , , -44
6) Discuss both. stories simultaneously, giviug attention to elements

- i of setting or situation, charactirs, point of view, action (plot
.-cliretx, tone,- theme; and moral. ' =;

7) -Point out the Cilaractaristics of the FABLE (animals behave as
people) 1

8) Point cut the charatteristicS tki the EXEMPLUM (characters
exemplify vices).. , I

9) Show how Chaucer helps reader identify with situation (familiarity
. ,

- with .details). . .

.._
'10) Show how Chaucer helps reader learn from story (pcfints to moral;`

in case):
11j Mention Chficer's use-of.satire and irony; see' if students can

recognize anti identify satires of social classes, husband-wife
relationships, egotism and avarice.

12) Suggest familiar experiences in batty life from which lessons, have been learned (waitling too long to make a decision, trying,
to get away with something and getting caught, pretElnding to be
sarething which you are not, runniriG away from responsibility, etc.).

13) Propose-writirg of an experience in the form of-a story.
14) Discuis elemntt of setting, characters, poInt of view, theme,

climax, tore, action, moral.
15) Assign two -'days or week-end for production of rough draft. ...
If) Assist in class in 'rough draft writing, eulphasizing movement-

---L------ -01"--fret:+1,11- trr&-t-tiaracter4-recticrrr-as-Trottrattorr-for-ttreffe,
17) Suggest peer reading and assisting i-rr clarification of ideas:
18) Encourage creativity; enhance "true" experience with imagined,

details. .

19) "Short short" stories, using concise, language, should\total no :.

. 20) Take up rough-drafts and read aloat anonymously with praise
..,

more than 500 words.

a random selection.
,

21) Comment before the bell that you can hardly wait to readthe
rest. .- . N

« 22) The rext day tell the class that their stories are outstanding:.
read two more of the test aloud, stopping before the moral to "
we if the clan can state the " 1 esson" learned by the anonymous
wtiter,
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23) Return stories for re-writing; you have marked them only with
a comment as to i vement of one of the elements ("Yok,
action is too fast1 get lost." Your mak character needs
more description," urtheme is mot clear--what is the
point?") 4

24/ Give two days for rewriting take up fiiJ drafts.

IV. Procedure for Students, esson B

J1) Read story assigned to!group-
,2) Decide with up what part to take in Readers Theatre. If

there are nat enough reading parts, you may be"sound effects
or prop manaCer. Help think of costures and actions.

3) Make and bring to class whatever-the group assigned you for
presentation.

4) Take part in p4sentation as assigned by group.
5). Participate in class discussion; tell what you know; ask

questions.
is

6) Think of anc jot down experiences_ from which you learned
lesson.

7) Try to remember times, from yr childhood when you were punished
for something.,

'8) Remember times when you (or someone else) didsomething "wrong"
that you (or they) got away with.

9) Remember times when you did soMething you wished you had not
done.

10) Think cf advice you could give anoinr person from your own
ience. ,

Thin cf ways you could tell this *story" using characters
(lazy conceited, etc.). 0

12) Give our
.
experience a "setting" (beech,, school, shop,* district,

ti .
. c..

,

. Tell

j

story chronologicilly or with flashbacks; decide on point
of'view. ...

14) Use words to distinguish ne (solemn, cheerful, sillyosad).
15) Give. story to classmate read for suggestions. : .

16) Decide how you will s the "moral" at-rthe end (narrator. or *
heracter).

17) TOrh in rough draft.
18) Rey rite -returned copy giving attention to teacher's comments"

aid mechanics.

V. Evaluation of Lesson B

Storjes should be read for entertainment value (Did yoU and the class
enjoy reading it?.) and inclusion of elements emphasized to class
dtscussions. Two grades. Best stories should be returned.for addi7
tional revision of mechanics and,'when rewritten, submitted to school
literary magazine or other-publication. An additional A should be

0 given all stories submitted for publication. Remember that_you-are
judging the student's 'life over which he/she may or may not have
-control It this point, so all efforts "should be read sympathetically.
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Your grade may be an-indication to the student of your attitude
toward his/her handling of the situation. If you do notapProve

-'of a value judgment, you might say so in your comment, but'do not
lower a grade if the student has fulfilTed the other requirements.

f
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TOPIC: Systematic Approach to Mary Ruth Crook
Cary Senior High
638 Walnut Street
Cary, AC 27611

Grade 12

WRITING ABOUT LITERATURE, III

Teaching Writing

I. Rationale.

Clear thinking--rational and logical, uncloUded by emotion or
opinion-- comes only to those who take the time to apalyze and
support hypotheses. Argumentation, based on reasons and exampleS#
is a satisfying font of writing for the careful studenf and gives
confidence to the less secure. Many teachers have difficulty
explaining the.steps in logical reasoning to their students.

,This lesson will *scribe step-by-step the Composition of a 'formal"
expository theme, showing howrthe elements ofcomposition--unity,
coherence, and emphasis--are-achieved through an introductory
statement and thesc-Ti proposition or theory to be proved), topic
sentences, examples,-transitiqnal-devices, and finally a conclusion
that reinfOrces and satisfies 'the opening proposition.

Why should a senior\igh school student labor over organization
and form in such A "formal" paper? First. working within a structure
is supportive, as the walls of a house hold prid protect-the furnishings;
second, presenting proof for one!.s proposition gives authors
builds self-confidence, as a lawyer more often gins a case with
evidence, not rhetoric; third, learning a new craft to add to 0
skills, and satisfying oresel4 on a demanding job well-done, resu tt
in a sense of pride. Teachers of this demanding skill must assist
students at every. step so that the product of the endeavor will be
successful -7ftes encouraging the students as they face future
assignment? in thinking and writing in other courses,

The procedures in this less may seem ovecsimplified, stark and
rigidbut they are merely tools which will become flexible with
use and may be dectrated and embellished according to the individual
who uses their. Familiarity with, the ustem will enable the-writer

-- to create products of infinite variety,,but all clearly distinguishable
as of superior workmanship!

II. Objectives
A_-

1) To understand the "shape" (suture) of a composition
2) To understand theifeason for an introductory (lead- n statement
3) To discover effeceivevays of beginning a compsition
4) To understand the purpose of a thesis sentence
5) To learn how to make a thesis specific

*6, To understand the necessity of organization
7) To learn how to build an effer-tivti---a.rgianent

83 To learn .how to make sentAces."flow"
9) To understand the importance Of a conclusion
10) To learn how to-end as argument satisfactorily.
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III. Procedure for Teacher and Students

1) Nform your students at the-beginn:ng of the stmdi of MACB
that therWill be permitted to excrr2s7 the.- o^inionshroughout
thit play and that you hope the class will engage in *any
arguments.

2) Suggest that superstition plays a 1-7.1= role and that you will
be interested in knowing how they feel about'witches and
predicting the future. `

3) Suggest that everyorie knows what too much power and popularity

do to some people; ask for examples of people they know ()foto
lost What they thought they had gained when they becare too
popular or too powerful.

4) Reflect on the difficulty we all have with temptation, deciding
against our consciences, and the guilty feelings we may experi-
ence as a result.

5./ Encourage free divussion and slip into an introduction to the
man Macbeth, who was troubled by all these problems:

6) Suggest that as they read the play and discuss it they choote
one of these ideas (write topics on the chalkboard) to thin
about and later express their own opinions as to how Macbeth
dealt with the problem wheh the class writes a paper on the
play:

Superstituticn as an influence in decision-making

Popularity and power as corrupting influences
The battle between conscience and temptation

7y -ThroughOut the teaching of the play make conttant refeience I2F--
the topics, showing that this or that line or speech is a good

-example.

8; Beltuh that students are keeping a special section in their
notebooks for notes on the topic they have chosen.

9) At the end of each act go over the topics and call for exarples
from the notebooks for each one.

10) Ask students frog-, time tO time which topic they have chosen and
what proefs they have found. Ask totio/fttebpoks and make
suggestions if sttderts seen hesita

11) By the time the study 'of the play has been completed (about1
Weeks) students should have a healthiy_conection_of_nates_ind___________
466tes-:lottings--with whit work.

12) .To help students organize and i ange their jottings, section
off three areas of the ehalkboa after'dividini class into
groups according to twin, have students consolidate Sottings")
by listing cn chalkboard (see example sheet). f

13) Lead students tireach group to recognizeinformation under
three headingsrsome items may be discafded as irrelevant;
students may need additional items to camplete a skimpy section- -
rake suggestions by asking leading questions.

14) Ask students in each group what the .lists lead them to think
about the tippic, 4

15) )sk students if they have an idea thatlan be proved from the
informatio fouh4.

fiber students to frame a sentence stating the idea to beOroved-;
;rite some of these on the board.
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17) Show how each heading should he Included in the statement,
making it specific; iderline specific words indicating main
points.

18). Say that this statement is their THESIS which they will prove
in their papers; beck to see that each student has Written a
thesis.

19) 8amment on the fact that students my have different theses for.
tte same general topic.

20) Put outline, form on chalkboard and have students fill in parts
from their omn notes (see mmole skeet).

21) Show how various levels on form supply particular information.
.

22) Show how coherence !linking ideas.and details) is achieved, .

through
23) Show use of relationship and transitional words in outline.
24) Show how topic sentences 3rd e:...amles come from _outline.
25) Show where main>points in thesis tre found in outline.
151, Assist students in raking their nitlines parallel for else in

writing paper later.
27) Check each person's outline before allOwing the stuaent to

, proceed withikriting.
28) Draw the "snape" of a composition on the chalkboard (see example).
29) Label parts and show students that they now.'have the "skeleton'

oftheir compositions.ar4 need enly to "out meat on ttie bones°
30) Tell students thit first they must fill in .the 'head"--they have

the 'brains" (thesis) but reed a "face; this is- -tote introduction,
the part the readers meet first, from which they get their first
EMprestion.

_ _

21,) Go hack to earl test discussion of the play.whem students

idertified persona1y with the three topics; ask them to think
and then write cuitkly their own opinion of superstition, power,
and conscience.

,
32) Have several students read their opinions. -tiscuss present-day

implications.
31) Tell students to think of a startling sentence that might leadA in to their statement of minion; sharewthese.and tomment .

favorably on the "looks."
34) Let studertS expand and develop these opinions ip to age-half'

A

35) Say that the 'face" oftheir composition needs a "mouth"--a
sentence that telliNhat the paper is,about,andwhich leads' '

into the thesis.
361 Help students link thesis coherently with iritroduction, using

.title of play, author's name, and 'literary classifiCation.
37) Direct students now to proceed with paper, using topic sentence

to begin each paragraph, transitional words to link details
and examqies, and a clincher at the end of each paragraph which
also Teats int{ the next.

38) Watth students as they cestinue to work, assisting with transi-
tions; be sure that students follow their outlines; tell
students that you are availaple for Help.

39) Show students frc'n diagram that the conclusion is the firm baie
on which the rest of.tNe pap sr stands.

40) Discuss what might go into the conclusion: a sunmary or --4
restatement' '( "Does your facetlr-ok like your felt ? "). -

3
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41) What do feet do?'0%(The hold up the body and take it places.)
What should a conclusion do? (Emphasize the thesis an4)add a
special touch that will make thy reader 'lake it with him/her.$)p

42) Have 'students wort on theilusions. SuggesCusing a
provocative title that might be repeated or alluded to. Sug
gest use of a quotation from the play. Walk around and observe

; studentstefforts.tComend everyone .erho has anything
'y 43) Fifth day will be finishing- day. Complete writing of paper

in class-. Turn in rough draft at .end of period.
44) Continue to. assist students as they write in class. As you

read, casually correct mechanical errors, explainigg problem
and reason. .

45) If most students finish before' the bell, use time to discuss
major mechanical errors for stbdents to avoid. Suggest that.'
they exchange papers with peters forproof-reyitngy

46) Dyer the week-end, read all papers quickly, marking no errors,.
but making cheeks in margin where-error occurs op line.

.21,47) Return papers for re-writing. Students find and correct -errors
at home; say that yet; are available for conference any day
this week. Final copies due onFriday.' Remind students
of manuscript rules.

die

V. Evaluation

Students receive .three grades for this' paper: (1) Daily effort and
progress, !2) Content and orgartizatiork, (3) 14echanics. The first
grade is for vatting' 1ordtrri_tas4nstead.of wasting time; thf

-second is for their"good ideas andPhe- way they put the together;
the thj)d will encourSge then to rewrite their rough.draffs .care- .

fully after the teacher hAs marked the errors. ^Students should be
-told about this grading systems cAll the f\irst day of the,writ!5
lessons. The teacher's final task should Snot be difficult;" ftead
quickly and mark as before, -raking a helofttipcogrent at. the end when
assigning the grade. Late oal)ers should take a 1 ty depending'
op the reason- -after all, trteg`vehad two weeks thit paper,
and plenty-of help!

.
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TOPIC: Supestitice as
decision-making

influence r

JOTTINGS

-*tries

give

predictions
Macbeth believes witches
Etamquo doubts wilcbes
Macbeth %rites lady

Macbeth
Lady Macbeth believes
Lady Macbeth decides

op murder
Lady Macbeth persuades

Macbeth

AO DASAMIZATIC.i.

Act II
rS7-puo mentions witcnes.

flecbeth sees daggers
leading

Metheth hears voices
saying .sleep. no more

Act
1571Zirmertiors witches
Macbeth rime bens

predictions

Macbeth dec fdes tc kill /

Sarum
Macbeth sees ghost
Mecbet!- decides to gc

to witches

Act IY
iTESiS show acparitiors
Macbeth believes

prophecies

Macbeth decides to kill I:

Lady MaCt4th i food,/

TOPIC: Popularity arepower as corruottng
influences

101 :+65

Anedittion trt witches
A. At First meeti%g

1. ;Or Macben
t. Wculd to

Thane sf

Cawacr
t. te king

2. For.Balacuc

a. Wauld act
king

o. _ ,

'kings

B At econ Mee'_ n;
1. acoar'ticrs

Beware

Macdt".

c.'

2. fro% Show of egs
4. Lire of king%

A'l fnam,
San6o

1. Belief of MacOntr
A. kittheS gave N'ir

isoriors

1_ 1.ioncr-s.

2.

B. poparitions
Promisee
1. Victory

2.

I. 5ecisions of Macteto
A. To tail Duncan

Act V

EiWigacbetn sleepwalks 2.

B. 'c ki Sarum.Macbeth believes is
ti;' m

safe
2.Macbeth loses confidence

Macbeth fights to the last
o became tyrant
1.

2

2

: Act i. -

rt of.soldierwar
'raise of.Tuncan
Vi,s11,"cf Dun car

gainIng of title
' Desire for crown

t Act I:

Talk wi Banque
Murder of Duncan
Fricing of kialcold
Genirg trok

Act III
1517,iiainst Sanwa:,

Use Macbeth's
actions and
people said about
his tc prcve nis

. corrwption

1

ORGP.NIZKICe

I. Evidence of MaTth's
Popularity
A. Adpiriti000f

People
seen 1. Stztement of
'in .soldier
seer 2. Staterent of
in s Ross

EIL.Admiratitr of king
1. Giving.ef title
2. visiting care

II. Jrcrease of Macbeth's
Power

A. Fro= genera? to
thane
1. Accepted title
2. De*id

S, Piou-thodAe 711ing
1. Plotted eurder

2. COMPittkii
murder

III. Tyranny of- Macbeth's
Rule
A.

E.

t.

TCPIC: The battle been conscience and
temptation

r

4-

-
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JOTTING'S

Act I
wiiiied rapt' at
Predictions t
First thought of murder
Wrote to wife -
Face shamed feelings.
Decided against carder
'Ambition only spur'.
Let wife convince
fir

Act
VTR with Sanwa)
Sew dagger
Heard voices
Felt immediate regret
Bewailed larder

Z111ous ofdeB:cuo
rrediur
Sew ghost
Denied murder

ie

(Use Macbeth's own
words to prove that
he lost the battle)

ORLNIIZATIDA

MaCbeth's desire ,

-A. For power
1 . *If this be

ill

2.

S. For security
1. 'My fears stick

2.

Illt.eacheth's Oot.A
-A. Of need

1. 'I ,have no

,spun. !
2.

B. Of methou .

' 1. *We will proceed
no further. . .

2. 'Is this a
dagger. t

'll'IMacbeth's regret 1
7i. Of murders

4 1. 'Make Duncan. . .

2. 'From this
hour. .

S. Of overspent life
liky. pay of

2. 'Tomorrow . .
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II. Main Point
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411. Main Point
A.

1..

2.

B.

1.
2.

1 I I

TIE "SHAPE" 'OF A COMPOSITION -

(Can be made as a mobile and hung_ up} .

INTRODUCTION

THESIS

TOPIC SE ENCE

Supporting ideas.
'and

examplis

TOPIC SeTE.NCE

.1

.TOPIC SENTENCE

CONCLUSION

transitional sentences

'join

paragraphslito

f-------.--------give coherence

The THESIS sentence points directly to the main ideas to Jae developed ,in
the body of the paper. It states specifically what the paper intends to
prove. /Staidents should be able to draw likes from speCific words in their

theses to the main points
in their outlines.

The thests
contras the
`unity of

the, CfM1Poii

ti on.

ti
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TOPIC: A Systematic APPrpach to
Teaching Writing, I

WRITE ON . AND ON

Dianne S. Avery
Roland-Grise Junior High Schoo
4412 Lake Avenue
Wilmington, NC
Grades 7-8

I. Rationale

No Matter how creatively writing as gnments are conceived and
presented by the teacher, students ry often feel frustrated
about attempting them because they la basic skills. Once stu-.
dents can feel comfortable and free about their ability to approach.
demanding assignments, they can concentrate on the sophisticated
aspects of writing and abstract thought.

This, system first establishes an essentialdtrust betWeen teacher
and students.' Students learn, that the teacher respects their -

Uultures"and-sincerely- wishes to acqUaint them With further
tools that will offer them greater social mobility. these tools
are mastered through Na very structured series of activities,
including discus s,ions, writing assignments, lessons -en procedure
and mechanics, group sharing, apd evaluation, resulting in the
students'. feeling that they have.a soud base for writing.

NIL Objectives

_ .

,

t a
I.) To develop a feeling of confidence and well-being about writing

--2 establish a feeling of'trust betWeen teacher ad students-
'3) ,To- establish a feeling of trust and Aspect fgr ideas and ,-

'feelings of others
4) To learn the steps involved in producting a well -develtiped

sentence, paragraph, theme,-research paper and/or thesis
5) 76 appreciate the value of organizing thoughts and material
6)- To appreciate the %Cue of revision
7) To master problems FA necha6ics which occur on an individual

.

4 basis (punctuation, Spelling, agreement, etc.)-
.

8) To master'probleds in mtchanics and tichniqwe which occur
among the class as 0 whole (topic iddtence, outlining, sentence
combining, sentence'variety)

9) To develop skills-and tecniques neeffed to work within a grodp
10) TO-accept individual respensibility for completftg tasks
11) - To appreciate the value of role playiny, as a way of seeing

another point of .Clew --4.

12) To develop skills for productive class discpssion ;
13 To develop an underitanding-for the necessity and relative-

. importance Of formal, standard and colloquial dialects as
they occur in writing, speaking, and reading

14) To develop an.urderstanding for the necessityof choOsing a

i

subject th t is relevant, familiar, and interesting
, ..
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III. Procedure for Teacher

Each of the follosZoing steps will be presented in detail separately."
-$4 specific time for assignments has been suggested as this will
depend r the level of the groups and the rate at which they are .

able to grasp the material. ..

1) intrtiduction to establish rapport
Diagpostic theme 4

3,) Procedure for iting outlines and 4hesis statements exemplified
in a writing as- gatient

4) Techniques for tering principles of sentence variety, sentence'.
combining, -and t ition 'with application in a writing _

assignment.

IV. Procedure for Students

\--Each of the following activities
separately as they occur:

2)
3)

4)

will be presented in detail

DiSCIAS with the class uses of
dialects. Role play to illustr
a variety of situations. ...
Write a diagnostic theme. .

Learn techniques and application
and writing a thesis statement.
Learn techniques and applicati
combining, and transition.

;:s; ,

forMal, standard, and colloqu-lfal
e usefulness and relevance in

V. Evaluation

selecting a topic, outlining

of sentence variety, sentence

Students will keep all writThg assigrenents in a folder. EacI assign -
ment' except the first_dfagnosticlpene will be evaluated and revised
through constant student-teacher conference,particularly at strategic
Check points,and by group-evaluation.- At the of-the -ass-ignment
`the teacher and ihdividual. students will arrive at a grade based on
relative progress and mastery of techniqUes involved.
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TOPIC: A Systematic Approach to
,Teaching Writing, II'

INTRODUCTION:

I. Rationale

. This step is necessary to develop a-feeling of trust anb understanding
betmein-teacher and students. It-helps to di lithe idea that
teachers believe that only formal and standard English are correct

- and'should be used at all times.. A_class discussion androle playing
activity illustrate thelbcceptance and relevance of ;lewd/elects.
If the studits accept the 'Remise that the teacher will accept
their dialects, they can the!f triist the teacher with their ideas
and feelings, and hopefully they can accept the idea that it is
possible and perhaps necessary to learn other dialects.

JO, ,

1-

Dianne S. Avery

.

II.- Ob ectives I

.

1) To develop rapport and acceptance between teacher/students and
student/student . . . . .

2) To develop the idea that all dialects are correct:when used in
relevant context : .

,

3) To recognize the need for comma nd of many dialects if one is/to,
have social and economic mobility

4) To develop the techniques of class-intehctioh'

.
5) To learn and practice role playing

III. Procedure for Teacher
.,

t
1) Initiate class discussion of dialects 1I have begun the class by

writing on the board theosenttnce, "I ain't got no pencil."
I ask for reactions; which are always nega ve, and record them

i
on the board. They think I want them to s that this, is always
a wrong thiing tosay. From there we move a discussion Of
formal, standard and colloquial dialects; The football player
in the 'class will ,readily agree that firing practice he would

never say, "Would you kindly pass the the football please, Jim.")
2) Lead students through discussion to accept that many dialects

are needed.
3) Initiate a role playipg activity which demonstrates uses of

many dialects. .

4) Help students to draw Conclusions biesed on the discussion and
a role playing .exercise.

IV. 'Procedure for Students

1) Discuss necessity mend relevance of formal,
.dialects.

2) Participate in and draw conclusions from a
using a variety of dialects. .

.
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11.

a

(The activity which I haA found valuable is one _in whicistudents
take the following roles: a teacher, the teacher's friend, two,
students ito causp a.class disturbance, their friend, the principal,
parents of the dfgruptive students. Th?.situation is that the
students cause a disturkance, are sent from the roomo the printtpal.
On the way to the office they meet their friend and give an account
-of the incident. Theialso report-what happened to the principal.-

and their parents. The teacher then reports the incident to her
teatper friend and the principal. :All except the friends meet in

I :the principal's office the next.morning for a conference.)

'V. Evaluation

No formal grade would be given in this assignment, but the teacher
should carefully evaluate the results of discussion and role p ng -

for potential needs for improvementsfor future use. ,

2go
.
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TOPIC: A Systematic Approach to
Teaching Writing, III

*a.

I. 'Rationale

DIAGNOSTIC ,THEME

Dianne S. Avery

11

4
'At this point the teacher needs to evaluate thejeeds of the ind
uaT students and the group as a whole. This cad-be accompli
assigning a diagnostic the of a specific nature.

p .17'Objectiv's

1) To diagnose what problems sadents.are plying as individual
writers it

2) To diagnose what writing problems students are hiving as a whole

Procedure for Teacher

1) 'Mimeograph some blank checks and write each student a check-for
$1,000,000 (be sure to write void in an inconspicuous place on
check).

2) Assign udents the task of writing first an outlThe and then a
paper aR6ut their first day as a millionaire. (If students
cannot outline, tell" them to make a list in time sequence of
what they would do before writing the paper.)

3) Initial all outlines or lists before students begin a rough
draft.

4) Observe students while they are writing the assignment in class
so-that.it is a true representation of each. student's work,

57 Assign students a folder for the finished product..
6) Evaluate the)papers.noting individual and grouppeeds.

IV. Procedure foe' Students

1) Write eih.outline or list of what you would do.on your first day
as- a millionaire.

2) Write 'a theme including a rough draft and ink copy following
the outlThe or list.

V. EvlaUation

Students will understan d from the be
this is,for diagnostic purposes only
'However, extensive evaluation of thi
the teacher to ascertain'class and i
mist decide at this point which` stud
the skills tote stressed in the neat

are sucb students (I have not found
'--diately be assigned more advanced in
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and they will not be graded.
assignment must be-done by
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TOPIC; A Systematic ApproaTh to
neWriting, IV

lorNjtationale .

1

0

OUTLINING AND THESIS STATEMENT

Dianne S. Avery

Most students In tfie Oats, if not all, will now begtn to question
the fact that \heywere unable to produce an outline and in discus-
sion will expre s certain frustrations about completing the previous
assignment to their satisfaction. This leads naturally into the -

need for a general discussion of organizing (outlining) and haiing
a definite predetermined plan for a theme. Once these techniques*
are explainetl,they need to be successfully put into practice by
the students in another appropriate writing assignment.

II. Objectives

. 1) TO master the mechanics of topic and sentence outlininb
2) To .learn to reoognize'and write a good topic (thesis) sentence

,3) To learn the steps necessary to produce an orgarfized, coherent
thee-.

4) To appreciate the value of revision
5) ToNve the. satisfaction 'of producing a theme which follows

an orderily-prOcess

III. Procedure for Teacher

1) Discuss the observations-which were an oqtgrowth of the previous
paper in an effort to help student,s see the-need for process

2) Teach students to write correct topic and sentence outlines..
Plan to spend the time that is necessaryto make certain that
Students master parallelism in-the top* outline since success ,-

' In organization- will be decreased if order is not maintained.-
3), Help 'students to understand and produce 'thesis (topic).sentences.

.4) Present and explain de six- -steps -necessary for producing a
writing assignment of this 'nature.. Be sure to point out that.
these steps can be used for a paragraph., the of varying
lengths, a research paper, or thesis if necessary. The'papers
just get ,longer!

'5) Astign a writing project in, which students can successfully
complete these steps, . -

6) ,Provide the atmosphere and time for student to'camplete this
assignment in clasi.

7) Constantly be available to stddents for checking and iditiating
outline, checking rough drafts, and answering questions. It
is important to Makecertain.that students do kot begin the
rough.draft before completing a correct outline.. '
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Bk Begin working with students on individual protlems as they,write.
9)- Reid and evaluate the final drafts.
10) ,Divide `the students jnto groups pf five and have them select

and read to the class the paper, from their group which best
follows the process.

11) Have students place all.papers in individual folders.

IV., Procedure for Students

1) Take careful notes on the techniques of topic andsentence
outlining:

2) Complete-assignments,which reinfoi.ce various aspects' of correct

outlining..
3) Enter the definition cf a topic sentence in notebooks:

a) Must be an attitude or opinion. Is not a fact
by 'Rust contain a' key word or words.
c) Requires proof or il)ustration.

4) Write some practice topic sentences circlicg the key words. List

some proofs or illustrations to' support topic sentenees.

5), ,Write in notebook the following six sttpA for writing a the
(etc.):
A. Select asubjecf which is intirestingboiceu,jotting down

or taking notts*on everything that you know or can find
out about this subject. (For a research paper take notes -

on 3 x 5 index cards)
5. Analyze yourrnotes ei4d decite on an approach to the subject. ,

Write a thesis (topic) sentence which expresses this
approach.

C. Select the information whiCh supports your thesis and outline
it in a correct topic outline es follows:

Title

I: Topic sentence (write thesis sentence within this parenthesfq,.
II. Reasons

A.

B. (These reasons should be parallel and can vary
C. in number, but agood number seems to be 4-5

. 0. good ones. The. reasons are the proofs vehicle

E. support topic sentence.)
III. Conclusion (write a ccincluding sentence within this spece )

. .

.Thts outline can be expanded for a longer theme or term paper,.
I. becdmes the intrdduction and statement of purpose. II. is

expanded with added detail and s section which supports the
thesis.4dea. III.' contains the co uding statements.

, D. From the'eutline write the rough draft. Make it rough;
revise constantly. It is best to leave the finished rough
draft-for awhile and theft revise again in order to catch
errors in expressing ideas clearly -and correctly..

E. Write an ink copy
F. Read the ink copy (preferably after time has patsed).checking

for careless errors in punctuation, capitalization, spelling,
etc.
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6) Practice. the above steps in a, writing assignment.
i step:one by selecting a student in the class. Have the stU-
dent come to the front of the room for a class period. Ask .

'questiont of this etudent.and make notes co observations.
Follow the rest of the steps,-betthis time limit khe.paper to
one paragraph.

7), After the papers are complete, get into groups of five and seleCt
the. paper whith best -follows the proeedure. Read. the best-paper

to the class.
8) i Place papers' in individual folders, .

Yllf Evaluation' . c:

.

--"PN 'The teacher will have carefully checked these'papevs through each.:
(step of the process helping with individual problems. Even though?
'the teacher reads the papers at this point, is important not

to assign alrade.,

f
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TOPIC: A SystematiE 'Approat4 to
1Teathing Writing, V

Dianne S. Avery

SENfERCE VARIETY, SENTENCE COMBINING, TRANSITION

I. Rationale

As the students point out good points in the papers they have written
in the previous assignments, the teacher can now tactfully ask if
there were general observations without focusing on a specific
papeethat.cou d make the papers better. It is quire natural-for
inexperienced writers to begin sentences with the subject first.
to use simple and compound sentences, and to use little transition,'
particularly when they have written a paper about a person. Most
sentences will have begun witkhe/she. Through a class discussion
these ideas can surface and be expired as a future peed to enhance
the process. After tliese ski)ls have been-taught, students should
practice -them in a writing asstgnment. A the on how to dossome-

.
thing 7ends.itself tell for practice in using transition, sefftence

' 'variety, and sentenn combining.

II. OBiectives

.1) To develop a more sophisticated paper by implementing the
techniques of sentence variety and sentence combining .

2) To distinguish between written and spoken English
3) To apply effectively the use of transitional devices
4) To practice skills in a writing assignment
5) To begin to master individual problems in basic mechanics
6) To appreciate the results of revision and polfehiqs
7) To read critically,looking for elements of good writing
8) To participate effectively and positively in a group ,

9) To participate. cooperatively in class demonstrations
10) To becodie aware of the necessity for making directions explicit

III. Procedure for Teacher

I

1) Lead studerts to critically evaluate what they are writing'.
2) Present practical lessons and practice on techniques of .

sentence variety and sentence combining. (I have found that
this can be effectivelpac fished by beginning with a discus-%

.

sion of the differences b n written and spokervEnOish.
The natural spoken pattern s subject first, not second,
complement, etc.--or not a complete sentence, at all. Spoken
English is usually not boring, however, because we de voice .

inflection for variety. Since this does not happen on a ,

written page, students must, use sentence variety, complex,
. 4, ..,

.

sentences, and transition. 'Ms poiht is well illustrated inOML. ,,- ,

1 r
class when you ask students if they underline words in letters. .:,. '-')

and notes to each other to gain emphasis.)

a
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3) Provide class instruction and practice assignments. in the use
.of transitional devices: . Present several methods in order to

avoid-students over-correcting and contently using a transi-
tional word'at.the beginning of each sentence..

) Assign students the task of writing a paper on how to do scone-
thing,fellowingthmsix writing steps with particular emphasis
on variety, sentence combining, and,transition. When making

the assignment,the teacher can suggest that students can
demonstrate some of their-papers-1p class. A fun thing to ,do

is to have boys pta on eye make up following the deletions
-and only the directions given by a girl who is reading then.
from her paper. In this light'atmosphere the teacher.can
-point out the need for coherence. Time will not permit.,
reading all papers. t

5) Read and initial all outlines and papers as they progress
thrpugh each step.

.

6) 'Help students with individual problems as they wtite.. (If
you go to their desks, they will not be lined up. talking as
they wait at yours, and some students will not actively-seek
-help at the.teacher's desk.)

7) Divide the students into groups'of-fiie and have them plan
a presentation for the class which' contains good exemples of

.sentence variety, sentence combining and transition from the
goers of meters' in the group. Have them write them on

'transparencies, if available, or ditto masters.
8) Have students place their papert in their folders.
9) Return folders to individual students and have them write on

a separate piece of paper an evaluation of the prdgress they
feel they have madee

10) Read and evaluate the assignment.

IV. Procedure for Students

1) Take careftil notes and complete practice assignments on
techniques for accomplishing sentence variety and sentence
combining.

2, Take careful notes and complete-practice assignmentson
techniques for using iffective transition.

3) Write a theme in class following the six steps on how to do
something with which you are familiar,making a particblar
effort to achieve sentence variety, combine sentences
effectively, and use transitional devices when necestary.

4)' Pick a student in.the class and have this person demonstrate
what you have explained in your paper. Bring to class any
materials that youitill need if you plan to pertiCipate in
this activity.

5) ParticipateOn a group which will plan a presentation for
the_class.- It will be the task of the group to find,good
examples of Sentence variety, sentence combining, and
transition which appear in the papers of your gran. Write
the examples on a transparency or ditto master.
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1) Place your papers in you r folders.
) On a separate sheet of paper write an evaluation o f progress

you believe you have madesinde writing the diagnbstic theme.
Place th th your paper in your .folder.

V. Evaluation

In the ubest, of all possible Worlds" the students and teacher

nlould have individual conferences, discuss the students' self
evalUations, as well as the teacher's suggestions for future
progress, and mutually agree on a grade. If this is not Possible,,
the teacher should coesidee the selfJevaluatton, write tommeAts on.

the evaluation sheets only, and arrive at a letter grade for the
project based on Individual possibility of progress and input.

.1
4
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: .A Systematic .Approach to J4dy Walls
Teeehilig Writing Silk Hope Elementary .

Sider City, NC
Grade, 4

WRITING CENTER.

DESCRIPTION OF A SYSTEM

Rationale
.1

A writing center with various open-ended activities will enable a
child to make choices of the kinds of Ariting-activities.he wants
andlleeds.to do. Eath child will find somethipg.to stimulate his
writing interest by using a variety of materials. The writing
center can last the entire year by renewing or changing the materials
every few weeks or as oftep as needed, jo spark a successful /.
creative writing program% begin byogiving children a potpourri of
exercises that they can easily'attack. This will enable therchilld
to feel quickly a sense of success.

I?. objectives

1) To del;elop a desire to explore many materials used in the
writing center .

2) TO use different media for self expression
3) To develop an interest and desire to write by using different

kinds of materials
4) To develop powers of observation
5) To =learn to make, choices
6) To learn to interact with other students while Aorking in the

center

III. Procedure for Teacher

: 1111.1

I Set aside a corner of the:room-With a bulletin board to display
the writing center. It can be as large or as small, as spaee

AP perMits.
2)1,INake the center comfortable with table, cha,ips, pillows, book-

. case,,and carpet. You can use ae or, all of these items.
3) ColleCt materials for the center such as pencils, paper, a

4,bulletin board covered with clear contact. paper, Bic felt tipped
pens, reference books, magazines, neWspapees, typewriter, tape
5.4KeHer, viewer, telephone directories, pictures, .cartoons,
task cards, index cards, blank books, comic strips, story
starters, objects of art, file folders, a T.V.

4) A fun way to start is by -covering a bulletin board with clear
4comtact paper end supplying Bic felt tip pens. ,They will wipe

om clean with a damp cloth.
5) Be sure to lim4t the number of students using the center to

101bOut 4=6 at one time.
i.. r

-
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O. Eikiliin'to students that,they.ciri-write anything they, waint'to.oe
the bulletin board. ' -

7).-ExaMple: "Maybe something happened'on the bds comingeta sChool.
----' Maybe something.special is happening'at,school thatfday: They '.

can express their feelings about- the happening.
Example: write'graffiti,_ poems, etc. , ,

'8) Suggest that they sign-their names to their writing...
9) This bulletin board' can remain 0 all year and4 variety of

writing plus art projects can be used.)- ,
10) A simple uninhibiting activity is extending a story starter;

.

Example: A manilla folder with a picture of Snoopy on the
outside. Inside it says "If you were talking. to Snoopy en the.
telephone.whatiwould you sayr , , . ._.

ExaMple: A manirka folder with a picture of a woman looking
'horror struck, Inside: "Oh, no, its a . .* . "and explain.thes,

11) Teacher should conduci an oral discuSsion abaft the story
starters before students write ''

lqHave them put their-papers in a folder or box for checking
To entourage observation and writing, cut Pict from

urf:;

newspapers and magazines. Ask them to write one r two line
captions to describe what is happening in 'the p ture.

14) Another simple activity- for binning writers involves using
cartoons to inspire writing: .

Example: Cut out a one-frame cartoon and hive studentskrite
a caption or punch line. This leads'. to drawing a cartoon and
writing a caption.

15) Comic strips. usage: . ,

.

Example: Cut a comic strip from the Sunday paper and either cut,
. or mark out the ballocin. Have students study the comic strip
then write his/her own balloons:

16) When possible use a typewriter in the writing center.
Examples*: Student types his/her rough draft of_a- story on the
'typewriter. Student writes a story and rerwites,it by:typing
it. Some students seem to think clearer when using a'typewriter.

17) `Tape recorders are an asset to,writing centers.
Example: A' student can'record the story he/she has written, and
other students can listen to it. If possible let each.student
have his/her ova cassette on Which to record.

18) Viewer's can be ysed for pre-writing experiences.
Example: Student looks at film strips about anlmals,then'writes,.
a story about it. . .

19) Task cards offer varied writing experiences.
I. Example.: Cover task card with clear .contact paper after you'ye-

written the task on itt this presei-ves the life'of the card.
. One card might suggest that the student write a'report about

Abraham Lincoln: This is also an opportunity to .use .the research
books in the writing center. There might be several things
listed.on the card for the student to find out,such as , Which
president was he; why was he tnportant; hoW did he die?
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T 20),1(rIting books can protiide motivation far. wrlting. Clip notebook'., . V
f pages together. The cover can be of constructioro paper. -.4

.:,
.. --a) ,Examote:. Keep a dia4for one week of the happenings trr

a .. 'the cAassroom. Date your ,pages. (This can also be a.task '
- : - card;) . . . .h) Uncle: -Pick a subject with which you are and

. -
. write a story About iton you; own-notebook paper. Rave
. 'the teacher correct It. Copy' it In your. best han4yriting

(you may want toprint it like a book) and Mustrate it.
..21) Objects of art../provide pre-writfnrexpeflences ----0_ .

Example:- OW a glass ftguri,ne of. an animal or a person.. _Haim
. the student write a story'about. it. -- s

. 4 4 .:, ..

I Exairiple: ;Have pictures by famous artists trtsplayed.. The.
. ; . student can describe his /her feeiNgs about the picture.

22) TN. programi are available for teaching creative writing.
Example: 'Watch the 'Creative, writing-program "Zebra Wingst"

, Be sure twobtain the teacher',s guide thit goes/with :it for
follow. through* the writing assi9iments. ';--- _ ., w. . s.. I

IV. Procedure for Studentk
.. ..

: l,) Look.
,/

over all the materials.in the writing center..
.

2') Decide which one you will save the. must fun doing.
3) Carefully read the directions for the 'activity.. _- .
4) If 'yob' don't understand what to dO, be sure to ask .the teacher.
5) Aftegireading the directions, complete the activity.. .. 6) -CorisJit with the teacher to see if you need to revise or rewrite.
7) Rewrite- if necessary.
8)- Put.your finished -prbfiuCt in a, folder or bbx that is specifically

for that activity.. r
. ,.I

V7s'Evaluation

Atihe-beginning of the year the evaluation can be, positivi teacher
cements: good or very good. An especially good paper-can-be
displayed on the well.. As `the year progresses, the children can-.
pick the papers they want graded.

,
A

Rewriting should always be part of the writing process. One way
to make It less painful is to allow the children to evaluate each
others' papers and make suggestions for relision and correction.

The teacher could find a way to publish tP best work of the year
Onepossibility is to compilea booklet by writing them on dittb ,
sheets and making-copies. CardbOar covered with contact paper can
be used for thecove-re Be sure tQ e a fly leaf and table of
contents with storytftle---snriuthor's name. 4
Thewriting center can be consider:141a success :If children use it.'
enjoy it, develop their own writing, and increase their writing .abilities. .

t
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